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"Know tlryself,"

Temple of Delphi, Greece



Introduction

Wst-T ls THE lxxgn tguPLE
OF WTTCHCRAFI?

Ineverthoughtlwouldbeteachingclassesonwitchcraft,muchlessmakingitthe
focusofmylife.Butherelam'nowwritingbooksonit'too'Whenlstartedout'Iwas
rx)tevenlookingtogetinvolvedinwitchcraft.Along-timefriendintroducedmeto
&etopic,andtthoughtshewaskidding.ImadebadWizardofozjokessimplybe-
cause I had never h.",a or a person calling herself a witch and being serious, even rev-

erent.Thiswasquiteafewyearsagoandthenotionhasgainedabitmoremediaat-
tendon since then. My frieni is a very inlslligent person, whose opinion I respect' so I

e*ed her all sorts of questions. we discussed European history and art influencedby

6epre-Christiancultures.Weexploredphilosophyandsymbois.Sincewebothheaa

l,crye of art, she truly got my attention by showing me Egyptian symbols' such as fu

e,re of Horus and the ankh'

ThemoreweBlked,themorelthoughtthiswitchcraftthingmightbe*-*"!
Iwouldb.lrrt.r"rt"dinpursuing.Ihadcomefromrwelveyearsofcatholkseoot
andalthoughatonetimelfeltaspiritualconnectiontosomethin&Iwasmlil0lr
srrewhatitwas,sinceldidnotfeelaconnectiontotheCatholicChundllcddu
agreewithmanyoftheirviews,solreleasedthatspirirualconnecdonwifimgf,
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and anger. When my friend told me about the craft and how it stressed individual and

personal connections, I was intrigued. Perhaps it was what I was always seeking, but

never knew the option existed.

The final piece that started me on this path was my first ritual. I was invited to a

Full Moon ritual and given the oppoffunity to do a spell. I wasn t sure I believed in it,

but I thought, -Why not try?" Another friend of mine was having a difficult pregnancy.

She did nor get the prenatal care she needed, and doctors thought she and the chiid

were both in danger. Making matters worse, she had a difficult relationship with her

divorced parents, and, as a senior itt high school, hid the pregnancy until the last few

weeks. Although I don t remember the exact wording, my spell basically intended that

she and the baby come out healthy with as litde pain as possible, if this is for their

highest good. Later I found out they were both healthy, and I was h"ppy. Then I dis-

covered that her labor lasted less than two hours and was almost pain free. I was

shocked and thought back to the spell. I'm sure she had many people praying for her,

but at that point I thought that spells and witchcraft were more real than I had previ

ously believed.

Soon I started studying witchcraft with a well-knovrn local teacher. My mother and

my best friend came along, half out of interest, and half out of fear that I was joining

a cult. The experience was life-changing. The most important aspect of the course was

the empowerment. We learned basic meditation techniques to open to our infuitive

and psychic powers. By the end, we had completed several different exercises with a

certain amount of real-world verification. The skeptic in me loved this, because it was

like a scientific experiment. In a short time, I learned to do things that I believed were

rrr.ly impossible. Now I was doing the impossible! This empowering tradition stressed

the ethics of witchcraft regarding personal responsibiliry I truly understood that I was

responsible for my own life and my own happiness. Before this class, I had bouts of de-

pression and anger, but always thought it was someone else's fault, not my own.

Througfr this process, I learned how I made my own reality and that I better start tak-

ing responsibility for it because no one else will. Empowerment and responsibility are

6e heart, and true lesson, of magick.

l;
l'i

l'i
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In rhe next few years, I finished college and pursued my music as both a performer

and businessman. I got my life in order and accepted myself and my own personal

por -er. I studied witchcraft and related topics such as shamanism, tarot, healing, and

:unes to further my education, but my practice of witchcraft was a very personal, pri-

r-ate affair. Gradually I grew more relaxed and came "out of the broom closet," as many

s-itches like to say.

A group of friends really noticed the changes in me and became interested in witch-

craft. My small coven invited them to rituals and celebrations. These newly interested

trjends would ask me to do spells for them, but I decLined. I'd rather do a spell with

ihem and teach them the skill than have them rely on me. They asked to learn some

meditations and healing work. Soon my friends asked me to set up a formal class. I

agreed, and that forced me to rediscover the most important aspects of witchcraft.

My life-changing event was my discovery of personal power and responsibiliry. It
.,r-as about finding the sacred within myself, my centel, my peaceful core. We each

:ave a sacred space within us, a part of us. This sacred space is a temple, a temple to

tur inner power, our intuition, and our connection with the divine. Discovery of psy-

:iLic powers, spells, and meditation are all things that lead us to the temple. They help

':s iind the road within and walk our path to the inner temple.

For me, witchcraft is the building of sacred space, in myself, my life, and my envi

:onmenr; I decided to make that the focus of the class. I wanted to help others find

--::eir own sacred space, their own inner temple. The information and exercises would

:::iid up to that experience. I owe a great deal of thanks to all my teachers for giving

::e the tools necessary to do this work. I am also thankful for those first friends anc

s:;dents who set me on this Path.

The class went well, and like the old telephone commercial, "They toid t-"'-

:--ends. who told two friends, and so on . . ." I started getting calls from strange:s :-

:=ach the class. At that point in my life, I was still working in the music indu-'::-" --:
::::r't have much rime to devote to teaching witchcraft. As strange as thls lra-'' : -'---:

:: :hose unfamiliar with spiritual journeys, I had a visionary experience. I: :::- i -' - : -

::t:,- parron, the Celtic crowgoddess Macha, came to me andtold me:;'::::il::-,:::
_-:_18r soffie debate, I finally promised I would teach if she could get ni :-- - :: :=-: .:
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rras 2n easy promise to make, because I knew my schedule was full. A few weeks later,
forgetting about the promise, the situation at work deteriorated and I was laid off.
while meditating for guidance, the only advice I received was, "Now you can teach.,,

I did teach after knocking on numerous office doors that would not open for me. I
couldn't get a job answering telephones, but when I put up a flyer for witchcraft classes,

my phone rang off the hook. Evidendy people needed to find their inner temples.
I refined the material of my course Witchcraft One: Building the Inner Temple,

and subsequently designed four additional courses. Each one is based on one of the
five elements: fire, earth, water, air, and spirit. Witchcraft One is based on the element
of fire, for fire helps you feel your own personal power. Fire is the light of guidance,
purifying, yet protecting. The etperiences and exercises of the course are the basis of
this book.

After teaching full-time for a few years, I discovered that many people really want
to study witchcraft, but they have difficulry laying the foundation. such people jump
right to love or money spells, and have some success following a spell by rote from a
book, without understandingwhy it works. They jump into the material needs of the
tradition before l"ytttg the groundwork for both an inteilectual understanding and a

spiritual experience. Anyone can do a spell, but not everyone eriperiences a life-chang-
ing event. The lnner Temple of Witchcrafi lays that foundation.

This course is unlike many traditional Witchcraft 101 books. I will not focus on rit-
uals, altar building, circle casting, and how to celebrate the Wheel of the year. Those
are the tools of the priestess and priest. I've found that srudents who have not experi-
enced energy and psychic abilities, the foundation stones of magick, have a less pro-
found experience with rituai. They do not understand the subtle mechanics and op-
portunities interwoven with it. Symbols and ceremonies not understood and personally
experienced have a danger of becoming dogma rather than spiritual expression. When
students dive right into traditional spell work, they don't understand their inherent abil-
ities and lack a perspecrive of the long history of witchcraft.

This bookbegins by covering some basic definitions of witchcraft, and then guides
you into the ancient history up to the modern traditions of the craft, to help you find
the path that suits you best. The rest of the book is divided into thirteen lessons, with
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Wrncr:rt exercises and homework for a year-and-a-day course of study. Topics indude

''-nnrnrrpdir:doq 
instant magick, ancient philosophy, modern science, protection, light, en-

@Hr erptomy, astral travel, spirit guides, and healing, culminating in a self-initiation
rinr'r'rl Some of the exercises ask that you find a partner, so be on the iookout for a

1fri.ffit { to help you in these srudies. Having a partner can keep you focused, and it is
afuo great fun to have a peer with whom to share your experiences.

Once vou have created this foundation of light and guidance, the tools of the
pmcmess and priest are learned with a deeper appreciation and understanding. The sec-

,r'ff',J book of this series, The Outer Temple of Witchcraft, will be a detailed course for this
hel of mrdy.

I hat'e discovered that people who take this course generally fall into three cate-

gwies. and all three are welcome. Sometimes it is best to know what your own moti-
u-mims arc. The first group are those who are really interested in witchcraft and other
me€Fagan traditions and seek an experience or training to help them on the path.

Second are those who come with an open mind and later discover that the material
mellr resonates within them. I was in this category I didn't want to become a witch
rT.iril I had already become one. I only had to claim the name.

The last group are those who are interested in building a spiritual foundation, a

=editative or psychic practice, but do not go on to pursue witchcraft. A few even har-

bor a stigma associated with the word "witch" and ask me why I call the classes
'ritchcraft" instead of "New Age" or "psychic development." Many traditions of the
\ew Age come from the history of the witch and healer, and this information is the
toundacion of witchcraft .

\{embers of the last group sometimes go on to become healers, psychics, medi-
:-rns. shamanic practitioners, and magicians. Some do not follow any specific tradition-
rqrt take the foundation stones of the inner temple and build their own house. ln
€ss€nce, that is what we all do with such material. I come from quite an eclectic tradi-
jon and encourage others to follow their heart and use what resonates with them- Lrn-

.ierstand the basics, but use what speaks to you. Some choose not to redairn rhe sord
':n:t"*t because they do not resonate with it. That's fine. I think the teachings of rhe crd
bal-e something to offer all of us, whether we use the word or not, 25 q,g entpr rhr
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-New Age." Many like myself feel it is important to bring the word witch into the
twenty-first century without the stigma attached to it. Modern witches must live by
example to show people that our traditions are loving, healing, and spiritual.

I would like to thank many people without whom this book would not be possible.

I would particularly like to thank my first students who pushed me into teaching at the
Goddess'prompting, provoked me with questions and challenges ro refine the marer-

ial, and allowed me to use their stories as examples in my work. I thank my first teach-

ers in the craft for opening this world to me, and I thank Laurie Cabot for her classes

based in the science tradition of witchcraft and her demand that all magick must srart

with self-esteem and self-love. without that, my life wouldn't have so completely
changed. I thank my friends, family, and coven for their support. I thank Ginella, Scott,

Amanda, Lena, and Patti. I thank Nicole for her input and suggestions, and I thank the
many authors, teachers, and healers who have built the foundation of modern witch-
craft andmysticism-

Blessedbe,

Christopher Penczak
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Tr'hat is a witch? What is witchcraft? These two questions don't have easy answers.

The word witch is a very emotionally charged word, bringing up conflicting images

tfrts the cenruries. It is hard to understand which image, if any, is correct.

For most of the W'estern world, the word witch evokes the villain of many fairy

reles- We watch the old hag giving the poisoned apple, brewing harmful potions, ear-

ing children, and casting curses. At Halloween, stores sell decorations of witches, old

ugl,v women with green faces and pointed hats riding around on broomsticks. Al-

trough these are familiar portraits, they are not the first. Because of humanity's fear of
trat which is different and mysterious, the witch was resigned to the world of chil-

dren's stories, to make the folk stories of witchcraft impotent from the realm of rnake-

believe. If only children believed in witches, then the power of the witch would no

longer be a realiry, but a fantasy Unfortunately, fictionalizingwitchcraft -s5 1s1 rhe

only way humankind dealt with its fear.

If you turn back a few hundred years, you can see the word wirch all acro*o rhe

records of one of Europe's greatest holocausts, the witch trials. Men and women wre
persecuted and killed for being different. Some call it the Burning Timec berr"r
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rurny were put to death by fire, burnt at the stake. Typically, history books gloss over
this particular bit of history but it is every bit apafi of us, as relevanr ro our modern
cultures as wars of conquest.

At the top of the list of victims were those accused of practicing witchcraft. The
ruling powers of the time had their own ideas about witchcraft, spreading stories of
black masses, sacrifice, and contracts in blood signing souls over ro the Devil. These

stories are the roots of the children s fairy tales. The vast majority of the condemned
were not practicing "true" witchcraft. Soroe held the teachings of the wise women
and cunning men of the tribes, a knowledge of healing herbs, remedies, midwiving,
and simple charms. We call such skills old wives' tales, but they have endured because

there is truth to them. We don't know how many of the accused and condemned were

actually practicing what is now called the old Religion, the way of rhe witch.
If you turn back even further, to cultures whose histories were not often written

down, you find a different kind of witch. This witch was not shrouded in the darkness

of fear and fairy tales, but in the darkness and light of the Goddess. This witch was
revered as a healer, teacher, leader, and wise one. The image of the witch inspired the
same reverence that a priest or minister does now in modern culture, for the ancestors

of modern witchcraft were the priestesses and priests, the seers and advisors living a

spiritual lif. by tuning into the forces of nafure, the tides of the seasons, and the cycles

of the Moon. They held a kinship with the plants and animals and, in essence, all life.
Their teaching and histories were kept in the oral tradition, holding the myths and

magick of the culcure.

Modern witches focus on this particular root in the witchcraft tree. Those claiming
the name and title of witch are truly reclaiming and building on rhe image of the
witch from these ancient days. If you really want to know what the words witch and
witcht-raft mean as we move into the next century, look at the growing movement of
modern witches.

If you ask a witch what he or she means by the word, you will get as many defini-
tions as there are witches. And yes, witches can be both women and men. I'm a man
d idendfy myself as a witch. Male witches are not called warlocks. The wordwarlocle
cm be traced from Scottish, old English, Germanic, and Indo-European roots and is
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now generally regarded to mean "deceiver" or "oath breaker" to those involved in the

craft. Such a title was probably associated with witchcraft by those who wanted to de-

fme the practice.

When I began my journey into this wonderful world, I was taught that the root of

fre word wic, ot wiccd, means "wise," for witches were the keepers of the wisdom,

nolving into the images of wise women and wizardly men. Another definition was

-to bend and shape," meaning those who practiced witchcraft could bend and shape

6e narural forces to do their bidding, to make magick. The word witchis actually con-

sidered to be Anglo-Saxon in origin, and some feel that only those who are practicing

European traditions, or morgspecifically Celtic, Saxon, or Germanic traditions, have

e" .ighr to claim the title witch. The entomology of the word can possibly be traced

bacl to Sanskrit and the earliest Indo-European languages, although this could be a

popular folk entomology used by many modern witches. The Middle English word

rlirdr is traced back to the Old English wiccnn, meaning "to practice witchcraft." Male

d female witches were distinguished through the words wicca and wicce, rcspectlely.

h Middle High German, wicken means "to bewitch or divine the future." In Old Ger-

rnan, the word is traced to wih, meaning "holy." From the Old German to Old Norman,

ue have the word ye, meaning "temple." Notice an interesting shift from the W'sound to

l}re Vsound, bur norice the similar shape of the letters. The letter double U actually looks

more like double V in our alphabet. In French, the letter is called doublevay. The further

backyou go, the further away you get from the stereotypical witch and to a word of sa-

sedness and spirituality Now you are getting to the true meaning of witch.

In modern English, witchis used to refer to both men and women. Wicca refers to

fre modern revival of witchcraft. After the witch trials and persecutions, what re-

rnrined of the teaching went underground. Other teachings were lost forever, but the

pracrices were revived and the surviving traditions came to light in the rwentieth cm
urrv. ln several modern traditions, witchcraft refers to the practice and art of the craft,

such as spells, while the religion is known asWicca. Though you can make a strongdb-

dnction between the definitions of witch and Wiccan, ot Witchcrafi and Wicca' md
praccitioners accept both words and identities. If you are not sure what to call s(xrE-

one, ask them or see how they refer to themselves.
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tns fcrrNcr
" * rd tu firsf definitions I learned from my early teachers, trained in the Cabot tra-

.:urrrc- was -Witchcraft is an art, science, and religion." A witch is one who "lives the

;:-* science, and religion of witchcraft." You mrght find this definition strange, as did

tr. because it brings together some seemingly conflicting ideas. This definition shocked

::re, because I considered myself a man of science. I was studying chemistry and prob-

ably would have pursued it if my experience with magick hadn't inspired me to pursue

my more creative side. At the time, I was very much a "prove it to me" kind of guy,

giving no one an inch unless they could back up their statements. And I found in my

witchy friend someone whd could. She explained to me the theories behind spells and

psychic powers. I wasn't sure I agreed, but it did intrigue me enough to not dismiss it
as "New Age kookiness." Then my friend introduced me to one of the most advanced

scientific ideas I had encountered at the time, quantum physics. I didn't understand

how physics and witchcraft were related until she drew corollaries between ancient

philosophies and modern, cutting-edge science. From her viewpoint, she was waiting

for modern science to catch up to the ancient truths. The more I learn, the more I am

inclined to agree.

For the longest time, I ignored the other facets of the definition of witchcraft,

namely art and religion. I focused on the science of the craft. I looked at witchcraft as an

experiment. The experiment yielded wonderfrrl results, but I resisted the other meanings

of the tradition. Regardless, they led me to explore myself and my spiritualiry.

tlls Anr
Witchcraft is an art. It is a system based on the cycles of life. Life is change, plain and

simple. Change encourages new expressions of the same pafferns and energies. Change

encourages creativiqr Even though two witches can say the same exact words of a spell,

each does it differently, each brings his or her own personal nuances, intentions, and in-

flections. More often than not, witches would probably write their own spells, creating

a personal tradition. Each witch works with the same principles based on the science of
witchcraft, but they express it quite differently, elevating the craft to a very beautiful art
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form. The poetry of magick can bring a tear to the eye and evoke our highest emo

tions. Song, chant, drumming, instruments, poetry and drama are used in ritual

Whatever the creative expression, no one can doubt that witchcraft is a form of art

once they exPerience it.

tnr fnmruelnY
tasrly in our threefold definition, witchcraft is a religion. In fact, it is called the Old Re-

ligion, for many trace their tradition's roots back to the early Mother Earth goddess

cults of the Paleolithic era. Since { have been teaching witchcraft I felt the need to

change the definition slightly ro "science, art, and spiritualiry." The word religion can

conjure up some discomfort in those who are seeking witchcraft as an alternative to

tre more dogmatic religions. Spirituality, to me, carries a gentler connotation to the

original meaning of religion. When I say witchcraft is a spirituality, I mean it is a spiri-

nul path. You walk it for nourishment of the soul, to commune with the life force of

tre universe, and to thereby better know your own life. Misunderstandings surround

6ose new to the path because of television' movies, and other stories' People do not

tr;rhzethat witchcraft is a daily commitment to renew yourself in the cycles of the

Earrh, to synchronize yourself with the powers of life. It is a path to enlightenment'

Living life as a witch is no easy task.

Certain spirirual aspects of witchcraft set it apart from other traditions' First, it is a

narure-based spiritual practice. Diviniry in all things is recognized, from the 1an4

warer, and sky, to plants, animals, and people. All material things are seen as an ex-

pression of life, as the divine. Witches are often involved in environmental reforms and

mimal-rights groups because of this belief'

witches are polytheistic, meaning we worship more than one deiry. we recognize

6e spirit of life running through all things, but believe it expresses itself throug! e

multirude of faces. I like to think of it as looking at a giant, brilliantly cut diamdd

rifi many facets shining, each an expression of the one diamond.

witches focus on divinity in the form of male and female energies, gods mdtpil

Jess€s. The prime focus of many traditions is the Great Mother, the primal crcaie

goddess as embodied by the planet Earth. The Goddess is also seen in the Moo" th
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:.rght, and the oceans. She is portrayed in the modern craft as the Triple Goddess, one

rr-ho is three in her aspects of Maiden, Mother, and Crone. These faces correspond with

the changes in the Moon and seasons. The Goddess' energy is vast, portrayed as loving,

kind, and life giving at certain times, whde dark, warrior-like, and vengeful at others.

Her consort, the God and Good Father, has been depicted as the sky, the Sun, and

vegetation, or as the animal lord. Like the Goddess, the male aspect of diviniry has

many faces. He is warrior and protector, king and judge. The God can reveal the se-

crets of magick and illumination or surround you with darkness to force you to face

yourself. The God is usually dual in nature, in the form of the Lord of Light and the

Lord of Darkness, though some of his images cannot be put into these categories. He

presides over the year as the life giver in the fertile months and the life taker in the

waning year.

From these two beings spring all the deities of myth. Groups of goddesses and

gods from a particular culture, called pantheons, were created. The pantheon we are

most familiar with in the West is the Greek, taught in classical mythology classes and

found in many modern reinterpretations. The Greek and the later Roman pantheons

were not the only ones, nor the first. The ancient Eglptians, Sumerians, Celts, Norse,

Africans, and Hindus all had their own pantheons. Each had some type of mother

goddess and father god. Then the subtle differences became more distinct. Each had

deities to preside over different realms of the earthly domain. One was for the oceans,

and another for the sky. Gods and goddesses would rule the Underworld, the sky

kingdom, agriculture, animals, healing, the Moon, the Sun, stars, travel, poeffy, and

divination.

In psychological terms, we call these common visions archetryes. Archetlpes are

primal images that can be found across many different cultures. They exist in our col-

lective consciousness. Psychologist CarlJungpopulartzed the term archetype, but they

existed far before his identification. Each culture had individual names for an arche-

rrye, as represented by a different goddess or god. Each culture wove stories and

mvths involving this being, but the basic concept is the same. To those who work with
:he archerypes, they are living, conscious energies, beings of great power. Modern
-;-::ches understand the concept of archetypes, but know these powers through per-
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smal' spirituar experiences. The common belief is that archel
m alms$ unknowable narure, but they express themserves rtf"-t:jfit*:;?;:drifual descriptions and personalities of the gods of myth. The god forms act rike a
'msL The primal mother archefype exists without borders, but she expresses herselfas caia in the Greek tradition, Danu in the certic tradition, Isis to the Egyptians, andhcbamama to the Incans.

\{ost mainstream religions, particularly the Judeo-christian traditions, are mono-rhpistic' acknowledging only one god: theirs. Some feel these traditions focused on the't:scrrling vibration of the divine and saw it as the one and only source of life. In our"{fi:mond analogy, they are rooking at the brilliance of the whole diamond, but arehhded to look at the individual falts. or they are fascinated by one facet of the dia-urm4 one god' and exclude all else' The spirirual ancestors of modern witches werenn a position thar seems unique to us today Because 
"r 

trr"i. p"rytheistic narure, theyourd recognize che gods of another ffibe, rand, or curture u, *u...n, expressions of6eir own gods' They could see the diamond as a whore as well as the individual facets.As rre look to the Great Spinf af fhe cen
ne roo, are racers orrhe dramond ,.. i:i::f:j"::f;Idr: rerhember rhars-" of the divine' the Goddess, 

";;;; Great spirit. 
nimals, we are expres-

r9-

'*nother great dennitron o^r JTi#**:ci,ent 
cul'ftp priestesses and priesrs for hearing. 

^;+. 
time, hearing-;;#r:;T:.ffi::firn*' our modern medical p.of".rionl ;;;.." medicine i, *o.r,mm n these ancient ti-"''i"'l-" .';.'':^'^l'l:"tt:t 

is wonderful in many ways'
,o@E as s,ell as ,h" b"i_"r, 

healing was a process involving the mind, emodons, and
msrqJror.r",...r---r"^l jt-1:i::::l::ii,*:":-'i:Ttser&p!e-c-e-s-$-wearetu---

tribe, as well as do ritual, divination, and hands-on healing. You will probablv find

rn:n-v witches now involved in the healing arts, traditional or otherwise, because bclq>

--rg otiers is such an important part of the practice of witchcraft.
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tsr \dAxsn
The last definition of the wordwirchthat I will present to you goes hand in hand with

the healing arrs. It is also my favorite identity. A witch is "a walker between the

worlds." This was the first hint I got at the rich shamanic tradition found within the

teachings of witchcraft.

Due to a revival of interest in Native American practices, many people associate

the word shamanwith the medicine man of a tribal people. That is true. Shamans are

spirirual leaders, but that is not the entire picture. The term originated in Siberia, but

has been applied to native practices throughout the Americas and more loosely to

practices across the world. The shaman believes in nonphysical, spiritual realms and

learns to send his or her spirit to such realms. In these worlds, one can retrieve infor-

mation and healing energy, and commune with spirits. The shaman ministers to his or

her people through this abiliry, to effect healing of the mfuld, body, and spirit.

Witches, too, believe in nonphysical realms. They believe in the physical and a mul-

titude of spiritual dimensions. Witches hone their abilities to pierce the veil and travel

to these dimensions, where they speak with goddesses, gods, and spirits' Like the

shamans, they are expected to remain grounded in the material world with responsi-

bilities to their people, yet keep one foot ever ready to enter the spiritual world' They

are bridges between the worlds, seeking to bring their people into greater partnership

with the divine. The native people in Siberia and the Americas remained more tribai

and retained a certain amount of reverence for these shamans, even in the modern era.

As the European people became less tribal, they stamped out their very own shamanic

rraditions, the practices of the witch. That fear of spiritual power, of the unknown, of

mysteries in a culture with a growing patriarchy, turned the image of the witch from a

priestess and healer into a monster of the night.

tnr Wsnvrn
To me. the words witch andwitchcraft are wonderfully all-encompassing terms' They

=.oke a sense of humanity's mystical past and a hope for the future' Whenever some-

:o.€- a-i an individual or as a culture, sought to understand spirit through the cycles of
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ffii6 honorcd the divine as being both masculine and feminine, recognized the Earrh

@d skv. quieted themselves enough to hear the soft inner whisper, and took an active

pm'mership with nature, they were practicing witchcraft. Not everyone would agree

mi6 6at; many tribal traditions would not ever call themselves witches, but it is my

pa'sonal feeling that such traditions are all practicing the same craft, regardless of the

rii!.,'rne. place, or time. It is only through an unfortunate period of history that the

smds wirch and wttchcrafi became maligned. Without this slander, I think the word

mqtir w'ould be translated into more languages as "healer," "teacher," "shaman," and

'u.ise one," rather than "curse bringer." Witches weave all these threads together in the

mdern traditions.

The most important aspect of this tradition is the individual's sovereignty. Each

p,ractitioner is his or her own priest or priestess. Teachers, elders, and healers are re-

ryected and can help you on the path, but ultimately witchcraft is about your own per-

rmal, individual relationship with the divine. Through such training you have the abil-

irr to perform your own spiritual rituals and seek guidance. To -y friends still in the

rortd of Catholicism, I explain that we are not only our own priests, but also our own

Fopes. We have the last word on what is correct and good for us, as well as the respon-

Siliry of living with those decisions.

I had lunch with a student and friend who told me she was "finally okay with the

1l- word." She was drawn to take my classes, cast spells and circles, and basically per-

form all the rites of a witch, but always had difficulty with that word. She is a great

healer, using conventional massage therapy with both reiki and shamanism. She had

been giving psychic readings before she had any formal training in the area. She didn't

rlaim rhe wordwttchas her own, and that was fine with me. It's not for everybody But

she seemed so bothered by the fact, and she didn't know why. We speculated about

past-life persecution for being a witch, but she didn't explore it further. $hg same to

fie conclusion that she didn't want to be limited by the word witclt. There are so rntrtr

rhings to do and explore that she did not want to settle for being 'iust a witch" shen

she could try everything. I could understand her sentiment, but I never thouglt of rrv-

self as ' just a witch."
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Almost a year later, we had lunch and she told me she was coming to terms with
the word witch and, in my opinion, the true meaning of the word. Even if we learn all

these definitions, sometimes our o\\-n preconceived notions and prejudices and those

of society do not allow the real meaning to absorb into our psyche. In some ways she

saw the role of witch as something that could pigeonhole her into an expected role

and tradition, without anv freedom or change to it. There is a stereotype even in the

pagan world that a u'itch ha-s io \\-ear black all the time, love dark gothic music, and

take things very seriouslr'. Hopeluliv that stereotype is dissolving away, with all the

others. To me. u-itchcrai ha_. gir-en me a frame of reference to experience the world
by being open to a!1 po'sr:fir:es. i: la-s al.o taught me to look at things practicalbl to re-

main grounded in tureless phio-sorhv s-hjle stil1 open to modern interpretations. The

eciectic sritch boro\l-s :or na:rr- c-;,lr.rres. These cuitures do not necessarily have to
be celtic or e\en Eu:olean:o be a rart of rhe modern craft, even though some tradi-

tionalists feel that rilch.:aE r en::-<rvel", Celtic. We come from a tradition filled with
the m1 steries of the pa:t. bu: norr- *:rchu-iatt generally encourages one to find the path

that works for the indirjdual. -L our ofrer 'hats"-healer, therapist, herbalist, shaman,

mother, brother, priest. priesress. enr-i-rormentalist. counselor, researcher, writer, psy-

chic, and teacher-all fit rucelv und.er rhe hat" of sirch. for witches are all these things,

too. Nothing is prevented or tbrbidden. The path of the witch is truly the path of
knowledge and, more importanth-. *-isdom. It changes and adapts as new information
is discovered. Witchcraft is a living religion.

As you can see, the witch has manv faces and \\-ears many hats, both woman and

man, old and young. The witch is a symbol of darkness and fear ro many still, but is re-

ally a patron of wisdom and magick. Each pracdrioner in turn has a personal meaning.

If this is all brand new to you and you feel the call of the arr. science, and spiritualiry of
the Goddess and God, you will be called on to ans\r-er these quesrions: What is witch-
craft? what is a witch? And most importantly, what does ir mean to become a witch? If
you want to explore the foundations of the inner temple, ,you are already walking the

path of the witch, so ask yourself how you would define the word witch.
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rftsorr is written by the victors. Whenever cultures clash, the dominant force is the

:ne retr to record the events of the past for future generations. Those defeated leave

hg=ad physical arrifacrs, and even folk tales and myth, but their way of life is lost in

::e narch of time. Whenever you are digging through the roots of history, be aware

:r -:ris facr. Although actual events are objective, a viewpoint of those events is subjec-

:re- depending on your previous beliefs. If you read about the American Revolution,

.iF:*:ren by an American, the text would be biased in favor of the American heroes,

m=h rhe British as the villains. If you read about the same events from a British author,

*e objecrive facts, dates, and locations would be the same, but the tone would be very

jtrrent. The same could be said for most conflicts in history, and the more subtle cul-

=:C rer.olutions that are not as well documented. Every culture has its own point of

".em- 
Even when a writer is aware of such a bias, it can be difficult to separate from

such a key element of one's personal identity'

\\-tren we are digging for the roots of witchcraft, we must keep in mind that the

:r:actidoners of the craft were seldom the victors over the last fwo thousand vears' so

:ii:: conunon history is colored. Much of their point of view has been lost to us" -\s

I
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hrstorians, anthropologists, scholars, teachers, and students, we can reclaim and fecon-

srruct, but we can never really know the truth.

The facts of witchcraft and ancient spirirual traditions are shrouded in mystery and

misunderstanding because they were almost completely vanquished by the conquer-

ing forces of Europe. Everyone telling the story has a bias. Traditional researchers do

not want to challenge what rhey "know" tobe fact and dismiss any theories to the con-

trary. Those excited by the prospect of ancient religions can let their modern enthusi-

asm cloud their less biased analytical skil1s' People involved in modern pagan religions

have a strong bias as well. Practitioners and teachers like myself have a vested interest

in showing the beneficial aspects of witchcraft throughout history, while discrediting

the misconceptions surrounding it.

For many years, I wanted to know exactly what happened. I wanted information

on the ancient rituals and practices. I needed to know exactly where my witch roots

came from, and how my spiritual ancestors practiced. And I was disappointed' There

is no definitive history accepted by everyone. No one could te1l me the ancient rituals

and stories, unchanged.

I now welcome the multitude of well-thought-out, researched views, but I am no

longer attached to the idea that any one history is more coflect than any other' The lit-

eral facts of our history may never be known beyond a shadow of a doubt, and they

do not need to be. Our history has changed so much in the last hundred years, but

such new revelations do not change how I practice witchcraft today' My practice

changes as I grow and evolve. I am open to personal revelations as well as historical in-

formation. My foundation is based on those who have come before me, and that foun-

dation is as solid as I need it to be.

Many of the early books and stories used as a foundation by Wiccans have been

somewhat discredited by later scholars, but that does not mean the wisdom of the cul-

:ure rhey drew from is discredited. It only means that we are still looking at their

::-jihs. Think of such works as poetic histories' if not literal ones, and be inspired by

-::= ..r-otds of those who came before you'

::: modern witches, the history of the craft is told orally, as the story of a people's

_:::-,- o\-er time. Our history is a living story. We are a part of it. We are writing our

: :-. -: a::-: no'nr'. our children will continue the stofy, and hopefully it will nevef go

'.: -: i.:::':und that it wiil be lost again.
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tns froNr Acs
For me, the roots of the great tree of witchcraft stretch deep into history to our earli-

est ancestors. In the Paleolithic era, the early Stone Age, human societies were hunters

and gatherers, nomadic people continuously following the source of food. Most mod-

ern people think of the Paleolithic times as the age of barbaric cavemen, but these

tribes were probably more sophisticated than we give them credit for. In those soci-

eties, the men usually hunted for food, while the women stayed with the cribe, caring

ror the family. Women were logically considered the lifeblood of the tribe, and cher-

:shed, since women gave birth to the children. Men were more "expendable" in terms

of survival, since one man could impregnate many women. Scholars speculate that the

rcle of man in pregnancy was not even understood in Stone Age times. In this harsh

-st. children were vital to continuing the tribe. This gave rise to the belief that many of
$ese societies were matriarchal, meaning they were led by women. These societies

rr'ere more right-brained, focusing on pictures, feelings, and instinct.

Religiously, cave painting and other artifacts indicate a level of spiritual belief. We

:elieve that these early people saw the divine in nature, animated by nature spirits or

eols. The Earth was the mother of life, providing the vegetation needed to survive,

r-hile her consort was an animal lord, providing the animals needed by the people.

Srone Age people were polytheists, believing in more than one god. Other spirits pos-

silnlr animated the sky, storms, mountains, rivers, and fire.

Certain members of the tribes noticed that they had abilities that set them apart

F:r:r their kin, and some developed these abilities further. Women and men who were

esler too old or too injured to hunt lived lives that allowed them the opportuniry to
.n:,'and these abilities. Notice that our surviving archecypes of these people are the

w:sr old women and men, and often such sages are called wounded healers, their in-

rurres helping them understand the nature of healing. These individuals developed

:n''*.- natural rapport with the spirits, developing psychic talents, knowledge of herbs

'nn" a.Aer healing skills, and becoming the wise ones of the tribe. They became the re-

:ur.l':r::*. leaders, petitioning the elements and leading hunters to the herds. They con-

mru::rj ceremonies and celebrations. They were the magick makers. Such people did

n:n :ecessarily use the word witclt or witcltcrafi, but in essence, this was their practice.

-:co a-err akin to the Native American shamans, but we do not have a proper narne
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mr fre sbamans' ancient European, African' or Middle Eastern brethren' To me, they

sere witches in every sense of the word. Anytime a people honoredboth Mother and

Fafier aE)ects of the divine, revered nature, and shaped the forces of the world for

healing and change, they were practicing witchcraft. No one culture owns the tenets

of witchcraft. TheY are universal.

As women were so critical to the development of witchcraft, the Goddess played a

pivotal role in its development, then and now. Humanity's earliest works of art and re-

ligion are based on Goddess figures, images that we now believe rePresent the Great

Mother. In the earliest cleation myths' the Mother was often the prime source of cre-

ation, self-fe rtivtngand single-handedly manifesting reality from the void' Similar im-

ages afe found all over the world, depicting She of a Thousand Names, the mother of

witchcraft (figure 1).

tss GneNclNG Acs
Goddess-oriented scholafs suspect that this culture dominated until the rise of the pa-

triarchal religions, near the time of Abraham, the first prophet of Yahweh' From that

poinr on, the pendulum swung in the opposite direction, and the goddess cultures in

Europe, Africa, and the Middle East slowly lost their foothold in our world, to the

point that we now doubt their existence at all, since they seem so different from our:

"normal" conceptions of religion and reality. We now sit on the cusp of a new shift,

with the potential to strike a balance between the two and synthesizethebest of each'

achieving a state of harmonY.

Aleister Crowley, modern magician and scholar, divided the ages into three cate-

gories, based on Egyptian myth. The current age we are leaving is the Age of osiris,

marked by sacrificial gods such as osiris, Dionysus, and evenJesus' The previous age

vias the Age of Isis, when the goddess cultures dominated. We affectionately call it the

"cradle of civilization." We are entering the next great age' the Age of Horus, the child

of Isis and osiris, the young god who possessed the powers of both Mother and Fa-

ther. Although I dont agree with everything Crowley said or did, I thinkthis metaphor

is quite appropriate. The Age of Aquarius, or New Age, is another name for the cur-

rent shift.
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As we continue through the middle, or Mesolithic' Stone Age, and the new, or Ne-

olithic, Stone Age, which occurred at different points in different locations across the

world, weather patterns changed and food became more available' Nomadic tribes set-

tled down and learned the arts of agriculture. Crude stone tools become more sophis-

ticated. Pottery and other arts espanded' Agricultural settlements continued to grow'

and what modeln people call "civilizadon" developed. The ancient lands of Egypt'

Sumeria, and Greece became beacons for the new agricultural revolution' The Ameri-

can and Asian sertlemenrs der eloped into the ancient cities and sophisticated cultures'

Monuments $-ere buih. anc rrith the advent of writing, histories were recorded'

As larger gloups of people gathered together, the number of healers and magick

l-orkers i]] each comrnuniw iacreased. Solitary and small gloups of practitioners or-

ganizedinto onfer: of prle,t'r and priestesses. Personal experiences and tribal wisdom

evolred into culrural nnrrhologie-s. Such rrise ones continued to counsel and heal' often

working for the rulen of rhe ernerging empires. As religion played an important part in

the secular \\-orl,l- these brotherhoods and sisterhoods held a great deal of clout in soci-

ery. The orders dereloped sophisticated religious and magickal systems' establishing

mystery schools to educate an,J initiate the seeker. They continued to act as intermedi-

aries, but spiritualiw still contaired a very personal spark and flair to it' Worship of the

deities was a daily er-ent conducted by both priests and the general populace.

The similarities of gods. rituals, and teachings from culture to culture is now evi-

dent from our fwenty-fust-cenrury perspective' inspiring some to see a centlal root

culrure influencing them all, possibly the ancient anecdotal myths of Atlantis or

Lemuria, but no definitive evidence exists for such a connection. Quite possibly each

society was tapping into the same fundamental archerypal energies of that time, and

each expressed them a bit differently.

From this era we draw on the familiar pantheons of classical mythology' The god-

forms of the Middle East migrated into the pantheons of Greece and later Rome' To-

ward the beginning of this period, there was a sffong goddess levefence, harkening

back to the earlier Paleolithic tribes. As living conditions improved, the pendulum of

social trends swung toward a patriarchy, as evidenced by the change in many myths'

po$'erfulgoddess myths were retold with new fwists, often disempowering many of

::e goddesses. In her bo okwhen Godwas awoman, Merlin Stone does an excellent yet

: ,:::::i-ersial job tracing this transformation of deity'
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Pl-c^rN€unopr
When these ancient civilizations were thriving, the less strucnred tribes of Europe,

north of the Mediterranean Sea, were developing their own customs and magick that

were no less powerful, but less formahzed and documented than others. The Celtic

people were migrating west, across Europe, and eventually came in contact with the

Greeks and Romans.

The ancient Celts were very complex and culturally different from the "civiized"

cultures of the time. Scholars believe they came from a common Indo-European root

with the Hindu culture. One band moved west across Europe and another moved east

to populate India. common points of language, myth, and art suppoft this theory.

Look at Celtic knot work and Indian art with geometric patterns. The Celtic version is

softer and rounded, but they are similar. Celtic stories of the dark goddess figure the

Caillech survive today, striking a similar phonetic and magickal resonance with the

Jark Hindu goddess Kali. The Celts were warriors, but had an unusual code of ethics

compared to Greco-Roman sociery. They did not conquer for resources, or to subju-

gate people, but as a sign of prowess, and were as likely to flght among themselves as

egainsr "outsiders." They did not push their own ideology, and quite often incorpo-

:ared much of the myth, culture, and wisdom of the people they conquered into the

Celic worldview Such absorptions, along with the lack of a written language, account

for the somewhat disjointed mythos of the Celts when compared to the Greeks, Ro-

3ans, or Egyptians.

The Druids were rhe religious leaders of the Celts. The generally accepted mean-

.nng of the word Druid. is "to know the oak." Oak trees are symbols of life and death.

m-j the Druids had knowledge of the spirit world, magick, and nature. They con-

lmmed ceremonies, counseled kings, and performed healing. They settled disputes

ngr bound by the identiry of individual Celtic tribes. They were both honored aod

fu'3J for their role, seen not as gods, but as the sacred interpreters of the gods'wilt

\ufr first teachers of the craft taught me that the roots of witchcraft came from ' -

ryrc' of the Druids, who were both male and female, though most historicel x-
::lErts portray them as exclusively male.

-r.: rhe Celcs come from a warrior culture, scholars dispute the dominana of frc

;r.i:!:cas in the Druids' theology, seeing them as being primarily concerned n.foh 5h
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figures and animal lords. Many goddess myths play an important part in surviving

Celtic culture, but we are uncertain where those myths came from: the Druids them-

selves, or the culfures the Celts conquered. I feel the sacredness of nalure, of the forest,

of life, and of death are very goddess orientated, and the Druids saw the benefits of both

aspecrs of the divine. The dark s'arrior goddesses reach back to the heart of the Celtic

people.

The Celts evenrually based themselves in Gaul, which encompasses modern-day

France, and some migrated to the British Isles, involving themselves with the inhabi

ranrs of the isles, the Picts. The Pict sociery harkened back to the Stone Age era. It is

likely that the Picts and Celts influenced each other. Because of their shorter stature,

the Picts are sometimes rheorized to be the genesis of the "little people," the faery folk

in Celtic myth.

At the time of the Cekic settlement il Gau1, the Roman Empire was in full swing.

Empires are only prosperous while they continue to expand, andJulius Caesar set out

to conquer Gaul and the tribes living there. He met resistance, but was eventually suc-

cessful. The people were "Romanized" and the empire ultimately included parts of

Britain. The Romans at the time were still polytheistic, and a general mingling of

myths occurred berween these cultures. The witchcraft of the Romans and the Etr-

uscans from northern Italy could have intermingled with the magick of the Druids.

Caesar was a scholar of his time, recording his encounters with the Celtic people

and the Druids. Unfortunately, the few written accounts of the Druidic priests come

from Caesar. Though I do not disparage Julius Caesar's scholarly abilities, we must

bear in mind his personal biases. Here we have a leader of an empire conquering a

people through military might. The Druids were the organizingforce between Celtic

tribes. Though the tribes held a similar identiry there was no hierarchy to the leaders,

but everyone would listen to the word of the Druids. If Caesar extolled the virtues of

the Druids and the Celts to his people, they might have questioned his decision to sub-

iugate them. If he painted a darker portrait, there would be no chance of public out-

c1r'. Caesar spoke of human sacrifice performed by the Druids. Such claims may or

:tav not be true, but you must remember that we live in a world where many states

:1; .ounrries still have the death penalry. What is accepted in one cultute, place, and

:':---.: :1:\ not be accepted in another.
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Thc Druids, on the other hand, have no surviving documentation written from
,ffinpirn'omn point of view. The Druidic tradifion was oral, involving at least nineteen

ymrs of intensive sfudy and memorization, a period of the great lunar cycle, what the

Gmces called the Meton cycle. Druids had in-depth knowledge of magick, medicine,

Wtrr"ri music, history mythology, astrology, and astronomy, but did not commit their

hmriedge to paper. Writing was seen as sacrilegious. If the information was important

wmcrd, one did not write it down. To write something down meant it was a minor
nmmntlg, unimportant, and not worth committing to memory. Part of the Druids' training

'm baldic, meaning they learned the oral traditions, stories, myths, and songs. While it

ryers that the Druids were wiped out, they most likely went into hiding, as the bards

mii morrtellers of the people, keeping the culture alive through its art. Others gave up

ffic mmde of priest or priestess and became healers. They lived on the outskirts of civ-

finmion keeping the ways of nafure and offering their services when they could.

Similar to the Celts in many ways, yet fundamentally different, were the Teutonic

ffies of northern Europe, eventually becoming the German and Nordic tribes. The

wrdTeuton is now a synonym for German, but at the time, it encompassed a larger

grory of people. These tribes honored the shifts in the Sun as the equinoxes and sol-

sr{rs. performed intricate magick, particularly that of the runes, and had a complex

mrtrological, religious, and shamanic tradition. They had some contact with the

Cehic tribes, and made their way into Gaul. The Germanic tribes also did battle with
rtte Roman Empire. The Teutons are not credited with the rebirth of Wicca as much

rs fie Celts, but their practices definitely played a part in the revival, pafticularly as

:ueir mv*rs mingled with the Celts and Saxons in later periods.

tsr Rpn oF 0HRrsTraNrTY
Dunng this time, a new religion took root, heralded from the Middle East. The narrr
;f rhis new faith was Christianity, based on the teachings of Jesus of Nazarettr, also
-m,osrr 

asJesus Christ. He preached a faith of unconditional love while he performed

irades of healing. AfterJesus' death, a new religion sprung up around him, based m
':e restarnents of his apostles. The teachings of certain sects within this eartv chudr
:a:'ricularly those of Gnostic Christianiry, were quite mystical and personal traditim
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. =-:-:a:nation, healing, and trance work were part of the religion. Later, the teachings

r -:.-: rhan Gnostic were codified into one Church, with a strict dogma and much less

: =:sonal mysticism.

A small number of modern witches feelJesus was fundamentally a witch in action,

:- not in name, traveling with rwelve apostles plus himself, creating the traditional

lumber of a coven, and doing acrs of magick. He is also seen as an expression of the

sacrificed-god archerype, found many places in the world, such as the Egyptian god

Osiris, the Greek Dionysus, and the Celtic sacrificed king. In Christian mythology,

Jesus Christ resurrected himself after death, and was associated with vegetation, most

notably grapes and wine, like Dionysus. Ironically, the early Christians were perse-

cuted by the western Roman Empire, giving us the popular image of the Christians

being thrown to the lions. The Romans thought they were cannibals, eating flesh and

drinkingblood.

Soon after the rise of Christianiry the Roman Empire underwent a fundamental

shift. The Edict of Miian n 373 c.s. made Christianity the official religion of the Em-

pire. Churches were constructed over the temples of the old pagan gods. Pagan prac-

tices were systematically denounced and outlawed. The horned gods of the Celts,

known as Cernunnos or Herne, and the Greco-Roman horned saryr god Pan, were

fused with the Hebrew myths of Lucifer, the fallen angel, and Satan, the tester of faith.

Together they became the Devil, the source of evil, temptation, and sin in Christian

doctrine. The word Devil comes from a corruption of a Greek word, as does demon.

Devil is ftom diabolos, meaning "accuser," and demon from daimon, translating to "di-

vine power," referring to an intermediary spirit between humans and the gods, much

Like an angel.

Pagan rituals were absorbed into the Christian calendar to speed conversion. Any

unsa\.ory aspects of the holidays, such as dancing with animal masks, were legally

ramed, though many pagan elements linger to this day. The craft of the witch was

,::en divided by the public into "good," or white, witchcraft, being of benefit to the

::.ater sociery like the cunning folk with cures and divinations, and "evil," or black,
-:'.-:::icrafi. practiced by those seeking to harm individuals or the greater community.

.,.:. :ragickal practices were legislated against by the local governments and Roman

:-,'. -r'::rc s-hite witchcraft was somewhat welcomed, or at least tolerated; but evenru-

. ::-: -:::. benr-een the two types of witchcraft blurred in the eyes of the law.
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Mrffirngty enough, in many cases, asking a white witch to place a curse on someone

ffio purposely had done wrong, such as a thief or murderer, was not considered an

erd act- though most contemporary witches would abhor such a request. Modern

mmch€s q'ould also not usually divide themselves into categories of white and black.

tudi lab'els have a smack of inherent racism, assuming black to be bad and white to be

f;@d" h also dishonors the loving and healing darkgoddesses so popular in the current

flnac:rke of the craft.

AJrhough witch is the commonly recorded English word for these practitioners,

"dhmng on the Anglo-Suxon entomology, magickal practitioners were known by many
l'!ilffiif;lr':]ames and titles, including magician, magus, vitzatd, warloc( and sorcerer. Each

'hru r *iiftrent connotation regarding powers, moraliry and gender of the practitioner,
*i'$iFrn+ing on the area and time period when used. For example, the word sorcererhas a

ffi :enge of meanings. In Europe, it often denoted an evil practitioner, stemming

& dE Eastern school of thinking where sorcery is a base art. A sorcerer gets trapped

o fu rcumulation of power without seeking enlightenment. In South America, a sor-

mnnFrrs a holy man, a shaman and spiritual warrior held in high regard. In Africa, medi-

@ mn $-ere considered witch doctors, perhaps because they offered healing and pro-

Gcim from the spells of "evil" witches.

The important thing to remember about these various names and terms is that the

rmrlrl' rord witch is fundamentally European, and was introduced into other culfures

m ro erquir-alent translation to a word from that culture's words. As European influ-
rsilr':'e serame more dominant, the indigenous culture's words fall into disuse and are

replaced in the general vocabulary. Christian Europeans told many of the

rmmrirurn€rrq people they conquered that a witch is a practitioner of evil, but the Chris-

um rerercd that al1 forms of magick that were not done by a priest were evi1, com-

uury tnlr:. the Devil. Unfortunately, many native people took the wordwitch to mean

srqrillfi:s" " rather than equate it with their own shamans and healers. To thjr d4t
munorr'""""""' :Ea{tirioners of the Native American traditions shudder when Wiccans refer to
44rrqmjwlrEs as witches.

lhnscans looking for an excuse to condemn witchcraft will quote the Bible. -Srf

rrllrli'" rrlir a eitch to live," from Exodus 22:17. This passage has been translated mary
:-- :.ler r-ersions of Exodus, the meaning was "Thou shall not suffer a strcerc:ss

-: ::ris parricular setting, a sorceress referred to a poisoner, a murderer- The
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-:.i:neaningwas..Suffernotamulderertolive,,,whichevenruallygotconfused

:- ::e word witch, causins misunderstandings to this day' Ancient Hebrews did not

-:.-''...thepracticeofmagick.Infact,therabbiswerepractitionersinthetraditionof
'--:g Solomon, keeping k"o*l"dg" of the Kabatrah' their mystical teachings' I think

::1:st people would "glt'hut 
being a witch does not mean one is a murderer' Unfor-

::nately,manyoldt"qt'i'ito"hadnoproblemassumingthatthetwogohandinhand'

tsr, Horn re'!MaN €I\{PIRE'

;dh"tr euiNrNc trvms
ThewesternRomanEmpiredeclinedgreatlyinpoweroverthefifthandsixthcen'
turies,untilitwasincompletedisarray.By500c'g.,theRomanslefttheBritishlslesin

a State of confusion, fending off Saxon invaders. Here we have the generally accepted

timeperiodofKingArthur,sCamelot,thoughthehistoricalsettingdiffersgreatly
from our romanticized literary version. The celtic christian church existed' but was

highly influenced by pagan traditions'

in800c.s.,theHolyRomanEmpirewasestablishedwhenPopeLeolllcrowned
Charlemagne..EmperoroftheRomans.,,AstheoriginalwesternRomanEmpirefell,

theCatholicChurch,ledbythepope,wastheoneinstitutionthatremainedstableand
inpoweroverthisdme.TheChurch,spowerwasthreateningtotheeasternByzantine

EmpireandthemaraudingLombards.TheChurchlookedtotheFrankishkingsfor
protecdon,andthroughtherecentlyconvertedpagans'builtaChristianempire'Al-
thoughmanyconvertedtoChristianiry,somedidnot,andkepttheirwaysprivateand

secrer jn the countryside. The practices of the old faith were generally discouraged by

rhedominantChurch,eventhoseof..white,,witches,whomsomeChristiansconsid.

::edmoreharmfulthanthe..black,ones,becausetheywerethoughttobedoing..the

l:r-rl's s'ork' and passing it off as healing'

Thelnquisitionswereoriginallyintendedtoseekoutandpunishheretics.Any-
:.:l::hatcontradictedofficialChurchdoctrinewasconsideredheresy.originally,
'.]:::::anandsorcerylawswereconsideredcivilconcerns,punishablebyfinesorim-

:r.-i-.,::1::l:Throughthelnquisitions'allformsofwitchcraft'whichbyitsverynature
, , :::-, -: s-orship unsancdoned by the Church' were defined as heresy' punishable

'1-

n'l

I



" -::--:. -:orucal1y, the root of the wordheresy comes from the Greek s-o:j ,";:-:..-_."

'* : i:--:,: ::ee choice.''
-';. ;,-e enter the witch's holocaust, the Burning Times, a term coined bt- moje1

,, .-:i ::: the extended period of witch trials and executions in Europe and the

.""- : *.:::: ;olonies. The phrase refers to the popular method of execution by burning
- -- . ,:.se . though hanging and drowning werc common, too.

-::::.:rg Ln the fifteenth century, various people, usually enemies of the Church or
r r r -: ::gures, were accused of witchcraft, and tried and sentenced to death. The tri-
- :-: :,-: end until the eighteenth century, roughly the life of the Holy Roman Em-

r -: .-1 j -:: total, the death count will never be known, but has been conservatively es-

-,,:: ::om several thousand to as many as nine million. The more reasonable
" -::.s are closer to 200,000. In any regard, rhe Burning Times was the first, and
- 

' 
- - - ::ofien, holocaust in Western history.

- :.-. - i:. all those who did not agree with the Church, including those practicing
; : : : ::r :olk magick, Jews, healers, and other "heretics," were accused of renouncing

r" : .: ::ue God and making a pact with the Devil. As Christianiry branched our into
,:-:.,- accused each other of Devil worship. With the discovery of the New

" : lrarir-e Americans were tagged with this label.

- 'i -::ed to be part of the pact with the Devil were acts of magickal violence

* -.,- ,: ::r- common folk. If anything unfortunate occurred, one looked for a witch in

: : -,r- -east by the local citizens. wise women, herbalists, and midwives were in-

- - : - rccduse they challenged the power of the budding medical communiry. If you
r - :r. j :o not practice medicine, then you must be working for the Devil. If you do

" "* -:-::r the Church, it is a miracle. If you do not workfor the Church, it is the
-.. , -:re Devil, which became synonymous with witchcraft. The hysteria of witch-

. - .i':-i a convenient way to get rid of those with their own personal power and
' - : -::uons in the sociery as well as the elderly who were perceived as burdens to

-*:glng communities. The majoriry of the accused were not likely practitione:s

:::.::aft at all. At most, they had held on to folk magick. Townspeople *-o:-:
- r - : -J*se unwanted neighbors of practicing witchcraft in order to get nd oi t:.::.

- - :r-steria rose in fervor at this particular point in history because oI e : ::: , :::::
- -::rs. poor social conditions, growing disease, and threats to the Chu:;:r s :-;'::
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- -.t :iom religious sects and theological schisms. The main force of Europe, the Chris-
-::-n Church, may have been blamed for these condirions. This institution needed a

scapegoat on the outside: blame these problems on the pou-er of the evil witches.
Although not the first act of persecution, the publication of the Malleus Malefi-

carum served to fan the flames of these murders. This manual, called the Hammer of
the Witches, or Witch's Hammer, served as a supposed descriprion of the witch's prac-
tices, how to hunt them, capture them, and elicit conlessions using tests and tortures
that few people could ever hope to resist. None of rhe marerial rvas based on actual
pagan practices, but on Christian doctrine and flights of rhe aurhors' imagination and.

misogyny, although there is some specuiation that rhe material rvas used by others as

a manual to practice "witchcraft," including the Black \lass, a mockery and corruption
of the Catholic mass. Here are the roots of Saranism. not r,vitchcraft. Contemporary
witches see this form of "satanic witchcraft' as har-ing nothing to do with the true
spiritual roots of the craft. The practices of rvitches, from various cultures to the
Anglo-Saxon roots of the word l,Vrcca, predated Christianity. To believe in the Devil,
one must first beheve in the tenets of Christianiry. The Devil held no place in the pre-
Christian pagan myths because ancient pagans did not recognize a source of ultimate
evi1. They recognized the forces of creation manifested in narure. Modern traditions of
Satanism vary greatly, from those inspired by bad horror movies to those with sophis-
ticated magickal philosophies. Some cail themselves Saranists, but don't even believe in
an entity named Satan. These Satanist and Satanic witches have nothing to do with the
healing roots of pagan witchcraft. Al1 rypes of people claim to be witches, but not all
of them claim the same beliefs and history.

For safery's sake, anyone connected to the ancient pagan practices and arts of folk
magick went underground with the knowledge, sharing it u.ith a few, and passing it
along family lines, because blood reiatives were the only people r,rho could be trusted.
For ease of disguise, practices were cloaked in everydav acrions and household tools.
The broom, the knife, the spoon, and the cauidron aii made their way into the rnag-
ickal arts. Everyone had these objects, so you could nor be accused of witchcraft for
srn-rp1r'owning them.

\\-itches were not the only ones persecuted at thrs rrme. Anyone practicing a faith
: ,',-sl Le in a different manner was persecuted. Homosexuais were persecuted along
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, ' :..-;-r.s. The derogatory term "flaming faggot," which refers to a g:,-:.:ri-:-
- *' - :,:: -:-r the Burning Times, citing execution through fire. The word,flrgr: c:::--

-:.:-rl to kindling.
- , -::-. Spain forced allJews to choose between leaving the country, converting ro

' --.: .:--:.-. or execution. Some left, while others converted or seemingly appeared to
- :: . Jre,Jewish people are the keepers of the Kabalah, a system of mysticism and

- - - -r- .:er lound allies among the countryside witches, and possibly shared mag-

.,. -i.:;-:s. \'Iodern practitioners of the Kabalah greatly influenced the re-emergence

::: x the rwentieth cenrury.

: ::= -ie-rander proclaimed an Act against witchcraft in 7502, followed by similar

:: r\- Henry VIII in 1542 and Ehzabeth I in 1553. Various laws and proclama-

:: *.., i..:e passed in Europe and England throughout the time of persecution. Witch

* - - j ,:r -rgland and subsequently in America focused less on the antireligious act of
:"::', =J more on the civil crime of witchcraft. The material of the Malleus Malefr

, *, . '".-as later absorbed by the Protestant witch hunters in England, but the country

.: .::::-e material from their own demonologists. Matthew Hopkins proclaimed him-

: : ','r--::h Finder General in England, inspiring many other witch hunters. Some spec-

.r: -:rr rvitches migrated to the American colonies to escape persecution, but the
: .: :- i soon followed in the form of the infamous Salem witchcraft trials.

.: -ialem, Massachusetts, now a neopagan mecca, a hysteria of witchcraft led by
-: .:.isations of a few teenage girls fascinated with the occult lead to the death of
- r:-, -sL\ people and the imprisonment of over 150 men and women in this Puritan

-::---rniry tn 7692-93. This episode in America's history is considered part of the

- :-:i1g Times, but no one was burned at the stake in Saiem. Many were hung on Gal-
, . :111. and present-day pagan communiry members of Salem, Massachusetts, cele-

:-":= rruals on the site believed to be Gallows Hill, to remember those who died in
-: :a:re of witchcraft. Most likely the victims of the Salem trials did not practice

, ',:-rJraft, but were targets of malice by their accusers. Although a few subsequent

.::::;raft trials took place in America after the end of the Salem trials in 1593, none

- :.i an execution. The end of the hysteria was a turning point for the Burn::;
::r-s. The transformation to capitalism, the Industrial Revolution, adr.ances i: sJ---

: - -:. tod a general social criticism and disgust for the tortures in this nes-1r e-' ---. -:::
*' :::n..vor1d helped end such unfounded hysteria.
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rI-: - = U.S. IRS recognizes witchcraft as a religion and grants tax-exempt status ro the Church and School of
\\'icca.

: ffi - ; Goddess-oriented archeological discoveries from the Neolithic period

lefr - ; l*1rchnaf Today by Gerald Gardner is published.

le5: 1E- Gardner forms his own coven.

lp5: .:.E England's Witchcraft Act is repealed.

:lc}.: a.L Gerald Gardner initiated into witchcraft.

lst : - a Tfu wirch Cult in Western Europe by Dt. Margaret Murray is published.

,i#99 --L Aradia: Gospel of the Witchesby Charles Godfrey Leland is published.

-ritllr$ -*. -{eister Crowley joins Golden Dawn.

..i#!rt -*r SirJames George Frazer publishes The Goldn Bough'

:lixt$ :E Founding of the Golden Dawn.

"usl; :.. Founding of the Theosophical Sociery.

iLtu c.L Suppression of the Spanish Inquisition.

--: -*E KingGeorge'sWitchcraftAct of 1735.

trEe-; - ' Salem witchcraft trials end.

.Ldt - -. Salem, Massachusetts witchcraft trials begin.

rLrat :: \{atthew Hopkins proclaims himself Witch Finder General.

-.iril - ; Elizabeth I's Act Against Witchcraft.

..5d; :-1 Henry the VIII's Act Against Witchcraft.

- 
qx; -*: Pope Alexander's Act Against Witchcraft.

.r4-r: -*a Spain forcesJews to convert to Chrisrianiry

,,4$ir :.a Pub[cation of Malleus MaleJicarum.

,4:a :.i Beginning of the Spanish Inquisition.

4n[ :; -{pproximate start of the Burning Times.

.:',.: :-'- Supposed birth of Aradia, daughter of Diana.

;-:l :3- Beginnrag of the medieval Inquisition.

lffil :.= Ho]y Roman Empire is founded.

ii:!M :: Romans leave British Isles.

+tr :: General date for the fa1l of the Roman Empire.

*- :: The Council of Toledo defines the Devil as the embodiment of evil.

-. ,.-- - -:- Edict of Milan.
u L::-19 c.r. Supposed lifetime of Jesus of Nazareth.

l- r :: Founding of the Roman EmPire.

flrt r::- First clashes berween Romans and Teutons.

r*&rl $-:-=' Celts invade and plunder Rome.
qilI L:.: Cela go to Britain.

.JIrl a:L Celtic culture in what is now France and West Germany

it{t a:i- Approximate building date of Stonehenge.

:JJri a - E.-14,000 B.c.E. Minoan period of the Aegean civilization'

;h 1 i a :" i.-l i3 0 a. c.r. Eglptians start building pyramids.
, i n; x. :-!- Start of Egypt's Old Kingdom.
,*lrt r- :r "Civilization" begins in Sumeria.

" , r- - :--1500 s.c.e. Neolithic period (approximate).

{, r:.E.-8000 e.c.e. Mesolithic period (approximate).

:'.,, 3 c.E.-l3.000 e.c.E. Paleolithic period (approximate).
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England passed the Witchcraft Act of tzZS under the power of King George I. This

legislation basically stated that witchcraft was not real and all persecutions should

cease. It did allow persecution of those who pretended to possess supernatural pow-

ers. Although the general populace still saw witches as evil monsters making deals

with the Devil, the notion eventually subsided into the deeper parts of our collective

consciousness. In several places, the wise ones and cunning folk quietly began working
again as healers.

Although the Age of Reason prevailed in most of sociery, a resurgence in the eso-

teric was bubbling beneath the surface. Various spiritualist movements swept over the

Western world, particularly in Britain and America, starting around 1850. Such a

movement piqued interest and thought on reincarnation, psychic abilities, and healing.

S6ances became quite popular. For some it was entertainment, a spectacle to partake

in, but for many it was the birthing of a new religion, one rhar was often dogged with
accusations of trickery and fraud. In some ways, this was the first breath of the mod-

ern New Age movement, which was really bringing older concepts of spirituality to

the modern world. Individual stars rose to shine the light of the New Age on the

world, and are honored for their contributions, which are still accompanied by the

controversy of their day.

H. P Blavatsky, a Russian 6migr6 to England, brought many concepts of Eastern

mysticism to the West, and also revived the knowledge of the ancient Greeks and

Egyptians, including Hermetic philosophy. She cofounded the Theosophical society in
1875, a group dedicated to teaching the ancieflt mysteries of spiritual wisdom.

Blavatsky believed that all religions sprang from the same source of spiritual wisdom,

and that she was guided by hidden masters, ascended beings, to found the organiza-

tion. She is best known for her works Isis Uweiled and Tlte Secret Doctrine.

In the late nineteenth cenrury, England was a hotbed of occult activify. One of the

most influential and well-known groups was the Hermetic Order of the Golden

Dawn. The order was founded in 1888 by the occultist Samuel Liddel MacGregor

\{athers with Dr. William Westcott and Dr. William Robert Woodman, both master

\Iasons and members of the Rosicrucian Society of England. The material was based
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,omr'smgpmed ancient manuscript foundby Rev. A. F. A. Woodruff, a Mason and mem-

hcr d fte Hermetic Society who consulted with these men on the nalure of the man-

rmm- 
-rFL 

The Golden Dawn studied and taught ritual magick, the Kabalah, tarot, psychic

dniliffim'.\ screing, alchemy, and astrology, most likely drawing from Rosicrucianism and

nnm6m.-r- The group had many internal conflicts and splinter groups. Famous members

rnm{ p pioneer magick and exert a strong influence on the newly emerging craft of

Wlffi-
ff all the modern magicians, Crowley was considered the most infamous, and

.+ of his reputation as "the wickedest man in the world' was well deserved. His life

rfi e trorri of excess and ego, but also one of a brilliant magician. As a young man, he

pmed fre Order of the Golden Dawn in 1898. Crowley was a sfudent of Mathers, but

fu- consrant quarels ended that relationship. After leaving the Golden Dawn, Crow-

trpras rhe eventual leader of the OTO, or Ordo Tempii Orientis. Through a series of

illrxqages from a spirit named Aiwass, Crowley founded the Thelemic Mysteries. This

ommsual man saw himself as the prophet of the next great age, the Age of Horus, and

nrilrre.'r referred to himself as the "Beast of the Apocalypse." His most notable works in-

r-m'u-t" I|16 36 ok of the Law, Magick in Theory and Practice, Magick Without Tears, The Book

tr fl.nrrh Moonchild, andDiary of aDrugFiend-

::. i892, Charles Godfrey Leland, an American author and scholar, published Err-

rynw-RonanRemains. The workwas based on his study and research of Italian witch-

:f;: as researched while he lived there, having moved to Italy in 1880. His previous

naglrkal work included research into the Gypsy cullure and its magickal s-vsterns. ln

fu- he was rhe founder of the Gypsy Lore Society. This work set out to Pr<n'e &at not

lmrrr was there a tradition of witchcraft that could be traced back to ltat-v. hrt trat fie

:ir was still practiced there presendy, worshipping the goddess Diana- Alfroug! not

reC outrighr, his work implies sfudy with these It2lian witches and Pwbtv initiari6q

',nnn- fre craft. One witch in particular, identified as Maddalena gafrered firlklore-

:x:s5; srories, and riruals for his research. The materid gathered errelrtua\became ao-

6g booh Aradia: Gospel of the Witches, printed in 1899, and i1 i5 fff this work trat he is

nlg Lnown in the neopagan communlties. Arailit detailed stories, rituals, and philoso-

:,g1i :om a woman living in the Middle Ages, supposedly born in 1313, named Aradia.

the
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Some see her as an avatar of the goddess Diana. Witches liken her to aJesus Christ or
Buddha figure. She came to enlighten the peasants of Italy with teachings of magick

and empowerment. Inquisitors' records from this age indicate references to an in-

crease of witchcraft in ltaly.

The unusual and often off-putting tone of Aradia's Gospel is surprisingbecause pre-

vious works by Leland, including EtruscanMagic dy OccultRemedies andLegends of Flo-

rence, present a view of witches as misunderstood followers of the Goddess. The

Gospel shows a tendency toward the Christian stereotype of witches, including mater-

ial regarding Lucifer and strong anti-Christian sentiment. Although genuine material

appears mixed with the Gospel of Aradta, since most of it is based on Maddalena's ma-

terial, scholars wonder why the sudden change. Was this tone from Maddalena playing

Leland for a fool, or purposely veiling the information so that it would not be taken se-

riously? Perhaps the surviving witches adopted ideas from the Inquisition, as the oral

traditions broke down. Since Leland died before he completed his next work on the

subject, we may never know.

In 1890, SirJames George Frazer published The GoldenBough: A Study inMagic and

Religion. Frazer was a member of Leland's Gypsy Lore Society and a respected British

anthropologist. The GoldenBough delved into the mysteries of ancient paganism, par-

ticularly in Italy, and strongly emphasized the concept of the Divine King found in

many areas of Western magick and religion.

At the turn of the nineteenth cenfury, Edgar Cayce, the now-famous "sleeping

prophet," began to give psychic readings. This man had no medical background, but

gave very detailed accounts of medical illness and procedures to cure such illnesses.

Later readings involved the concepts of karma, spiritual roots of disease, prophecy,

and the fabled continents of Atlantis and Lemuria, echoing the work of Blavatsky,

though Cayce was a devout Christian. The Christian flavor of his readings might not

be tied directly to the witchcraft revival, but he introduced many people to such occult

concepts as nontraditional healing and psychic powers. Several organizations sprung

up around his groundbreaking work.

Psychiatrist CarlJung played an important role in the modern mystical revival. AI-

though a contemporary and student of Freud, C. G.Jung's workwas inspiredby his ornm
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:sr-chic experiences. He paved the way for a scientific, analytical look at the mystic's

a-orld, investigating the interpretation of dreams, symbols, mythology, I Ching, tarot,

'-:e coilective consciousness, synchronicity, and archerypes. His interest in ancient

;-.hemy and Gnosticism, from a psychological approach, revived interest in both sub-

-rcts. His work was first published in the early 1900s, and his material was still being

=-eased 
after his dearh in 1951. Many current mystics who have difficulry with literal

r:erpretations of ancient wisdom seek the work of Jung to give the modern con-

r:ous mind an easily understood reference point.

tns WTtcHcRAFT RgNerssaNCE
.rn :9i1, England repealed the Witchcraft Act. Believing witchcraft to be a superstition,

;n: against it seemed ro perpefuate the ignorance of believing in such illogical things

rs =agick. The scientific and social revolutions were supposed to have squelched belief

r y,xlls and witches. In realiry, the repeal had quite the opposite effect, and began

m:;: is affectionately referred to as the Witchcraft Renaissance.

Ar the forefront in the new movement of witchcraft was Gerald B. Gardner, a

g;1=h civil servant who spent some time in Malaysia exploring Eastern mysticism. He

.wa:. fa-scinated by the occult and influenced by the work of Margaret Murray, author

:r l,e Witch CuLt in Western Europe, published in 1921. She claimed that the witches

1,,::scuted in Europe were practitioners of an ancient religion of European fertilitv

---u:. lased in goddess worship. Her theories were influenced greatly by her own per-

ua';- :eliefs, since scholars cannot find evidence to this link as an organized religion-

,ulr.:-iJ- \r'as correct in the fact that the wise ones were the spiritual descendants of the

i{rcrE:: Goddess cults and mystery traditions, if not physically linked.

:-dner claimed he was initiated in 1939 into a long-standing coven of heredirarr

rurr;:-15 pramicing the craft in New Forest. This group taught him the "Old Religion- as

. :::,arl-.-kal art and a personal religion. Based on their research with Gardner's contem-

rmrri:i-,i. Janet Farrar and Gavin Bone, co-authors of The HeAIing Crafi, vrrh the ]*tp

,.uri,; .-: Farrar, believe this New Forest "coven" was actually a group of Theosophi<s-

:' li:::er's day, anyone involved in the occult was considered a "rritch." GaIft€r
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:-ormed his own coven n |gs3,borrowing and adapting material from the New Forest

$oupandotheroccultSources.GardnerdrewfromhispreviousexperienceaSa
Freemason, his time in Malaysia, and his passing acquaintance with Aleister Crowley'

Rumor has it that Aleister crowley actually wrote Gardner's first Book of Shadows'

but that is unlikely. More likely, Gardner was probably inspired by much of crowley's

work. Like the forefathers of the modern mystical movements, Gerald was followed

by much conrroversy. opinions of his character and work varied greatly He claimed to

be introducing an ancient religion, but the general consensus is that much of the ma-

terial is his own invention. Such facts do not take away from the contempofary prac-

tice. All religions change over time and go through many birthing periods' The mod-

ern movement of Wicca is no different'

Gardner initiated Doreen valiente, who reworked many rituals in favor of her own

Goddess-oriented approach. valiente was instrumental in shaping the new movement'

and this specific tradition was named Gardnerian witchcraft, after Gerald Gardner'

Their.original Book of Shadows has been copied from, added to, and adapted by a

long line of modern witches.

clearly Valiente and Gardnef wele inspired by the work of Leland and Aradia:

GospeL of theWirches. The "Charge of the Goddess" is often attributed to Valiente' but

the originai version of the Charge comes from Aradia' Leland actually writes on many

of the same topics as Gardner, in reference to the Italian traditions of the Strega' or

wirch, instead of the celtic mysteries. The Roman occupation of the British Isles

could have spread such concepts to the celtic people, becoming mingled with their

own magick. In fact, Gardner spent some time in Italy prior to his publication, where

he studied Roman paganism and remarked how the artwork at Pompeii depicted the

mysteries found in witchcraft. The art of the witch can be traced to many culfures' not

just one. The world owns the tradition of witchcraft, and all are welcome to it'

In t95 4, witchcrafi Today by Gerald Gardner was published, soon followed by The

Meanng of witchcrafi in 1959. His writing drew considerable attention, coming on the

heels of Robert Graves' influential yet disputed work The white Goddass' These works

$-ere fueled by a general desire in some of the population for a personal spiritual path'

Regardless of the origins of the material, Gardner is credited as a spirirual forefather'
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Th SSrchcraft Renaissance blossomed in the 1960s and tgzos, inspiring coyens in h-
ry- tre United States, and Australia. Gardner is considered the modern founder of
fu- md his work is one of the reasons why the craft has spread so far and wide.

Btile Gardner was busy cultivating his brand of the Old Religion, other forms

rylqg r4r elsewhere. Since witchcraft was no longer considered a crime in Britain,

'dh'h€reditary traditions made themselves known, like Gardner's New Forest coven.

ffiry. roo, daimed descent from more ancient traditions, kept alive in secret during the

fudng Times. Though I do believe in the possibilicy of many such covens scattered

Europe and even America, I think they are far rarer than most would have you

ffie- Folk magick has been practiced in many families that were not unbroken lines

duitches. My family practiced magick with my grandmother's generation, but they

ror also staunch Catholics. The Goddess survived in the form of Mother Mary, but

m of my more recent ancestors would have claimed the title "witch."

Orhers took Gardner's foundation and built new traditions, reflecting their personal

rms The most famous is Alex Sanders, the self-proclaimed "King of the Witches."

Sh^,l-s was already familiar with rirual magick and claimed to be initiated into a fam-

ffircradirion by his grandmother when he was seven, after he stumbled upon her in rit-

@d- His tradition is known as Alexandrian Witchcraft, although it bears a close resem-
--:qr-r to Gardner's.

tn other groups, the word witchwas stripped away, focusing on the pagan elements,

jmmdmg the neopagan movement. Somewhat divorced from Wicca, these were the

ftrondarions of our modern Earth-based religions. Keen interest in Native American

ryrdcism and shamanism developed as part of the New Age movement. Since these

drn*rn:ns were never persecuted by their own people, their traditions survived and

were thought to be somewhat similar to the practices of ancient tribal witches. Native

wople began a period of openness in sharing this material, though some objected.

frtile Native American spirituality seems safe and honorable to the mainstream pub-

liiir; dose same people often view witchcraft with the stigma of evil perpetuated dur-

ry fie Burning Times. Witches often point out the fundamental similarities between

\triTe American practices and those of the witch.

\\bmen dissatisfied with the roles of traditional religions flocked to the goddess re-

ig:ons, creating feminist branches of Wicca, including Dianic covens. Archeological
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ri:!ih:-"rmp'FF{ oc a goddess culture in Anatolia from the Neolithic period, at CatalJuyuk,
l::sE* an;i Hacilar, were published in 1966. This new evidence of the ancient world

: :,:r;ied nith the rising feminist movement in the West during the late sixties. Both
-:c.:ibuted to the growing awareness of the Goddess in the Western mind. Feminine
:,r-es q'ere changing and awareness grew. The discovery of a matriarchal culture valu-
ng feminine ideals and spirit was a wake-up call to the end of the patriarchal age,
dominated by masculine deities and customs. History revealed a forgorten part of the
world's Past. Those involved in neopaganism and neo-wirchcraft sought the divine in
both the Goddess and the God, honoring masculine and feminine.

ln 1972, witchcraft was granted the starus of a legally recognized religion in Amer-
ica when the IRS granted the Church of Wicca tax-exempt starus. Witchcraft is now
protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments in the United States. Ordained
priests and priestesses enjoy all the same righrs as rraditional clergy.

The traditions and movements have branched out many times, forming a complex
web including almost as many traditions as practitioners, creating an eclectic mix.
witchcraft is very personal, and you can no longer really say there is a "right" way and
a "wrong' way to practice it.

The branches of the witchcraft tree continue to grow up and our, forming a deli
ciously complicated pattern. Everyone has an opinion on where it has been, where it is
now, and where it is growing, but such facts seem fluid, never completely defined or
documented, as are the mysteries of witchcraft itself. Like the roots of our history the
branches of our future are heading in many directions at once, exploring new territory
and reaching to greater heights.

RscoMraeNDED RseorNc

when Godwas awoman by Merlin Stone (Harcourt BraceJovanovich).

ongins of Modernwitchcrafi: The Evolution of aworldReligionby Ann Moura
(Llewellyn Publications).
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lhe anrchcraft uee is branching our in differenr directions. Although many branches

:n:s.an,iinterweavewitheachother'therearedifferencesbefweenthemoderntradi-

murs'lbucouldfillabookdescribingthesedifferences.Thepurposeofthischapteris
:lrr:.Erouanideaofthedifferentpathswithinmodernwitchcraft'Mostteachers
rga:: il a specific tradition' I encourage an eclectic, personal tradition with a solid

"llr"u:i,arion.

f-a.enlfirstgotinvolvedinwitchcraft'mymotherandltookclassestogether.We

e;r:.ed rr-itchcraft with a healy Celtic slant, but neither of us were Celtic by familv

lm:e;:e.\{ymotherisltalianandlamofltalian/Polish/Lithuaniandescent,Finding
rrer.::al 0n Italian witchcraft was a reveladon because we were not initially exposed to

r-::act.itwasfairlyunheardofinthepagancommunicyatthetime'Wedidn'tre-
.lLt* [1o\\- it existed. Though I still have a stfong celtic slant regardless of my blool

rr-, =other has taken to her craft as never before, inspired by the practices of her olr-n

i:mr:iors and her memories of her parents' and grandparents' acts of Italian folk rnag-

;r:::itealeafreading'Agreatnumberofpeoplewhodonotfeelwitchcraftisrher:
:,r::::ral calling *oolJb" zurprised by the number of cultures historicall.v involte"f rn

.*- -,+
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GovttvtoN GRoUND
Before we learn the differences befween traditions, let us look at the fundamental sim-

ilarities. witchcraft is a personal path, and these beliefs may not be held by every indi-

vidual, but they are commonly accepted by the mainstream pagan community'

pagan onginally meant "of the land" or "country dweller," referring to rural people

and their beliefs. As chdsdanir,v grew and took conrrol of Europe, pagan became

identified with any of the non-Judeo-Christian religions, and to some it was equated

with heretic, an enemy of fie church's rmth. some equate the word heathen tvth

heretic of sovoge,but it means "one vfio lives on heaths." church officials wanted to re-

place pagan beliefr and pracdces s-fth christian ones, so much so that pagan holidays

were adopted into the christian calendar to get converts. As the word witch is re-

claimed, so is the wordlngan Now it refers to a larger gfoup of beliefs with many dif-

ferent tradirions and practices. Althoug! I dislike using a Christian analogy to explain

paganism, I've found it usefirl ior new snrdents coming from a traditional background'

pagan is to Wiccan as Christian is to Catholic" meaning Pagan and Christian are larger

gfoups with smaller traditions within them. All wiccans and witches are pagans' but

notallpagansarewitches.Manyidentifithemselvesaspagan'butmaynotidentify
with a specific tradition, such as witchcraft- And within the heading of witchcraft are

several other smaller divisions. I've spoken to a few witches who feel witches or wic-

cans are the clergy of the pagan people, but most stricrly pagan folk I know would not

agree with that definition. Technically, we are neo-witches and neopagans, meaning

"nerr/," but few people use this term outside of academic writing'

Diviniry is inherent in all things, material and spiritual. The divine force is apparent

in all life and form. Spiritual does not mean divorced from the physical, earthly realm'

The Earth is actually one of the most divine forms in all creation' All life' all nature is

the divine manifest, and most pagans honor the Earth as a living being, the source of

iife.Inourmythology,theBarthisviewedasMother,orevenGrandmother,the
source of all life on Earth. The Earth Goddess can be seen as a symbol of life and in-

tefconnection, of a sentient consciousness availabie for communication in her own

right. Science is slowly catching up to the idea of the Earth being alive, and not a life-

9*"-.t*utl biologistJames Lovelock first proposed the ..Gaia Hlpothesis,, in the
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; - . s. named after the Greek goddess Gaia, stating that all life, including humaniry is

: r*-: ,: a complex biosphere organism. Others have extrapolated that hypothesis into a

:--: ,:-.- that the Earth is a living being, and all things on Earth are akin to cells within

::: o rvitches, there is no doubt that the Earth is alive.

-::e diviniry or life force, present in all things expresses itself in several different

r* i','s :n witchcraft. Most common in this faith is the expression of the divine not only

-:---ugh the Earth, but also through the Goddess, the great mother, and the God, the

i -a:her. Through the actions of this polariry, Goddess and God, life is created.

\ the Goddess is manifested through the Earth, she is also inherent in the Moon,

.:,- changing cycles matching the twenty-eight-day menstruation period. The concept

-: : Triple Goddess-Maiden, Mother, and Crone-seen in the waxing, Full, and wan-

:,: \loon, is rooted deeply in the pagan consciousness. Her three identities could also

:,. :he Moon, Earth, and Underworld Goddess. The tiple Goddess is seen as the giver

- - jte, susrainer and destroyer, all in one. The mythologies of old contain the Triple

-:,ddess image. Different cultures alternately see the Goddess in the Sun, ocean, rivers,

..... and spiraling galaxies.

The God is manifested through various faces, including the Sky Father, encom-

::-<sing Mother Earth; Solar King; Horned God, the lord of animals; and the Green

l,lan, the lord of the harvest. The God is most aptly seen as dualistic. On the waxing,

:: rvarming, half of the year, he is life bringer, the god of light, Sun, and growing

::ings. On the waning and withering half of the year, he is the god of darkness, death,

-rrmals, and the hunt.

Each image or archerype in our collective consciousness reveals one aspect of the

:ivine, God and Goddess alike. Neopagans and witches have adopted the gods and

soddesses of various pantheons as expressions of the Goddess and God. Usually these

erpressions function as rulers over a particular aspect of nature or human life, such as

a deiry of storms, the sea, the Moon, hunting, or magick. Usually they have more thal

Dne attribute. Even as expressions of the divine, the gods and goddesses are ven: re'i.

;onnecting to our innermost selves.

Although witches are polytheists, meaning they acknowledge and honor nr:::

rhan one deiry they recognize the one spirit running through everything. Perhaps ::r=
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wofd monist, one who recognizes the divine in everythin$, is a more appropriate

term, bur most pagans identify themselves as polytheistic. The gods and goddesses are

expressions of that one spirit, leading to a more personal relationship with the divine.

The one spirit is what I call the Great Spirit. The Goddess and God move in the

love of the Great Spirit. They are different aspects of the divine. Infrequently, some

Wiccan traditions call this one spirit Dryghten, a word said to be Anglo-Saxon and best

translated to "lord," but without the gender qualiry referring to the creative force that

is both male and female, the source of all things. Some see this Great Spirit as the God-

dess exclusively, who gave birth to the God through her self-fertllization. Ancient

myrhs, such as the Greek creation story start with the Goddess who gives birth to her

son/husband to continue creation-

Critics say that witches worship nature, and to a certain extent that is true, but in

reality we worship the creative force found in nature. In essence, we honor life, every-

where, and see the divine in everything and everyone.

Witches have nothing to do with the Christian Devil. To believe in the Devil, one

must already believe in the Christian mythos, and most witches feel their spiritual

roots predate Christianiry. We are not naive. We do believe that harmful forces exist

and precautions must be taken, but we do not subscribe to an ultimate author of evil

or the concept of sin. An ultimate evil and an ultimate good is a polariry never found

in nafure. In Christian myths, God is all-powerful, but the Devil still exists. For this to

be a true polariry, they must be equal to each other, but in Christian mythology, they

are not. In Wicca, we focus on the polariry of the Goddess and the God, and the love

of their union that births life into being. Love is the focus, not conflict. The concept of

light versus darlq good versus evil, was actually adopted frornZoroastrian religions.

frunnorYPES
That being said, let's discuss the typical witch stereofypes. All witches do not wear

black. We can wear anything we like. Black is appropriate for ritual because it is a dark

goddess color, and it attracts energy. Rituals are celebrated at night for the same rea-

sons, though many take place during the day as well, depending on the tradition'
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-,\-rtches can feel empowered to wear black outside of the rirual space, but wearing

:,ack is nor a requirement. Black and late-evening rituals were also practical during the

3urning Times. If you were afraid of getting caught, black cloaks would hide you at

ight in the forest from prospective witch hunters. Black is also the color of clergy,

:sed by priests and rabbis. Perhaps they adopted the practice from witches.

Witches do not perform animal sacrifice, though it may have been a part of our

:lstant history, as it was inJudaism and many other religions. Many Wiccans are ani-

:tal rights activists and environmentalists, subscribing to a theoly of "harm ye none."

rvitches do not abuse children in or out of ritual as a part of their faith, nor do we per-

rcrm curses.

Witches and other pagans do believe in and practice magick. Magick is the art of

naking change, manifesting your dreams, and banishing the things that no longer

serve you and hold you back. Though the effects can be quite startling and powerful,

nagick usually manifests in the form of unusual coincidences and connections. The

ilrst time you have success with magick, and even the second or third time, you might

lismiss it. After repeated successes, however, you know you are no longer working

rvithin the fabled "Law of Averages," and that some other force, namely magick, is at

work. Magicle is usually spelled with a k by modern practitioners, to distinguish it from

illusion and sleight-of-hand tricks.

Spells, specific acts of magick, can be created through ritual or meditation. To a

rvirch, spells are like prayers. They are simple acts of sending out an intention to the

divine, asking it to manifest. The difference berween spells and prayers is that witches

study the nature of the universe to understand better how to create change. Many

people who pray think it is a give-and-take process, where one has to give up some-

rhing "sinful" to receive the boon of the prayer. Though there is always an exchange of

energies, witches know that the universe is ever abundant.

We do not label ourselves white or black witches, as was done in the BurnLng

Times. Though the distinction of white and black magick can still be found in the Lr-

tial lessons of high ritual magick, most modern witches do not subscribe to it. N'lag:c<

is ruled by intention.
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tns Wsssl-, oF THE Yru-n
The seasonai shifts and holidays ale extremely important. The wheel of the Year is

celebrated through ritual holidays falling on the equinoxes, solstices, and points in be-

tween called fire festivals (figure 3). The modern wheel is a collection of rites taken

fromEuropeanlineages,primarilyCeltic,saxon,andTeutonic.ThemodernWheel

tells the story of the Goddess and the God, through many faces and myths, as they

grow and change through the seasons of the year. The changing seasons help wiccans

getintoimmediatecontactw-ithdeiryharmonizingthemwiththeworld.
The winter solstice, also called Yule, is when the Sun's light stafts to grow' cultures

across the Northern Hemisphele saw it as the birth of the young God' Many of the fa-

miliar christmas celebrations were taken from Yu1e, including mistletoe' Yule logs' and

decorating evergreen trees with lights (candles), a symbol of the everlasting Goddess

and the ferurn of the God of Light. Although still deep in winter, the light and life are

rerurning to the world'

Imbolc comes on February 2, afitefestival often dedicated to the goddess Brid (pro-

nounced "Breed"), or Bridget. Brid is the triple goddess of light, and a patron of the

home,healers,poets,andsmiths.SomecomparehertotheGreekgoddessHestia,the

goddess of the home and hearth. candles are lit and homes are blessed' Advent wreaths

afe a remnant of Brid's crown of candles. Imbolc is somedmes known as candlemas'

ostara, the spring equinox, is the celebration of the Goddess rising and the Earth,s

resurrection. She returns from her winter slumber and brings with her the first signs of

spring. The festival is named after the Teutonic goddess ostre, the egg or seed goddess'

Blessingandplantingseedsandpaintingeggsarepartofthesetraditions.Although
named after osrre, the Greek myth of Persephone rising from the realm of the dead to

usher in the growing season with her mothef, Demeter, also resonates on the equinox'

Beltane is the fire festival of May t. Traditionally, herds were driven between two

largebalefiresofsacredwoodtopuriffthemofanylingeringwinterillness.Modern
purification rites, both with fire and water, are performed on Beltane' It is dedicated to

theyoung,fierygodBel.TheGodhasglownfromthewintersolsticeintoayoung
:nan, and claims his role as the Goddess' lover. Sexualiry and passion are enjoyed on

3eltane,andMayPoledancesaretraditional,representingtheunionoftheGodinto
::= Earth Goddess.
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Litha
(summer solstice)

Yule

(winter solstice)

Figure 3: Wheel of the Year

lbe summer solstice, or Feast of Litha, is the divine marriage of Goddess and God.

l-irev are at the peak of their power, as the land is in full bloom and the harvest is ex-

:ected. The day is the longest of the year, giving us an extended period of rwilight,

x*ren the doors to the faery realm are open wide and we may celebrate with the spir-

= of the otherworld. Some traditions see this holiday as the battle of the divided light

:nd dark aspects of the God. The dark king is victorious, claiming the throne with the

Goddess.

Next is Lammas, the fire festival of August 1. In the Irish traditions it is known as

Lughnassadh, after Lugh of the Long Arm, a god of light and grain. His talents are

nany and unequalled. Games and sports are played on this feast. Though originally

:amed Lugh's Funeral Feast, after his mother's death, it is now associated with Lugh's

orrrr death, as the sacrificed king of the grain. Corn-dolly effigies are burned and the

i^rst grains of the harvest are cut and given as an offering to the gods in thanks. The

..acrifice of the old God ushers in the bounty of the first harvest.
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The second harvest is the fruit or wine harvest on the fall equinox. Named after the

Celtic god Mabon, who gets lost in the Underworld, this is a time to journey to the dark'

Wine is one of the ways to open the magickal passages betwveen realms' Myths of other

harvest gods, particular those associated with wine, such as Dionysus, are celebrated'

Samhain (pronounced "Sow-wen") is the traditional meat harvest and the Celtic

New Year. Falling on October 31, it has been turned into modern Halloween, but was

a very important paganfestival. Samhain is the day of the dead. Since the herd was

slaughtered and the meat was salted or smoked for the wintef, this was the day when

the first of the herd was slaughtered, opening the veils between the world' Since the

day is one of death, ancestors who have passed on ale associated with it, coming back

through the veil to give blessings and advice. Soul meals are prepaled for the dead,

goodbyes are said to lost loved ones, and candles are lit to mark their way back' Even-

tually this thinning of the veil became a fearful event, and costumes wele worn to

scare away the walkers befween the worlds, though originally it was a normal part of

the culture, with no fear or dread.

These eight festivals are called Sabbats, though the individual traditions celebrate

them differently. The term harkens back to the Burning Times, to the Hebrew Sab-

bath, when witches andJews alike were prosecuted as heretics' Modern witches have

adopted the word. An Esbat refers to another type of ritual, usually a Moon ritual' Es-

bats are rypically private circles, for covens, small groups who work magick together.

Communiry and family are usually welcome to the Sabbats, which ale more celebra-

tory in nature. With Esbats, the goal is working magick in an intimate setting' Esbats

usually coincide with the Full or Dark Moon. Witches celebrate the thirteen Moons of

the lunar year. The term circle is sometimes used synonymously with Esbat, or with a

group of practitioners, but a circle specifically refers to the rirual of the circle, a cere-

mony of celebration and magick called a witch's circle, moon circle, or magician's circle'

Circles are cast in both Esbats and Sabbats or any other magickal event, depending on

the tradition.

Life rituals, or rites of passage, are marked along with the holidays' Like tribal

people, pagans mark rurning points in life with ceremony or ritual. Traditions are in-

dividual, but usually birth, coming of age, handfasting (marriage or partnering), elder-

hood, and death are celebrated.
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PgnsoNal f'nrmov
-,':,.; rvitches seekfreedom from dogma, the freedom to personalh-de1r-e into the
*,,"'::ries of the divine and find our own answers. There may be recommendations

i:: guidelines in each tradition, but there is no official bible. Our bible is ::e cvcle of
:,: : j:,ns. Our songs are the songs of the Earth. No one central authorin exis:s The e r-

:,:1-nce of others can help us find our way, but ultimately we waik indir ii,a- :a::,..

- --:::rs can support, guide, and comfort us, but cannot do it for us. We are our ,.-r',-:t ::t-

.:::ediaries to the Goddess and God. Each individual strives to be his or her or.,:: i--::-.
1.:ck is used because it works, as is meditation and psychic abfities. We don': ::--: : l

:,: '-\-e blindly because we are guided by experience. Witches don't simply be 'e-.'. ""'=

: - Such free spirits recognize that no one person or religion has the answer. Beh: : - - "

--r:srs, we gladly acknowledge other points of view without feeling threatened. \ I: -o: - :

; :ome from other traditions and seek to escape past dogma. Some still feel anger :-""=:

-,.. :ersecutions of the past and blame dogma and intolerance, but for the mosi::::
- --::hes do not harbor any biases against other religions. We live and let live.

tru-nrrroNs oF wTTcHCRaFT
:.;h of these paths within the craft contains a different focus. None are complere--,-

:.::lt or wrong, but are only correct for an individual at a certain time in life. All ha-. 
=

--:.:ir merits and drawbacks. For the most comprehensive study of modern paga:l

i:rups, particularly in the United States, I highly recommend DrawingDownthe \L...":

: . \fargot Adler.

t-Iexandrian

:ae tradition founded by Alex Sanders is quite similar to the Gardnerian style. Sanders

: :.imed to have his own brand of witchcraft given to him by his grandmother, but i::

-. :ih it was very similar to Gardner's. His previous background in ceremonial magick

r:led to the evolution of the craft, and, as a natural showman, he attracted quite a

.. -mber of people to witchcraft. Sanders was called the "King of Witches" withrn h:s

:::.Jition, but was not recognized as a king in other traditions of witchcraft. It rr-as
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simplyanhonorarytitlegivenbythoseinhislineage.LikeGardneriancovens,Alexan-
drian covens have survived into the present era and one mustbe initiated into an exist-

ing coven to claim this lineage'

Cabot

Long-time public witch Laurie cabot established two traditions interfwined together'

Her first, Witchcraft as a Science, looks at witchcraft from a practical' analytical point

of view, while her cabot tradition focuses on the religion. She views it as a pre-Gard-

nerian tradition, based on her original training, genetic memory, celtic heritage' and

her own insPiradon'

Celtic

celtic witchcraft is not a specific tradition in the sense of a formal lineage' but denotes

one practicing witchcraft with a distinctive, if not exclusive, Celtic flavor' Rituals' myths'

and godforms are chosen from celtic lore, and often based on scant information about

the Druidic tradition'

ChristianWicca
Althoughlwasinitiallyhesitanttoaddthiscategorytheemergenceof..Christian
witches" is becoming more prevalent. often, eclectic witches have no reason to leave

behind their original christian faith, and instead incofpolate elements of both into

their personal traditions. Folk magick survived by veiling itself in christianity and in-

colpolatingthemythology.Unfortunately,Christianwitchesgetcuriouslooksfrom
paganswhohaverenouncedChristianityandseethetwoasincompatible'

Dianic

The Dianic tradition is considered a branch of feminist wicca' honoring the goddess

oftheMoonandhunt,Diana,knownasArtemistotheGreeks'Dianiccovensare
often made up exclusively of women, and some afe exclusively lesbian as well' Usually

these covens focus their energy on the Goddess as the Gfeat Mother and creator' It is

importanttonotethatnotallfeministtraditionsarenecessarilyDianic.
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: ar, r Feri)
- r i : ::aiition founded by Victor Anderson and Gwydion Pendderwen. Anderson

--,:=:e I into a loosely organized coven of witches in Oregon at age nine. They

i ;: - -1:::Selves faeries, and he learned their magick and ritual, prior to the traditions
-":;::i :.,- Gardner. Inspired by Gardner's work, and later an Alexandrian Book of
" " - . -^ i. ,lnderson and Pendderwen, a friend of the family, formed a coven and wrote

:" : :r' : s of the Faery tradition. Author Starhawk was initiated into the Faery tradi-

: - S --::e use this term for any traditions honoring the faery folk.

- ' *:: *-itches are those who follow no specific tradition or path, but feel free to bor-

; r:-:n many different traditions and cultures. An eclectic witch understands the

- :.::enta1 rules of magick, but creates rituals to suit personal needs and tastes.

- ::: are suggestions, but not hard rules. One might be equally adept working with
, ,::. Greek, Hindu, or Eglptian gods. Such a practitioner can be in a coven, solitary,

- r -::r. This freeform style of witchcraft is one of the most popular because it grants

- --, :eedom and lacks a hierarchical structure. One can be initiated by another, or

::--,::n a self-initiation ritual to the Goddess and God.

t;r'lneiAn

--"::rerian witchcraft is considered the most traditional form of witchcraft, from
,, ':h most modern paths developed. The material was from Gerald Gardner's own

: -:-:ience, creativiry and inspiration, along with the input of Doreen Valiente. As

-l:-rner's fame spread and he initiated more people into the craft, his tradition moved

.::-,ss Britain and eventually to Europe, the United States, and Australia. To be a

- =rber of this tradition, one must be initiated by another member.

.reco-Roman
.:,,st people are introduced to paganism through the classical Greco-Roman mvthoi-

:, taught in many school systems. This encounter starts a love affair in the bud,liig

: f,pagan with these godforms, and, later in life, such individuals choose to u-ork a;-

:r-.-:lv with these deities. Greek and Roman myths contain many of our first gLirnrst-.

ner.
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of the witch. some speculate that the true origins of witchcraft and much goddess

worship came fiom territories surrounding Greece, such as Thrace and Thessaly' The

mystefycultsofDionysusandDemeterevokepowerfulmagickinourhearts.Greek

and Roman covens are in existence today, but they are not necessarily unbroken lines

of a specific witchcraft tradition. They are usually reconstructions based on Greco-

Roman material, but if some celtic Family traditions supposedly survived to the pre-

sent day, then perhaps Mediterranean raditions survived as well'

GreenWitchcrafr

Green witchcraft is a fairly broad category sometimes used synonymously with Celtic

witchcraft, kitchen witchcraft, faery traditions, or natural, herbal magick' Herbalists

who aren t actually practicing wicca sometimes refer to themselves as green witches'

Her editarY (or F amilY Tradition)

HereditarywitchesclaimalineagepriortotheinceptionofGardnerianwitchcraft.
They state that rheir own individual traditions were passed on through famrly mem-

bers, and that they are hereditary witches through blood lineage' After the witchcraft

acts were repealed, some Family traditions came out of hiding' Perhaps others remain

outofthepubliceyeandhavenowishtojointheWitchcraftRenaissance.

RadicalFaerY

This is not a formal tradition, but a loose movement of gay men seeking pagan and

witchcraft spirituaiity, reclaiming the wordpery as aword of magickand mystery' The

gatheringsareVeryprimalandplayful,notbasedonarigidStructufe,butoneofjoy.

SeaxWica

Raymond Buckland created the Seax wica tradition. originally a Gardnerian and in-

strumenral in bringing that tradition to America, Buckland founded his own tradition

intheearlytlzosusingaSaxonheritage'seaxWicaismoreopenanddemocraticin
practice that either Gardnerian or Alexandrian Wicca'
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ritches are those who practice without a coven, and uzually do not benefit
haining of a coven. Instead they learn on their own, from books, speaking

witches, and from nature and the gods. You can become a soliary trrough
km, or you can come from another tradition and choose to practice alone.

ritches are often also eclectic witches.

W$ulian)
ilrrtic of witchcraft in Italy is called Stregheria, and a witch is a Strega. The

**r to the tradition of Italian witchcraft documented by Charles Leland,

iry a pre-Gardnerian tradition mixing ancient Roman and Etruscan practices.

rc formerly initiated into the traditions, while others of Italian descent claim

Raven Grimassi, author of ItalianWitchcrafi (previously calTedTheWay of the

ir gready responsible for reviving interest in this little-known path and major

rirchcraft.

SLsmanism

Slramanism is a creation of Selena Fox, High Priestess of Circle Sancruary.

combines Wicca with core shamanic techniques, modern psychology, and a

ffiral view. Rituals are akin to African or Native American gatherings with
flmndng and music, ecstatic trance, and personal vision work. Shamanic Witchcraft
rm"f,rryrrrnic Wicca is used to refer to other practices that incorporate these ideas, but

i[Guil recessarily under the direction of Selena Fox.

Qrurn I\zkcrcKAL truprtroNs
'lnnhc ffid[ming practices are not specifically forms of modern witchcraft, bur are usu-

db f,s$ociated with magick, rifual, and neopaganism.

-tlrtrr
Wmu is a form of paganism strongly associated with Wicca. Where many modern

m/fu:ms focus on the Celtic heritage, the Asatru are the modern follovrers of the AesiE,
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the ruling race of gods of Norse mythology. The Asatru often focus on runic magick.

Sometimes classified as conservative by other neopagans, the Asatru focus on their

own cultural heritage and do not incorporate material from other cultures, such as

tarot or I Ching, though an individual practitioner might use these tools. While most

of the Norse path identify with the Aseir in general, some use the term Vanatru as fol-

lowers of the Vanir tribe of gods. Followers of Odin might take the name Odinist. Pa-

gans of the Norse tradition often prefer to be called heathens'

Brujerfa

Brujeria is a witchcraft tradition from Central and South America. Women arebrulas

and men are brulos. Like their European counterparts, they work natural magick

through herbs and charms, and healing through magick and folk remedies. Though

the role and function of the bruja is nearly identical to the witch, this tradition bears

no direct connection to the evolution of Wicca, other than a growing interest for those

exploring the witchcraft traditions around the world.

C eltic Reconstructioni st

A few Celtic pagan groups are termed "Celtic Reconstructionist," though "reconstruc-

tionist" can be applied to any cultural tradition. The term is used to differentiate them

from a Wiccan tradition. Celtic Reconstructionists seek to the follow the ancient Celtic

traditions as closely as possible, based on modern, scholarly knowledge. If a practice,

such as the formal magick circle, is not documented in the surviving literature and

myths, then it is ignored in favor of something more verifiable.

Ceremonial

Ceremonial magick refers to many different traditions, but most are usually based on

the Kabalah, Hermetics, Masonry, alchemy, or the work of various factions of the

Golden Dawn, which used all of these. Thelema, the tradition of Aleister Crowley, is

grouped with ceremonial magick. Ceremonial magick is also called high magick,

n'hile witchcraft is called low magick. -High' and "low" refer to levels of technical

knowiedge, not power. Practitioners refer to themselves as magicians or mages, not

l-itches, but some witches have incorporated elements of high magick into their own

lracdces. Ceremonial magicians are often pagan, but do not have to be.
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* ":----': is a term applied to a philosophy, not a tradition. It is credited to peter-f.
aj -:::iorefather,thoughhisbooktrberNulldidnotuserhewords chaosmagick.

: - - : -::r\ grew our of English occultism in the r970s and.early 1980s. In many
- , - ::lspired by Aleister crowley crowley's work was not as important as his
-:: ;npleasant to so many, his rife was an exercise in experimentation. From

' i. - :: =:r:erimentation, he created a continually evolving worldview, his own tra_
i " -- ": ::anged as he changed. Though he set his works as a guide for others, if we

; - j :-r:.:nple, we would not take his work verbatim but make our own tradition
r ,- - *: o\\-n experiences. chaos magick embodies an "anything goes,, attitude,* 

- - - ::-= oopular sneaker commercial slogan 'Just do it.,, Theorizing about mag,
* : ::: do it, experiment, and use whatever works. Do not be attached to the

; * . --;e s for material can be not only celtic one day, and,Greek the next, but star
' " 

- : -::ierella. If a pop-culture image works for you, then use it until it doesn,t
rL,- - -.,:.. and then try something new. chaos magick grew out of ceremonial
' ri " " - : - "-,'ors rhe modified use of symbols and sigils, bur branches off wildly from

-' , "c heard this philosophy described as eclecticism ro rhe extreme.

i a pagan reconstructionist movement based on the teachings of the
' -: :5e original Druidic tradition was oral, little direct ritual and teaching is

: *-- Druid revival started as early as the 1500s and continues today While
" - - *..:":. implies one who is specifically following a celtic parh, using Gaelic in

' 
- . ::constructionists applied a much broader definition to the word, incor-

- - ---.::aniry and Masonry into the practice with lirtle knowledge of the pagan
- ---. \lany in realiry did not consider rhemselves pagan groups, but philo_

--:::-s. though they are far less common today. Groups organize in ..groves,.

' ' - : -':rs. and several large Druid organizations exist. Isaac Bonewits, author
- --,- :ras been at the forefront of the neopagan Druid revival.

' : j::{ is alive and well in the rwenry-first century, though it's gone rh:cui::
-:: - J.e so many ancient mystic traditions, no one is quite sure abou: e:a-
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:. ,-:::= practices, but neopagan groups have reconstructed traditions based on the

::,-::tan myths, texts, symbols, and ancient mysteries. Many contemporary pagans

aie drawn to the image of Isis and Osiris as the divine Mother and Father, even if they

io not practice in an Eglptian tradition.

Nm Age

New Age spirituality is not necessarily a tradition of magick, but has many things in
common with witches, pagans, and magicians, since they often get lumped together,

particularly in bookstores. New Age practices include meditation, healing, spirit guides,

crystals, herbalism, psychic abilities, chanting, ceremony, and visualization. Blavatsky,

Cayce, and even ancient pagan teachings hfluence the collective view of those involved

in the New Age. Most are quite supportive of the craft, but there are some misunder-

standings. The biggest misunderstanding is the assumption on behalf of pagans that

those in the New Age are "flaky" and only preach "1ove and light." On the other hand,

New Agers see pagans as being "dark' and "depressing." The point of the New Age is

the ability for everyone to get along, to live and iet live.

Santeria

Santeria is a religious tradition that was brought to the Americas from Africa though

the slave trade, focusing particularly on the Yoruban tribes. The word comes from the

Spanish SAnto, meaning "saint." The faith contains a pantheon of gods called orishas.

When in the New World, the orishas were disguised as the saints, because the slaves

were forced to convert to Catholicism. The religion is the practice of honoring and

caring for the orishas, which bring blessings. Priests and priestesses conduct cere-

monies, healings, and blessings, making magickal charms and speaking with spirits.

The role is congruous with the witch or shaman.

Shamanism

Shamanism is the magickal and healing practice of the Native American cultures. The

word shaman is Siberian, but it refers to the medicine men and women of the indige-

nous people in Siberia and North, Cenral, and South America. Shamans enter a trance

state, often through the use of meditation, drumming, dance, or psychotropics, to pierce

I:

:
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ffic ryirirud veil and commune with spirits, ancestors, and power beings, to bring wis-

fu- healing, and energy to the communify. Shamans are part religious leader and

pert lore keeper, doctor, herbalist, and counselor. Anthropologists have noted that

fficre roles were filled by similar people across the world, coining the term "core

dr*rnanism" to distinguish berween the traditional American shamans and their global

cmrerparts. Since the general belief is that ancient witches were the shamans of Eu-

rye- modern wirches can look to the practices of the Americas to find missing lint<s in

ffic Siccan heritage.

'tfuun
ttfudoun, or Voodoo, is a polytheistic religion with roots deep in Africa, but was

ftnurght ro the New World via slave trading in French colonies like Haiti and New Or-

,,l[rlor"(. The practice is similar to Santeria, though Santeria has a decidedly Spanish fla-

w- The gods of Voudoun are called loas, meaning "laws," and are also linked to the

Gdolic saints. Though the practices of Voudoun and Santeria are not witchcraft per

r- dey serve the same function as witches in these transplanted African societies.

'][banks largely to Hollfwood, Voudoun is the only religion with a stigma worse that

w,irchcraft, but the African traditions are quite loving and healing, like the craft.

Qnire a number of other pagan traditions draw on different culrures, including Sumer-

mn Finnish, Slavic, Hindu, Asian, and Polynesian. Some subscribe to the narne witch

mm'Ilicca. Most do not. Many other traditions, associations, churches, groves, and

i(Fens exist, all practicing their own brand of the mysteries. The neopagan resurgence

gtr6s us a1i the spiritual freedom to devise the magickal tradition we want and to claim

:rne heritage, names, and titles that serve our highest good. Though it is always impor-

16t to know where your practice comes from, the most important factor is to know

where it is going.

RrcouuBNDED RseorNc
j*ningDownthe Moonby Margot Adler (Beacon Press)'
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TIM wr;h's path is not an easy road to walk. Through the roots of our history, we

ifunoq rcrn rhe persecution of those who practice the art of magick and the mysteries

m iM Ccddess and God. Though death is not the result in this day and age, witches

16g|l dT i:s<riminated against. If you can handle the difficulties, the life of the witch is

qwnr'q:w'ous- filled with never-ending study and exploration. Witches learn many disci-

mrru@Es -; rtr their craft. One must be a dedicated student, but also have the passion,

ne4 'tme. :eressary to live life as a witch. Witchcraft is constantly adapting and evolving,

l::rrnillll'"illtg:ative, daring people to it.

l,m:e =ust be aware of internal feelings and conflicts to be a master of the soul and

lrtlnnrrrrifiFr,xer, I\lrches were traditionally healers and in the past played the part that psl--

fisnrrr,,riruir€.rfr5 and therapists do now. Then, as now, the old adage "Physician heal thyself"

'lili til:ffl,:Iru- Before you can counsel others, you must be aware of your own iszues. \{ost

1llr:xflr'rfa;c: ot- all, a prospective witch must be fully grounded in the "real" s-orld- I[b
rllr\,,. ,mr: -ie spiritual, but not to the detriment of our daily lives and responsibilities-

Ll;urn: .-" Ceal with the magickal realms, we must always know hoq'to retum to tre

rju, r ". l,lagick is not an escape from realiry Unlike other traditions, the phr-sical is

i9
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seen as the divine, the Goddess and God, manifest. A strong link to the Earth and all
that lives on it is crucial. Seekers are often drawn to witchcraft because of the allure.
the mystery and power, expecting life to be easy after proclaiming themselves witches.
Magick can make things flow more smoothly in life, and the peace of mind that a spir-
itual practice brings can make it appear to others that life is perfect; but witches are
people, and have the same hopes, dreams, and problems everyone else does. They
view them through a witch's magickal eyes.

If the path is new ro you. stop and think for a moment. why do you wanr to study
this material? Do you wanr ro become a pagan, witch, wiccan, or other magickal prac-
titioner? If so, why? what is appealing about ir? Have you looked ar orher spiritual
paths and traditions? I ask these questions not to discourage you, but to make you
think about your intentions before l'ou open the door. If you are only reading and. ex-

perimenting to educate r-ourself on this possibiliry that is wonderful! Education is a
great thing. Alwavs look before leaping into something. If you inruitively feel drawn to
this path, then follon'vour inruidon. That is one of the most important lessons I've
ever learned. lnruirion. vour inner voice, is key.

If you decide you want to study witchcraft and become a witch, look at the quali-
ties long-practicing wirches have: self-awareness, respect, responsibility, and love for
life. Possessing these attributes does not automatically make you a witch. They are
great qualities for anyone, but they hold a special importance in the heart of the witch.
Not all witches agree on a1l these points, but the general intent is the same.

Most importantly, a witch in the world must be selFaware. This means practicing
some form of introspection. It could be meditating, daily ritual, writing in a journal, or
hiking out in nature. Anything will do, as long as it stills the mind and allows you to re-
flect on yourself and your relationship with creation.

Self-awareness stimulates a desire for respect and self-esteem. In fact, it is essential

for further study and success in magick. Wiccan riruals are based on a concept of per-

fect Love, what others call unconditional love. If you cannor love yourself you'll never
generate a feeling of Perfect Love for a rirual. You will never feel the unconditional love
given to you by the Goddess and God, and you'll never be able to return the feeling.
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r\u,'rl,::- - :-r: rn\-olved in witchcraft, I was a very angry young man. Not vioient, but

ilm[Fq ;] -:= I\-orld for what I thought was its cruelty and unfairness. Raised and

rilr*! ' r "-: :- Catholicism, I drifted to agnosticism. I believed in something, but I wasn't

rni$n ri,rr;: :: T-as. At one point I turned to science, but it left so many questions unan-

mflr,ryily: - '.: ser-eral unusual experiences growing up that science could not explain by

,;llr'Trl1]l:ri - =c: than my imagination, but they were so real to me. I found witchcraft at

lufirullr l:ns :ri::i drne. My first serious teacher stressed self-love and self-esteem as the

iilunn, "i" ' 
' ::-lagick. I knew I lacked these qualities, and began a regular meditation,

rlrr;*r!i.r.ri:--: a:rd affirmation practice to bring healing and self-love.

il' ;': ::ar-e respect for yourself, you can have respect for others and their views,

'* ,.r .r: , - : io not agree with them. Respect includes all forms of life. A witch realizes

':'l' rul:- =egickal experiences that all rhings are alive, brimming with magick, from

:ry :-':-:rs ,::C plants, animals, and oceans, to the big ciry and even specks of dust.

r u: -: :espect for yourself and your world is responsibiliry Thoughts, words, and

,Lilulti r:: --: n,ehicles for poweq but very few people take full responsibiliry for all three.

,r :itT j:: j:relopment of magickal abiliry your thoughts can manifest as easily as your

{rlL -llr: !:,: actions, so a witch must be careful about manifesting harmful thoughts.
'*::r 

--.:- : r{ easy as it sounds, but it is an essential step to empowerment. As your

I ri*i f- i:-rr\-s. you must take full responsibilicy for it, or do not seek it out in the first

;::,;,: *-sibfity also manifests in your personal life, as you interact with the rvorld.
riu iiL -i:-. ;onduct themselves with integriry if they choose to aid others through ,i-, -

- * : .- :ealing, spiritual counsel, or a helping spell or rirual. Many see those o:r ne
" , :"r . - ::re o1d as caretakers of the world, those who see and hear the Earth's s.--:::

-; -:l caretaker instincts often manifest in acts of communin- respoil<:'1,"-:-,-" --:-

.;: i :articipation in civil, animal, and environmental rights movemer:s

1= rost important quality of the witch is a healthv dose of lor-e ib: ::e !- - :::'*.:
,r : , ;:ioy the pleasures of life on all leve1s. A kev to such eniovrne:r: J :. g-,:,; :.c::-.r

' -::--:,:. Laughter is the best form of magick. A s-itch s-ho car': -a;i: .: :::5.-: ::
- ,: -. '-( taking things a bit too seriously. The rn'or1d is a place of n-o::ie: :i; 

=-as--:.<
' 

- --.e d on your task, but not so focused that you do not eniov ri:e ::;e .
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-i,r-=: a: a$-areness of these qualities, you can seek to incorporate them into your

:.iltit :,t. But how do you actually become a witch? No easy answel exists. Tradition-

.a_:-{s b€liel.e that it takes a witch to make a witch, meaning you must find and study

xrrtr a witch. After a period of training' you are formally initiated' Those harkening

back to the older meaning of witch, as wise one, believe you take a pagan faith and

practice it, learning your craft and your personal path. After amassing knowledge and

wisdom, you can call yourself a witch. People will start to seek you out for advice,

readings, teachings, and aid, like they did in the old days. unfortunately, that can be a

difficult road since the old hedge witch is not as widely needed in this world due to

convenrional medicine and psychology. Not all witches walk the path of the healer or

counselor, and the majority keep their practice private and personal'

Eclectic witches often state that only the Goddess and God can make you a witch,

and your initiation is a personal matter between you and them. You can train from

books and initiate yourself when you feel you are ready. Many witches of the world

are self-initiated. Self-initiation has its ups and down. The freedom and personal ex-

pression is wonderful, but the lack of a face-to-face mentor can be tough' Eclectics

often study with many teachers, classes, and traditions, but forge their own path'

There used to be a stigma attached to informal witches, but self-initiation is becoming

more widely accepted. If you choose this road, material found tn The lnner TernpLe of

witchcrafiis an excellent foundation for building your personal power and knowledge'

From this foundation, you can continue on the path of the witch, or delve into other

areas. The remaining chapters are structured as lessons, with exercises and homework,

culminating with a self-initiation ritual'

$e-crcKan-. R.gconD I(EEPING
One of the key ingredients to the witch is introspection' Such work is facilitated if you

have a record to look back on, to see where you were, where you afe' and where you

hope to be.

If you don t keep a regular journal, now is the time to stalt. A journal is a place for

you to write about your day, the events in your life, and how you feel and think. No

ri
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c has ro read it but you. You might surprise yourself. To borrow an idea fromJulia

C.meron's The Artkt's Way: A Spiitual Path to Higher Creattuity, write at least three

[4ges a day, either in the morning or before bed. Make the commitment to yourself to

fu rhis everyday. If you can't think of enough things to fill three whole pages, write "I

mt think of what to write" or something similar for three pages. Evenrually you will

lrr bored and start writing about your life. And you can t write everyday about your

ffiF si61ton, examining what is in balance and what is out of balance. Such introspec-

oirr will urge you to bring balance, harmony, and happiness to your life. If you skip a

dry dorit beat yourseH up, but start again and reaffirm you commitment to continue.

The act of journaling can be life changing.

You will also need to keep a magickal record. Witches and wizards of old were

lqown for their spell books, grimoires, and dusry tomes of magick. Witches keep a

Book of Shadows, the ritual bookused by Gardnerians and Alexandrians, hand copied

from High Priest/ess to initiate. Over the years, spells, meditations, and other infor-

,rnrion are added to it, making the information more personal. For edectic witches, the

lmk of Shadows is a magickal journal, filled with their own rituals, spells, and experi-

rre. You will be recording your experiences from subsequent exercises and meditations.

[-rsr, you will write out and record spells, potions, and symbols from your practice.

Each of these can be separate notebooks orjournals, or all in one. You can divide

m book into sections for easy reference, or let them blend together. I used to separate

m.v magickal journal from my mundane journal. At first I think I was afraid that I

rould one day think this witchcraft stuff was crazy and stop, and wouldn't want to be

r,rminded about my foolishness. So I kept them separate. As I grew as a witch, the two

became intertwined more than I would have ever thought. My everyday life is mag-

ictal, so how do I separate them? I eventually got a leather binder and divided it into

seCions.

The importance of magickal record keeping reminds us of the secrecy of the old

craft. Due to the persecutions and conversions of the new religions, the specific tre&
rfuns of witchcraft were mostly lost. Modern practitioners resurrected the new tre&
rions from the garments of the old, and records are kept now so the traditim ril
rrcr be lost again.
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-ro*qt is important for another reason. Acts were kept silent not only because it
a-as safbr to do so, but because the magick worked better when you kept silent. Think-

rg about or sharing your spells with others takes away from the energy as it tries to

manifest your will. Visualize an act of magick as sending out a ball of energy. This ball

will go out into the universe to do whatever you told it to do. Talking about that ball

calls it back. Some of the energy comes back to you, unfulfilled. If you talk back too

much, you sap the energy of the ball and sabotage your spell.

fsg Wrtcrl's PYRAMTD
The precept of silence comes from the teaching of the witch's pyramid (figure a). This

is not an actual building, but a philosophy of magick based on the image of the pyra-

mid. Many feel that magick and the essence of witchcraft came from the land of the

pyramids, Egypt, from the ancient goddess religions of the Nile.

The base of the pyramid consists of four points, one for each of the four elements.

The first is earth, and the concept "to know." This is your clear intention. You must

know what you want before you can make it happen. Most importantly, you must

know yourself and your true will. Is the result in your best interest? Earth is the ele-

ment of physicality and practicality. A11 "real world" things fall into the realm of earth,

like health, money, and home. The second point is "to will" and the fire element. You

have the strength of will to manifest your clear intention. Without proper will, magick

cannot work. Self-esteem and self-knowledge are keys to bolstering your will. Fire is

your willpower, your passion and drive. Fire guides the way. The third point is "to

dare" and the air element. You dare to actually do magick and follow it up with action.

You have faith that it will manifest. You have the belief that it is possible. Air is the

power of the mind, of logic, communication, and creativity. The fourth point is "to

keep silent" and relates to water. Water is the emotions, the mystical and unknown.

The top point of the pyramid is the element of spirit and the Wiccan Rede, the only

true rule of Wicca: "Do what thou will and let it harm none."

Secrecy is important, though you can share your work with other witches, teach-

ers, and like-minded people, because they will not detract from your energy. If you

lack such a communiry a Book of Shadows is an excellent way to share your experi-

ences without talking to those who would not understand.
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WAIER
To Keep Silent

SPIRIT

Wiccan Rede

AIR
To Dare

Figure 4: Wircl{s PYramid

WrtcscRaFT as a $vsrunv fcnoor
Ancient cultures provided mystely schools, places where seekers of the unknown

were initiated into the mysteries of life and magick. Such training was not for every-

one, but for those desiring a deeper experience of spirit, possibly leading to a role in

magickal orders of priests and priestesses' The temples in Egypt appear to be an inter-

locked sysrem of schools and orders. New Age scholars, armed with past-life memo-

ries and channeled information, believe that the pyramids were not burial chambers,

as commonly believed, but initiation chambers. The shape and position of the pyra-

mid directed vast invisible energies through the supplicant'

Various figures of ancient Greece, some mythical and some factual, including Or-

pheus and Pythagoras, afe credited with heading the Greek mystery schools. The com-

mon Western teachings with which we are familiar, such as math, medicine, music,

drama, mythology, and a*rletics, have been incorporated into the foundatiorx of WesC-

srn 6iyilization, but our recent ancestors conveniently left out the ancient Greek teach-

ings of mystical philosophy, alchemy, sacred geometry and spirituality. Spiritual training,
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:' a certain extent, was included in such schools as part of basic education. A well-
:ounded individual must be versed in all aspects.

As the rise of the modern world approached with the rise of Rome, one could

argue that these mystery schools died out, as the mystical became less a part of culture

and more a force to be feared. The mysteries most likely conrinued in the fabled secret

orders of magicians and mystics. The Eastern adepts, in India and Asia, held their
long-standing traditions. The Druids, as an organized order throughout Celtic sociery

had their own spin on the mystery-school teachings. The wise folk, the shamans and

medicine people, always had the mystery teachings, but attained them through a more

personal, informal path. The mysteries were revealed from teacher to student, and

from the spirit world directly. Through the teachings of the wise folk, the mysteries

would live again.

Modern Wicca has, in effect, become a new mystery school, encompassing both
the formal and informal, study and personal experience. You can learn the experiences

of magick in a solitary tradition, with a group, as a student to a mentor, through a

book, or by talking with others and listening to nature. Most of us combine many of
these methods to get to our own mysteries. The basic goals of the mystery school are

the goals of the modern craft: controlling consciousness, understanding the true na-

ture of the universe, purification, and connecting with higher wil1.

The first goal is the experience of an altered state of consciousness, which opens

the doorway to a new world. Witches voluntarily enter trance states through medita-

tion. These altered states are the peace and tranquiliry of the adept, or the ecstasy of
the shaman.

Once you open the door, the second goal is an understanding of the true nature of
the universe. To the Hindus, the true nafure of the universe is to see past the maya, ttre

name they give to the illusion of separateness that most people see. When you see

past the illusion, the maya, you realize that all things are one. Witches look past the
r-eils berween worlds, understanding that all is alive, all is divine, and all is eternal,

:hough form changes when passing through the cycles of life. Most imporrantly,
-.'.-::ches learn that one's actions have an effect throughout creation, and what you do

-- :r:s 'rack ro you. Acts of magick are practical and helpful, ultimately empowering
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-:Lividual, but the true lesson is to understand that all things are connected by see-

:angible proof of this connection in your dailv Life.

l:rher prior to learning how to enter altered states of consciousness. or afterward,

;sua11y experiences rites of purification. \tr/e punf, ourseh-es s-ith elemental nru-

| : ::rcense, candle flame, salt, and water. Rrtual baths are also appropriate before acts

: :ragick and celebration. These are all minor rites of purification; the true purifica-

:, Jomes from events in life. Some ancient sects and traditions, particularlv in the

.i::rn world, have strict dietary requirements, sometimes with fasts during certain

- =. of the year for a physical purification. I know witches who fast for three days of
-. lark Moon, purifying their system. In general, when you make a connection to

: -r::. vou start to take better care of yourself because you realize that you are spirit,

Changes in eating and exercise habits naturally create physical purification.

,:e greater rites of purification also include nonphysical levels: the mind, emo-

-,.. and spirit. Mystery-school training, including some versions of the modern-day

::::terian initiations, use a bit of fear and shock to heighten youf awareness and the

r-:r:ction between your mind, emotions, and body. Shamanic initiations are famous

: :-aking you face and conquer the fear of death. Facing your fears, angers, preju-

r -.-.. and sorrows is part of the introspective process, showing up in meditations and

-:::a1 entries. Those that do not serve your highest good need to be cleared, re-

:.!::. and healed. Limiting thoughts and behaviors are first identified and then

- .-=,:ed. A witch creates through an aware consciousness, not from the dark and un-

-- '.-,:l thoughts lurking in the subconscious.

- :e last aspecr of the mystery school is contact with higher wi1l. Higher wiil is not
- : ::oice of your ego, but of your spirit, your soul. Higher will guides you to your

-- : : -lrpose in life. lt is not your wi1l, but that of the Goddess and God. Through mag-

"- ";;- exercise our personal will and magickal selves in conjunction with divine will,
- : L\\-er of the Goddess and God, to manifest in our life. It is a partnership with the

,-.. Through those acts, we come to know divine will. We learn to trust it, flo\\'

, . r:. and merge ourselves with it. Once we do, no doors are closed, because we a:e

- : - :-rght place, at the right time, doing the right thing, always.
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tse, PLrH oF INITIATIoN
In,fir.iduals seeking the path of witchcraft traditionally go on a quest of "a year and a

day" before committing to the craft. This time period is from Celtic mythology' signi

&irg " 
year of prepararion and a day to reflect again before dedicating to the path' In

that time, one learns the foundations of witchcraft, magickal training, and personal

development.
you should not be as concerned with results or magickal power as you are with the

lessons the path presents to you. Everyone has psychic or magickal abilities. They are

inherent in our human makeup, like having eyes' a nose' or a mouth. Some will find

that they are more talented in certain areas than others. With proper training, most

people can learn to read and write. A few will go on to write great novels. Others

srruggle with a grocery [st. There are myriad levels of aptirude. Magickal talent, how-

ever, does not make a witch. Dedication to the craft and your personal path does.

This book is a course that is divided into thirteen lessons and many exercises. At

the end of each lesson is suggested homework. The goal is to work through this mate-

rial in a year and a day, with enough time to read other sources and reflect on the deci-

sion to become a witch. Such a decision entails a lifelong commitment.

If you complete one lesson every three weeks, you will have ample time to review

and reflect wirhin the year-and-a-day period. Feel free to adapt this schedule to suit

your needs. Your personal pace might be much quicker or slower. It is far better to take

longer and truly commit to your study than to take less time and do ithaphazardly.

I suggest marking your calendar with the week's expected work and deadlines. If
you can afrange a specific "study" night to do this work, then do so. "Tuesday evening'

comes more regularly and often than "later" does. Make a commitment to yourself. A

few exercises suggest the participation of a partner. If you know someone interested in

this path, set up regular meetings to practice and guide each other through the exer-

cises. Having someone to share your experiences with is a great way to build your sup-

porr through this study and practice. Although I've loved my times as a solitary witch,

it can be a hard road. Having a magickal and psychic playmate is a great asset.

The end of this book is marked with a self-initiation ritual. It may be the first of

=anv such initiation rituals. Rituals are important and powerful. They signifr begin-
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ffidms" and intentions. The univefse, divinity in action, will support your inten-

f !fuEI- are clear. The biggest obstacle for most people to manifest their dreams is

,6[ -ntions. If you want to study this material' make a commitment to it and

mu r+re bllowing intention rirual. It is not an initiation into the craft, but a procla-

!c, $e Goddess and God of your sincere desire to understand and experience

,ilr-fte witch.

RitraI

I Gcr a new white candle, matches, a piece of paper, a black pen, and some

cl*--kthread.Ifyoulikeincenseorhaveanyotherobjectsthatarespecialto
ury:- like a crystal, stone, bowl, or anything else' you can get them out' but

trf are not necessary.

* frm,3 a quiet spot to work, where others will not disrurb you'

s, on a small piece of paper, write out your intentions for this work' Do you

wtktobeawitch,learnwitchcraft,orjustknowmore?Ifyouarecomfort-
abie calling on the Goddess and God' do so' If not' you can address it to

.n.hatever divine force you are comfortable using, such as God, Great Spirit,

=e Tao, or the Universe' Here is an example:

*1,(suteyourname),askinthennmeoftheGoddessandGodforaidinmy

swliesofwitchcrafi.Iintendtocompletethtswork,successfuLlywithinone

,;enr and become a witch if this is correct and for my highest good' I ask to be

JPen to aII experiences and understand alllessons glven to me. So mote it be.,,

'.So mote it be,, means 
..it 

is so.,, It is a common afirmation in witchcraft.)

.r. !{old the white candle. Think about spiritualiry. Think about diviniry and

:reGoddessandGod.invitethemintoyourlife,orreaffirmyourbondwith
--:rem. Light the candle. If you have incense' light it now
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5. Spend a few moments reflecting on the definition, history, and qualities of

the witch. Think about where witchcraft has been, and where you hope to

go with it.

5. Read your inrention slip out loud. Then roll it up like a scroll and tie it with

the black thread, binding it together and sealing your intention.

Keep the paper someplace special, where you will not lose it. You will use this slip as

part of your initiation rituai in a year. In a later chapter, you will build a meditation

altar. You can then keep the candle and intention slip on the altar.

HoNaswoRK

. Get one or two blankbooks to use as a daily journal and Book of Shadows.

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day.

. Look for any potential study partners.

. Exercise 1: Intention Rirual-Perform and record your feelings and experiences

about this ritual in your journal/Book of Shadows.

. Set your srudy schedule.
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lftches do magick, plain and simple. But defining what magick is can be much more

"nnfficult. One of the reasons why the words witch andwitchcrafi have such a stigma at-

mched to them is because of people's inabiliry to understand magick. Even practition-

ers disagree on the definition of magick because it is such a personal art. Some out-

ode of the tradition think magick and spells are a way of claiming power over

someone else, of controlling or harming. This misunderstanding leads to defining

rhchcraft as some form of evil. Although magick has been used with such intents,

*is is not the rrue purpose of magick. If anlthing, magick is learning to flow with the

soul of nature.

One of the best definitions of magick I've learned is from che works of Aleister

Crowley. Crowley defined magick as "the science and art of causing change in confor-

:aity with will." Witches define magick as both an art and a science. Magick has basic

:ules and structure, like science. They are not moral codes, but conditions that allow

=agick to occur. As an art, magick also has a creative, individual component. As long

,. ir conforms in some way to the "scientific" laws of magick, you can vary it to your

71
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own individual tasres. "causing change" are the important words here. Magick is not

speculation; it is actually making something occur' Lastly, "in conformity with will"

means that the change you are creating matches your intention' Magick is learning to

work with change, with the forces that create change, and to shape the outcome to

match your intention. One definition of Wicca that we already discussed is "to bend

and shape." You are bending and shaping nafural occurrences to fit your will'

A spell is a specific act of magick to cause a specific change. You can have one mag-

ickal ceremony, and in it do several spells for different results' To -y friends and fam-

ily not involved in witchcraft, I describe a spell like a prayer. In many mainstream tra-

ditions, one pfays to God for help, supPort, healing, or manifestation; in essence, to

create change. A spell is a similar petition to the powers of the universe, but uses a dif-

ferent method ro send the petition out into the universe. The principle and basic me-

chanics are the same, like the science part of our definition of magick, but the execu-

tion is different. To further the analogy berween prayer and spells, I come from an old

European Catholic family. My ancestors prayed to various saints to fulfill an intention.

Each saint has a different province or specialry. In witchcraft, different goddesses and

gods are peririoned, each having a different realm of rulership in life. The choice of pa-

tron and the symbolism used in the ceremony make up the "art" of speli casting'

once people outside of paganism can relate spells and magick to something they

may have done personally, the concept is no longer as scary' Once something as arcane

and secretive as a spell is defined as "my tradition's way of saying a prayer"' much of

the unknown is dispelled, and we can build a dialogue with those who have difficulry

accepting nature-based paths as valid religions.

Though you don't have ro do magick to follow this spiritual path, such training is

part and parcel of becoming a witch. You do not have to actively cast spells to make

the concepts behind their working a part of your everyday life. One part of magick

that is not usually focused on in many books and classes is that magick is any change

caused by your will, including internal changes. We tend to focus on external changes,

manifestation in the physical world' as "proof" that magick really works' We all need

to see the results of our actions, but some of the most important, profound, and heal-

rng magick comes though an internal change, a shift in perspective or consciousness'
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In that sense, if you choose this path of the witch, you may not necessarily be doing

spells and rituals all the time, but you will undeniably be doing magick. Magick is a

part of each breath we take and every action we make.

trln tHnss IVhNos
Making magick means understanding the parts of yourself involved in the process. We

tend to focus on our conscious mind as the director of our will, but in truth, we have at

least three minds. Understanding and accessing the three minds is the key to magick

The first is the conscious mind (figure 5). That is the mind most familiar to us. The

conscious mind contains the personality and the ego identiry. The part of us that is

conscious, awake, and handling the details of day-to-day life is our conscious mind.

The tools of the conscious mind are reason and logic, and its qualities are analysis and

alertness. It perceives life in a linear, three-dimensional fashion. One event follows an-

orher. Events are chained together in a line moving through time. Those behind us are

the past, those occurring now are the present, and those to occur are the furure. This

mind can spend a lot of time reflecting on the past and planning for the future while

handling the present. Here is where you formulate your needs and desires for your life

and for your magick. The drawback of the conscious mind is its perception. Though a

linear perception is necessary for our day-to-day life, it limits our ability to process

large amounts of information or energy, the very sruff of magick. The conscious mind

is aiso called the middle self.

Our second mind, the psychic mind, is both the key and doorway to our magickal

talents. This part of you has a greater natural abiliry to process energy and informa-

tion. Unlike the conscious mind, the psychic mind is not necessarily bound by the lim-

irs of linear perception. Great leaps of intuition can be made, skipping over the logical

chain of thoughts to reach a conclusion much faster. Inruition is opening up to the in-

formation available in the universe by accessing psychic abiliry. Psychic abfiry is not

necessarily "movie magic," using your mind to bend spoons and move objeca acrocs

rhe room, but rather processing information you would not logically have. Knowing

who is on the phone before you pick it up is as psychic as acts of mind over matter- Sre
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: :-a-"'e an inruitive ability. We are all psychic. Some learn to use their abilities to a

:::::er degree.

The psychic mind is also called the lower self, but not in the sense of lower as bad,

er-il, or even lesser. Many religions that have demonized personal power and psychic

abiliry might believe so, but the concept of the lower self actually comes from what

psychologists call the unconscious and subconscious. By relaxing our conscious mind,

we can move through the doorway of our personal subconscious and into the great

unconscious, a realm of greater awareness and insight. Unfortunately, we are not often

aware of it, hence the term unconscious. After hearing this, many desire to erase their

conscious, ego self to instead live in this world of intuitive knowing, but each balances

the other, serving an important need. If we did not have a linear perception, we would

not know to eat and sleep and generally take care of our physical self. For this, the con-

scious self is necessary. Many desires that fuel magick and spells come from the con-

scious. The psychic self is also called the lower self because it is seen as more primal

and instinctual, acting before reasoning things out. Animal instincts and the lessons the

natural world brings to us are often said to be connected with our lower psychic self;

accordingly, many nature-based spiritual paths encourage the use of psychic and mag-

ickal abilities. Other mystical traditions call the lower self the younger self.

The greatest job of the psychic mind is playing the role of intermediary between

rhe conscious mind and the divine mind, the third mind. The divine mind is the aspect

of the creative spirit within us, connecting us to the greater whole. You could call this

God. Many witches cali this Goddess. I call this the Great Spirit since I come from a

tradition that honors both Goddess and God as part of the greater who1e. Their love

and interaction create all 1ife. Our personal divine mind is the level of the super con-

sciousness or what is called the higher self, or oider self. It has a greater view from its

position, spiritually speaking, than the ego self. The higher self can see where we've

been and where we are headed. Like the lower self, it is not bound by linear time. In

fact, it is simultaneously aware of all things and times. Because the conscious mind

would have difficulry processing so much information, our divine self gives us infor-

mation in small bursts of insight, epiphanies, and revelations. Or the higher self can
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Conscious
Middle Self

Psvchic

Lower Self

Divine
Higher Self

Figure 5: The Three Minds

n*r rhe lower self the psychic mind, to relay a message, which takes shape as a dream,

so=bol, or flash of intuition. However, such messages need to be decoded through

lm culrural and personal symbol systems in the collective unconscious and personal

mbconscious.

ln Hawaiian shamanic traditions, the lower self is believed to take the raw material

r x gir-en from the thoughts, words, and actions of the conscious self. When we sleep,

:se iower self brings these raw building blocks to the higher self, which then creates

lr iife. We do this continuously throughout our life. Similarly, magick is consciouslr

r*d-g a relationship with the lower and higher selves, to form a co-creative partner-

il=l, -{. spell is like giving a very specific request to our higher self, along with all the

rnressary building blocks to bring the change into our life. The higher seli conneed

:: all higher selves everywhere, to the entire spectrum of life in the universe, crn ctl-

:d:nate and help fulfill our spell.
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|fovm \zlecrc vERsus REer \zkcrcr
hh:r oeoPle get involved in witchcraft because of what I like to call "movie magic,"

=:-"; har e fifficulry understanding what the essence of magick is all about. They expect

+'e cial effects: lightning bolts out of the sky and rolling misrs over rhe hills. I am lucky
to have been priqr to many a magickal night outside where unusual things have oc-
curred, but they are added benefits, not the goal of magick.

Magick is all about manifesting change, in our inner or outer life, in compliance
with our will. The channels that bring us this change can seem very mundane, but to
line up many seeming "coincidences" is the art of magick. Let's say you want a new
job. You know what kind of job you want. You do your magickal spell and the nexr
day you go to a parly. You didn't want to go to the parry but felt you should be there.
There you meet someone who mentions that his company is hiring. After talking a bit,
this person gives you the name and number of who you should call. That person has a
job opening that is perfect for you, and by the end of the weekyou have a new job. co-
incidence, or magick? At first you are inclined to rhink coincidence, but if you live the
life of a witch, you find more and more of these coincidences happening in response
to the intentions you have voiced to the universe. Intuition is the guide to such forru-
nate "coincidences."

While I was being interviewed as a subject for a college studenr's rerm paper, the
subject of magick came up. She was srud)'lng the social groups, customs, and beliefs of
those in the pagan subculture and wanted to ask me a few questions. After talking
through a pleasant dinner, she looked at me a bit like I was crazy and said, ..I have
good things happen to me, too, bur I don't think I'm doing magick." She couldn't quite
understand why I did. Over the course of the evening I came to see her as a very pow-
erful person, both working full-time and going to school, making her way in the
world' She was very intelligent and organized,yet open and inruitive while she guided
the interview. I have no doubt that she practiced her own brand of magick. you don't
need candles, robes, spells, and herbs. You don't need ro know the definition of mag-
ick. She didn't. You do need to access the other facets of yourself your psychic, intu-
itive mind, and your divine self to manifest with your willpower. I believe she did. I
think many people who would never call themselves witches still do magick. people
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by narure. I tried explaining that to her, but she had difficulty with the

rhar she created these coincidences, that they were not just the result of good

llLc difference for witches is to actively and consciously purzue this relationship

rmiverse and ourselves.

trnru REournEMENTs
of the practitioner is to bring the three minds into harmony, into alignment.

m have a good relationship with them, magick is much easier. Regardless of
of magick you practice, from pagan riruals to creative visualization, there are

.rrrmron steps to follow to align the three minds. Along with the three minds, or

of self, there are three other requirements.

ffim- vou must have strength of wi1l. Do you desire the outcome? If you don't care

@pens, then why should the universe? Your desire, your willpower, sparks the

Any strong emotion can start it. Usually need and desire, seLGlove, or better yet,

rreihional love can be the fuel. Part of magickal training is to be able to access these

ifrnrrfrltgn b muster the energy whenever you need it, yet remain calm and centered.

trcm{ you must have a clear intention. It doesn't matter if you have the will-

mpru.m zucceed. If you don't know what to apply your willpower toward, nothing

mf,reur- You must have a specific idea of the desired result. You can form the idea

frr{r''qEh vizualization in your mind's eye, through the power of the word, either spo-

lim'm mm'wriaen, or through knowing what you want.

fu u at this step where we can qualify our intentions. In magick, we tend to focus

66 nrflnre result, and not necessarily on how it manifests. In the intention for the new job,

M gpfll was to get a new job in the field desired, not to meet someone at a parry who

wuC grre you a lead for a new job. The goal of employment was more important

:lunrm itnm it happened. This leaves the way in which the spell can manifest open to the

ismr6e"se. lf you do a spell for money, it doesn't matter where the money comes from-

s nu.ld be the lottery, refurned taxes, a pfize, or a gift. We do not want to limit lvhere

lrur =clney originates from. But we do want to protect ourselves from channels of
m',nrrftsration that might not be for our overall benefit. The money could also as easilv
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-* : : - ::- ::.,.:jiance for an accident in which you are iqjured, but no one wants to get- -:: : -:: nanv witchcraft traditions, all spells and intenrions are qualified using the
- - - :br my highest good, harming none." For the example regarding money, think

': - :: n-hy you need the money. Is it to pay for somerhing specific? If so, make that-'-:ur goai, your end result' Always focus on the ultimate goal rather than the means of
getting it' You give yourself more opportunities rhar way The divine is infinitely wiser
and knows far more options than our middle self can perceive.

Lastly, you need a method to direct your energy, your willpower and intention.
usually methods of energy direction involve some form of altered consciousness, re-
sulting from either a meditative practice or ritual. The reason why rituals and tools are
so common in the magickal traditions is because they serve the greater purpose of
helping us direct our energy and inrent. If they didn,t work, they would be discarded
for something that did.

€Ngncn
If we are going to talk about directing energy you must have some awareness of what
energy is. The word energy evokes images of power lines and outlets, or more person_
ally your metabolism, but there is invisible energy ail around us. This energy is part of
us and our environment, as is the energy we direct when we do any magickal work.

Many forms of energy exist. Most that we know of fall into a range, a spectrum of
frequencies, that can be detected via scientific means. The most common is the visible
light spectrum, the rainbow, but there are many forms of invisibre energy above and
below physical light, such as radio and television waves and radiation. These energies
are all part of the electromagnetic spectrum. we are also aware of a range of energies
that are physical vibrations, or sounds. Although scientists have agreed on the charac-
teristics and ranges of these quantifiable energies, metaphysicians have known about a
whole other range of energies.

currently, most of our "evidence" of spiritual energies comes from personal ac_
counts rather than objective, sciencific data. Every individual describes the experience
in a unique way' so we sometimes have diverging opinions on the spiritual energies.
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spiritual traditions call these forces by different names, and each name has a

cuhural connotation.

[,n'c smff with personal energy (figure 6). Personal energy is the energy within

from your own being. It is the energy of your body and all its systems,

incfudes such things as metabolism, body heat, and nerve impulses. It is also the

from your nonphysical systems, your energy bodies and chakras. We shall

into the anatomy of the energy body later, but for now, understand that

a nonphysical component to your body, your spirit, so to speak. The interac-

rcur spirit and body creates a field of energy around your body Modern prac-

rall this the aura. The energy flowing into these energy systems, like blood

trrough the physical body, is called ki, or chi, in the Eastern traditions. It can

from the environment and processed by the body. We replenish our store

personal energy through sleep, though some people are naturally more ener-

rlnrn others. Ki and chi can also refer to other forms of energy we will be dis-

iiry Knndalini, a word from the Hindu traditions, is another form of personal en-

h more specifically refers to the energy found at the base of the spine that can

ulihfroug! the spine, activating the spiritual centers known as chakras.

To witches, the most important energies to connect to are those below our feet,

dEcrfr energies. This is the energy of the planet and the Goddess, the consciousness

06[,6e world that sustains us. It has been called mana or shakti kundalini. Most per-

uurc rhis energy as feminine. Earth energy is not only the energy inside the planet,

,ltm ebo the energy around the planet, such as the magnetic field, and grids of energy,

d[5d ley lines or Earth grid lines. Sacred sites, such as Giza in Egypt and Stonehenge

6 trrrgland, are renowned for being focal points in the grid system of Mother Eardl

ffi@t of the grids like acupuncture meridians in our bodies. They let invisible ener-

#m flow co promote health and life.

lbore the Earth is the energy of the sky. Cosmic energy is also a fitting descripin

iur trb energy because it encompasses the energy of the Sun and stars, in fact the cn-

sgr of the entire universe, raining down upon the Earth. As many pagan traditim
ffitriete the Earth with mother and Goddess, the sky is usually linked to 6e nrED
fn'* Seities. Sky gods are prominent in many mythologies as father figures, Ptcffi
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Figure 6: The Four Energies
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In the Hindu traditions, the invisible life force tiditg on the breath, ab-

by us through the food and water we consume and the breath we take in, is

plrllrta.It is interesting how this Hindu energy called Prana is very simiiar pho-

ry to the Hawaiian name of life force, mana. Prarra, r:rrana, ki, and chi, along

rhole host of other names, such as orgone, od, odic force, pneuma' numen'

md ruach, describe a basic life energy found in all things.

miE energy is a catchall category for energies not included in the masculine/

or above/below polariry. There are many other kinds of spiritual energies

with many different flavors and descriptions. Witches workwith divine en-

rhe ritual of the magick circle, creating what is traditionally called "per-

md perfect trust." In other words, pure divine energy, what we could call un-

love, is used to created sacred space for our rifuals. This energy is all loving

lnowing, beyond all polarities, yet encompassing them all'

2

Ercrgy

punpose of this exercise is to physically feel some of this spiritual energy that you

1rudft_rgenerate. Many students find this easy with a little practice, but others have

ffinmfoy Uecause they do not know what to look for. I feel this energy like very weah

'ry rubde magnetic repulsion. If you were to take two positive ends of a magnet and

'oM @ Fm dem rogerher, you would have some difiiculry The fields of energy oftr re-

mlmE- Take that feeling and expect something a bit less dramatic or concete, and rou

mFt *r{ tre resistance offered berween the fields of your hands. They are not exacdy

"'rry"rnr"nngcharges, so they do not offer the same kind of resistance as two magffi.
M*Enets are the way I would describe the feeling. Since this is individual 'nd sb-

11111rmlilE- o&ers perceive it as a temperafure shift. You could also feel a sligbrt *ngk r
nqrnm ,n.{ needles" sensation, as if your hands are "asleep." Others feel a presurre m

rlry{st tetrure. Everyone feels it differently.

, :rg:e rou feel it, you will be able to manipulate this energy trmugh your Yill ild
,',j],

]ffi rrs*:mc This is a fundamental building block for magick and psychic derelopmenr
W
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- [-{o]d r-our hands about three feet apart, palms facing each other. close your
eves if you would like. You are aware of any new information you receive
fiom your hands, but you are notjudging the experience or trying to create
it. Al1ow it to happen narurally.

2. Bring you hands closer together, slowly. Be aware of the sensation. Notice
any feelings that come in waves or layers. These are the levels of your aura,
your energy body. some layers offer more "resistance" than others. Try it
several times, wirh eyes closed and then open. If you have difficulry start
over, but begin by rubbing your hands together vigorously, as if you were
trying to warm them up. This will increase your hands' sensitiviry.

3. when you are done, wipe your hands together as if you were wiping excess

water off them. This removes any other energies you might have picked up
along the way. End all of these energy exercises with such a wiping morion.

Exsncrss 3

Ball of Energy

1. Start as you did with exercise 2, but when your hands are six inches apart,
imagine that you are holding a ball of energy. At first this ball is like an
empry bowl, a shell, but you are filling it with rhe energy berween your
hands.

2. As you breathe out, imagine that you are blowing our energy, exhaling from
your mourh, and also "exhaling' from your palms. This energy helps fill the
ball. Feel it fill up. Intend to make the ball thicker and more solid. At first
this will feel like you are playing pretend and making it up, bur such play-ac-
ing is the way energy responds to our thoughts. By acting as if the energy is

changing, it does.

3. once you have a "solid" ball of energy floating berween your hands, you can
literally play with it. You can make it smaller and more dense. you can
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sretch it out like tafr'. Discover how mutable energy can be, responding
E your intent and commands.

4- when done, bring your hands togerher and imagine you are absorbing the
energy. Then wipe off your hands to remove any excess.

,l[nc as you learn to work more with energy, you can draw more energy from your
rufotrrment, and not necessariiy your own personal energy, to create energy balls.

ffiry can then be "charged" with an intention, such as healing, and given to other
Dqdc, animals, plants, and places to make your magick. you will not be limited to
ffidenergy, but any shape andsizeyou can imagine. I like to weave energy "webs"

nffpaecdon around myself and my home.

Itlow that you have a feel for the power of your own personal energy, if you have a

[Wer in this worh or a willing friend or family member, you can discover how your

-nr*r"y interacts with others.

0mncrss 4

ing the Aura

r- As in exercise 2, sensitize your hands by rubbing them together, but instead

of placing the palms facing together, pur your arms our with palms facing
out, as if you were gesruring to stop.

r- stand at one end of the room while your partner is at the other. close your
eyes and slowly walk toward your paffner, having your parrner guide you if
you get off course. As you could feel the energy between your palms, you
are looking for a similar feeling when you reach the edge of your parrner's

energy field.

3. Keep your eyes closed, but take note of the various levels of energy you feel.

Move back and forth to explore the sensations.

t. Repeat the exercise, this time with your eyes open. Stop where you feel the

first layer of resistance. Have your partner raise his or her arms straight out
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:n*h beyond the

b front' Usually the perimeter of the 1*" 
o''" t11d^:i:*"idualsbound-

reach of "n""od' "'*'' 
I'-" foundthat depending o" * "

aries and t";; t;"dons' it t'";;r or smaller''l"t ttt general' it is

aroundanafrn,Slength'Wheredidyo.,'I.'n'Mostfeelitnearthisperime-
ter, though,'" ;;;1,. feel other 

.ril" closer to the body. Reverse roles

and trY the exPeriment again'

Exencrss 5

:T:;:::"::::;::::::-"Tr:"":: 
c.nffol, wi'ch 

'chis 
nex'l experience' vou will

learn how yoo, "rr"rg| 
.an affect and influence other people in very subtle ways' Again

you will need a Partner'

l.Standfacingeachother'withonlyafewfeetbefweenyou'TherecePtlve
partner shouldhave his or her 

"y"' 
a*"d' Make sure this person is standing

up straight' but is not braced against any strucflre'

2'Youthentrytouseyourwillpower,bteath,andintentto..push,youlpef-
sonal energy out and influence,.;;;;r. Use a gathering motion in the

SpaceafoundyoutogatherlourpersonalenefgyaSyouinhale.Usepushing

motions as you genrly exhale, sending the energy toward your partner'

3.Takenoticeofyourpaftner.IfthereisathirdPersonintheroom,thisper-
sonmightnodcetheactionmorethaneitheroftheexercisepartners.Usu-

aliy the receptive Partner.:iY; or she is slightly swayingback, even if

he or she aid "ot 
consciously feel it'

4. Reverse the process by gathedng the energy berween you both' and pull the

enelgyforwardwithyourintention.r,,t,"i"andsweepyoufafmstoward
your body as you bring the energy closer' Yo1 maV nodce your partner

pulling 
";;'d " 

bit' nepeat *-t'?"t"n' severaltimes until you feel com-

fortable with them' flte" "'kyoit n"""t'' still with eyes closed' what he or

she is feeling'
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E r:rRCISE 6

lerth Walking
-. 'i exercise expandsyourexperience be\-o:ti:a-:--,i:-, -: :--r-::- -:t-:g\- andinto

:-.- :!elings of Earth energy. Our ancestors sie:: i:r:i: :;::: =:-j::----1::-: energ\'

', 
'--:: it every day. Most people barelr- touch the Ea::h r:,-;.,'. ;'.1-:t --:.: *t',J'-::-, -: shoes

"-- 
: floors. Earth walking, along rvith other erercises ia :i:i-. :: : i : =,: r --. -- - :---- c r l.i

'-:- balance with the energy field of the Earth. Earth tr'alkr::g'( = :--::-:,- =-. '':.-:-"--
,, i< outside. Start in some nalural settng, on grass, in a field or pa:L ,:- --:-: r'::-: -

.- --:e woods, rather than on concrete or asphalt. If you feel comlbnai-t .:- -:', - - : -

---, carefoot, so much the betteq but with practice, you will feei r-r:r-. -r:.-:--::r:-

-- : - lgh your shoes.
-,-r-alk slowly and meditatively. Be aware of the Earth below your feet. Br a-;'-:.:: -:
': Dersonal energy, the auric field around you, touching the land, s'here \-o;: r::-

r -:-" :ningles. As you inhale, imagine that you are not only breathing in through r c;:
- :-h. but breathing in through your feet. My yoga teacher tells me that a wise ma:r

r: -:::ites through the soles of his feet. I think that applies to a wise witch, too. Imagine

-.':';,-rng in life force, Earth energy, through your feet as you walk. This energl-

-'- - -:ls and centers you. It bolsters your metabolism and energy level, creating health

.- : . rI in the moment. For now, don't worry about doing anything special while ex-

", -:,: Breathe normally. The excess energy will be released naturally through your

:-.,- , acriviry. We release energy all the time. Focus on the connection you make to the

',;.-ien on these walks, look for a quiet place that could serve as a meditation spot
- .::r exerciSeS.

.;,-::en you feel you are done with this experience, walk and breathe normally and

' : -:ri r-our day-to-day activities. If you feel too energized, too charged, get on your

. -:s and knees, placing your palms on the ground. Imagine the excess energy flow-
- - -: of your palms and even pouring out of your head. You release only the excess

" ,:i,.- ro the Earth, grounding yourself. As you release this energy, you can place the

"':.: :hat such energy be used for healing the planet. This is a basic method of

-:;:rg yourself if you are not releasing excess energy. There are other ways to
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:--: _ *:-; ,-.urself. If you can t reach down, you can imagine the energy flowing out of
-,': :: rands and feet into the ground. You can hug a tree. Imagine the tree taking the

._,rcess energy for its own healing, and grounding it through the roots. You can even

imagine yourself as a tree, and let the energy drain through youl own "roots."

When you feel comfortable with the Earth energy, you can include breathing

through the crown of your head, to connect with sky energy. Try the sky energy alone

ro ger a feel for rhat parricular vibration. Then try both Earth and sky energies to-

gether. Ground yourself as I just described if you need to bring yourself back to nor-

mal perception. Sky energy can make you more lightheaded, open, and aware than

Earth energy, so be sule to take care. Simple walking meditations can be as powerful

and enlightening as any other exercise in this book. Do not underestimate them.

The greatest lesson to learn about working with these energies is that all energies and

powers are fundamentally neutral, meaning they are not good or evil. At times we can

pick up on the energy of a place of person and feel it is "bad" enelgy, but it is only en-

ergy being used for a less than good intention. Intention rules everything. Electricity is

electricity; it can be used to power a light bulb, a life-support machine, or an electric

chair. The energy itself does not judge its use, so people who use the energy must take

responsibility. Personal, Earth, sky, and divine energies can be used to heal or harm,

depending on the intention behind the action.

*-,nv nrs oF 0oNscrousNESS
While pracricing all the previous exercises, you probably noticed that you felt a little

different. Your perceptions were different because you were using other senses, other

parts of your consciousness. Shifting consciousness is the key to magick' If magick is

aligning our three minds, our conscious and psychic minds with the divine, you need

an easy method to quickly align these three separate energies. The more self-aware

you become, the more the three minds come into alignment, but for now we need

techniques to help that Process.
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I -" ,,-untarily changing your state of consciousness, you do not lose consciousness

/ :: r:::-r. You can still hold your intent, but such a change brings a greater awareness

-: --;\Tr enetgy, abiliries, and power. The ancient Greeks called rhis state of greater

n! rir'-:ii grrosrs. Gnosis kteralTy means 'knowledge," andit referred to fhe mr-sdcal. dr-

- r t:- -;-redge available to those who enter this state. Personal revelations a:rd psr chlc

':ri t::,r'-::,:.s occur during gnosis.

I =:-;rne's brain functions through waves of activiry. These patterns of rr-ar-es.

- r .: -r:.i rn cycles per second, or hertz, each contain very specific characteristics. In-

.;i *:-:j :nay express different abilities at each of these levels, but anyone can ph1-si-

,,, ::::;: rhese levels. We do it all the time. The trick is to do so volunrarily

:-::,Jr- thebrain functions atbeta level, our normally waking consciousness. It
'",: rj,--: q-hen we are generalTy awake and alert, doing ourjobs and interacting with

,r4 r - .::i,s elecfrical rhythm's frequency is norma.lly thirteen to sixteen cycles per

*'. - , -i rhat most people in the magickal world refer to when talking about med-

::iick, and spells is alpha. Alpha state is right below beta. Alpha is described

r r-:i :=-a-:ed, yet awate, but I imagine you are most familiar with alpha when you

,:: " - : .:-i- not all that awarc. When you daydream or otherwi se "zone out" of con-

.- :'::: rer-el, you have entered alpha, which is measured at. eight to thirteen cycles

r , ": If vou learn to purposely enter fhis sfate, you can stay aware. The advan-

' - -:::ory occut at rhis level. Intuition and psychic abilities are accessed. Thini<

",-. a meditative state. You can meditate at this level and go deeper into your

:--,-:rce, or you can enter a higher alpha state, or what I call ritual consciou-s-

i-,:rg calm, relaxed, and aware, yet still being able to walk around, light can-

': ,: .:, ::rd so forth. People often worry about getting into alpha because ar rim-i
- - -:, that much different frombeta, particularly when you get used to ir. 5::-
* : ,-1 Jrrv if they can reach alpha at all, but everyone passes through it as ::::-,-

: :: :=:h night.

. :-:::r waves take you into a deeper meditative state. You could call rr a :=:.
'--,-, -.rel. you can pay ll-:.ore attention to the inner reality and malie a,i:::-i-:
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:.rxection to the divine. You also enter it during sleep. Theta is measured at four to
rine hertz.

The lowest level of brain functioning is the delta wave. Delta is the stare of deep

sleep, deep rance, and coma. The brain functions on four or less cycles per second.

Those who acquire more advanced and conditioned nervous systems through train-
ing, like yogis and other mystics, can bring the body to this level while keeping rhe

mind conscious.

There are several states above the normal beta level that prove interesting. First is

high beta, clocking in at sixteen to thirry hertz. This is an extreme state of alertness,

what is called "battlefield conditions." When you are in a more aware mode of per-

ception due to life-and-death situations, fear, and adrenaline, you are in high beta.

Above high beta the brain waves spike into K complex, measured at thirty to thirty-five
hertz. This is the experience of divine inspiration, where things become clear for one

brief moment. K complex is also cailed "the eureka experience." Superhigh beta is

above them all, falling in the range of thirry-five to 150 hertz.Expansive and somewhar

uncontrollable spirirual erperiences occur here, raising consciousness. Extreme out-of-

body experiences, kundalini risings, and crown-chakra activation occur at this level.

Notice how both lowenng and raising the brain waves can lead to mystical experi-

ences. In this practice we wili be focusing on techniques to lower your brain-wave level

and heighten your awareness, but spirituality can be found in many different places. As

you have a spiritual experience, your brain waves could jump up, but you remain

peaceful. It is also important to remember that these brain-wave measurements are av-

erages. Different parts of the brain can be associated with different brain waves, so you

are not necessarily in any one state with too percent of your brain. The brain is a mys-

terious organ that we still know little about, but it appears that these brain waves hold
a key, like a gatekeeper, to our mystical experiences.

SsmTrNG 0oNSCrousNESS(
Voluntarily changing from one state of mind to another is not as difficult as it seems,

but it does take practice and training. The techniques take one of two paths. They can
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:t :nhibitory, slowing down the body and gently entenng an altered state, or ex-

:::::ory raising enelgy and the body's awareness through srimulation to bring on an

;*:"led state. Neither is better than the other; they take different paths to the same

:L:;e. As you practice, one approach or specific technique might suit vour personaliry

- r :adition more, but it is good to be well versed in multiple techniques.

Gerald Gardner taught eight ways to raise power and enter a gnosis stare for mag-

,-" The use of Easrern practices probably influenced his tradition of witchcraft since

:.o a-orked in the East for many years as a civil servant. Modern witches use a modified

'::s:on of this Eightfold Path.

wp,litationlinhibitory)-The main inhibitory technique is meditation. Meditation is

*eanng your mind and entering a relaxed state. Eastern forms of meditation focus

-:l completely clearing the mind and being one with the moment. Often a chant

:tantra), hand gesture (mudra), or posture (asana) is used in various combinations

:- help the practitioner stay focused. Sometimes a visual focus or a special symbol,

-,'ied a yantra or mandala, is used. Western forms of meditation tend to be more

--rk oriented and linked with the powers of creative visualization, but practitioners

:::en use variations of the Eastern technique, such as prayers and affirmations for

:_-1:.:]tras.

J;"gfh Control]usilolty inhibitory)-Regulated breathing is called prdndyama in the

:,-t. It relaxes and lowers body systems by focusing on the movement of the

:::arh. The breath is related to the element of air, and air is linked with the mind.

:-- calming the breath, you calm the mind. Some fypes of breath can excite the

:,:.jr- and build energy, while others cool and relax. Breath work is usually used in

: -:t.,Jnction with meditation. Some practitioners count their breaths to keep clann

-,: fbcus.

:,r.t;:,,ornlinhibitory)-Itboriginal traditions have a rite of passage where one spenis

"::,:-.-. 1fl isolation on a mountaintop, cave, or forest to induce a mystical experience "

:-::, as the Native American vision quest. Several religious orders impose isola:c:

"-: s,lence on members to facilitate contemplation. Fasting is often incorpno:a:ti

r- : :le process, directly altering the brain chemistry through lack of foo,i. U:c :::-'

: *-- l,l rvith caution and guidance'
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lataxicatimldepends on silbstdnce)-Intoxication is the use of various natural mate-

rials to induce an altered state, including wine, hallucinogenics, herbal mixtures,

and incense. The difficulty with intoxication is moderation. Just enough can open a

doorway, but too much can make you lose control. Although we have a history of

using these substances recreationally, spiritual traditions use them with great care

and reverence, providing specific training and knowledge to function under these

influences. With the possible exception of incense, I humbly suggest saving this

path for a time when you have more guidance and training.

Soundldepends on the music)-Singing, chanting, instruments, drumming, and other

percussion can lead you into an altered state as you get swept up with the tone and

beat. Some will be more relaxing, such as gentle music. Others will be more excit-

ing,like tribal drums.

Body Movement-(exhibitory)-Movement induces an altered view of realiry and can

include exercise, dance, asana (yogic body posture), shaking, shivering, spinning,

hand movements, and mudras. Many tribal societies and covens use large circular

dances as part of ritual. Yoga and martial arts also induce trance states through

body forms. The movements do not necessarily have to be graceful to be effective.

The Teutonic shamans, those of the German and Norse people, practiced some-

thing called Seith magick, basically using the cold to shiver and shake, entering a

magickal state through such movements. In the past, some have used binding to

slow the flow of blood and enter an induced altered state. I do not personally rec-

ommend binding, though I have experienced wonderful meditation in a ritual that

lightly tied strips of fabric around energy centers in the body. No blood was con-

stricted, but the light pressure did help induce a deep meditation'

Sexlexhibitory)-The most exciting path to gnosis, quite literally, is using sexual en-

ergy. Masturbation and intercourse are great ways to raise a lot of energy and enter

an altered consciousness. Before sexualiry came under the taboos of the dominant

religions, sex was a much more integral part of magick, and all acts of love were

considered worship to the Goddess. The major drawback to this technique is if you

are entering an altered state to perform an act of magick, it is very easy to get lost in
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, ;r- j:- ci vour partner's pleasure. Ritual sex befween a consenting couple in the

,r. 
' 
,: :: \\iccan ceremonies is called the Great Rite, te-creating the dir-ine union

,il"i!::1 :le Goddess and the God, but it is more often enacted srmbolicallv
*,,' *!i, ::e use of rituals tools like the blade and chalice, rather than phvsicalli.

rlllr/ilnusmr"- *:ithtory)-This method includes scourging (light ritual whipping), piercing.

-,'-r **-- i and tattooing. Such practices are a part of initiation rituals and rites of

: ri.,:r ;rr: .'r o\.er the world. Pain is my least favorite method of altering conscious-

- x ;- -: : ugh it definitely alters your consciousness from the normal waking state.

*f ..-::: is a practice in both ancient and modern witchcraft, though most shy

,ii ', :, ' ::: it. A scourge is a whip made of many cords, akin to the cat-o'-nine tails.

, : :::-. -.'rrches do not seek to break the skin, but to draw blood to that area to in-

"r i 1 r. ::jtce state. Though this might seem distasteful, flagellation has been used in

- :- - : ::aditions for cenruries. Another aspect of pain is the practice of rirual pierc-

r-,; -i:: - :ng, and branding. These acts mark rites of passage and possibly even ini-

," :: -. l.[anv involved in these contemporary industries are a part of or influenced

.::= and tribal cultures and see the spiritual connotations of these acts.

:::- -l Path offers many roads to deeper awareness, and some may be more

, : -: r-ou than others. This book focuses on applying the more inhibitory tech-

:.:ause in my own experience I have found them easiest to teach and repro-

- :eed very little in the way of tools or setting. Once you master the basics

-an explore the other techniques.

-,J,\iGNMENTS

.:; I through O-Complete and record your experiences in your Book ol
'-" s Continue with exercise 5: Eanh Walking as often as you like.

. t;-- r\G ASStCNn4SNts

- ::nal-Write three pages a day.
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Th,t
- !ecmcious and aware of your psychic mind, as manifested as your own inner voice

and sense of intuition. Be open to it. Invite it into your life. Expect it. Realize that

y'rru are psychic. Psychic means "listening to the voice of your soul." We all can do

&at. Ask your intuitive, psychic voice for advice, from important life questions to

silty inconsequential ones, such as "Who is on the phone?" when it rings. Listen to it.

Follow it. Record your experiences. The more you do this and feel vindicated that

your psychic voice was right, the stronger it will get.
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0f,cdtation is one of the most wonderful paths to gnosis because it leads to many

mnfucr skills. So much of the witch's way falls under the umbrella of meditation. Some

pnple take the classes I offer not out of any interest in pagan religion, but to learn to

'nnlrp"{ite1g and develop themselves psychically. Modern science is now proving the ben-

,fu of meditation for stress conmol and overall health. Learning to quiet your mind
nnni sFen up to your intuition is the first step to more major undertakings. Don't let

169 {irnplicity fool you. Just because something is basic doesn't mean it is always easy

nr amn't need to be practiced. To effectively command the skills learned in this chap-

M, rou must practice them regularly.

The frst step to a successful meditation practice is to make a space for it in two
qars, The first is the outside space, a place in your home for you to meditate. By des-

era:ng a physical space in your environment, you make a space within you for rhis
*r,n-ge. One helps create the other.

l: make a physical space for mefitation, I suggest building an altar. An altar is a
. r : :ool in the practice of witchcraft. An altar is just a workq>ace for your tools. As

93
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:nrr- lr:€:Ess on this path, specific ritual tools are placed on the altar, but at this point,
rrrL ;- creating a meditation altar. The tools you need are the ones that remind you of
r'-";J Path' Your altar can be a piece of furniture designated solely for this use, or a spot
rn \-our nightstand, desk, or bookcase. choose a place for your altar that you can see
rrhen you are meditating. I started with a shelf across from my couch, where I sat to
meditate. If you can use one room for only magickal practices, that,s great, but most
of us lack the space, so the room usually doubles as a magickal room and something
else: office, den, living room, or bedroom. choose a comfortabre room, where you
can mark out your own territory, if only a corner.

on the altar, place any irems that make you feer good, incruding any magickal trin_
kets you have picked up along your path so far, such as candles, incense, srarues, crys_
tals, feathers, stones, tarot cards, and ffee branches. Use anything that signifies magick
for you' Arrange them in any manner that feels intuitively correct for you, and change
this arrangement as often as you rike. Let this altar be a focus for you. Every time you
walk into the room, you see it and are reminded of your meditation practice.

You don't need these tools or an altar to meditate; the meditation itself is an inter-
nal practice' These physical tools can help you develop a regularpractice and serve as
a reminder. By building a practice in a regular space and at a regular time, you develop
good meditation habits. If you cannot set up an altar, do not let that stop you from
meditating.

Mark your meditation times with a simple ceremony, a 
..tuning 

in,, process to de_
lineate rhis time as different from your normal, day-to-daylife. start by lighting a can_
dle on your altar. use a white candle until you learn the significance of other colors. If
you like incense, burn some. certain substances help create a sacred space for medita-
tion and ritual. They do this by "raising the vibration,, or spiritual energy of a room.
Most are also known as substances of protection for this reason. Frankincense and
myrrh are favored by the witches in my coven. You will soon associate these scents
with meditative and magickal work. Then say a simple inrenrion to set rhe stage for
the space. Your intention could be formed like this:

"I ask in the name of the Goddess and God to receive my highest guid.ance in this
meditation."
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Or:

-I ask the Goddess and God to protect and guide me in this meditation."

Such statements afe programming yourself and your space with the experience you

wish to have. Intentions of protection, guidance, healing, or experiences for the high-

esr good are besr. Clarifying for your "highest good" requests that the experience be

guided by your divine, higher self, rather than your ego.

Now sit down comfortably before your altar space. Posture is important' Don't

smain any muscles. Everything should be comfortable and relaxed. Wear loose cloth-

rng. Some people wear special meditation clothes. This can help shift your mind from

drily tif" to a meditation practice, but it is not necessary. You can either sit in a cross-

legged position, what people used to call "Indian sryle," or if you are mofe flexible, a

lotus or half-lorus position with your feet up on your thighs. The lotus position does

not necessarily make for a better or worse meditation. Use a cushion for comfort and

supporr. If cross-legged is uncomfortable, then sit up in a flat-backed chair with your

teet flat on the floor and your palms in your lap or resting on your thighs. This position

is sometimes called the Egyptian meditation style because so many Egyptian statues

are found in this pose. You do not want to cross your atms, and unless you are sitting

lndian or lotus style, you want to avoid crossing your legs, too. It tends to disrupt the

flow of energy in the body, and I've noticed that those who do it have more difficulty.

lbur hands can be in your lap, resting on your thighs, or with one hand cupped in the

other with your rhumb tips touching. Traditionally, women put the right hand into the

left, and men put the left into the right. You can also rest the wrists on the knees,

palms up, holding thumb and first finger together. My srudent Alixaendreia presses tle

dps of her spread fingers together gently, in the shape of a tent' thumb to thumb-

index to index, etc., with a space befween the palms for her most powerftrl medita-

dons. Each finger relates to one of the five elements, and she stimulates those energies

x.ith this hand position. She discovered it intuitively, but it is an Eastern mudra- Do

rn'hat is comfortable for you. You can lie down flat on your back, if that is qfiat is mm

comfortable, but be sure not to fall asleep. If you do find yourself falhng asletp m

meditation, switch to an upright position. Upright positions with a straigbt spire efui

the flow and focus of energY.

I
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-:.--r..:on is the first step in meditation, and it is often forgotten. By preparing your
::"i'; to meditate, you ease the transition from focusing on your outer reality to your
rner reaiiry. Sometimes all the body needs is permission from the mind to relax.

Through relaxation, the magickal worlds open up for you.

Breathing is a big component of relaxation. The basic technique of meditation is to

observe the breath. Breath is one of the ways to shift your consciousness. Deep and re-

laxed breaths lower your brain waves from beta into the lower states of meditation.

Control of the breath, particularly through counting exercises, leads to a meditative

state quite quickly. Just allow the breath to develop naturally and do not do anything

that is uncomfortable to vou.

Exsncrss 7

Total Relaxation

1. Get into your meditation position.

2. Relax your body. Be aware of your head, from your crown to the back of
your neck. Take a deep breath, exhale, and relax all the muscles in your head

and neck. Relax your jaw. Relax your face muscles. Relax your eyes and fore-

head. Feel all tension drain away.

3. Take a deep breath, exhale, and relax your shoulders and arms, all the way

down the arms, past the elbows, to the wrists, hands, and fingertips. Waves

of relaxation melt away all tension and stress.

4. Breathe deeply and as you exhale, release all tension in your chest and lungs,

your upper back, down your spine to the lower back, abdomen, waist, and

hips. Feel them completely relax as all tension drains out of you.

5. Take a deep breath, exhale, and release all tension from your legs, starting in

your thighs and moving down to your knees. Relax your shins and calf mus-

cles, down to the ankles, feet, and toes. All the tension drains out of you.

5. Breathe deeply and relax. Enjoy the sensation. Scan your body as you breathe.

Do you feel any remaining pockets of tension or pain? If so, imagine as you
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breathe in that your breath magickally reaches the tension mywhere in your

body and takes the tension away as you exhale.

7- Relax your mind. Any thoughts, worries, or concerns from the day melt

away and leave with your breath as you exhale. Don't let them concet.:n you

any longer. Relax your mental body completely.

8. Relax your heart. Release any unwanted feelings, emotions, and memories

as you exhale. Open your heart to the love of the Goddess and God-

9- Relax your soul. As you breathe, feel the pulse and rhythm of life that moYes

through you and know it moves through all things. Follow your inner ligfut

for guidance and protection.

X$cn add a visual focus to your meditative practice. Like focusing on the breath, turn-

iryyour attenfion to an object is a focus for entering an altered state. The very process

hcsn relax the body and deepen the breath. It builds your powers of concentration

end dears out a lot of extraneous background noise in your mind. One of the first

meditations I learned was to focus on the flame of a white candle on the altar. It is a

dmple exercise, but something I still go back to when I need to get in touch with my

roots. You will probably find yourself coming back to this exercise even after you ad-

Tmce to other skills.

ExsRcrss 8

Condle Meditation

1. Stafi by lighting a white candle on your altar if this is not part of your regu-

lar practice. Dim the lights. Sit in your meditative state. Do exercise 7:Toal
Relaxation.

2. Direct yorll^ gaze to the burning candle. Do not stare intently, but face the

candle with your eyes open. Let your focus soften.

3. Let the image of the candle fill your thoughts. Focus solely on the candb

and stay in the moment.

4. Do not strain your eyes. If they are tired, close them, but visualize tbe @&
in your mind. If visualization is difficult, alternate between openingyoureps
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=: sfu,j\-ing the candle, and then closingyour eyes and re-creating the picture

::: vour mind. This will help build your visualization skills. Do not worry if
vou have difficulry holding the image. Hold the idea of the candle in your

mind. Relaxarion with focus is more important than visual skill at this point.

5. Do this meditation for a few minutes at first and build to longer intervals.

When done, close your eyes, rest, and relax.

You can substitute any object for the candle, re-creating it on the screen of your mind'

Inner visualizationis another path into the meditative state, and many people claim it

is the most powerful because the talent lends itself to many other magickal practices.

You've learned how to feel and experience your own personal energy and the energy

of a partner in previous exercises. You have some understanding of this invisible force.

But our conscious mind has difficulry processing energy' or even understanding it' That

is why we connect with the psychic and divine minds. The psychic mind can process

psychic energy, but has difficulry ranslating the experience so the conscious mind can

comprehend it. Our psychic self has to use a code that the conscious self can under-

stand. This code is symbolism. Symbols can stand in for concepts and energy. Personal

symbols are private messages from your own unconscious, your own psychic self, to

your conscious self as when we have dreams. General or universal symbols, falling into

the realm of archetypes, is how the collective unconscious speaks to humaniry'

Visualization is the process of using these symbols. Most people see in their

dreams. Other senses may be involved, but dreams mainly have a visual component.

Likewise, the easiest method to get a direction or command to the psychic mind is

through rhe use of a visual symbol. Practitioners of magick have always studied sym-

bols, from petroglyphs and ancient alphabets to dream interpretation and vision

quests. The symbols of our collective and personal mythology are the ways to direct

power. Those who understand the symbols and can project them, through intention,

will, ritual, and, yes, visualization, tap into a power we ail possess, but few use.

Visualization is a very effective and quick method of altering your consciousness'

The advantage of this method is that your 'psychic muscles" are activated and "warmed

up" from the process, and will function more effectively in deeper meditations'

;
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Drrncrss 9

CntingDown to a Meditative State

L- G€t into your meditative position. You can do exercise 7: Total Relaxation

end exercise 8: Candle Meditation if you would like. Relaxation and focus

before any exercise is great, but this countdown can also be used alone to
gpt into a meditative state quickly.

a lislalize a giant screen before you, like a blackboard or movie screen. This

b the screen of your mind, or what is called your mind's eye. Whenever you
rizualizg or recall anything, or remember a person's face or anything else,

rou project it on to fhis screen. You have always had it, but now we are going

to give it some attention. Anything you desire will appear on the screen.

5- On the screen of your mind, visualize a series of numbers, counting down
from rwelve to one. With each number, you get into a deeper meditative

sate. The numbers can be any color you desire, drawn as if writing them, or
appearing whole.

Now visualize 12, see the number 12 on your screen, 12,

I 1 , see the number 1 1 on your screen, 1 1,

10, see the number 10 on your screen, 10,

9, see the number 9 on your screen, 9,

8, see the number 8 on your scfeen, 8,

7, see the number 7 on your screen, 7,

6, see the number 6 on your screen, 6,

5, see the number 5 on your screen, 5,

-1. see the number 4 on your screen, 4,

3. see the number 3 on your screen, 3,

?. see the number 2 on your screen, 2,

1. see the number I on your screen, 1.
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+- you are at your meditative state. Everything done in your meditative state is

for your highest good, harming none. You are now counting down to a

deeper, more focused meditative state. Count backward from thirteen to

one, but do not visualize the numbers this time. Let the numbers gently

take you down: 13, 12, 1 1, 10, g, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. You are now at your

deepest meditative state, your magickal mindset, in complete control of

your magickal abilities.

5. From this point, you can continue on to other exercises and experiences, or

meditate at this level for a while and bring yourself up, counting from one to

thirteen and then from one to cwelve. Gently start to wiggle your fingers

and toes and slowly move to bring your awafeness back to the physical.

5. Take both hands and raise them up over your head, palms facing your

cfown. Slowly bring them down over your forehe ad, face, throat, chest, ab-

domen, and then groin, and "push out" with your palms facing away from

you. This gives you clearance and balance, releasing any harmful or un-

wanted energies you might pick up during your magickal experiences. Tell

yourself:

,, I giv e my s elf clear anc e and b alanc e. I am in b alance with my s elf, I am in b aI-

ance with the universe. I release dll" tlrat does not serve"'

7. Groundyourself as needed.

This exercise effectively takes you into a meditative state. Even if you have difficulty vi-

sualizing the numbers, hold the concept of them, if not the visualization, in your mind

until it grows stronger.

In the first part of the meditation, we count using the numbers rwelve and thir-

teen. Witches follow the natural cycles, particularly those of the Sun and Moon. The

solar calendar is based on fwelve divisions, like the fwelve zodiac signs, and the lunar

year is based on thirteen Moons. The Sun is associated with more masculine, linear,

and logical thought, so during the active, solar twelve count, you are actively visuahzng

and controlling what you see on the screen of your mind. The Moon is linked with the
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Frninine energies, emotion, and mystery. During the lunar thirteen count,

rc to visualize or control anlthing. Simply go with the flow of numbers and

m hrppen. Psychics and witches often rely on feelings and intuition rather than

visualization and direct messages. Doing both counts brings us into balance

r@sfuline and feminine energies within. Both are needed to make magick.

mffic cnd of this countdown, you wave youf hands down over your crown and

fronr, vertical axis of your body, the chakra line. Chakras are spiritual energy

mn fte body. We are primarily working with the third eye, or brow chakra, on

between and above your two physical eyes. This point controls your sense

nfur -seeing," visualization, and what many call the mind's eye. During visual-

&b chakra is more active. In fact, during many magickal practices, your en-

iriarilrrs activate, like taking a running car from out of neutral and into gear. They

dnms on, but in different states of activity, depending on what you are doing.

and balance return these centers to a normal enelgy level to plepare you to

,66ir energy again in the physical world. It also helps detach any harmful, un-

q;pmd wrgies you may have come across in your magickal practices, returning you

t@il&m@ of darity andbalance

4s g€ continue with further exercises and meditations, refer to exercise 9: Count-

r@lDos-n to a Meditative State to get into your magickal mindset. If you are not com-

6i6m6tr[g qith a visual countdown, you can use the techniques of exercises 7 and I to
y'gnm meditation. Some people modify the countdown to suit their own needs. You

p6 nrt:gine a set of twelve steps that you are walking down, perhaps in a spiral stair-

;num- This engages not only the sense of sight, but also the feeling of movement.

fut6mreter you complete your meditations and exercises, always end with the last few

muru ot- exercise 9, including counting up, clearance and balance, and grounding if
lur*sa{: These help prepare your senses to rerLlrn to physical realicy. The count up is

,;;i ,,e.r important part of the process. Do not skip it just because you become aware of

m'r :br-sical world before you count up.

lAere are many meditations and exercises designed to help you access these psv-

:nr abiliries and improve your skill at creating and holding visual images. The next ex-

:::se starts with a series of basic shapes (figure 7).
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Meditative State to get into Your

magickal mindset'

2. Again,call up the screen of your mind' Imagine that it is like a board where

you can control all the drawings' You can ti'" ""y 
color to draw this set of

shapes. You might find it helpful to physically raise your hand and "draw"

the shapes in the air in front of you with your finger'

3. Draw a triangle on the screen of your mind' Hold the image for a few mo-

ments. Then wipe it away, like wiping away chalk dust. Again' you can

physicaliy move your hand with a wiping modon'

Figure 7: ShaPes

Bxsnctse 10

Basic Visualization

1. Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a
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Draw a rectangle on the screen of your mind. Hold the image for a few

moments. Then wipe it away.

Draw a circle on the screen of your mind. Hold the image for a few mo-

ments. Then wipe it away.

Draw variations of the triangle, rectangle, and circle. If you are comfort-

able with these three shapes, then move on to other, more complex $apes,

fike a diamond, parallelogram, pentagon, hexagon, and octagon.

If you feel confident with these rwo-dimensional shapes, try workingwith
three-dimensional shapes, starting with the cube, box, and pyramid. Later,

try more complex three-dimensional shapes, like the Platonic solids, such

as a tetrahedron, octahedron, dodecahedron, or icosohedron. Do not be in-

timidated by them. Allow them to appear on the screen of your mind and

hold the images as best you can.

Wipe all the shapes off the screen of your mind and clear it. Then ask for the

energy and image of an orange to appear on the screen of your mind. See

the orange before you, as if a real piece of fruit is hanging on an invisible

tree. Take note of the color, and variations of color. Is it completely ripe?

Notice the texrure of the orange's skin, the curves and bumps. Reach out

with your physical hands and pretend to grab it. The orange is now in your

hands. How does it feel? Can you smell it? Peel back the skin. Can you feel

the wetness of the juice on your hands? Can you taste it? Use all your

senses.

Experience the orange fully. Then magickally visualize yourself putting it
all back together, perfect and unbroken. Hang it back on the tree on the

screen of your mind.

Thank the orange, and wipe the image away, erasing it.

Rerurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, giving yourseH

clearance and balance, and do any necessary grounding.

8.

9.

orrr

ler'e

:t of
aw"

mo-

I can

10.

11.

1.2.
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b ri:L :!*a--:ie rhis meditation often, you can skip the shapes, if you'd like, and start
''n"r:: --'. oiange. Replace it. Use any fruit you like, or substitute other objects, like an

:q; ,;al-. or crystal. Although you think you are visualizing an object, you are doing

:::':c rhan that. It's like piaying pretend, but you are not playing, you are acrually con-

:recring to the energy of an orange from somewhere in space and time. The orange

$-as not physical, but it was real. You were reaching out to it and your mind made a lit-
tle simulation of it before you, so you could observe it. If you try this exercise rwenty
times, you will probably get rwenty different oranges, unless you have the intention to
get the same one each time. Little blemishes and details you might not think to include

if you were completely making it up will be there.

f,rnnverroNs
Affirmations are beneficial statements we make to ourselves, out loud or silently, to re-

program our deep levels of consciousness. You know that magick requires an align-

ment of the conscious mind with the psychic and divine minds. One of the methods of
achieving this alignment is through meditation, quieting the inner chatrer to bring this
harmony. From this alignment, magickflows. When people staff medirating, many are

filled with a sense of accomplishment, while others are unsure if it is really working.
This uncertainry can accompany disbelief, doubt, and fear. The root of these frustra-

tions and fears is found in the subconscious, a connecting link to your psychic mind.

Humans are like vast, unlimited computers, capable of quite literally anything we
set out to do. We are only limited by our programming, the directions, instructions,

and images we contain. As individuals, we program ourselves, but use templates and

programs from our family, friends, and sociery. Unfortunately, at the moment we do

not live in the most life-affirming and optimistic world, and our self-programming can

reflect that. Every thought and idea becomes a part of our overall programming. If we

think we are unworthy, unwanted, or unloved, our self-esteem falls. Feeling confident

and good about ourselves is paramount when using our magickal abilities. If our pro-

gramming prevents us from feeling connected to spirit, our abilities are greatly dimin-
ished. When we try to connect to them, the blocks surface. When difficult feelings

arise in meditations , at any level, we are attempting to clear through the blocks.
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- ."::ng away the blocks through experience is important. burrere is another

" 
'r, : - :ackle this problem: through direct, conscious reprogrammrg. Because even-

':11 -a::: 10u have becomes a part of your new programming, cor-lqcloi:-i-i- :llli neg-.

rur r:* =oughts to replace the old programming with the new. Affirmai:::: a,r. ::3

rn'" ;i, I r - {ralrlming. The idea of inner programming does not replace fre e rl| l: . - :l-

1r,: . -:: ::roice. We choose and create our own programming. Most of us hare :;.-::.;
i rir -: :rogramming that is not of our own making. Now is the time to rake '::;

'r :, - :nd responsibility.

I "'--,- affirmations are a great way to instantly reprogram the subconscious alj
;:l* ;::arer access to our personal power. They can be done in meditation, to deeplv

rn:: -!:-: -irem in your consciousnesd. They can also be done in a regular beta state uith

;r,.i - .Ject. Here are some sample affirmations that have helped me and my srudents.
*'llir:r tt :s great to start out with to build self-esteem and a sense of connection to

-r: -;.:r spirit.

I lwe nryself, I love aII otlters. I am infmitely loved.

I forgive myself, I forglve aII others.

I amwalkinginthelove of the Goddess, God, and Great Spiit.

Everythingl do is for the good of alliwolved, harmingnone.

I am oyten to my highest guidance.

- --r 
- )e x.ho have programmed blocks to their own prosperity, using these affirma-

- -, := help clear the way to great blessings.

I am successful and talented.

I om prosperous.

I have alL the money and resources I need.

I am always in the ight place, at the right time, doing tlte nght thing.

I am joyfulin all that I do.

-.-:J set of affirmations is to open and awaken psychic abilities.

-\Ll- of my senses are growing stronger every day.

I am safely opening and increasing all" of my psychic abilities'
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I am s e eing p sy chi c aIIy.

I am he aing p s y chic ally.

I am knowing p sy chic ally.

I am tr att eling p sy chic ally.

I am psychic.

This last set creates personal health and prepares you to take an active role as a healer.
Healing is one of the highest skills learned in witchcraft.

I am cornpletely healtlty on alllevek.

I am in balance and harmony.

I release all that does not serve nny highest good.

I am safely openingmy healing abilities.

Many of these affirmations are in the form of "r am" statements. The phrase ..I 
am,, is

very powerful because it connects the affirmation to the highest qualiry of your being,
your higher or divine self. The phrase goes back to an old Testamenr phrase when the
Divine, taking the form of a burning bush, says, "I am that I am.,, you don,t have to be
Jewish or Christian to use the power of these rwo simple words. In the kundalini-yoga
tradition, a popular mantra is "Healthy am I. Happy am I. Holy am L,, In the silva
Mind control Method, they use "Everyday, in every way, I am getting better and better
and better."

The "I am" statements are also in the form of what you want to create, rather than
what you don't want. An affirmation of health is "I am healthy,, rather than ..I 

am nor
sick." In the latter, you are focusing on the word slck, and may be creating more sick_
ness, even though that is not the intent of the statement.

Affirmations are often said a certain number of times. Sets of three are popular, for
not only the pagan Triple Goddess, but for the conscious, psychic, and divine minds.
Saying affirmations in sets of three, nine, thirry-three, ninefy-nine, and 10g are ex_

tremely effective. others prefer sets of four, for the four elements. The elements cor-
respond to our physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual bodies. Use what resonates
most strongly with you.
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ha r:v, affirmations are a form of magick. Once, when too sick to meditate or

a rirual, I said the affirmation "I am completely healthy on all levels" thirry-

ili'rps in the shower, preparing to go to the doctor. I had a nasty case of the flu.

dme I dried off, I felt completely fine. I was not congested or ligfutheaded any-

I uent to the doctor anyway, and he said I should have come sooner to him, be-

boked like my body had already fought it off. He assumed that I had been suf-

fu a week or rwo by *y progress, and not just rwo days. That was my most

success with affirmations. Now, if it is possible to do this and heal the phys-

r*inL how powerfully affirmations work on your subtle mental programming.

I|hnt feel uncomfortable doing affirmations. When you start them, there is a ten-

,fuqnro feel awkward or foolish. Let yourself feel that way-it will soon fade. Then

llomot to the affirmations, no matter how silly it seems. That is part of your pro-

ifming. You are trying to dissolve feeLings of self-consciousness so that you can be

hm do whatever you want, whenever you want, without embarrassment. Once you

ffiir @ re how powerful they are, you quickly overcome the embarrassment. The

pm"mr of afiirmations has made me rethink many song lyrics I sing over and over

!g';n. as well as using expressions such as "He's a pain in the neck." Your words liter-

dMr create your realiry.

S'rrtCrsr I I

ffir

Svrll.ations
Choose at least five afiirmations from the previous lists, or create your own-

Focus on which qualities you would like to bring to you. Memorize them as

best you can, so you will be able to recite them in a meditation.

Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset.

Once you are at your meditative level, recite each afiirmacion at least trrec

rimes.

Take note of how you feel when you recite each affirmation- You mey not

:bel anything at first, but you are subdy changing your innerprogramming-
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- ::r,J-see things, or think of people or places from your past. Let the

.*.a-. flo*'rn and out. Do not hold onto them, but remain aware of them.

lhev can give you clues as to what issues need attention.

:. Rerurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, giving yourself

clearance andbalance, and do any necessary grounding.

lNstrNr $ecrcK
Insrant magick is the practice of putting your will into motion very quickly, using the

power of visualization and attaining a light meditative state through the use of a trig-

ger. There are many names for it: the power of creative visualization, projecting (be-

cause you are projecting your will into the future to manifest), or causal magick. It is a

form of magick without deep meditation, ritual, or tools, and many discount it be-

cause of that, thinking "anyone" can do it so it is not "real" magick, but I disagree. Yes,

anyone can do magick if they decide to, and the rewards of instant magick are by no

means little. These seemingly insignificant acts help us reevaluate the way we create

our own reality from moment to moment.

Such instant spells never cease to amaze me. When you start out in the practice of
magick, it is easy to chalk success up to coincidence, even as you learn metaphysically

that there are no real coincidences. Still, it's a hard fact to swallow when most of us are

told otherwise throughout life. If you are able to integrate this talent into your daily

life, your results venture out of the realm of coincidence and into the tuly amazing.

You then learn to expect the amazing and live a magickal life.

Instant magick is projecting your will forward through visualization and specific in-

tention to create an opportuniry lining up what seem to be coincidences. You do this

by entering a light state of alpha, a meditative level where you can still talk, walk,

drive, and carry on with everyday life. The sensation is similar to letting your mind wan-

der for a moment, but it is not wandering. In fact, it is truly focusing, but only for a few

moments. In those few moments, you state silently or out loud what you want to hap-

pen, or visualize it. You do not even need to close your eyes. Imagine it for a moment.
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l-ou reach your light magickal mindset through intention. By programming a trig-

igtc \iou can reach this state no matter how stressful a siruation is. There are many

'rdr;nrilpq in life when we need access to our magick and meditation skills, but circum-

{n,rrc,e{ do not give us the time, space, and quiet we are accustomed to having. The

umigpr helps us. It is like a post self-hlpnotic command that says, "When I do some

ryecific motion, I will enter a light trance state." Triggers can be hand motions' ges-

Mnrcs words, or images that, when performed, help us reach our magickal mind.

Nthough you can choose any trigger you like, I suggest a simple hand position. I

nrr"ilginrlly learned from Laurie Cabot to cross my first and second fingers to activate

ap uigger. She taught it as the basis of our expression "I'11 closs my fingers," when we

ummm something to happen. Children s games associate crossed fingers with lying, and

,fifir!$r"root also probably comes from witchcraft, when the craft was associated with

hrn- I was surprised to find out that this position is actually a mudra in Hindu mysti

,,,nrr,.r Author Gurunam (Joseph Michael Levry) says, "If you need a favor, or have a

mffi. srcl as wanring a raise, all you have to do while asking for it is cross the middle

m6:odex fingers. . . This procedure balances your energy, thereby momentarily in-

,''rro*irrgrrour magnetic field for your desire to be fulfilled."'

&her mudras that are potential hand positions for your trigger include putting the

:llrl.r*rrb and index finger together, putting the thumb and middle finger together, or

lrpm:g xiufting the thumb with both the index and middle fingers together.

Eryeriment in meditation and see what feels comfortable to you. The reason why

mSFs[ simple hand movements is because grand and sweeping gesfures attract at-

,urrrrrlrl:rn and you want to be able to do this when you drive and have a conversation

m,ffi someone and not necessarily explain what you are doing. In Celtic myth, thumb

1irlu-u-n-i is a trigger for inspiration and wisdom, though I don't suggest using it io pob-

lr:rlt. S:u-:e use a specific word as their trigger into the trance state and a word to end 6e

:lumi:. i--are. Use what feels comfortable to you. You do not necessarily have to lucal

u;: :r n-ord to make it effective.

ln:: r-ou program your trigger, you can use it for many different effects in ym
il rrii.:E-i hfe. Here are some of the more traditional ideas used by witches. I codnm

-r:.;-:: 
-Ioseph Michael Levry), LiftingtheVeil (New York Rootlight, Inc.) 42
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-":sualization with intent. Sometimes I ask the Goddess and God for my intent, silently
-tr mr mind, and ask that ir be "correct and for the good of all involved."

Accelerated Learning
Hold your trigger when reading a book, studying for a test, or listening to a le6ure.
The teaching will penetrate deeper and be more fully understood. When you need to
recall the information, use your trigger again. Some people can re-create the pages
memorized on the screen of their mind, and "look up" the answers.

Affirmations
Use your trigger when you do affirmations and you don't have time to get into a med-
itative state.

Animal Communication

You can project your thoughts to animals, and receive impressions from them as well.
Try "speaking' to a pet or other animals, and see if it responds. This communication is
not limited to animals, but also extends to the consciousness of plants and even min-
erals.

BendingTime

Believe it or not, time, or our perception and movement in it, is not as immutable as

you think. Next time you are running late and do not have enough time to get to your
destination, use your trigger and imagine yourself getting there exactly on time. I've
used this many times to get to jobs on time when running impossibly late. There is a
joke that there is "real" time and pagan standard time, running about a half hour late.
It does not have to be so, if you use instant magick.

Body Control

We have far greater ability to control our bodily systems than we currently use. Medi-
cine is exploring this frontier through something called biofeedback control, but
witches and shamans have known about it for a while. You can control your response
to extremes in temperature and pain. The next time you are out in the cold, use your
trigger and either imagine yourself warm or unbothered by the cold. I've tested it our
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@cDld New England mornings waiting for the bus, and I'm very glad I learned this

l&fllt

f,Ei,c Telephone Me s s age

Gmmic telephone message is a quirky way to say you are leaving a lxychic message for

muume to call you. It is particulady usefi.rl when the person is out of reach- Use your

qer and think of the person you wish to reach. Leave a message, like you would on

mmrwering machine, asking him or her to call you. Usually you will hear from the

[@ in three days, saying, "I don't know why, but I was thinking about you."

f* Warning System

ffigyour trigger with the intention of awareness in times of danger can keep you

sflili'r,ft 
"rrd prepared for anything. Although I am not advocating any speeding laws to be

firrroen- I use my instant magick to warn me of police speed traps.

fu'
,dhrrwu continue with this training and explore the world of spirit guides, you can use

, qumErigger to instantly make a connection to higher guidance and ask questions.

@
]iliilu@ryk brre a remarkable ability to heal themselves and others. You can use your trig-

ryr mJ risualize yourself or the other person getting better, more healthy and vi-

66,"rnr Orher techniques will be explored later, and your trigger can help you access

t*r.* mgandy.

unrurut Abrm Clock

*rr, &l[ :are a biological clock. Our bodies know what time it is by the cycles of the day,

iilil]lrr.i n e are in rune with them, we can know, too. My student Heather does not wear

, Erunr:*- She does her trigger and asks Spirit what time it is, and gets an accurate time.

riruc r-i- :rigger before bed and visualize a clock with the time I need to wake up. I tell

lrnt-r and mybody that I will wake up refreshed at that time. Although I love to sleep

r: {r: up when I do this, feeling fine. It can also be used as part of a morning medi-

-, : :r* ior those suffering from insomnia. When you wake up, set your internal alarm

.r ::r the time you plan on going to bed, and sleep will come much easier-
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lfilot:e
L -.e of, vour trigger improves memory. Use your trigger when meeting new people, to

rmember their names. When you introduce yourself, thinkyour name as you say it,

so )'our new friends will hear and remember it on a deeper level.

Parking Spaces

My favorite trick of instant magickby far is visualizingaparking space near the door

of my destination about fifteen minutes before arrival. Almost always, there is one.

Don't pick an exact space, but an approximate location. When I was going to a city col-

lege and working in a major urban area, parking was always scarce, but this little bit of

magick proved very valuable. My friend Rich uses his trigger when driving on con-

gested highways, to visualize a space safely opening up when he changes lanes. You

can even use your instant magick to get unstuck from the mud or snow.

Protection

Enrer your light meditative state when feeling unsafe and ask the Goddess and God to

protecr you from all harm. This activates your personal shield of protection. Call on

your protective spirits. You need not know them to ask them to intervene for your

highest good. You will learn more specific techniques of protection and how to meet

spirits as we progress through the lessons.

Reduce Anxiety

If you have a tendency to get anxious under pressure, or stress easily, use your trigger

and tell your body and mind to calm down. Use it for any performance situation, pub-

lic talks, meeting new people, visiting family, and job interviews. Use your trigger if
you feel road rage or need to cool down after a long day and can't fully meditate.

Repairs

As our intention can heal the body, strangely enough it can also repair inorganic sys-

tems. I've used my trigger to visualize ailing cars, computers, and office equipment

working. I even use it when signing on to the Internet. I know a crystal healer who

successfully uses crystals on her car, so visualization on machines is not far-fetched.
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[mudlytris magickis a stopgap measure, but it can be more permanent. At one job, I
'm r asrnPuter-systems administrator, not because of my knowledge and skill with
@n$rers, but because of my ability to experiment and do magick I rhink I kept the
r#rnim nmning through sheer willpower, and after I left, I heard from my office friends

svstem crashed and took quite a while ro repair.

Lights

popular use of the trigger is to get rraffic lights to rurn green, but this can be

What if you switch a circuit that makes your light green without turning
lights red? It is far better to stafi your journey and visualize all lights being

getting you to your destination on rime, than to try to "force" each set of lights
grcen as you approach.

ihfrel this is cheating, while others think of it as using all the resources at their dis-

mdlt sD I'll let you make the call. Your instant magick can manifesr your success ar

rmsl sllorts, and games of chance. It is quite effective for dice games. I don't nec-

mifir c-onsider it cheating, because everyone is projecting their will at the game. I
lflhm trrots of people who are not witches who unknowingly practice insrant magick.
tffii@ &ET don't believe in magick, they call it good luck.

WdcrlHagick
Wilh"mr m difficult or dangerous weather, particularly while driving, use your trigger to
nwrllm a dear and safe path foryourself.

lltrurul. m*i not be limited by these examples. Just as I found special rricks to fit my
iilurysmmtie and needs, you will expand your instant magick into new areas. The most im-
llrrnrnfifirc -..ling to notice about all these acts is how mundane they are. I am not putcing
lrrrrrr::mr -:gick down; I am just emphasizing that the simple acrs of life can be infused
urrrlr'rLtf, ni,;rgi{-k Your everyday reality is a vehicle for living a magickal life. Many people

,ur ':, tr[*,:s- a qpirirual path resign it to a particular time when they are "being' spiri
,,,,,,ir,,-. r-s;jr once a week at a service. Don't think magick is relegated to a few special
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:-'es a week when you sit down and prepare to do it. Witches weave the threads of

=eg:ick, family, home, and world together because they are all parrs of the web of life.
lntegrating your magick, and more importantly your magickal viewpoint, into your
darly life is a very important step.

Although technically these simple spells should work for you regardless of your
path or tradition, if you do see yourself on a spirifual path, I would suggesr thanking
the divine powers, the Goddess, God, and Great spirit, for every gift, even those that
did not occur. If an act of instant magick does not happen as you intended, there is
probably a reason for it. Perhaps being late for work even though you tried to bend
time might have prevented you from being in an accident. Giving thanks is a great les-

son for any path, because gratifude opens up a whole new world of blessings.

Now that you have an idea of what instant magick can do, rry rhis meditation to
program your own trigger. This exercise should be repeated several times to ingrain the
program into all levels of consciousness.

ExeRcrss 12

Prc gr ammin g Yo ur Tri gger

1. First decide on what trigger position feels comfortable ro you. I suggesr your
first two fingers and thumb together or crossingyour middle and index fingers.

2. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative state to get into your mag-

ickal mindset.

3. once you are at your meditative level, physically perform your trigger on
one or both hands. I like ro program both hands so I have a choice as to
which one I use, depending on the circumstances. If I trigger both hands, I
feel I go a bit deeper.

4. state to yourself "I program this as my insrant magick trigger. with this
trigger I can instantly access a light meditative state and all my magickal abil-

ities, for the good of all, harming none." Say this statement three times.
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i, When done, return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, giving

r-ourself clearance and balance. Ground yourself as needed-

mben you hold this trigger position, you enter a light magickal rnindset. \A{hen you

"'*',J to get out of this state, release the trigger. The process is that simple.

f'rNorNG a PrLcg oF PowER
CIne of the most important tenets in the traditions of witchcraft is the sacredness and

Sruffier of the natural world. Making space for meditation in your inner reality bv

funrding an altar or shrine and then maintaining a practice is an important step. An-

'ffier foundation stone in the process is to find a place in nature that is special and sa-

,d. to,vou, if possible. It does not have to be deep in the woods, but someplace acces-

-4!,rle to you, to serve as another meditation spot where you can commune with the

tfiurcs of nature as a pathway to yourself.

Some of your magick will seem easier or harder outside of the safecy of your
hr-,e because you are communing with all manner of new energies. This can be in a

pmi. a rrail in the woods, a beach, a stream, a lake, or someplace off the beaten path

fimtre r-ou feel safe, comfortable, and relaxed. You may find such a spot as you con-

innnrp rour earth walking from exercise 5. Use common sense in selecting your area. If
!mt; ire not an experienced camper or hiker, do not pick a place deep in the forest, far

trn:,n help, in case you get lost. If you live in an urban environment and can't find a

r{,rumailie place in a park, then don't worry but the next time you are out of the ciry and

n -'-,e country try practicing your meditations there.

!.{ake or find a shrine at this spot, even if it is temporary You do not need to put
;mCes or incense in your shrine unless you want to do so, but try sitting by a special

rnl*x lr tree that helps you make this connection. Spontaneous psychic experiences

r-qr b€€n known to happen when you venture forth into nature, in search of a place

| ;r--*-er.
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' 1l:::srs . rhrough 12-Complete and record your experiences in your Book of
jl-:c,rl:. lncorporate them into a regular routine at least three times a week, if not

-*r. Early-morning or late-evening meditation times are usually best, but do not
neditate lying down in bed, or you will always associate meditation with sleeping.

Sit up. Do exercise 12: Programming Your Trigger at least three times. Practice the

orange meditation often, using all your senses. Use instant magick in your daily life.

CoNtrNurNG AssrcNMENTS

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day.

. Honor and recognize your intuition. Continue to ask it questions.

Trps
. Prepare your space and set the mood for meditation. If you would like, use some

soft, repetitive music or perhaps a water fountain.

. Develop your inner narrator. Take the voice within you that may act critical and

skeptical, and give it a job to do. Train it to be your coach rather than distract you.

Silently tell yourself to relax your body and mind. Silently instruct yourself through
each step of the meditations, as if someone were there to help you. If you get inter-

nal criticism, thank the voice for sharing, but kindly ask it to sit down and focus on

the task at hand. This inner guide will help you become your own best teacher.

. Always make sure to count yourself down and count yourself back up. Always give

yourself clearance and balance at the end. Always check in to see if you need to
ground more after the meditation.

. Don't rush. Relax and take your time. You can spend quite a while with relaxation

and breathing before getting to specific exercises. Let your body and mind tell you
when you are ready, and then count down.

. There is no real "getting there." Some sessions seem deeper than others, but many

students expect to feel "under," as if they were at a stage-hypnotist show. There are

many levels of meditation, and all of them are valuable. You can still be in a medita-
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rm,lnt stare and have your mind wander. The alpha state is much like daydreaming, and
ffien we daydream, our minds wander. when you recognize this, bring your
ffim:ghts back to the experience at hand. Don't feel you are failing because your
li'nirmn:l is wandering. Sometimes you are distracted by outside noises. That happens to
cncrrtody. You are learning to bring more focus and direction to your meditarion
nnmnm- but that takes a lot of practice. Witches are walkers between worlds, and must
fue conscious of both, but as you practice, you will begin to withdraw your senses

,t,rm"o $e inner world for greater lengths of time. Do not berate yourself when medi-
lnmfrr does not fulfi1l your expectations. Bring your focus back and do your best.

- mm. shouldn't fall asleep when medirating. If you do, reevaluate your sleeping and
n!'r'"g pafterns, as well as your work habits. Take care of your physical body

- snlrr'P people meditate better in the early morning hours. Others, like myself medi-
m better at the end of the day, before bedtime. Experiment and find out which
w- if any, is best for you.
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niilne, 5sisn6e and spirit were a single discipline, but the rwo broke apart in
chure, and did not mix again until the twentieth cenfury The rwentieth cen-

m boked at as a time of dispelling the occult and paranormal, but science,

nqf$-r enough, has led us back to the mystical through some interesting theories
lMdrn{tm arJrent of a new paradigm that borders on the spiritual, and not the mechani-
uuiir- TIne frreads of many different disciplines lead to the view of the universe as a
lfilllllruiliiMM $$stem. One of the first was the somewhat controversial theory of quanfum
)IllllM[r$08"

:hE sasrs of quantum physics began in several stages in the early 1900s, and is at-
lniliimurmec. lo the contributions of six men: Niels Bohr, Paul Dirac, Albert Einstein,
ir*r.rsllns Fleisenberg, Max Planck, and Erwin Schrodinger. Originally the theories were

"lrrrrrrrllr iiu'm "Erf,:empt to create a new discipline or scientific paradigm, but to account for odd
llllfflu::r,eatal results that did not conform to the generally accepted classical rules of
l1 l[];3.

119
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l--- - -g:r a quanta refers to a bundle of energy, the smallest discrete amount of en-

=::.' aa: can be measured, quantum theory does not deal exclusively with the mi-

-:-ri-orid, but the entire universe. The previous scientific paradigm described the uni-
-"-c:se in terms of distinct dMsions, and in particular two separate groups, particles and

\\-a\-es. Particles held a position and waves had momentum. The building blocks of all

matter and energy were either in particle or wave form. Everything was believed to be

separate and distinct; every part is in its own space and time, linked only through ob-

servable forces. Classical physics is very rigid and predictable. Events happen due to an

observable cause and effect. Conditions can be maintained and controlled in experi-

ments to repeat the process with the same results.

However, results of many new experiments with subatomic particles did not fit
this classical model. Some results were "nonlocal," occurring without an observable

cause. The further one dove into the microworld, and divided the particles of matter

into smaller and smaller units, the less they behaved like individual units. The distinc-

tion befween particles and waves gtew fuzzy. At times, a unit such as an electron be-

haved as a particle. We think of an electron as a ball of energy with a negative charge,

circling the nucleus of an atom, like a planet orbiting the Sun. In other experiments, an

electron exhibited the characteristics of a wave. It depended on the experiment. In
fact, it is speculated that such energies only have a particle form when we are looking

at them. It is like saying that the universe changes when we turn our back on it, but

then conforms to our expectations when we observe it. We can never know both the

position (particle) and the momentum (wave) of a quanta at the same time. Observing

one changes the other. In fact, they may not possess both attributes at the same time.

This is the core of Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle. Suddenly the particles of mat-

ter, which we thought were solid and dependable, became fuzzy and nondescript. Cer-

tain energies, such as x-rays, were always believed to be in wave form, but under cer-

tain conditions, they exhibited particle properties. Suddenly ever)'thing we knew about

physics was called into question.

Scientists discovered the power of the observer. Somehow the interaction of the

observer, once considered independent of the experiment, had become crucial to the

way experiments were conducted, and the results were subtly influenced. The behav-
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frelfienomenon would change, depending on who was observing it and what

feelings, and expectations the observer had- controlled conditions were no
'controlled." Gradually scientists starred coming to the conclusion that the
r" of an experiment were not separate unto themselves, but part of a iarger
c*ending beyond the experiment and including the obaerwr and quite possibiy

uruverse,
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nr^'ling us in a similar direction, but from a completely different noute, was the
Karl Pribram and his work with the brain, memories, and vision" sac-

htre 1940s. Until then, scientists believed that specific memories were located in
rgions of the brain. Through research with animals and people with specific
i of their brain removed, he discovered, along with his mentor Karl Lashley,
individuals did not suffer specific memory loss, coming to the conclusion that

were not held in specific areas, but nonrocany, throughout the brain. The
im allowing the brain to accomplish such a feat was unknown to him until he

the model of the hologram.

ldonam plays an*rk:Jr"*ffi 
e se new s cienrinc advances,

rmh-$discuss it in detail. A hologram is a three-dimensional sculpture of light. It is a
dd image, like a photograph, but a phorograph is flar, with only rwo dimen-
rm' The hologram is three-dimensional. you can look at it from any angle, and it
illilinrilro cel with depth and texlure. If you try to touch it, you realizeit is not solid, but
,md@rcrucr of light.

Thc hologram is created through the use of a special form of right, a beam of co_
:nrmnrm hght called a laser' A laser beam is split through the use of a device called a
rnnmrn' 5p[i63r' one beam is bounced off the object to be recorded. The second is di-
'tr''tri"'{ rifr mirrors until it collides with the reflected light of the first. These two
'rlt'tnmttrs create an interference pattern, two patterns overlapping (figure sA).

{m rwo waves can create an interference pattern, but those of the laser beam ane

''[Esffr- 
To understand an interference pattern, think of a pond. when you drop apebble

#,.
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Em jl€ pond it creates rings moving ourward. When you drop fwo or more pebbles,

*e :rrrgs cross each other, creating an interference pattern.

The resulting interference pattern from the lasers is recorded on a special film,

called a holographic plate. The pattern itself looks nothing like the object. Upon close

ilspection, it looks somewhat similar to the waves in the pond. But when you shine a

laser through the holographic film, it creates a three-dimensional image of light, a

hologram, of the object (figure 8B).

The most interesting propeffy of the hologram is the pattern. Each piece of the

film contains all the information of the pattern. If you rip the holographic film into

fwo pieces, and shine a light into one, you get the whole image, only smaller. You can

divide the film again and agarn, until you reach the limits of the technology, but theo-

retically, the pattern can continue to be reduced and still contain the image. The film

will deteriorate the image at a certain point.

The main points to remember about holograms are that the pattern created from

rwo beams of energy can store three-dimensional information, and that the storage is

nonlocal, meaning each piece of the pattern contains all the information necessary to

recreate the image.

The holographic model of the brain, on which each part contains the whole, pro-

vides an interesting answer to the way the brain receives information, retrieves mem-

ory, and creates our point of view. Since our memories are recorded holographically,

brain damage does not necessarily remove specific memories or even functions. The

brain can "trick' us into thinking that our internal processes are external. We cut our

hand and feel the pain in our hand, but the pain is actually caused through a chemical

reaction in their brain. The sensation of "phantom limbs" to people missing them

could simply be a holographic memory of those limbs, as recorded in the interference

patrern of our brain. The memory accidentally gets played back, feeling very real, but

has no basis in physical realiry.

Taken further to its logical conclusion, Pribram opened a door to a whole new

world, where our perceived outer reality is actually occurring internally. The world

may nor be as solid as we think, but perceived by the brain in holographic terms. The

world only becomes familiar as it enters our senses, but in actualiry the world is an in-

terference pattern.
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Figure 8A: Recording a Holographic Image

Figure 88: Projecting a Holographic Image

Holographic Plate
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f'mros oF 0oNSCrousNESS
'-::- '-952 on the isolated Island of Koshima, scientists were observing the behavior of
-lapanese monkeys (Macacafiucata)by givingthem sweet potatoes dropped in the sand.

They liked the potatoes, but disliked the sand clinging to them. One female monkey
solved this dilemma by washing the potato, and subsequently taught her mother and
ffiends. Soon potato washing became a cultural trend and many learned to wash.
From 1952 to 1958, all the new young monkeys practiced washing, while some of the
older ones held to the older practice of eating them dirry. That fall, the scientists nored
something very strange. Once a certain critical mass was reached on Koshima, and all
monkeys of the Macacafuscara species on that island started washing their potaroes,

monkeys on other islands, separated by water, also began to wash their potatoes.

These monkeys were not taught this skill, but somehow knew. No information was
transferred on any recordable level. The practice came into the general consciousness

of the monkeys.

Though not a controlled experiment, this lead to the postulation that a species is

connected by some invisible field of consciousness. When a small number of the
species, in comparison to the entire population, learn new information or a way of life,
it remains their individual knowledge. When a critical mass of those with the knowl-
edge is reached-in this case it was speculated to be one hundred-the information be-

comes part of the race's consciousness, available to all. The story of theJapanese mon-
keys is told by Lyall Watson in the book Lifetidg but other experiments have been
conducted since, with animals and even people.

The hundredth monkey theory supports the concept of morphogenetic fields,
whose main proponent is Rupert Sheldrake. Sheldrake, a pioneer in the biological sci-

ences, built on the work of Hans Spemann, Alexander Gurwitsch, and paul weiss,
who in the 1920s each independently proposed that morphogenesis, the coming into
being of form, is organizedby fields of energy. Sheldrake developed his morphic field
theories, influenced by Hindu spirituality, Sufism, and Goethe. This theory proposes

that each species creates a field with low energy, but with vast amounts of informa-
tion, acting as a cumulative collective memory for that type of organism. The morphic
fields include information on the genetic, behavioral, social, cultural, and mental lev-
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-- : -j' .-,uld cerrainly include the information transferred through the h-:r;:"::::

:,.,.: ::-ory and go far beyond it. such fields cannot be seen or measurea. ...;
: : -r, SS space and time, but directly influence the devel0pment of a species. buil:

: :::e life of all beings in said species. These fields, roo, are nonlocal. physicallr.
i:" :,' a geometric influence, a template or blueprint for devel0pment. DNA acts

- : i :i aror, or antenna, to pick up the influence of the field. Each species, DNA
Ir,' :,: -:r lo the appropriate species field.

: ::r tune in to the information of the morphic fields, not only for physical de_
" : ----:l:' but for any information in our species. our brains and memories retrieve' -'*':::on from the field when needed. AJthough we contain individual identiql
" ,-:-, -:.:--,irics, and knowredge, we arso share in the wearth of idendry characteristics,- ,. ..dge of our species.

, * :::: spiritual front, morphic fields could be pointing the way to consciousness
' - : :-:e physical, and we can specurate about the existence of nonphysicar beings,

,rlr" :. -,:{els, goddesses, andplaces such as heaven or the Underworld as parr of
"'rr " - -::r-sical information fields. C. G.Jungt collective consciousness could be one

.rii ese energy fields being explored by science.

f nn {orocRApnrc IJNTvrRSE
" - _r-re of the puzzre was delivere dby aquanrum physicist named David Bohm.

: -r - ::-searcher, pribram, actually discovered Bohm,s work on the advice of his
: ' i ::-'r son. Bohm started studying quantum physics in the 1g30s and was fasci_
' : -::: interconnected aspect between subatomic particles, though most other

r:-'-e it little recognition. Through his experiences reaching, wriring, and re_-: :e became dissatisfied with the theories of quantum mechanics and
;: - r qreater understanding. Through various experiences, including exchanges
: :. : Finsrein, who was also unhappy with the direction of quanrum physics, he
:-'- conclusion thaf the universe behaved as a vast and comprex hologram.

-" =:-' srudy of the degrees of order, he became focused on the fact that benea:i
' --:' reaiity, whar he cailed the expricate (unfolded) order, was rhe h:;;e:
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i;i': f .': ,: --::e :ruer realiry, the implicate (enfolded) order. The implicate order is like the
:.- - -';::pitic fiLm, an interference pattern. When the correct light is shined through it,

-:= ::::pircate order creates the explicate order that we are familiar with. Our percep-

: -:: of objects, and the entire world, is caused by countless unfoldings and enfoldings

ieis-een the two orders. Bohm published these theories in the early 1970s and rhen
nost comprehensively in 1980 in the book Wholeness andthe hnptlicate Order. Although
many in the scientific world agree with his findings, the holographic universe theory
remains controversial.

The philosophical implications of the holographic universe are vasr. Our comfort-
able reality is an illusion created by patterns of energy interacting with our senses, our
consciousness. Mystics from the East always called the world the maya, meaning "illu-

sion." Our separateness is an illusion, our oneness the truth. The hologram, where all

fragments contain the whole, seems to be the ideal model for this-the witches'-
view of the universe. Nonlocal energy fields, extending across time and space, influ-
ence us all the time. Our brains, or more importantly, our minds, behave like minia-
ture universes, if a sense of size can even be applied. Nothing is completely individual
or isolated, existing in a vacuum. A1l things are connected. The observer is the ob-

served. We, and the entire world, are all constructs of light, holograms, believing we

are solid because we are in the hologram of the universe. We are really energy. Matter.

time, and space are all forms of energy.

To the witch, to the mystic, this is no surprise at all, though the words and symbols

are new. The underlying principle of spiritualiry is the connection between all things.

Even as we create new models and paradigms to replace quantum physics, holograms.
and morphic fields, they continue the general trend of wholeness. Modern research

into fractals, infinitely complex patterns that exhibit repeated patterns under grearer

magnification, and superstring theory, the theory expanding the universe beyond three

dimensions of space, follow in the foorsteps of describing a vasr and complex, yet

whole, universe. Ancient myths often speak of a weaver goddess, weaving the universe

into form. Perhaps she weaves with "superstrings." These stories, including scientific
theory, explain what we know in our spirits.
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rh most primitive model of the hologram, rwo qFsrems creating a third, an inter_k'F pattern' is the image of the vesica Pisces (figure 9). The vesica pisces is cwo cir-
-,& mrlapprng to create an "eye" or 'fish" shape, often drawn alone as a popular chris_
dbqrmbol' In sacred geometry the spiritual study of shape and irs role in crearion, rhef,h Pisces is called the Eye of God, and through it allthins are created The rwofrilil'\ or polarities as we wiil later learn, can be viewed as anything: brack/white,qt'rrdark, creation/destruction, or chaos/order. Many would say good/evil, butnfrfics see the Goddess and the God as the two paterns of creation."Tt"ol";;;;
fu the third pattern, our realiry. our reariry is the ..eye,, 

of the vesica pisces.

Figure 9: Vesica pisces

m8fr46 the ancients understood the hologram far better than we give them credit for,d rt are just rediscovering the spiritual wisdom that we had cast aside because weffimunderstand.
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- )mlivjournal-W'rite three pages a day

4:nor and rccogrnze your intuition. Continue to ask it questions.
J*a.-:ce the orange meditation.

" rr :f,sranr magick in your daily life.
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RrcourusNDED RseorNc

7tc ltcLryrophic Udverse by Michael Talbot (HarperCollins).

S=Jnng theWildPendulum: Onthe Mechanics of Consctousness by Itzhak Bentov (Destiny

Books).

The Tao of Plrysics by Fritja Capra (Bantam Books).
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you don't need to understand how a car works to drive one, and you don t need to

snrdy magick theory to do a spell, but magick theory is a science that can be studied' I

know many people who have opened a book, done a spell, and had great success with

it, but they had no idea how it worked. Magick theory allows serious sfudents of the

craft to find an intelligent, sophisticated model of the universe that deals with the use

of abilities usually d.ismissed by mainstream sociefy. Doing a ritual or reciting a spell

can seem silly the first time around, but understanding the reasons behind the ritual or

chanr can lend it credibility. Without this, a portion of our mind is always doubting

our magickal actions. Many old superstitions have a basis in metaphysics, but if you do

nor undersrand that basis, they continue to be superstitions. Despite popular opinion'

witchcraft is not superstitious. The practitioners of this craft have very specific reasons

for doing things. An educated witch understands how real magickworks in the mod-

ern world and can discuss it intelligently even with someone who may not necessarily

believe in it.

r29
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-i r-,:= -j:r ;arrn of civilizalion, there have been philosophers asking the tough ques-

: - -- 'c:.ii:lg to understand. As cultures developed, these philosophers took up spe-

:--,: ::stpLines and now ask questions in relationship to science, philosophy, psychol-

- i-;. arr. and religion. Until fairly recently, the boundaries belween idea, science, and

:::r-sticism were not as clear-cut.

The Greek scholar Pythagoras was well versed in many areas, including the occult,

geometry, medicine, and poetry. We tend to know Pythagoras for his contributions to

geometry and math, but his knowledge and teaching encompassed far more than just

math. Even some notable scientists, like Newton, famous for codifying the laws of

graviry, were esoterics, studying the mystical as they studied the physical. Many sci-

ences grew out of what are now considered occult traditions. For instance, alchemy

birthed the science of chemistry, and astrology is the father of astronomy. But since

we live in a cuhure that tends to elevate the rational, logical, and scientific over the mys-

tical, we have discarded segments of many scholars'work, keeping only the portions rel-

evant to us at this time. Well, if these individuals were so intelligent and gave so many

contributions to our modern culture, why do we assume that the material we do not un-

derstand or agree with is foolish? Couldn't there possibly be merit in their esoteric srud-

ies as well?

These scholars sought to understand the nature of the universe and how humanity

interacts with it. In ancient cultures, the use of magick, charms, and psychic abilities

was not only well documented, but accepted as fact. Scholars, who often were practi-

rioners of such arts, desired to understand intellectually the evidence right before their

eyes, to know intimately how will and intent interacted with certain forces, through

symbol, charm, chant, or ingredient, to ef[ect a change. As a result of this quest, oc-

curring in many places in the world, over many eras, various theories and laws were

established. These are not laws in the sense of morals of a sociery, but are similar to

the laws of the physical sciences. As an example, graviry worked before anyone used

the term "Law of Graviry." Magickal laws are the same. They are statements based on

observations that work whether we pay attention to them or not. These laws are some

of the best explanations we have for the phenomena of magick, spells, and psychic

powers. Since the modern magickal community is not as united as the modern scien-

tific communiry there is no general agreement on what exactly these "laws" are, al-

though those who choose to study magick theory come across various texts with the
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r-*_. Dasic ideas described in a multitude of wa,vs. Because the Christian Church saw

- i:--,- of these texts as heretical, they were often u'ritten cloude d in svmbolism, and

, .:= difficult to decipher unless you understood the svmbol srslern Depending on

, ._:: tradition and culture of magickyou study, you may prefer one tbrm over an-

:--.r. Modern magickal scholars have coined many of their orvn terrns' building on

, - - -oundations of the past, to better explain the process of magick. \lagrck is not a

- :sJ old discipline, but a strong growing ttee, weaving together branches r:om rhe

.- -r.nt and modern worlds.

tgn Hr,ru,lr,TIC PRTNcIPLES
I

. . :ead many different variations on Hermetic philosophy, but the version that I most

- , :,istently refer to is the one first introduced to me, a book called The Kybalion' The

. : ":lionwas written anonymously by "three initiates" and publish ed in 1912, but the

, -:k within is ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus, ot Hetmes "thrice great"' Who Her-

-.:s is, or was, is not generally agreed on. Most recognize him as a gfeat master and

-.:her of spiritual wisdom, dating back to ancient Greece or Egypt. Some believe he

: :s a god who came down to humanity to teach the arcane arts of alchemy, magick,

- .: philosophy.

i{is name, Hermes Trismegistus, refers to the Greek god Hermes, known as Mer-

,'-1; to the Romans. Hermes was the messenger of the gods, traveling freely berween

, -:lds, in many ways like the shaman traveling to the uppel and lower realms' He is

,'='l-known for his quick and inventive mind, and credited with giving humankind

=ring, musical instruments, and commerce'

The Eglptian god Thoth is associated with Hermes. Thoth is known as the scribe

, - :he gods and is one of the oldest and most powerful Egyptian deities' While Her-

:-s kept a yourhful image, Thoth was mofe the archetypical magician, and some-

.r::es appeared as a man with the head of the ibis bird or an ape. In some ways, he

.::ed ro the Egyptian pharaoh gods, like Ra, osiris, and Horus, as Merlin did to King

-::hur, as the monarch s advisor and mentor. Perhaps the Greeks were referring to rwo

:jerent gods, using Hermes to refer to the Greek messenger god and using Hermes

,:rsmegiscus to refer to the imported Egyptian sage god, hoping to avoid confusion'
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\o one knows if Hermes Trismegistus was literally a human, or simply a myth
--:rar developed around these teachings. Legend tells us that his wisdom was originally

n-rirten on emerald tablets. in any case, the exact origin does not matter as much as

the teachings themselves. The Hermetic texts have gone through many translations,

and like the Bible, some argue about how much of the "true" writings remain and

what was seeded with the thoughts, ideas, culture, and interpretations of the transla-

tors. Much of 'Western ritual magick, particularly those rirual-magick uaditions trac-

ing back to the Golden Dawn, are considered Hermetic traditions, based in part on the

writings of Hermes Trismegistus. The wordhermeticliteruIly means "sealed," as in the

medical world. In this case, it can mean "sealed," or "secret knowledge." Since such rit-

ual magicians influenced the development of modern Wicca, the study of these writ-

ings and concepts is an important part of the education of a witch.

The seven principles I learned from my teachers andThe l$ba\on were keys to my

understanding of magick. Much Hermetic text is shrouded in symbolism and is hard to

understand, therefore The l(ybakon is not easy for the modern reader, but is easier than

some other works attributed to Hermes. Once I understood the ideas behind each Her-

meric principle, I found that they each had a practical application to my craft. In this

chapter, I have included an exercise or meditation to help you better understand each

Hermetic principle.

Hermetic magick can more accurately be called Hermetic alchemy, and Hermes

Trismegisrus was considered a master alchemist. This sort of alchemy does not deai

with the transformation of base metals into gold, but the transformation of the prac-

titioner from baser materialistic consciousness to golden enlightenment. These princi

ples give us a structure to understand how we create our own changes, or the trans-

formation of the self. This is the highest art of magick, in any tradition. By coming

into ouf own power, and responsibility to that power, we understand that we are spir-

itual beings living in a material world, all interdependent on each other.

As you grow to understand each principle separately, you will begin to form a

larger picture of the universe, which is not significantly different from the larger pic-

rure of quanrum physics and holographic theory discussed in the last lesson. Amaz-

ingly enough, modern science and ancient philosophy are basically saying the same

thing.
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tns PmNcrpLE oF $rNru.rISM
The Principle of Mentalism states that everything in the universe is a "creation of

THE ALL." THE ALL is a nongender, nonpantheistic way of referring to the divine,

whether you call it God, Goddess, the Source, Tao, Prime Vibration. First Cause,

Mother/Father/God, or the Great Spirit. This force is also known as the didne mind.

The Principle of Mentalism tells us that we are all thoughts of the dhine mind. ex-

isting within the divine mind. The borders of creation are encompassed bv the dirine

mind, and all of creation is permeated with the divine mind. Everythittg it composed

of the same thing-the divine mind. We appear to be separate, but in mrth. ln-e are

one. In the Hindu tradition, this separation is called the maya, or illusion of the uorld.

Spiritual practices are used to see past the illusion to the truth. In The Lidng Gif4. Sri

Swami Satchidananda uses this beautiful example: "Water appears to be a rr-ave. But

the wave after all is nothing but water. If we see the s'ave only as a wave, and not as

\r'arer also, then it's an illusion. We should discrirninate: 'Yes, I see it as a wave. Because

it rises up, I give the name, wave; but it's the same water rising up.' That's discrimina-

rion-seeing the same essence behind all the names and forms."'

Imagine your own mind, for a moment, as not only a consciousness within your

head, as W'esterners tend to visualize it, but as a place. If this place is your mind, you

have a lot of control over what is there. You can choose to create a beautiful scene,

populate it with characters, change it, or even destroy it. A1l these things can have de-

rail, depth, and character to them. They are individual, yet part of your greater whole,

vour mind. Although ultimately you are in charge, these images have a measure of

tree wi1l. As you dream and daydream, your cfeations often do the unexpected. The

thoughts, feelings, and intentions you have control this mindscape, though the "char-

acters" can take interesting turns.

Now take that model and expand it to the entire universe, all of creation. Remem-

ber that both the brain (or mind) and the universe are described as a hologram. They

have much in common. Our universe, on every level, is the mind of the divine crealive

eeing. Everyhing in it is a thought that the divine has created, just as you do with vour

Sri Swami Satchidananda, TheLivingGita (Yogaville, VA: IntegralYogi Publications, 1988) 153
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.1.." -i:ru---i ::i; \-isualizations. Just as you create, the divine mind creates, showing us

-,- !: --:-- ::errre of the universe is very mental. Therefore, the universe, and everything

-:r .: ::>?onds to thoughts because it is composed of the thoughts of the divine. If the

:r-,'rle created us and everything else as a thought, and we are capable of creating our

:1\-n rhoughts, then they, too, are divine and filled with power. The universe and every-

thing in it will respond to our thoughts. Thoughts invested with energy become reality.

This is magick.

Creation is an ability and power we share because we are part of the divine. We are

all creators on different scales. When we choose to create together, in partnership,

there is true magick and power. One of the necessary ingredients of magick is a clear

intention, and what is a clear intention if not a clear thought? Learning to project your

thoughts out into the world is a primary step to making magick.

Here are some exercises to show you how powerful your thoughts can be and how

other objects and people, which are only thoughts in the divine mind, like you, easily

respond to your thought energy.

Expncrse 13

Mentol Projection

Choose an inanimate object to "receive" your mind as you project it. Common items

include jewelry, coins, or crystals. I've found natural objects to be easier to work with

than plastics and synthetics. Objects made of one material are usually best to start

with, rather than combinations of substances. The object does not have to have any

special significance to it.

1. Hold the object in your hand and start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Med-

itative State to get into your magickal mindset.

2. lHold the object in both hands and feel it. Does it feel heary? Light? Be aware

of the object in your hands.

3. Even with your eyes closed, be aware of your thoughts and perceptions. We

tend to confuse our mind with our brain, and "think" we are up in our head,

even though our mind is throughout our body. But take your perception of

{-:
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reLng up in your head, behind your eyes, and feei your sense of awareness

s.orvly move down to the back of your head and your neck. Focus your at-

:ention on these places and let the sensation descend to your shoulders. A11

\-our awareness is on your shoulders and moving down your arms, as if your

mind is traveling down Your arms.

- Continue the movement down your arms and then to your hands and fin-

gers. Your mind keeps moving, from your body and now into the object

you are holding in your hands. Feel your mind enter the object and merge

with it. Your mind is now part of the object. Your thoughts ale now part of

the object.

i. Notice your new perceptions. what are you experiencing? what do you see?

What do you feel? What do you hear? What do you smell? What do you

taste? Can you feel the energy of this object? Can you pick up any informa-

tion from it? Intend to merge with it.

6. When the experience is complete, feel your mind traveling in the opposite

direction, back out of the object and into your hands. Feel yourself travel up

your arms and shoulders, back into your head and behind your eyes'

7. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

.^rer doing this exercise, many of my students who have no scientific background ac-

:-rrately describe molecular shapes. Others have a very surreal experience, and when

:3ey enter the object, chey receive storybook images with symbolic, dreamlike infor-

:tation-the internal structure of the object is a castle, forest, or mountain. Many do

aot have a visual experience, but feel vibrations, hear noises, and experience gut-level,

'1ruitive flashes.

Once you feel comfortable with this exercise, expand on it. Try many different sub-

srances and materials. If you continue on this path and gather ritual tools, you wiil

consecrare them with your intention. Learning to connect with an object mentally is a

great asset when consecrating your items. If you have any items on your meditatior:

a1tar, connect with them.

:{w
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\eri. on the screen of your mind, call up objects that you do not physically have in
-,':'Ji possession, but desire to connect with mentally. In exercise 10, you called up onto
:he screen of your mind an orange. You thought it was a simple visualization exercise,

but rn truth, it is much easier to connect to the energy of an orange somewhere out in
the universe than to create your own. You were actually connecting to the energy of
the orange, somewhere across space and time. If you've tried that exercise more than
once, you'll notice how it changes. Hold the fruit on the screen of your mind, but in-
stead of observing it visually, project your mind into it as you did in the previous exer-

cise. Try this variation several times, each time calling up a different object. Try fruits,

vegetables, crystals, and metals. Touch a wall in your home, and project yourself into
the wail, into the building material and the insulated space in between.

The last variation of this exercise is to try using living, cellular material. You've al-

ready moved on to fruits and vegetables, which you can do physically or nonphysically.

Now try a plant, a living, growing plant. Notice how different living tissue can feel

compared to the other material you've used. Lastly, try it on a pet. If you do not have a

pet physically with you, or one that will stay near you long enough to try this exercise,

call an animal up onto your screen through your intention. Notice how animal tissue

feels different from planr tissue. Ultimately though, they are all forms of thought, re-

sponding to your thoughts. We are all thoughts in the divine mind.

I have one last exercise to demonstrate the power of thoughts: cloud busting. Cloud
busting has gotten a bad rap as New Age nonsense or the power of self-delusion, but
for many people, this simple, powerful exercise opens the door to a whole world of
psychic and spiritual development. When my sfudent Tom first introduced it to me, I
looked at him a little strangely since I had never heard of it before, but he told me how
it lead to his spiritual path. Once I tried it, I could understand why. If you don't think
your thoughts affect the world, think again.

Cloud busting is exactly what it sounds like, busting or breaking apart clouds with
the power of your mind. In modern times the phenomenon is associated with Dr.

William Reich and his study of orgone energy. Orgone is the good docror's rake on

what mystics have called prana or chi, the subtle energy that flows in and around all

things, moving from personal energy to sky or Earrh energy and back again. Cloud
rusting is actually a technique taught in many Eastern and native traditions.

llllll-r
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Get a clear view of the sky on a moderately cloudr- ciar. D: -,-l:: ::r,qrant magick
::--qger. state the intention rhat this be "correct and for the goo: ,': ,". :a:::rrg none.,,
?::k a moderafe-size, individual cloud. Focus your attenrion Dr --:r. J-:i:-: of the
:'rud. concentrate all your attention on the intention of makr::g:::. :_,_:':reak
-:arr. Imagine projecting your thoughts out to the cloud co breali it a::.:: ., :s_;.,:ze rr
::e akrng apart. In your mind, ask it to break apart. Be patient. within a :t;.- ::::r:-=..
::e cloud should break apart. you may not make it disappear complete,,,-. :;: ::.i<
- :: " a piece. This talent improves the more you practice, but it does not al..-:.,.-i :,,, : -:,
-i:metimes it is best for a cloud ro sray together for the higher good of re: __:,-
n, eather patterns.

Cloud busting actually clears the mind. The elemenr of air is the energr- oi r.:rt

:'md and mental body. By clearing clouds with your rhoughts, you are clearing out rie
-ehngs, thoughts, and programs that "cloud" your own mind.

tnn PnrNcr pLEoF 0oRRESpoNDtrNCE
- he Principle of correspondence states, 'As above, so below; as below, so above.,, This
.:emingly simple statement contains some of the most important tenets of witchcraft
::d magick. The whole conrains the part, and rhe part contains the whole. By study_
-::g the pafferns of the known world, one can apply this knowledge and wisdom ro rhe
*d<nown worlds. The principles of geometry used on small objects in a classroom can
:e used to measure the vast, almost unknowable distances between planets and across
::le cosmos. The simple truths and patterns found in the physical world can also be
-rrund in the spiritual realms.

Cycles and patterns repeat infinitely, from the largest scale to the smallesr scale.

- hink about the structure of the solar system. you have one large body, the sun, at
::e center. Orbiting around this center are several smaller particles, the planets,
.:ranged at regular intervals. Now think on a smaller scale, to the atom. The atom has
: nucleus at the center of it. Circling around the nucleus are smaller particles, elec-
::ons, spaced at regular intervals. The atom and the solar system are almost maps of
=ach other (figure 10).
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Figure 10: Atom and Solnr System
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Everything contains a map of the cosmos, reflecting rhe patterns of creation in the

smallest scale, what is called the microcosm, and in the largest scale, the macrocosm.

Our holographic model of the universe is basically saying the same thing. One part of
the hologram contains all of the information and can be used to re-ceate the whole. A
human cell, a small part of a human being, contains all the DNA needed to re-creare

the entire body. Every speck of dust contains a world. Every galaxy is like an arom, a

building block to a bigger strucfure that we cannot see at the moment.

The analogy between the brain and the universe, both working holographic"lly, it
the most remarkable example of patterns repeating from the small to the large. The

study of fractals, the repetition of patterns created from mathematical equations, is

another example of correspondence. Fractal shapes are not only seen in computer-

generated graphics, but throughout nafure in the shape of snor,r.flakes and shorelines.

The Principle of Correspondence is also important to witches because it allows us

to compile lists of correspondences to use in magick. Although the hologram tells us

that everything contains everything else, the entire model in a single part, magick tells

us that certain specific relationships have different kinds of power. Witches use their

understanding of these correspondences to create rituals, spells, and potions. The

hologram is made of light, and that light can be broken down, divided into the spec-

trum of colors through the use of a prism. The energies of the holographic universe

can be divided as well. The energy within individual substances, colors, planets, ele-

ments, days of the week, and ritual tools corresponds with specific energies of the uni-

verse. When you want to emphasize a particular energy for your magick, you utilize

items that correspond with that energy.

Many different systems exist to divide and subdivide the energies of the universe.

As usual, no one system is correct; they are all different views of the same thing, and

most work together on some level. Have you ever noticed how some colors evoke cer-

tain feelings? Red may make you angry. Green is more alive and vital, yet happr-. Blue

calms you down. There is a psychology of color because each color corresponds ro

certain feelings, intentions, and energies.

The same holds true with musical notes, but we do not pay as much attention ro

rrdividual tones in this society as we do to individual colors. In fact, music mar be one
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:: ::e best examples of the Principle of Correspondence in action. Music is divided
--::o repeating sets of notes. Each set of notes is a scale. The most familiar scale is

nade of seven notes and sung in children's songs as Do, Re, Me, Fa, So, La, Ti, and

then Do repeats. The notes themselves are called C, D, E, E G, A, B, and C. This series

of seven notes repeats over and over again. One person may sing the low C and an-

other the higher C. It is the same note, repeated in a different range. This is called an

octave. The Principle of Correspondence is like these octaves, repeating patterns in dif-

ferent ranges. Because energy that can be heard has a lower vibration than the energy

of visible light, the scale of seven notes is like a lower octave to the spectrum of seven

colors. Perhaps other unseen energies, such as those of the electromagnetic spectrum,

are "octaves" to the ones we can see and hear.

Color and sound are one way of building a correspondence system. Some people

build correspondence systems based on the four elements: earth, air, fire, and water.

The properties of fire are energy, passion, lust, and protection. If you wanted to do a

protection ritual involving fire, you might use the colors red and orange, a sword, red

roses, or a ruby. They all correspond to fire. Others build a system from astrology. The

same spell would probably be based on the planet Mars, a fire planet, named after the

god of war. Mars energy is good for protection and aggression. Its color is also red.

Many of the correspondences of fire fit Mars. Each system works.

A system of correspondence used in herbalism is called the Doctrine of Signarures.

Though credited to Paracelsus, and alluded to in the second century c.s. in the writ-
ings of Galen, the basic idea is found all over the world. Since witchcraft is based in a

tradition of healers and herbalists, the doctrine is quite appropriate here. The herbalist

looks for correspondences of shape, color, texture, and growing season to both the

human body and to the elements. The energies of the plant world, formerly un-

known, can be applied to the human world for healing. Lungwort has lung-shaped

leaves and is used for respiratory ailments. The roots of Solomon's seal look like ten-

dons and are used to either tighten or loosen tendons and ligaments. Hawthorn

berries are red, which is the color associated with the heart and blood, and hawthorn

is used for the heart. Yellow color (jaundice) is a sign of liver dysfunction. Dandelion

has yellow flowers, and it is used to heal the liver. By listening to the language of cor-

respondence, you can uncover many secrets in the unknown worlds.
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Ctrrespondences

l. Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into -your mag-

ickal mindset.

2- Imagine in your mind's eye an egg. It can be any kind of animal egg. As in
the orange exercise, examine the egg. Puil it down and yisualizr yourself

holding the egg, feeling its texfure, temperature, and any other dstails that

come to mind. Do not break it open.

-t- As in exercise 13: Mental Projection, project your mind into the egg. Feel

vourself enter the egg. First you go through the hard outer shell and pene-

trate the egg. Notice the egg white, the layer befween rhe cenrer and the

shell. Feel it. Move through it. Move toward the center. Enter the third sec-

tion, the egg yolk. Feel the egg yolk, the center, the core of rhe egg.

-c. If this egg is carrying life, there would be at least one living cell in the center.

Project yourself to this cell. See the cell before you as you travel toward it.
Penetrate the cell membrane, the cell wall, and enrer rhe cell. Feel the liquid
of the cell as you move toward the nucleus. Enter the nucleus and take note

of the double helix, the spiraling DNA of the cell.

5 Know that the molecules of DNA are made up of smaller blocks called

atoms. Project your consciousness down to this level and feel the atom there

before you. On the edge of this single arom is the elecmon cloud, the ener-

getic, mistlike zone of electrons circling rhe cenrer. Move through the differ-

ent orbits, layers of electrons, to enter the nucleus. Observe the atom from
rhe inside out. Look at all the differenr parts and levels to it.

: Know that this atom is like all the atoms in everyone. It is similar to every

atom on the planet, even the atoms in the core of the Earth. Imagine that
\-ou are looking at an atom in the core of the Earth, and expand your con-

sciousness outward. Project yourself oufward. Notice the molten core of
-'he planet, and as you exit the core, you enter what is called the mantle. a

Lp,ssox 4: THr Scrpruce or Mecrcr a 141
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--::;s,ar-er of molten rock flowing around the core. Expand your conscious-
::css rhrough the mantle. Enter the curst of the Earth, a thinner layer of
:ock and soil. on top of the crust, there are rivers, oceans, winds, people,
and even waves of energy, all moving about on the planet.

'. Expand your view beyond the Earth. Take note of the Moon orbiting the
Earth. see the Earth orbiting the Sun. Notice the Sun's movemenr in the spi
raling arm of the galaxy. Recognize the similarities, all the correspondences,
on all levels of creation, and understand that there is a pattern to this cre-
ation. Know that you are connected to something greater, a larger whole,
the pattern of life.

8. when the experience is complete, feel your consciousness slowly move back
to your physical body, back on rhe Earth.

9. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself
clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

tns PnrNcrpLE oF freneTroN
The Principle of Vibration states, "Nothing rests; everything moves; everything vi-
brates." Everything is always moving, vibrating, all the time. Even when something
looks like it is staying still, it is not. The Hermetic philosophers knew this thousands of
years ago, but science has only recently caught up. Prior to the discovery of atoms,
physical matter appeared to be stationary, unmoving. Except for living beings with cel-
lular movement, inanimate matter looked to be still. Once the atom was discovered.
we understood solid matter to be tiny packets of empry space, where small particles
constantly rotate around a center particle. These tiny particles, electrons, are always
moving, always rotating, always vibrating. Even when something was "perfectly still,"
these Little particles were moving. How did the philosophers know this without knon-
ng about that atom?

The power of the Principle of Vibration comes from not only understanding that

-1

rh-'-:ical mafter is always vibrating, but that everything is vibrating, even the nonphys-
a- -:l :ict. the differences berween matte! energy, and spirit are different vibrations.
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l- i 
rs a denser, more solid vibration than energy. Energy that can be physically

bv machines is considered to be a denser vibration than spirit. The physical

r*'d to acknowledge only the physical vibrations, but as we are learning with

physics, we are more than our physical vibration. We also contain energy

vibrations. Understanding how they work and how to control them is an

part of witchcraft.

0Enrc vou ever met someone you just did not like, or gone to a place that made you

We tend to say it was "bad vibes," thinking that these words are a fig-

ryeech, but they are true. You are literally picking up on the energy, the vibra-

hoadcast by a person or place. By knowing this, you can consciously put out

Tihes" to change the energy of a situation. Your thoughts, emotions, and inten-

d carry a vibration, and by consciously changing that vibration, you can have a

eftct on your realiry Similar vibrations tend to resonate and gather together.

ir uty you may be drawn to particular people or places in your life. Likewise, you

&mtre frings that resonate with the vibrations you send out. If you put out vibrations

@ffirFd with happiness, health, and prosperity, you draw more of the same. If you vi-

ffirc ryer, illness, or unhappiness, you attract events and people with those vibrations.

!firstics from many traditions talk about vibration, and increasing your vibration to

's@c spiritual level as a part of the mystic's path. Cleansing incenses are burned to

il!ilim tre ribration of a ritual or temple. The realm of vibrational healing-using in-

ML errrgy, and the vibrations of natural substance such as flower essences and crys-

Thfu next exercise helps you consciously control your vibration. You do not need to

m *ivndfic about it. You do not need to know anything technical like the frequency

nun w elength of your vibration. There are no visuals to this meditation. You only
; :o know your intent. With what do you intend to vibrate? Think of a qualiry you

m,,ofo :o possess or think of your affirmations. Affirmations are ways of changing your
nnfor-mon. You have already done this workwithout focusing on the vibrational aspect.
*'nmrh of an energy you wish to contact. Some examples include total health, prosper-

r''i rxonditional love, inspiration, or Mother Earth, the Goddess, the God, a place,

r'u;ilnra color, or any of the four elements. Choose one that speaks to you. That will be

, .ur =anffa for your vibrational statement.
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"r :br ational Statements

-. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-
ickal mindset.

2. Tellyourself, "l wish to vibrate in harmony with . . ." and fi1lin your energy
or qualiry Repeat this mantra nine times, and then relax and feel. Notice the
change occurring in your energy, your vibration.

3. If you do not feel anything, repeat the statement again nine times, and feel.
Continue with this process and notice the shifts thar occur. If you don't feel
much after several attempts, you may already have the vibrational quality in
you. Tiy another statement connected to an issue or area you are struggling
with.

4. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself
clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

You may notice during this exercise, or any time you are exercising your magickal abil-
ities through meditation or ritual, that there is a slight noise or hum. It is nor a con-
stant sound, and I don't hear it every time I do magick, but I do hear it often, especially
when I am in a group setting. I have heard it all my life at different points. I used to
think that I was going deaf, because I listened to ioud music and played in a rockband,
but not many of my musician friends heard it. once I srarred going ro pagan gather-
ings, I realized that others heard it. My fi:iends and I surmised that it was some sort of
Earth energy we were hearing. It wasn't until I taught classes that I noticed that it was
the most noticeable in groups, and we only heard it when we were doing magickal ex-
ercises. I truly believe now that we are "hearing' those spirirual vibrations, like glimpsing
something out of the corner of your eye. In the Hindu traditions, this is the sound of
Om, the sound of creation. Hearing it can be a sound of spirirual awakening. The pitch
deepens over time and with spiritual development. To me it is the principle of Vibration
in action. Don't try to hear it if you don't already. That is not the point of the exercises.
But if you do hear something, don't be alarmed. you are listening to vibration.
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tHg PnrNcrPLEor PoTaRITY
7': .t T'\rc l(ybalion, the Hermetic srudent is to1d. "Er-en thing is dual; everything has

:i: -.s: everything has its pair of opposites." The understanding of polarity, or pairs of

: r:.:sites, is very important in magich and in s-iichcrafi. in particular, because

'"--:;hes desire to find harmony beru'een the ertremes.

Frerything can be divided into rn-o poles. but the :rck to the Principle of Polariry

: ::, understand that poles are not even-thing. bu: : :aitge of responses falls berween

:-- loles. Any description of nvo opposites is ner-e: absi -';:e" I: is a relative description

:.i; must be compared to something else. \\-hat i-< ha:;l i: s ;:icult to describe un-

.:iss vou use an example, or compare it to something sol. t si:ig =e :ar of opposites.

i::i and soft, how would you describe a featherl \lost *-ou-i sar -io;:. Then .ie scribe a

::=ce of chalk. Compared to the feather, it is hard. Comparei. to s:ee.. chai1r L. son.

---:rd and soft are not absolutes, but relative degrees on a larger scale. \\ e ca:r chalge

; our perceptions of polarities by using the same mental gymnastics. -\s the intera; in

-;: mind changes, the actual enefgy changes in our life. Each polariry'contains the

-s:ence of the opposite, like the Yin-Yang figure (figure 11).

Figare 11.: Yin-Yang
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C::e unlbrtunate view in the Law of Polarity is to lump together all the ends of several

;ift'erent spectrums. For example, we rend to equate the words light, day, positive, good,

and male. on the other hand, we equate the words dark, night, negative, evil, and.femi-

nine (figre 12). Although some of these words have obvious associations, such as dark

andnight, they are not synonymous. I'm convinced that such a shift in consciousness

occurred in our culture in an effort to simplify the complex nuances of the natural
world, particularly as the organized religions dominated Europe. I am all for simplic-
iry but not when it equates dark with evil. I love the dark. Many dark goddesses are

loving and sacred to me, and by no means evil. It is easier to give a group of people

you seek to control only two choices, all black or all white, with us or againsr us,

rather than give them a range of possibilities to find what is correct and good for the
individual. We must rcalize that there are many spokes to the wheel of polarity, and

lumping them together does not serve our greatest good as witches. The eyes of the
witch do not recognize only black and white, nor only the shades of gray in berween,

but the whole spectrum of color found amid the dark and light.

Up
White
Good
Male

D"y
Positive

Negative

Negative

Night
Female

Evil
Black

Down

Figrre 12: Polaity Wheels
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" ' : in word and thought is essential in magick. \otice hott- negative is used to- ,- : -rad" attribute, while positive is used to mean somerhi:rg good.or..desired.,,I L :::lerally accept these definitions, but thel are nor accil:a:e l:.l a sciendfic sense.

- --; srudying the spirituality, art. and science of u-i:cllc:aj:. i or iirus: pa\- atten_- "' 
' definitions. Positive refers to a positir-e eiectncal charge. 1r-hlg r1;.;r:,,.e refbrs

- - =:-:i!e electrical charge. Someone in the scientific x-orld decij.eo:ha: a ce::ain
^ ' - - :harge was negative and named it so. Using positive and iregrrr:.,.r :o ilie a:.1

" : -::J "bad," respectivery, causes probrems rater on down the road. er-en rhoush
_ _ l]mon.

-*' 
"re electrically charged particles found in the environment. when you go ro a

I ii : ;r :jl churning water-an ocean, a waterfall, or even a bath or indoor fountain_
' -: :-<ing in ions that make you feel good. Erectrically they are negarively charged, :i -iev promote health and relaxation. you may feel sluggish or sick when youi " : i , : of time around electrical equipment, particularly computer monitors, tele_' rr -. -::l microwave ovens. That is because you are absorbing another type of ion

'' i : - ::-, l.es these feelings, positive ions. when you intend to banish all ..negative 
en_

' ' ' : ;ou banishing negative ions? when you can ail 'positive energy,, into your
- - : ',': -r calling positive ions, too? Even though you don,t mean it that way, your

LL * : :::a\- you. If you are banishing all harm, say you are banishing all harm, not' : ::arive' your thoughts and words are powerful, and must be precise.
rr - - - jr discussion of polariry and positive /negative attributes, we come to the

: :: , i balance. This balance is a key point in the cabot tradition of witchcraft that
'-' -* Somethingis only "good" foryou, what others cali.positive,,,because ir: , - naintain a healthy balance. If the same subsrance rakes you out of balance," - :rger 'positive." If you take a medicine once a day to rreat a particular condi

- :iav call that a 'positive" effect. If you decide such .posirive,, 
things are only

" r -, ru, and decide to take a whole bottle of medicine ar once, you have changed
:.- - substance into a "negative" one, making yourself sick. Again, there are no

- :: -{most any given substance or energy can be helpful or hurtfur depending
r , . _arion and your specific needs.

- . :ook lnitiation, by ElizabethB. Jenkins, the Andean priesr-reacherJuan \unez' 
- , ::r eals that "within the world of living energies no positive or negadr.e e ne:Er_s
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erist. There are only graduations of more subtle and refined living energies and ener-

gies that are more dense or heavy . . ."' "Remember that 'hear.y' is not 'bad.' Besides,

what is healy energy to you could be refined energy to someone else."' Energy exists

in graduated scales, not absolutes.

One of the most important polarities in witchcraft is the polariry of the Earth and

sky. Earth is grounding, material, physical, and emotional, and is associated with the

Goddess energy. Sky energy is considered more intellectual, logical yet creative, men-

tal, expressive, and electric, and is associared with the energy of the God. Finding a

balance between the rwo energies is important. This next exercise helps balance all the

polarities in you, helping you real:ze that pairs of opposites within you are different de-

grees on a scale. By acknowledging this scale, you have the abiliry to gently move traits

and energies you don't like to another part of the scale, transmuting yourself. This is

the true art of Hermetic magick, of Western alchemy: to transform the mind, emo-

tions, and spirit.

ExsRcrss 16

Polarity of the Barth ond Sky

Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset. If you have a particular personal attribute you wish to trans-

mute, think of it now and hold that intention for a few moments.

Visualize a beam of light extending down from your spine, grounding you

down to the Earth like the roots of a tree, or a balloon tied down. The beam

of light is hollow like a straq and you can draw energy up and down it. The

beam connects you to the center of the Earth. As you inhale, hold the inten-

tion of drawing up the Earth energy, like sucking up a straw. In your mind,

ask Mother Earth to send her energy up to you. With each inhalation, the

energy moves further and further up the beam of light.

Elizabeth B. Jenkins, lnitiation (New York: Berkeley press, 1997) 13 1.

Ibid., r37.
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a Feel the energy rise up through the beam of light. Some visualize it as

geen, brown, blach or blue. It may move quickly or slowty kel it reach the

bese of your spine and flow upward, through your body. Feel &e Earth en-

clgy move through your belly and up into your chest. Feel it energize your

body. Feel it flow through your neck and into your head, and out the crourn.

kel the beam of light extend upward, connecting you to th. tky'.

au S'hile the Earth energy still flows upward, feel the energy of the sky flow

down as you inhale, like water. At first it may be a trickle, or flow like a

ffood. Let it descend down the beam of light and into your crown. The sky

€nergy flows much faster than the Earth energy, down through your head

md neck, through your chest and heart space into your belly, to the base of
rour spine and down into the Earth.

r. F€el yourself in balance with these fwo energies. They are not static poles,

hrt free-flowing, living energies. Release your own rigid polarities, the

trings you wish to transmute, and allow them to flow with you.

6" Sbw down the flow with your intent, and allow the remaining Earth energy

ro flow upward and out, and the remaining sky energy to flow down and

out into the Earth, helping ground you.

-. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

dearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

rwmmnber polarity-balancing exercise I find useful is the scales meditation. You can ex-

--rr with it and try it on your own. First think about the different polarities in

'mmun 
lifr- aspects needing balance. Then count yourself down to a magickal mindset

mil qsralize a hanging scale, like the scales of justice. They are unbalanced because

'q!m! fir€ in need of balancing. Visualize yourself moving the weights of the scale from

nrrurur:o side until you balance the scales (figure 13). Some of the weights will be objects

:flrmr.irour life, symbols of things you need to balance, get more of, or discard. Usually

ro c:: side is emotional and personal aspects, while the right is more logical and pub-

rur ffi.:es- Be creative in your scale balancing.
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Figure 73: Scales

tHr, PnrNcrPLEoF RSYTHM
With our discussion of poiarity, we know that energy has a range and it can move

from one extreme to the other, flowing freely. The Principle of Rhythm tells us how it

flows: "Everything flows, out and in; everything has its tides . . ." All patterns move in

a cycle. As energy moves from one pole to the next, it is actually tracing a circular

movement, with its own schedule and pattern, or tide.

Learning to recognize the tides of natural energy is an important paff of witch-

craft. The seasons are nafural cycles honored by most tribal, EarthJoving people. Cer-

tain times of the year express a different kind of power than other seasons. Feelings,

moods, and even health are altered by the seasons, because of the energy embodied by

each rurn of the year.

Everything and everyone has their own turn of seasons, or cycles. The ocean tides

have a cycle that coincides with the movements of the Moon. The Earth's cycle around
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r" . . -.- ,-'eares a natural rhythm of the seasons. Such movements cause cr-clical \\-eather

" , r* : -- \\-e forget that the Sun is also moving and creates its own rhy-thm. The Hindu
- : : - 

j the Sun's, or solar system's, great epochs yugds, and each 1'uga has a di-ft'erent

- : =l different correspondences for those living on Earth. The Sun also goes

t:' r- -::- : sunspot cycle that affects the Earth. Scientists only recently understood it, but

l' : ..',':.n calendar predicts such activiry with accuracy. The ancient Mayans knew the

'r ---1i of the world around them.

. ,; most important rhythms to be aware of are the cycles within yourself. People

r *' : -----1r own seasons, too.'Women go through a profound cyclical shift every rwenfy-

--: j:r-s. and go through the larger cycles of entering womanhood at the onset of
*r r:-.:t:-.iation and then entering a season of elderhood at menopause. Although the

r -::,ra1 cycle of men is not as physically dramatic, they, too, experience internal,

' :-':al rhythms as well.

-.-,.e vou ever noticed how certain seasons empower you while others debilitate

-- -ach season is different for different people. Spring is a time of revitalization for
- :: l rime of rebirth, but if you suffer from allergies, an oversensitiviry to these en-

- : : j. \-ou might not feel too empowered by the spring. Likewise, most people dislike

: : - -l of winter, but others rhrive when participating in winter sports and outdoor

. --: -::es, Many people suffer from actual diagnosed seasonal dysfunction, particularly

i -- : : I rhe iack of light during the winter months. But everyone has a point in the year

r, -:: :hey feel empowered, stronger, more balanced, and in tune. For many it is the

-' -::r of their birth. They feel excitement for their birthday, which puts them in a

- . : nood. Metaphysically, the effect comes from the Sun being in your personal Sun

-1 :ne sign it was in when you were born.
'i:r only is this awareness of your own personal cycles an important aspect of

.-. 
- ir- thyself ," and introspection, but it is far easier to work your magick within your

:, :vcies than to change a cycle that is outside of you. As a sovereign being, you have

--:::e r control over your own rhythms. Why swim upstream when the water is flow-

-. .: its peak? You know you can wait a bit and find only a trickle.

Seing in tune with the rhythms of a particular season, month, Moon, and your

:- self can make your magick easier or harder. Psychic abilities are easier to access at

- :u11 Moon. The Full Moon amplifies our psychic and astral selves, but it also

-T

:::i

_-.c
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heightens emotions. The word lunacy comes fromLunar, meaning people get a little

cfazy afound the Full Moon. Anyone who works with the public, with children, or in

the medical profession can attest to the power of the Moon' I used to work in cus-

romer sefvice, and would mark my calendar and try to plan my days off at the Full

Moon.

The following exercise is to help you understand that you have a measure of con-

ffol over youf own rhythms and cycles. You have already controlled the rhythms of

your brain waves, breath, and pulse. Through intention, you afe going to control your

heart rate. The goal here is not the dramatic results many Eastern mystics achieve,

lowering the heart rate to a dea*rlike state. You are just going to gently slow down and

speed up your heart rate, and then return it to normal. The range will be well within

the normal, healthy heartbeat range, slowing down to only the level of sleep' If this

prospect makes you nervous, then please follow your intuition and do not do anything

that makes you uncomfortable. Use your own discretion, particularly if you have any

heart-related medical conditions.

Exsnctss 17

Heartbeat Control

1. Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset. Ask that this be for your highest good, harming none.

2. Feel your heartbear, nice and relaxed, slow and steady. Feel the pulse of it

move rhrough your body. Feel and know your natural r\thm. You can phys-

ically put your hand on your chest or neck to feel your pulse better'

3. with just your simple intention, imagine your heartbeat getting faster, more

excited, but keeping within a notmal, safe range. Imagine yourself receiving

good, exciting news. Feel your heart rate rise slowly' Feel the shift'

4. Then though intention, imagine your heartbeat getting slower, more re-

laxed. It stays within normal range, but at the level it goes to during peace-

ful, restful sleep. Feel the slow steady, yet relaxed heartbeat. Feel the shift

from excited to Peaceful'
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,::end that your heart rate return to the level that is correct and good for
-,-tu at this time. Take notice of the shift. Does it get faster or slos-er? Relax

=rl allow.

ierurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and gir irg r-ourself

---e arance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

tss PmNcTPLEoF GENDER
-"" 

' ?:::rciple of Polariry gave us many different pairs of opposites, but the Principle oi

- : j:: focuses on one important paiq masculine and feminine. In The l(ybalion. thts

: -,-,--:ie is introduced with the words "Gender is in everything; everything has irs

.--,-:ire and Feminine Principles." Masculine and feminine energies, traits, and char-

- .-::r-i:ics are found in everything. Witches recognize the divine as a feminine goddess

- ::i"- interplaying with a masculine god energy, to create all life, like the overlapping

: "-::1s of the hologram.

. -t of a healthy, well-balanced life is recognizing the masculine and feminine within

--.e Lf. and honoring both. No man is 100 percent masculine energy, or he would be

r :- :rd the worst male stereor5,pes. Likewise, no woman is wholly feminine energy. We

.:r: rave a unique balance between the two, making us who we are. In general, mascu-

r-: e nergy is attributed to the more logical, rational, aggressive, and physical traits.
:r ::::::line energy is ascribed to the intuitive, creative, healing, and emotional traits, al-

-l - :gh there is much debate in our sociery as to what is really a feminine or masculine

:' :. Depending on the historical time period, those labels could be different, even re-

. -.:C. The label does not matter, but the concept does. Everyone has these rwo forces,

,:: :.:n'e, expressive energies, and for your own well-being, you must be able to use both.
- -'rcient times, those who had an unusual mix of such energies, particularly lesbians

.- - qays, were honored as healers and shamans in various tribal culfures.

The Principle of Gender tells us that gender is in everything. Gender is easy to see

:,-, sically in living beings, but could it be in everything? I questioned the existence of

--:ler in my chair, my computer, or the architecture of a building. "Where is the gen-

-.- in inanimate objects?" I asked. Then someone pointed out that shape and contou:.

,#
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terrure and color, give us a sense of gender. Objects and buildings made with many
straight, unbending lines and sharp edges give us a masculine sense, because the en-

ergy is very linear. Those with curved lines and rounded shapes evoke a more feminine

sense, much like the curves of a woman. Soft textures again evoke feminine, motherly
images, while harder textures are seen as more masculine. Gender really is in every-

thing. If witches believe that the patterns of the hologram are the energy of the God-

dess and God, then why shouldn't everything express their love and union?

In witchcraft, many mystical symbols are ascribed to the masculine or feminine.
Traditionally, the Moon is associated with the Goddess. The Moon moves through
phases as the Triple Goddess, moving from Maiden to Mother to Crone as the Moon
moves from New to Full to Dark. The Sun is considered part of the God; as a lighr and

life giver, his rays help Mother Earth bloom with life. The following meditation helps

you connect to the mascuLine and feminine energies of the Sun and Moon.

ExeRcrsp 18

Sun and Moon

1. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset.

In your mind's eye, on your magickal screen, invite the image of a beautiful
green field at dawn to appear. The grass is lush and moist with dew. The
birds are waking up with song.

Step through the screen as if you were stepping through a door or window,
and stand in the field. You are facing east, and the Sun's beams are rising

over the horizon. You can feel and see the light as the Sun rises.

As if on fast-forward, the Sun quickly rises in the sky and conrinues on irs

arc. You feel the warmth, heat, and light. You feel energies, absorbing the

power through your skin. You feel the power of the God, rising in the light,
protective yet inviting.

:
t:

:,
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When the Sun reaches its apex above you, the noon point, a beam of solar

light like liquid sunshine descends down, entering youl crown and descend-

ing through your body into the Earth. The energy fills your body'. each and

every cell. You feel completely energized. Your mind is sharp and c1ear. cre-

ative and in balance. Your physical body feels strong and healthy'

The Sun continues on its arc and begins to set. In the east, you see the Full

Moon rise in the dimming light. The darkness falls as the Sun sets, and the

night sky is illuminated with stars. They shine like jewels. The glowing orb

of the Moon lights up the field with silver white light, illuminating your

skin. Feel the power of the Goddess, powerful yet soft' gentle, and loving.

When the Moon reaches its apex above you, at the midnight position, the

orb slowly descends down around you, enveloping you in a sphere of silver

light. Feel the power of the Goddess enter every fiber of your being. Feel it

heal you and soothe youl emotions. Feel your own natural psychic abilities

awaken even further. Soak up these powerful energies'

When the experience is complete, the Moon rises back up and continues its

ride across rhe sky, heading west, toward the horizon. Feel the energies of

the Sun and Moon, God and Goddess, balance you and your inner mascu-

line and feminine energies. Feel yourself in harmony with all. When the

Moon sets and it is the rwilight berween night and day, imagine youlself

stepping back through rhe screen of your mind and returning to your physi

cal body.

g. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding'

tsr PmNcrpLE oF 0.tusr AND€FFECT
lre last of the seven Hermetic principles seems the most scientific' The Principle of

- ause and Effect states, "Every cause has its effect; every effect has its cause ' ' 
"' 

When

- :lrst heard this, it sounded to me like something from physics class: "Every action ha:
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an equal and opposite reaction." As I studied both science and metaphysics, I eventu-
ally found the Hermetic definition more useful in my life.

This axiom reminds us that nothing happens by sheer chance. Many things that
seem like coincidences have a cause somewhere. The cause may not be physical in na-

ture, but mental or magickal, but it is nonetheless a cause. Often the effect of one ac-

tion becomes the cause of another, creating a chain of events. Everything that happens
not only in your 1ife, but in everyone's life, happens for a reason, has a root some-
where. Every action you take, every thought and feeling you have, causes an effect, to
you or to someone/something else. If your every action has a result, you must be care-

ful, and accept responsibiliry for everything you do.

I originally thought our traditional physics "equal and opposite" law ro be more ac-

curate, because it was more specific. I later found out that many metaphysical schools

of thought believe that the energy of our thoughts, intentions, and actions are ampli-
fied in the universe, and when they refurn, they refLlrn with more strength. All energy
eventually returns to its source, but the journey adds inertia to it, making its effects
much more widespread. That is why a simple spell with little effort can have grear re-

sults. Modern witches call this the Law of Three, meaning whatever energy you send

out into the universe, it will return to you threefold, or three times as strong. I've
found the three to be a bit arbitrary. when you have joy return to you, how do you
measure threefold? When you have pain return to you, it may feel like it is tenfold. The
important thing to know is that the energy is always amplified.

There is no judgment to this process of cause and effect. There is no punishment
or reward any more than there is a moral code to science. Whatever you put out
comes back amplified. Many witches will attest to this, particularly when something
unwanted comes back threefold. Once you make that mistake, you learn not to do it
again. Some think of this as karma. we will explore thoughts on karma when we
delve into the lesson on past lives in chapter 16.

In the culmination of the Hermetic principles we have the basic philosophies of
wicca. There is no moral judgment of right and wrong, or good and evil. wirchcraft
is based on the concepts of balance, harmony, and cyclical change. There is no moral
code of "thou shall" and "thou shall not." There is only one simple code of behavior
called the wiccan Rede. The Rede comes in many forms and names throughout mag-
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irii,&d uadidons, bur the way I was taught is simply, "Do what thou will, and let it harm
re-" Some take it to mean that you can do anything you like, with no consequences,

frmnse ir's now "part of your religion." That is not what the wiccan Rede says. you
,@ do whatever you want, but you must accept the consequences of your actions.
th b€st guide you can use is to harm none. If you harm none, no harm will be re_
ilmilFd to you' My Christian friends and students are always so surprised to find how
fu the Wiccan Rede is to the Golden Rgle: "Do onto others as you would have them
& mto you." In essence, both are saying the same thirg. An extended version of the
kn Rede is taughtby some covens:

Nde the WiccanLaw ye must

h perfect love and perfect trust.

EigJtt words the Wiccan Rede fulfill:
h' ye hdrm none, do what ye will

Whatye sendforth comesbock to thee

h eyer mindthe Law of Three.

Fo\ow tltis witltmind. andheart,

Mcrry ye meet and merry ye pdrt.

"Jlny action you take is an exercise in the Principle of Cause and Effect, but for this spe-
cific meditation, we are going to work with the cycles of a tree: the effect the seasons
hare on the tree, and the tree's effect on the environment around it.

Exsnclss 19

Tree Meditation

1. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative state to get into your mag_
ickal mindset.

2. rn your mind's eye, invite the image of a deciduous tree to appear, such as
an oak or maple' You are seeking a tree that sheds its leaves in the winter.
Just like the orange, feel it take form on your screen.
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3. Project your consciousness into the tree, as you did with various objects,

physical and nonphysical, in exercise 13. Become one with the tree.

4. The season is spring. Feel the warm Sun shine down upon you. The energy

of the Sun awakens you to the world. Feel your sap move through the main

trunk. Feel the rain of the early spring showers. Feel the water collect

around your roots as you drink it in. Absorb the nutrients and minerals in
the soil beneath you. The soil is fresh from all the decaying leaves of winter.

Feel the spark of life rejuvenate within you. Feel the buds form at the end of
your branches and grow into small leaves.

5. Spring moves into summer as the Sun's light grows brighter and warmer.

The light of the Sun acfivates your cells, transforming light and carbon diox-

ide into your food. Feel your leaves grow bigger and greener. Feel yourself

release oxygen, providing for all the living animals around you. Feel the birds

within your branches and the insects crawling around your bark. None

cause you any harm. This is exactly as it should be.

5. Summer changes to fall as the Sun's light cools down. The days are still

warm, but your energy has peaked. Your sap is running a bit slower. Your

leaves are starting to wilt and change color. Feel the rainbow of colors in
your leaves. Notice that there are not as many birds around, but the squirrels

are diligently busy collecting acorns. You may be making your seeds, acorns

perhaps, and preparing to release them. Your leaves and seeds fall to the

ground, and your branches are becoming bare once more.

7. Fall shifts into winter as the Sun seems to hide behind the clouds. Every-

thing slows down. You move slower. The world seems to move slower. The

air grows colder and you find yourself slipping into a deeper and deeper

sleep, a hibernation. You await the spring.

8. Project your consciousness out of the tree, back through the magickal

screen and into your body. As the Sun, water, and Earth all have an effect on
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:he tree, aiding in its changes and growth, reaLze that your own changes and

growth are the effects from many different sources in vour l-ife,

:. Rerurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up. and giving r.ourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary groundrng.

NgUTT.LIZATIoN
-: jg ourselves that we must take responsibiliry for our actions is one thing, but

- , rg it on a daily basis is quite another, particularly if we were not raised in an envi-

-,,rment that encouraged such behavior. We all carry around little programs that in-

- --nce us, the instructions based on our learned behaviors. One way of combating

:::se programs is through our use of affirmation. Another way is to actively depro-

- a:n and reprogram ourselves through neutralization.

We can never take back anything we say. If you are ever in a heated argument, you

.::w this. Once it is out of your mouth, it is into the universe for all to hear and react

: - as in the Principle of Cause and Effect. The only way we can stop the damage of

-: words, in a metaphysical sense at least, is to neutralize all harmful words, inten-

:: - rs, and energy. Neutralization is a mental process whereby we consciously send a

::, tught out to ground and cleanse our previous actions. It is as easy as saying "I neu-

::"nze that," or imagining an X over any image you hold in your mind. I used to think

::-at neutraltzation was exclusive to witchcraft, but I have found that reiki masters,

::-amans, and tarot readers often use this technique as well.

Before I got involved in witchcraft, in college, I used to say "Drop dead" to the

:.ople who were annoying me. I meant no harm by it, but through my studies I soon

:=alized that I was responsible for those thoughts, and if something harmful did hap-

,:n, I would have a part in it. But using the phrase was a habit. I said it without think-

::E. The lack of thought did not relieve me of my responsibiliry; in fact, it made it even

:rore important to cleanse myself of these habitual thought patterns.

We all say things unintentionally that do harm, ranging from insults to gossip to

::aiice. It is hard not to get angry when someone wrongs you, but the trick is to er?ress
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that anger in a healthy way. Tell the person you ale angry and get it out, but do not

wish harm on anyone. That only brings mole halm to you, physically or spirirually'

The next time you say something you regret, follow it, either out loud or siiently,

with "I neutralize that." I know a wonderful woman named Linda who told me that

she says "Cancel, clear." Her intent is to cancel the last thought, and reset herself. If

you imagine something unwanted, visualize a white X across the image, or a stamp

that says "Cancel." If you do this every time, you will reprogram yourself to release

and heal those patterns. I never say "Drop dead" anymore. I can't even imagine it, but

I get a laugh out of telling that story. I never thought witchcraft would bring such a

fundamental change in my speech, but it did.

A student of mine, Ann, told me a wonderful quotation from an Islamic proverb

found in The Mantram Handbook by Eknath Easwaran. At first I thought, Islam and

Wicca have nothing in common, but with this proverb, I see a common thread. Accord-

ing to an Islamic proverb, each word we utter shouid have to pass through three gates

before we say it. At the first gate, the gatekeeper asks, "Is it true?" At the second gate,

he asks, "Is it necessary?" and at the third gate, "Is it kind?" Mythology and shamanic

initiations are filled with images of gateways to the Underworld. If we watch the three

gates, we never have to worry about neutralizingharmful thoughts.

It should be clear by now that you should never use magick to harm another per-

son intentionally, although there are times when it is tempting to do so. As you learn

instant magick, spells, charms, and rituals, you will often want to use these tools when

feeling powerless against someone. You are not restricted to neutralizing your own

harmful thoughts, bur can neutralize the thoughts of others directed toward you. If

you feel that someone, magickal or otherwise, intends you harm or speaks badly of

you, neutralize it. Never try to send back "bad" energy directed toward you. Neutral-

izeit.Thatis the responsible way to handle it.

For those who get flashes of harm in their mind right before it happens, it is diffi-

cult to distinguish a precognitive flash from subconsciously causing harm' I suggest

neutralization in either case. If the events and accidents still occur, I would ask, while

in meditation, to know the reason that I am seeing such images, and for more "ad-

vanced warning' if I am to use this information to prcvent the harm.
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QTUEn $lcrcKAL Lews
' ^ , -::metic principles are by no means the only system of magickal theory avail-

. : : -. - a prospecrive magickal student. They were the first I learned, and I find them

--: : :rtost helpful and complete system, but I've taken a shine to a few additional

- ii i ::-:i have also helped me. In essence, I think that they are all different ways of say-

- - --,i same things, but one version might work better for you than another' Magickal

" ' , .::l paradigms are designed to explain the unexplainable to our rational, linear

* - : The more we think we have a conscious understanding of everything, the less

:, :,',' lur conscious mind will hinder our magickal progress. A balance between intu-

: : .rowing and logicai thinking must be reached. Metaphysics with no basis or un-

-: -: -:.rdrng becomes stereorypical New Age babble, but relying too heavily on theoly

* 
-.s magick the province of the laboratory. As with most things, I prefer the middle

a

- 

--r. are some additional magickal axioms that I have found useful.

tsr Lrw oF IYNCHRoNICTTY
..,:rroniciry describes two meaningful coincidences that are not apparently linked

-: - :gh the Principle of Cause and Effect. The link berween the two is through the

* . srng of such events. Pulling tarot cards that accurately describe the events in your

-- 
- e nr life would be a synchronous event. In no way does the act of pulling the cards

::11 to influence your life, or vice versa, but how they coincide can lead to greater

-:aring and insight when joined together.

Stnchronicity is a word coined by CarlJung to describe such coincidences. His law is

: . ' -J the principle of Acausal Synchronici ty. Later,Isaac Bonewits called it the Law of

- -:;hroniciry for modern magickal practitioners. Although grounded in modern psr--

- 
-. _ -ogy, the idea is found in many magickal cultures. The main lesson I learned from

-.s 1aw is to allow my intuition to bring me synchronous events. Such events lead rne

: , : greater spiritual awareness, lesson, or mission in my life. By following ths 113r : -

- :chroniciry we often find our Path.

-:-

_--: --

.-

j'-- -

--:--
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tlls Lew oF AssocrATroN
This law basically says that if rwo things have something in common, each can influ_
ence the other' The more similarities they share, the more influence they can provide.
Such an idea is taken out of the Principle of correspondence, particularly magickal
correspondences. you might use a dolrar bill in a rirual to bring more money to you.
The dollar is associated with the concepr of money. It also h", th. vibration .; -;*and can be used to draw that vibration to you. Similar vibrations gather together.
Some call this particurar application of associarion the principle of Abundance.

The two subdivisions of this law are what I find to be useful. The first, the Law of
similariry says that if two events are similar, the smaller event can be the cause of the
larger event. A "small" ritual action can create a larger corresponding change. If you
desire to make the Sun shine, you mighr right a candle as parr of your rituar. If you de_
sire rain, you might drip water. This is also known as sympathetic magick. witches of
old would dance around the fire, ridirg their broomsticks and jumping in the aig mim_
icking the direction the plants should grow and rise. Larer ir was misinrerpreted as
witches "flying' on their brooms. The other sublaw, the Law of contagion, states that
if rwo objects have touched, they continue to interact and influence each other. That is
why magicians often ask for a rock of hair, a fingernair, or a piece of clothing for the
intended target of a spell. Magick is sent via these connections to the intended recipi-
ent. The stereorypicar voodoo doll, usuaily called a popper in witchcraft, combines
both sympathetic magick and the Law of Contagion.

tllg Pnrxcr pLror, tnrprlcrTrr
You may be familiar with rhe ord wives' tare "Things arways happen in threes.,, My
grandmother was famous for saying it, be it 'good luck, or .bad 

luck.,, As with many
of these superstitions, there is a truth to it. The universe seems to resonate with the
number three' we discussed the Law of Three, where things get amplified three times,
or could occur in three parts according to some. Three is importanf to many witches
because of the Triple Goddess. Another example of the use of rhree occurs in the
Principle of tipliciry. whatever you do magickally, do it three times, once each for the
middle, psychic, and divine selves.
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tHs faw oF lYldBor,rsM
As discussed in chapter 6, symbols are the language of the Psychic mind. Our con-

scious mind does not necessarily understand raw, pure energy- We need an interface,

a translator berween us and the magickal word- Symbols and wonds of power are

often that interface.

Magickal words and symbols change our inner and outer nealities, and we do not

necessarily have to consciously understand them to use them. Some people believe

that they accumulate power from being used over centuries. The energy of all the pre-

vious uses grows into a collective "psychic memory," or energy bank, in the divine

mind, allowing anyone who knows the symbol to draw from this collective pool. Oth-

ers feel symbols and sounds are so primal in resonance with universal forces that they

conrain power within them. Both views are valid and probably have a measure of truth

to them.

Witches use many symbols. The pentacle, or five-pointed star in a circle, is the

most common (figure 14). Most movies and books associate it with Satanism, but it ex-

isted long before the Christian concepts of evil. The pentacle can be traced back to

Pythagoras of Greece, in his work with geometry. The pfoportions of the pentacle

and pentagon can be found at many sacred sites, including the pyramids of Eglpt. The

star in the circle can also be found in Chinese mysticism, relating to the elemental cy-

des of feng shui.

In modern witchcraft, the pentacle represents many things. It is a symbol of witch-

craft and the mysteries of life. The five points are for the five physical senses, and the

circle is the sixth, psychic sense. The circle is the cycle of the seasons, as well as the cy-

des of life: birth, initiation, love, repose, and death. The points of the staf represent

the four traditional elements of earth, air, fire, and water, and the fifth element of

spirit, or ether. The Triple Goddess and Dual God are found in the five points. The star

represents humanity, the image of a person, with cwo arms and legs outstretched and

the head at rhe top point. The pentacle in this form is a symbol of incarnation, a gate-

way bringing life force into the world, or sending it out. The star is a symbol used in

invocation, to open gateways to the spirits and elements or close and banish them. Be-

cause of this, the pentacle is a symbol of protection, much like the cross or Star of

David.
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Figure 74: Pentacle

I've heard detractors say that the upside-down penracle is the image of the devil,
goat faced, with rwo ears and fwo horns. I learned, however, that the reverse pentacle
is simply directing energy downward, or into the Earth. If anything, the animal sym-
bolism fits with the original image of the horned god, pan, cernunnos, or others, and
has nothing to do with Satanism. Satanists use the upside-down cross, too, but most
people do not associate all crosses with Satanism. It is an unfortunate misunderstand-
ing, leaving many in fear. Witches never associate the pentacle with evil, regardless of
the direction in which ir points.

The interlocking A shapes symbolizes Alpha, both in the meditative state of alpha
brain waves and Alpha as in Alpha and omega, the beginning and the end. pythagoras

called the five-pointed star the pentalpha. The rich and complex symbolism of rhe pen-
tacle is what make it such a perfect symbol of witchcraft.

There is a lot of confusion over the name. Some call it a pentacle, others a penta-
gram. Technically, a pentagram refers to the five-poinred srar. A pentacle has the circle
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around it, and is often in some three-dimensional form, like a piece of jewelry or rifual

rool. In tarot, the pentacle is the symbol of the coin or shield, and is used to replesent

Earth.

Another powerful symbol used in witchcraft is the triskelion (figure 15). It is now

considered a Celtic triple symbol by most pagans, honoring the T[iple Goddess or as a

s-mbol of Earth, Moon, and Sun. The origin of the triskelion can also be traced to the

Norse, Italians, and Greeks, meaning "three-legged" in Greek. Those on the Isle of

\{an, between England and Ireland, consider it a qpecial wmbol and have a version of

ir on their flag. The spiral version is the one that is most often used by pagans, though

rhe triple-knot images are sometimes referred to as triskelions. The triskelion can be

used as a gateway to opening and increasing psychic Powers as q-ell as for protection

and honor. Many use it in place of the pentade. Hang it up in your meditative sPace or

keep it on your altar if you are drawn to it.

To increase your proficiency with visualization, count yourself down to a medita-

dve state and visualize the pentacle or triskelion by drawing it on the screen of your

mind. Choose the version you like best. Use it as a meditative focus, and notice the ef-

fect that each symbol has on You.

As you can see, these paradigms-quantum physics, Hermetic laws, and other

magickal laws-are all saying the same things, in different ways. Understanding them

is a great asset, but do not let the pfocess hinder you. The ideas and concepts will be-

come more familiar as you gain more practical experience. These exercises are simple,

practical applications of some basic ideas. You willbuild on them further as you build

vour magickal foundation.

Ngw AsSIcNMENTS

. Exercises 13 through l9-Complete and record your experiences in your Book of

Shadows. Try to incorporate the Hermetic wisdom and worldview into your daily

life.

. Do the symbol meditation with the pentacle andl ot triskelion.

. Neutralization-Be aware of your thoughts and feelings' Be vigilant and neutralize

thoughts that cause anY harm.rul-

rle
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Figure 15: Triskekon and Triple Knot Images

C oNtrxurNc AssIcNMENTS

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day.

. Focus on a regular meditation practice, at least three times a week if not daily'

. Honor andrecogfize your inruition. continue to ask it questions

. Use instant magick in your daily life.

Trps
. At times, magick and meditation may feel inauthentic, like you are "making it up" or

"using your imaginarion." Magick is imagination. The Power to visualize is imagi-

narion. Magick is imagination mingled with your intention. Think of how magickal

children are. They haven t lost the ability to imagine and enter the magickal state of

awareness. you are working with the magickal forces of the universe, but you must

partner with them. Your interface with unseen forces is imagination. As you con-

tinue, you might have vague impressions or imaginary experiences that fLlrn out to

be very meaningful. Record them and remember them. Honor your intuition and

experience.

RSCOIVIN{SNDED RSEOTNC

power of theWitchby Laurie Cabot, with Tom Cowan (Dell Publishtg).

The l(yb alion by Three Initiates (Yo gi Publication So ciety)'

ReaLMagicby Isaac Bonewits (Samuel Weiser, Inc.)'

TheHermetica by Timothy Freke and Peter Gandy (Tarcheri Putnam).
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one of the most frequently asked questions I get about witchcraft is "cant something

bad happen to you when you do this stuff?,, That,s the popular Hollywood image. I

usually respond with, "No more than when you walk across the street or drive in a car'

you could get mugged or into an accident, but you probably won't' In either case' you

have to be careful." Likewise, if you are not careful in magick, there are things that

could..gowrong,andgiveyoudifficulties,butifyouknowthebasics,youcanhandle
most experiences. Precaution is a part of your magickal education, and is not meant to

scare you away. You should definitely look before leaping. Everything comes with re-

sponsibilities.

Because of monster movies and stereotypicai witch stories, many people who do

not condemn witchcraft to the realm of nonsense think that there is a monster or

lemon hiding behind every cofner waiting to get them. Magick tends to amplift the

rtentionsgiventoit'Ifyoulearncenteredness,confidence,andcompassion,magid
nll ampli$r those qualities, rather than your fears. Protection magick and psy-chic selt:

:e itnse skilis alleviate your fears and bring balance'

16-
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\I,vstics from many tfaditions are often poltrayed as spirirual warriofs, battling for

rhe well-being of the community. Mystics are not necessarily aggressors or conquerofs'

but they know how to defend and protect themselves. Like martial afts, the emphasis is

nor on provoking a battle, but safely diffusing a threat, often using your enemy's

strengths and weaknesses against him. Magickal defenses work much the same way'

Witches wanr to be cenrered and confident in their own power. Usually that is enough

to pfevent any unpleasantness from occurring'

If you practice defense, then you should know the potential dangers you afe facing'

Many people talk abour psychic attacks, and they can be real, but genuine attacks are

much rarer than most believe. Usually they are unintentional, but that doesn t always

help the person on the receiving end. Most people cannot even define a psychic attack

in anything more than vague terms. You have to understand the problem before you

can solve it. A psychic or magickal attack is the perception of an energy or entity that

intends you harm on a physical or spiritual level. People perceive it many different

ways, but harmful intent is the common factor'

This rype of energy has many sources. The most usual is what people call "nega-

tive energy," although I don t use the term, as I mentioned in chapter 8' I prefer the

words harmfuL, unbolanced, dense, heavy, or discordant energl' Many people put out

harmful thoughts and words all the time. Sometimes such enelgy builds up subtly'

psychically sensitive people have difficulry with this energy, and usuaily do not under-

stand it. It can figuratively traP people, often in a cage of their own making' certain

environments, such as unhappy homes and offices, promote this energy and you get

used to it being part of the "background" noise of the environment.

Usually such energy is unintentional, but there are some people with malicious in-

tent, particularly when they are upset. fug"t, fear, and frustration can charge words

and thoughts with power. It is a form of harmful instant magick, but since most

peopledonotbelieveinmagick,oreventhepowerofthoughtandword,theydobe.
lieve that they are really doing anything wfong. when you criticize someone else's ac-

complishments out of jealousy, or wish harm on someone in the future, even jokingh-'

you are making an attack of sorts. If that person is not centered and stable in his or her

power, he or she can be influenced by such actions'
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r.: :here is a malicious intent with people who actually knos- and understand

. - .:rck is real, but do not care. Somewhere along the line thev disco.,-ered this,

-:- ::aditionai magickal training, books, or just discovering their orn'n pou'er. Un-
*' 

=:=,r-. they did not discover the Law of Three. If you meet such people, vou s-ill

' :,:-'"-see the return of their harm much more apparently then they do, though

i "- : :.a arvare and do not care.

- ..::iul energy can manifest as bad dreams or visions, sudden pain, losing many
*' : :..rt objects when you are not prone to losing things, or having accidents when

" :.: :rot accident prone. Some curses manifest as sudden, random sickness when

. --,::e perfectly healthy without other factors such as stress, depression, or expo-

, ' : . :he ilhess. Any kind of "bad luck' is often attributed to a curse. The most im-

' --:.,: :hing is to check your own consciousness to make sure that you are not the

' . - :he problem and are not seeking to blame someone or something else. Self-

- r:1iSS and introspection are key to this knowledge, hence the journaling and med-

" r- -\sk yourself why you are drawing this experience to you in the first place, re-

- . ': :: j of who instigated it.

- r - source of such intentional attacks range from the Old Worid curse of the "evil

: . - spelis from an accomplished practitioner. My mother's godmother, in an old

- .'. rommuniry was well-known for removingthemalooki, or evil eye, through folk
"' -: :i She would break the curse with virgin olive oil, a boiling pot of water, and a

, : r-: Though it was a form of magick, they attributed it to the Virgin Mary. Ethnic
*:::::nities often bring their folk magick when they emigrate.

:.rv people unwittingly cause "attacks" because of their nature and behavior.

' ',- r Ln magickal circles as "energy vampires," these people are very low on energy

' - ::arn orhers of their vitaliry and emotion. I dislike this phrase because it is another
--.-'-ood dramatization and shows no compassion, but it gets the general point

- .:. \{ost energy vampires are not aware of their behavior. They are people who

, : r3efl depressed andrcahze that when they are near certain energetic people, they

: rrcre up and energtzed. They think that they are being cheered up and do not no-

r ,.rat those around them feel drained. They do not find their energy from an inter-

: *rce, but from others. As their lives change, many people snap out of this pamerl:.
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Some learn to understand it and either relish it or find themselves addicted to it, even

though they want to change. While in college, an acquaintance of mine acted like an

energy vampire, being very depressed and draining on my circle of friends. Things just

seemed gloomier around her, and eventually we tried to avoid her because she did not
seek help for her depression. Some people need to experience such things for their
own soul development. We can have compassion for them, perfect love and perfect

trust, and yet still draw healthy boundaries for ourselves. As I learned magickal pro-

tection skills, she no longer drained me. It is our individual responsibility to prevent

such behavior from affecting us. I ran into her years later and she was bright, vibrant,

and alive. Change is very possible. She made the changes in her life that she needed to
be happy, and her unconscious, energetic behavior changed. One is not fated to always

act like an energy vampire.

I was blessed to have a wonderful woman in one of my classes who worked in the

mental health field. She described herself as a former energy vampire. She did not re-

alizewhat she was doing until she got involved in Wicca. She heard about energy vam-

pires and recognized her behavior, then valiantly worked to change it with her new

awareness. Hearing her story was a wonderful way to see this phenomenon from the

other side. So often the word ttarnpire paints a portrait of evil, much like the word
wttch.Retnember, people are people, all with their own individual challenges.

Certain unwanted energies are not connected to a physical being. They are per-

ceived as a spiritual entity. In Modern Magick, author Donald Michael Kraig calls the

most common of these entities the "little nasties."l The name aptly describes the ex-

perience. You feel an unsettling presence or sometimes "see" strange images when

doing magickal work. The entities you perceive are like spiritual scavengers. As the
physical planes have some unpleasant life forms that scour refuse, like rats and

roaches, the nonphysical realities, the astral planes, have similar creatures. This is an

example of the Law of Correspondence in action. Scavengers arc apart of nature.

They are not necessarily evil, but I wouldn't want one, physical or nonphysical, to run

across my foot. They are a paft of creation, to be honored, but you must also honor

your boundaries of comfort and remove them as needed. I like. mice, bur I don't like

. Donald Michael Kraig, Modern Magick: El-even Lessons in the High MagLcleal Arts (St. Pau1, MN: Llewellyn Pub-

Lcarions, i988) 76.
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them in my home. Remember that these entities can t harm you in any way. They can

only unsettle you if you let them.

When you first do magickal work, most of these entities will probably not take

much notice. As you build your power, it's like turning on a light switch for the frst
dme. Entities come to check out the new change, but usually leave. Once you raise

your energy in a more permanent way though a spirirual practice, you flow so smoothlv

with the universe that you do not attract attention unless that is what you desire. If these

beings make you uncomfortable, use a single banishing pentagram in white or blue liglrt

in the direction you feel them, or draw such pentagrams all around you, in the four di-

recrions, above and below. A banishing pentagram is a five-pointed star that is drawn by

ffiring in the lower-left point and moving clockwise (figure 15). The energy of this

movement banishes all dense harmful energy and seals the space, protecting you like a

shield. This is sufiicient to send them scurrying, like a magickal "shoo."

F igure 1 6 : B anishing P entagr am
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Other entities are not as benign as the little nasties. Mystics can encounter entities

thar are trapped in more harmful emotions like anger and fear. They may be the spir-

its of rhose who were physical once and died, creating a ghost. Some feel that ghosts

make links to people and places that meant something to them, anchoring them to the

world. Most of my personal "ghost busting" experiences have not been discarnate be-

ings, but a build-up of a harmful energy. Some entities may never have been physical.

They can manifest as scary visions and abusive voices. Others are more mischievous

and playful. They could be under the direction of a magician who is adept at control-

ling spirits, but usually they are acting on their own.

Ultimately, these discarnate beings are seeking attention and have discovered that

fear gets them rhe most attention. Your attention feeds them power, and one of the

best ways to ger rid of them is to no longer fear them. Use banishing pentagrams. Use

the shielding technique described at the end of this chapter. But most importantly, do

not be afraid, which is easier said than done, I know. Laughter is a great way to combat

fear and harmful spirits. If you laugh, you are no longer caking them seriously. It's a

good test to see if a spirit is friendly. Any entity worth knowing should be able to take

a joke. Laughter only angers unwanted spirits because you are no longer in fear or awe

and no longer giving them the energy they need from you.

The last source of an attack is you. If you think that you are cursed or under attack,

the universe will respond in that way. As you study witchcraft, you gather your per-

sonal power and learn to direct the energy around you. If you set these talents sub-

consciously against yourself, you will find that you are the most formidable enemy

there is. Awareness is the best protection.

I used ro say that the majoriry of psychic attacks were self-created illusions, but if
you feel an attack is real, then it is real, regardless of the source. The key to defeating

such acts is to first check in with your own consciousness. Ask yourself if you are the

source of your own problems. Often we are, no matter how much we don't like to

admit it. Even if there is an external source, think about why you are drawing such an

experience to you at this time. There are no accidents. Why is the attack affecting you?

If you are centered in your power, then most "attacks" should wash off you like water

from a duck. Where is the weakness or root you need to work on for your personal

growrh? What is the experience teaching you? The answer to these questions will solve

your problem and encourage your own spiritual growth.
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PnotrcTroN 0ne-ntt,ls
3s you learned with the Law of Symbolism, many magickal symbols have a power be-

rond our conscious knowledge and have been used throughout the ages for protec-

don. In this day, the Christian cross is a symbol of God's protection. Before it, the

equal-armed cross, a symbol of sacredness and balance, was a protective symbol.

Other ancient traditions have symbols that are now used for protection (figure tz).

The pentacle is an obvious sign of protection, and many witches do not leave rtre

bouse without one in the form of a necklace or ring. The ankh, or Egyptian cross with

a loop at the top, symbolizes the union of the Goddess and God, in this case, the god

Osiris and the goddess Isis, to create a symbol of life. Another Egyptian symbol, the

eF of Horus, is used for protection. Horus was the avenging son of Isis and Osiris. His

ere is like a lens of power, only allowing in energies that are correct and good for you.

Ibe hexagram, or six-pointed Star of David, is most often associated with Hebrew tra-

idons, but it, too, is a symbol of faith and protection.

Other natural substances have the power of protection in them. Certain minerals

md stones are well-known for their protective properties. Most are related to the ele-

=ent of earth and grounding. Salt absorbs discordant energy Sea salt is used in many

ianns and potions. Iron is the metal of Mars, the planet of war, but also the protec-

::,'r- Iron grounds harmful energy like a lightning rod. Dark crystals, such as obsidian,

sr:okv qaartz, and onyx, are protective. Fluorite, usually a green, pink, or purple

r:me. helps amplify your energy field to create a protective boundary or border. It also

ieanses your energy field of harmful energy, like an energy purifier.

Before you carry a talisman or stone, you should cleanse it and consecrate it for
;car intent. By investing a little of your personal energy in it, you will increase the ef-

fu:i:reness of your magick. You can cleanse an object by leaving it out in the sunlight
'i:r a day or two, smudging it in incense or through intent. To cleanse with intent,

r:;gine the object filled with white light, purifying all harmful energy. When it can

,-;Ls. no more, hold the object up to your mouth, ask the Goddess and God to cleanse

r:- =,J blow on it three times. This act will clear all unwanted energies. Then connect

:rv;-r- rhe object, holding it in your hand. As you projected your mind in exercise 13, do

,, 'iain, but not necessarily as intensely. You want to make a connection and place
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, ,: :::e:lrion, in this case protection, into the object. This is called charging, conse-
,-::::i-ig. hallowing, empowering, or blessing a charm. you can use any intention you
--se. charging things for healing, happiness, tranquiliry psychic power, or any orher
qualiry Then carry your charm for daily protection. You can do this for your friends
and family, too.

Figure 17: Protection Synbols: Pentdcle, Cross, Ankh, Eye, Hexagram, Sealof Solomon

Pngp. -RATroN
Just as you prepare your car before you drive by checking the gas and making sure rhe
oil is changed regularly, preparation work is done before magick or meditation ro as-

sure a more pleasant spiritual journey.

When you staffed your meditations, I mentioned using a meditation altar with a

candle. From now own, every time you light the candle, charge it, as just described,
with the intentions of protection and guidance, or "to have the experience correct and
good for me." This establishes an intention and vibration to your session, to receive
higher guidance and protection. The intent doesn'r have ro be with a candle. you can
use any object.

Before sitting down, light some incense on your meditation altar. A traditional use
of incense is to raise the vibration of an area. If all energy vibrates, you are intending
for harmful, unwanted vibrations to be removed, or cleansed, from an area. As some
crystals and minerals are known for their protection, other natural materials, pafiicu-
larly when burned, are known to raise the vibration of an area to create a sanctuary
and sacred space. In this space, you are more protected and peaceful. The vibration
aids meditation and protection at the same time.
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*i- lncense of frankincense and myrrh. Frankincense resonates with the energy
--". -lod, while myrrh resonates with the energy of the Goddess. Together they cre-

. : . *:::iled vibration. The Catholic Church uses it for the same reason, \arir"e Amer-

-- -r -,ie combinations of sage, sweet grass, and cedar. copal, a resin similar in form
*.::^:ncense, is the favored incense of Central and South America. Lar-ender. cin-

r !-- ::. cloves, and pine resins also create sacred space.

- - :k to use natural incense products in your work, because they caffy ahigher en-
-: ,i', nthetics might smell as nice, bur they do nor hold rhe same magick. charge the

:- -::-ie lor protection before using it. If you dislike smoke, essential oils of the same
- :,: --an be used. Anoint your candle or wrists with them. Find what works for you.

- ::e last step of preparation is to use banishing pentagrams in the direction of all

- -;'-a11s, above in the ceiling and below in the floor. If you feel uncomfortable at any
:l -: j.uring your meditation, you can revisualize your pentagrams and banish any
" , :::.:u1 energy, even if it is your own fear. Some people imagine the space filling with
u -:.. cobalt-blue, or violet light for protection. You can use any color that you feel is
:' .:-rri\c, as long as it feels comfortable ro you. I shy away from white light because it

, - - opaque and does not allow the energies in that I desire. When I visualize white
r .-:-:. I make it a "crystal white," like an opal, quartz, or prism refracting all the colors
" r- spectrum.

fnnrrurl. GuaRDraNS
,.:r- spiritual traditions believe in some form of guardian or protector spirit. For
::-e. it is the popular guardian angel. Tribal traditions take the form of an animal.

- :rlay feel it is an ancestor or a deiry. The dury of this nonphysical being is to aid in
, -: protection, psychically, magickally, and even physically.

'\-hen you start your meditations, invite your guardian spirits to be with you, to
:-:;e and guard you during these experiences. The very invitation will bring their
::- jence, even when you do not know who or what they are. Ask that they work for
. r. iighest good. When in danger, physically or during a meditation that does not feel

:rfortable, ask their presence to be with you.

-T':
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fummrNG
The most powerful magickal protection is to create a shield around you. A shield is en-

ergy programmed with the intention of defense. Everyone has energy around their

physical body, like a bubble. This energy field is called the aura. The boundary of the

aura can be programmed to be your protection shield, preventing all physical and

magickal harm from reachrng you. Try this next meditation to program your protec-

tion shield.

Exsnctss 20

Protection Shield

1. Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset.

2. Be aware of your energy field, the space afound your body at about an

arm's length. Feel your energy field like an egg or sphere around your whole

body.

3. Visualize the edge of the energy fieldbecoming like a faceted crystal. It is

clear like quartz or diamond, and hard, strong, and protective. Let the light

of your mind reflect inthe dazzling facets of the gem. The crystal surrounds

you, above and below.

a. Hold the intention of protection from all harm in your mind. The shield will

protect you from all harm. It blocks harmful energy and allows in the en-

efgy you need for your highest good. I use these words: "I charge my plo-

tection shield to protect me from al1 harm on any level, and reflect love back

on the source of the harm." (I repeat it three times and end with a "So mote

it be.")

5. Repeat the process as many rimes as you would like and hold the image.

When done, let the image fade from your mind when it starts to wander,

You can continue on to othef meditations, or end your session.
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6. Refurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

The key ro the shield is to allow in what you desire and block out only the harmful en-

crg5r. You do not want to wall yourself off from all helpfirl energies. A popular defense

fo to visualize mirrors all around you, returning harm back to the sender, but I cannot

recommend this technique at all. Witches vow to never do hatm, but mirrors pur-

posely send back harm to someone. The argument for the mirror technique is that the

miginal sender is "karmically' getting what was sent out, but I believe that it is not our

iS to make sure orhers "get what they deserve." The universe takes care of that. Will-

ing harm back to another instead of grounding it and neutralizngit is irresponsible. If
romeone should "walk into the magickal crossfire" and get "hit" by the harmful en-

ergy, we would be as responsible. We did not start the conflict, but we perpetuated it

when we could have ended it.

You will have to repeat this process to reinforce the program and strengthen the

shield. The more you repeat it, the stronger it gets. I suggest doing it every time you

meditate for a few weeks. For physical harm, the shield can act as an early warning de-

fense system, keyttg your intuition in to avoiding disaster.

Do not limit this shield to yourself. You can program the energy around anything

ro acr as a defense. Everything has an energy field, even if it is not a living being. I have

one around my car, and whenever I get into someone else's car, I create one. I created

a protection charm for a friend and cast a shield around her car. She was accident

prone in a serious way. She later got into an accident and said half-jokingly, "It didn't

work." True, she had been in an accident, but, for once, had no major injuries' She

walked out with minor whiplash when usually she was rushed to the hospital.

More complicated protection shields around a place, often visualized as domes,

pyramids, or defensive castles of energy, are called wards. You can cfeate a w'ard

around your home through ritual and visualization. Circle the land with a ring of seh

Bury protective herbs and crystals in key places. Invite guardian spirits to your hmc"

often visualized as angels, dragons, or wolves. Then create the shield with all rlrit en-

ergy that you have accumulated. I
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otherformsofprotectionincludecasdngamagickcircleordoingspecificbinding

spells when someone means you harm' eoJ topics go beyond the scope of this work

as a foundation coutse' but wil1be dealt with in the sequei to this book'

ThebestStrategyliearnedregardingprotectioncamenotfromabookonwitch-

craft,butfromanaudiotapeSetonAfro-Caribbeanmagickca|IedJumbalaya,basedon

thebookoftheSamename.Theauthor,LuisaTeish,suggests..blessingyourenemies

away.,,Youinviteintotheirlivesallsortsofwonderfulblessingsandsuccess,Sothey

willbesohappyandoccupiedwiththeirlifethattheywillnotbotheryou.Ifwedore-
ceive what we send out, I would h"ppriy accept blessings from my enemies' The best

protection is having a defensive strategy where everyone wins'

Nsw AssrcNtr4eNrs

.Exercise20-CompleteandrecordyourexperiencesinyourBookofShadows.Re-

peatatleastthreedmesinoneweek.Repeatoftentoreinforcetheprotection.

CoNrrNurNG AsSIGNMENTS

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day'

.Focusonaregularmeditationpractice,atleastthreedmesaweekifnotdaily.

. Honor and recogmze your intuition' Continue to ask it quesdons'

. Use instant magick in your daily life'

. Neutralize unwanted thoughts and intentions'

Ttps ,-- ^ t:

.Fromnowon'prepareandprotectyourselfandyourspacebeforedoinganyme&-

Btion. State an intention for protection and guidance' call on youl protection spil-

its. Burn protective incense. Draw banishing pentagrams in all directions'

.Obtainacharmorsymbolofprotection,suchasapentacle'andconsecrateit.Wear

it during meditation' and in your daily life' if you desire'

.Cleateprotecdonshieldsasneeded,inciudingonesforyourhome,office,andvehi-

cle'Ifyouhavedifficulryvisualizingshieldsaroundotherobjects,imaginedrawing

threeinterlockingringsaroundyoultarget,onehorizontalwiththegroundandtwo
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vertical (figure 18). Then imagine the space in between filling with crystal, creating
a rransparent shield.

' Use your shield if you ever feel overwheLned by the emorions and thoughts of oth-
ers around you. The shield provides protection on tre emlnrhic and mental levels, as

well as the psychic and physical levels.

Figare 78: Protective Rings
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: '::;k myth, the Titan prometheus store fire from the gods to bring it to humaniry
r-ri- :r::efactor was later punished by the gods of olympus, sent to the Underworld

,, -Ll - - r:inuously torrured for his transgression. The light he gave ro us mythically is
r - :r:-: - irant symbol. on the physical level, it represenrs the abiliry ro cook our food
i^Ll -rl our homes in the dark-a technological advancement. on the spiritual level,

, -.J-:: is the potential for enlightenment, not only knowledge, but wisdom and un_- --L:;rlg' In many culrures and religions, the quest for light in times of darkness isr-::: rn\rhological theme, showing us the importance and power of right.- ':: modern metaphysical sense, right is information. Light is energy In our
::-:hic model of the universe, reality is a horogram, a construct of light and in_

"". ;.,::r perceived to be physical by our consciousness. Everything is affected by the
,: - - light because everything ls light. In the Hermeric principles, we learned that- "'::rg is a vibration. Light is the energy of vibration. urtimatery, everythirg, irr_

"r- j :r-iatter, is a form of energy
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r-. -:ring energy, we are constantly interacting with all forms of vibration, taking

--:--;:l in. releasing them, and processing them much like we process food and air.

Hon-er-er, our minds do not understand subtle energy as easily as they do physical sus-

renance. We can see visible light, but as we stray from the visible spectrum, recogni-

tion becomes more difficult. We can feel energy, but our human minds use symbols,

sensations, and feelings to describe the energy we experience. We do not recognize en-

ergy by a frequency or a wavelength. Instead, we feel warmth, coolness, tingling, heav-

iness, or peace. Those are all subjective experiences. Two energy-sensitive people can

walk into a room and describe Cwo different sensations, but come to the same conclu-

sion about the energY.

In training the psychic mind, most people focus on the visual because we are used

to working with visible light and color. As in a dream, we manifest our own source of

light in meditation, creating images and symbols with our inner vision. And again, like

the dream world, we can receive information from our other senses while in medita-

tion. Voices, sounds, smells, tastes, and textures all give symbolic information, and

such information comes from the same source as the visual input.

We use symbols to interpret, direct, and send our intentions with energy. Colored

light is one such symbol. The vibration of light can carry an intention. In the next exer-

cise, we will be visualizing "spiritual light." Although the experience can be quite vivid

for some, we are not generating light from the visible spectrum. We are using the visi-

ble light spectrum as a symbol for activating our spirirual light and psychic intentions.

Expncrss 21

1.

2.

J,

Showers of Light

Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset.

Visualize a cloud floating several feet above your head. The cloud can be

white and flufly, or dark and gray. It hovers a few feet ovef youf crown.

The cloud will rain down drops of light. At any time, if you feel uncomfort-

able, experience the discomfort for a moment and, if you desire, change it to
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a more comfortable color. If drops of light are causing the discomfort, you

can change their form to snow, mist, bubbles, of a beam of light descending

downuponyou.

The cloud rains down drops of red light. Feel the ruby-red drops descend

upon you, and flow from your cfown all over your body. They cover you in-

side and out, even inside and around youf protection shield. Feel the enelgy

of red light.

After a few minutes, change the color of the drops, spending some time on

each color in the spectrum. Use the following order of colors at first, but

when you repeat the meditation, change the order as you see fit'

Red,like a ruby

Red-orange, like the embers of a fire

Orange,like the fruit

Gold,like the metal

Yellow,like a lemon

Lime,like the fruit

Green, like the grass or an emerald

Turquoise, like the stone or warm seawaters

Blue,like the skY

Indigo, the color of a clear, midnight sky

Purple, like a graPe

Violet, like the flower

Black, like a windowless room

Brown,like the earth

Rust,like metal

Pink, like a flower

Silver, like the metal

White, crystal white like a prism or opal
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6" After you spend some time with each color, end on crystal-clear white light

to clear out any remaining energies that you do not want to carry with you.

7. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

Write down your impressions. By going through the spectrum of colors, you cleanse

your own body and protection field, and help re-balance yourself. I like to start with
the more rainbowlike colors at first and then add in the mixtures at the end, or mix

them together, using the order of black, brown, rust, pink, red, red-orange, orange, gold,

yellow, lime, green, blue, turquoise, indigo, purple, violet, silver, and white. Sometimes I

just use the seven colors of the rainbow for a quick and fun re-balancing exercise.

Psychologically, colors can have a personal effect on us. Some colors feel empower-

ing, and others peacefi;l. Everybody has a color they absolutely love. Most of us have a

color that makes us rrery uncomfortable. If we were attacked by someone who wore

green clothing, green might kindle those feelings in us. If our mother always wore yel-

low, that color would generate whatever feelings we strongly associate with our mother.

Other times, colors seem to induce physiological responses, due to their energetic

vibration. Generally, yellow is said to provide energy or induce agitation. My family

used to have a kitchen painted yellow, and more fights took place there than anywhere

else, so I'm inclined to agree. People will react differently to color due to their own

psychological and physiological makeup.

Magickally, each color has certain correspondences, relating to different elements,

planets, and deities. The following are some generally accepted magickal meanings of
the colors, but I think it is always important to get your first impression through the

previous exercise. Release your expectations about each color's energy. Try to qualry

the feeling or sensation of each color in your body, mind, and heart. As you grow spir-

itually, your like and dislikes of particular colors will change, and you will see the value

in all colors. The ultimate goal is to be comfortable with all colors of the spectrum, be-

cause Like a painter, they are all tools in your magickal palette.

Red-Red is the color of fire, bringing the properties of warmth, energy, and passion.

The energy is very physical, but not grounding. For some, red is too intense and
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brings feelings of aggression or is associated with anger. Red is powerful for honor-

ing and releasing mger, rather than suppressing ir

Red-orange-Red-orange combines the best of fre colms of red end orange, like the

spark of life in the ember of a fire. I vx5 trrrglrt m use redcmge;l critir':l healing.

Orange-Orange is another high-energy coloE usd o bdmr eneqqy md fre irnrnuttg

sysrem. Orange also dears the mind and sreng$ens tre wilt Orqg is miared
with the planet Mercury, and the powers of the min4 memory, end

Gold_Goldis the divine masculine color, associated with the Sun. I ike the Suo, it in_

dicates good health, success, prosperity, and internal power. Gold can be used to

overcome fear, and to contact divine will and unconditional love.

Yellow-Yellow is associated with both fire and air. In some, it is associated with fear,

but it also helps clear the mind and aids in spiritual communication.

Lime-Lime is very cleansing, particularly for emotional problems or repressed issues.

It brings issues to the surface to be cleared.

Green-Green is the color of life, growth, and healing. I associate it with the love of

the Goddess, and the Earth, and I use it for healing on both the physical and emo-

tional levels. It is also the color of money, and can be used for prosperity. Green is

also the color of the heart, used for love.

Turqtoise-Turquoise is a great all-purpose color, used for unconditional love andbal-

ance, communication, protection, and healing. When in doubt, use turquoise.

Blue-.Blue is for peace, prosperiry spiritual healing, and dream work. Try visualizing

blue around you on restless nights. Blue and purple are colors of Jupiter, which is

the planet of expansion and abundance, so it is a strong color when you want your

resources to expand.

lndigo-Indigo is the color of psychic energy, usually associated with the third-eye

chakra, or psychic-seeing chakra. Indigo helps develop visualization skills and trust

in psychic ability.
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puqple-Purple is the color of spiritual peace and balance, bringing tranquiliry not

only for the mind, but also for the soul. Shades of purple are great colors when you

are feeling spiritually unbalanced or out of control.

Violet-Yiolet is one of the highest vibrational colors, and is used to cleanse lower vi-

brations from an area. Like purifying incense, the color can remove unwanted ener-

gies by raising the vibration of an area. It mixes the properties of red and purple.

Some visualize it as a violet flame burning away harm. I visualize violet light before

and after all my meditations and rituals. Violet is another color used to increase psy-

chic and magickal abilities.

Black-Black is a highly charged color. People either love it or hate it. Some fear black

because of culrural associations with evil, but psychologically black is the most re-

laxing color. When you close your eye and your optic nerve is relaxed, all you see is

black. When the nerve is agitated, you see all sorts of color flashes. Black is a very

healing, soothing color. Black is the color of the dark goddesses and the Under-

world. Physically, black and all dark colors are very grounding'

Brown-Earthen tones are for physical healing and alignment. They are particularly

good for healing animals. Like black, brown is grounding and does not have some of

the negative cultural associations that black does. The brown earth is the provider

and sustainer of life.

Rast-Rust is another purification color, helping release and shed unwanted energy

and thoughts, like rust. The next time you need to release something, visualize a

symbol of what you want to release. If you want to quit smoking, piclure the pack

of cigarettes. Then imagine it filling with rust light, breakingapafi.

pink-'Pink is the color of happiness and self-esteem. Use pink light when feeling

down and our. It centers, calms, and brings uplifting thoughts and feelings. Pink is

another color of the heart chakra and love. Pinkis used to express love to yourself

and others.
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Silver-As gold matches the divine masculine, silver, like the Moon, connects with the

divine feminine. Silver is for intuition, psychic ability, and goingwith the flow. Silver

is great for realigning your internal cydes, p..ticulaqY for womett, but in general it

helps you adapt to changes.

White-.White is the spiritual color used by most tradirions Some associate witchcraft

with black, but the White Goddess tradition is snong in our Eunopean roots. The

Druids were said to wear robes of v'hite, althoug! ftat's under deberc- \f,rhite is the

all-purpose color, containing all colors. M*y use s'hite fult far protection and

healing. When in doubt, use prismatic white lig t, what I can cr,vstalshire tigbr

since it will contain the energy you need-

If you want ro bring the qualities and intentions of a color into your life, do another

light shower meditation, as in exercise 21, but only focus on that panicular color or

imagine the light surrounding you, filling youf aura. Many people use color to eftct

healing on all levels, and prevent illness in the first place. During the winter months I

fill myself with green light every chance I get, and usually cold and flu season passes

me by Use your instant magick trigger to access any color magick any time. You don t

have to be in a deep trance to feel its effects.

frNowc LIGHT
Not only does color affect you personally, but, like all vibrations, it can be sent out to

af[ect the environment around you and even other people. Colors in a room affect the

mood and setting, and the colors you broadcast also affect the people in your life.

In the physical world, we tend to think of things in terms of distance, space, and

range. In the spiritual realiry we know that all things are one, a1l are thoughts in the

divine mind. There is no distance or separation belween us, just a perceived distance'

If we can overcome that perception, our energies can affect anything at literally any

place or time. The more you do this work, the more you will discover that there is no

distance limiting our thoughts, intentions, and magick. We perceive that we are reach-

ing out to someone or something, like when we reached out to the orange on our
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:::::ld's screen. we can reach out and spiritually "touch" other people and objects, and
\\-e can also "send" them energy, intention, and thoughts. The difference in reaching or
sending is only our perceprion.

Using meditation or your trigger, you can send light and intention ro a recipient.
once you reach a magickal mindset, think about the person, place, or object you wish
to connect to. Like the orange meditation, your recipient appears on the screen of
y-our mind, regardless of how defined your image is. you can create a "gateway" using
the symbol of the penragram. "open" rhe connecrion by drawing the invoking penra-
gram (figure 19) and repeating the name of the recipient three rimes. Then intend to
send light and energy. Think about your intention and choose a color, or intuit what
color is correct. Feel the recipient fill with the color, bathed in it, filling with light. you

can use the image of laser beams, mists, colored water, or bubbles. coming from an

art background, I imagine painting the recipient with colors, like dipping into an imag-
inary paint can or picking up a crayon. Many people "breathe" out rhe color. Hold the
intention and image as long as it feels inruitively correct, usually a few minutes, and re-
lease the image, erasing it from the screen of your mind. If you strengthened the con-
nection by using the invoking pentagram, close it by drawing the banishing pentagram
and release the connection with a blessing.

It is important to always keep the intent of "the highest good" when sending lighr.
You want to "check in" prior to sending the light, and ask, from a non-ego point of
view, is this the right thing ro do? You are asking the divine mind, the Goddess and

God, for permission to send light. If you feel affirmation, conrinue. In the besr case

scenario, ask the recipient's direct permission. If a friend is sick or unhappy ask to senci

light. If your friend is nor open ro rhis, you can say somerhing like "pray in my o\ n
way," for it is the same thing, implying a different method. Wirches live in a subculrure
that commonly asks, "can I send light?" when being told of a problem. we have a

"light network'instead of a prayer circle, where groups will send light to those rr
need. But if you can't ask directly, ask the divine mind.

In the next exercise, you are going to choose rwo recipients and send pink and blue
light to them. The first recipient wi1l be a person. Pick someone you see fairly regi:-
larly, who is unhappy and wants to be happy. send him or her pink light. The bes;
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Figure L9 htvoking (top) and Bonishing Qonom) Pilttagrams
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thing to do is send light a few days in a row. The first time I did this meditation, I
picked the most depressed person I knew She was our aforementioned energy vam-
pire from the previous chapter. I saw her five days a week every morning, so I tried rhis
out one night to see if it "really worked." I asked permission from the divine and felt
the answer was yes, and sent her pink Light. The next morning I saw her come into the
room positively glowing. I talked to her for a bit, and she told me she didn't know whv
she was h"ppy. She had slept really well and had gotten up ready ro take on the world-
The difference was like night and day. The shift was not permanent, but I was im-
pressed. I later told her abour my srudies and what pink light was supposed to do. I
don't know if she used it herself or not, but she did eventually make a change in her life
for the better.

The second target will be a place of confusion and chaos in your life. For mosr
people, that place is work, but it can be home, or a relative or friend's house. pick a
place you will visit the next day. You can even repeat this part of the meditation before
you depart for your destination. You will send this place calming, peaceful blue lighr
Notice the difference. Nurses have tried this trick before going to the hospital, and al-
though stiil filled with stress and obviously sick parienrs, rhe usual frenzied pace is
much quieter all around. Try this at your places of stress and tension.

Exencrss 22

Sending Light

If the pink and blue associations do not work for you, choose the colors that you feel
afe most appropriate for the person and place. Let your intuition guide you.

i. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-
ickal mindset.

2. onyour mind's screen, call up the image of the person to whom you want
to send pink light. Draw the invoking pentagram and srare the person's

name three times. Let the image appear. Ask the divine mind if you have

permission. If yes, continue on and visualize the person surrounded by and

filled with pink light. Hold the image and the inrenr of happiness, self-love,
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and self-esteem. When the light feels complete, erase the image or draw the

banishing pentagram, releasing the connection completelv- I usually release

by sayrng "Blessed be."

3. Now think of a place to whichyou w?nt to s€ndHue light DreFthe im-oking

pentagram and name the place rhree times- Cdl it to the screcn of,your mind
you can picrure the outside or the inside of the place. Again, *permissitrn of

the divine. If affirmative, visuali'e the place filling with blue liglr For toca-

tions, I use the image of mist filling the qpace completely. use whatmr fr'rm

of blue light feels appropriate. Hold the image and the intent of peacefirlness

and tranquiliry When the light feels complete, release the image and draw the

banishing pentagram, dosing the connection. Say, "Blessed be'"

4. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding-

Take notice of this pefson and place the next day. Do you notice any changes? It can

take several amemprs of sending light to make a noticeable change. And remember,

some people and places are beyond our influence. If they don't want to change, no

amount of light with make a difference.

Sending light is a powerful technique. This is one of the most amazingtools I've

ever learned, and I still use it on an almost daily basis. It effects great change in the in-

dividual and the environment around us all. You are not draining your personal en-

ergy, although you are using your mental energy to concentrate and hold the inten-

tion. you are using the abundant light of the holographic universe. Even if you can

only send hght for a second or fwo with your trigger, I suggest doing it. Every bit helps

change a situation. Do not underestimate the power of intention.

Witches are often accused of seeing things strictly in terms of black and white,

wearing dark robes and practicing much of the craft at night. These are times and col-

ors of power for us. Black absorbs energy, drawing what we need to us, and white re-

flecrs energy. There are scientific properties of the physical colors. Black is only black

because it absorbs the light spectrum, and white reflects it. The night is the time of the

Moon and the Goddess, the divine aspect many witches favor. Some systems of magick

break it down into "black magick," "white magick," and even "gray magick." Magick
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is the fuIl spectrum of color, light, and life. In essence, witches are true light workers,
because we use not only all the shades of gray in berween the rwo extremes, but we
also find the rainbow befween black and white.

Nsw AssrcNrrlsNrs
. Exercises 2\ and22-Complete and record your experiences in your Book of Shadows.

. continue to send light to yourself, other people, places, and the world, as a part of
your regular practice. If you cannot meditate regularly, still take a few moments to
work with light and intention. You don't need to be in a deep meditative stare to feel
the power of light. Use your trigger.

CoNtrNurNG AssTcNMENTS

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day.

. Focus on a regular meditation practice, at least three times a week if not daily.

. Honor and recognizeyour inruition. Continue to ask it questions.

. Use instant magick in your daily life.

. Neutralize unwanted thoughts and intentions.

Trps

' Pay strict attention to your feelings when you send rhese colors of light. Even if you
don't see anything, don't get frustrated. Notice how you feel. As I said, this light is

not physical, so you do not necessarily have to see it for it to be there, affecting you.
With the Principle of Vibration, you asked to vibrate in harmony with an absrract
concept. There were probably very little visuals, only feelings. You can do rhe same

with the vibrations of color. Ask to vibrate in harmony with a color if you have dif
ficulry visualizing it.

. Watch sunrises and sunsets. Not only will they inspire and influence your use of
color magick, but recognizing, honoring, and taking time to be a part of the natural.

cycles is a fundamental part of witchcraft.
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Human beings spend most of their lives identifying with the physical body. We identify

the face with the person and personality. We equate the brain with the mind. We equate

the body with our only self,image. This is untrue. We are more than our physical body.

As you may have noticed, a basic premise of witchcraft, and almost any metaphys-

ical discipline, is the belief there is more to reality that the physical. Humanity is well

versed on the physical body. Less well-known is information on our nonphysical bod-

ies, our energy anatomy. Some information survives in the form of ancient texts and

disciplines. Other wisdom is being recorded as modern nontraditional healers chart

unftnown territory.

flm Aune
What's on the inside counts, but what's on the outside is just as important. I am not re-

ferring to rhe physical body as being all important, but the energ-y field that interpene-

trates and surrounds the body. This field of energy has many narnes, but is most often

193
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rr-::E.i to as the aura. The kundalini yoga tradition calls is it a "psycho-electric field."

- ,:"-e rhat name because it implies the relationship becween your psyche and this en-

c:qr. lbur thoughts and intentions directly influence it, consciously or unconsciously.

trr lou learn to be more conscious, you have greater control of the aura and your phys-

ical and psychic health.

This auric field draws to you the thoughts and vibrations you put out. It plays a very

important part in magick. If you have strong energy in this field, it can reach out and

bring to you whatever experience you desire. If your energy is weak, you are not going

to attract the resources and vibrations you need to manifest your desires. Even worse, if
you unconsciously put out harmful thoughts, you will manifest harm in your life.

The aura is generated through the interaction of your physical body's energy with
other forms of personal energy, called subtle bodies. They are subtle because they are

not necessarily physically visible, but they can be felt. The different layers of the aura

correspond to the energies of your mind, your emotions, and spirit. When you did ex-

ercise 4: Feeling the Aura, you probably felt different levels in your partner's aura,

some denser than others. Without even knowing it, you were instinctively feeling the

various energy bodies. Repeat this exercise later, and look for more subtle information.

You may feel the different levels more distinctly.

Many people can see the aura and receive information about a person from look-

ing at the aura. Some see it narurally, and have since childhood, never realizing thar

others couldn't. Most of us forgot how to see auras if we were able to do so as chil-

dren. We conditioned our mind to function only in the logical world, and didn't allow

this "imaginative" experience to be ours. And that is exactly how it feels at first, like a

burst of creative imagination. Like many meditations and exercises, it does not seem
"real." You can't "prove" it. But once you start to have experiences that are meaningfi.rl

for you, you won't need any physical proof.

When you start this exercise, don't expect too much and you will be pleasantly sur-

prised. If you are looking for Star Wars specral effects, you will probably be disap
pointed. If you are aware and open for a subtle experience, you will be amazed. We all

have some unrealistic expectations about the aura. Due to Kirlian photography, ad
other forms of aura photography, available at many New Age centers and psychic fain
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r\-e expect ro see bright and vibrant colors like in the photographs. Some people do see

that, but often it is more of a ghostlike image overlaying the physical reality, at least at

f-irst. When I first discovered auras, i could see plant auras really wel1. I felt I was really

seeing the energy of newly growing leaves in the springtime, but I struggled to see the

energy of people. Then after letting go of my desire and frustration, it just happened

and I could see people's auras. This is a skill that comes with a combination of practice

and relaxation. Have fun with it. Over months the abilities can develop even more,

rhough some forget about aura viewing until it is needed for healing work or psychic

readings.

Exsncrss 23

Aura Gazing

For this exercise, find a partner and take turns guiding one another. If you can do this

in a small group, that is even better. Dress in solid colors, no flashy Patterns. Blacks,

t-hires, and darkblues are the best. A black cloth will also help, in a sLe rougtrly that of

a napkin. Have a few plants on hand. You will also need a taper candle and a senti-

rnental or power object, like something charged on your altar. Everything has an aura,

not just living things.

l. Light a candle and place it somewhere in easy view. If you can have it up

against a neutral background, like a white wall, do so. Such backgrounds

make the exercise easier. If you find using a white background difficult.

hang a black cloth behind the candle. Do your instant magick trigger. Take

a few deep breaths. Stare at the candle flame. Do not focus on the flame or

wick, but on the glow of light like a halo around the flame. Focus on this

glow until you can see it. This is the first step of aura viewing. Blink a-<

needed so you don't stress your eyes. Remember, you'll be looking *::
your spiritual eyes, not your physical ones, but we are giving voul phrsrca-

body a point of focus. Act like you are looking "through" the fla-me- lla
eyes may go into a soft focus, or feel like they are crossing. That's ir€- Dc

not force it.
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Gently bring the halo of light down to the base of the candle. See and feel

the light at the edge of the candle, below the flame. As you gaze, slowly

bring this glow around the edge down the candle. If you lose it at any

point, go back up at the flame and start again.

Bring the glow not only around the candle itself, but also around the can-

dlestick holder. This will probably be fainter than the candle, which was

fainter than the flame. This glow may come in flashes and nor hold contin-

uously. That is normal. Close your eyes and rest for a few moments.

Now pick an object of power, somerhing you have consecrated. Place it
where the candle is, up against the neutral background. Let your soft gaze

fall on the new object, and look for the same glow or halo around it. I usu-

ally see it as afuzzy white outLine a half inch above the physical object.

When that feels comfortable, repear srep 4, but with a plant. My first expe-

rience with a plant felt like I was looking into its cells as parterns of energy.

Now take the black cloth in your lap and hold your hands over ir. Rub your
hands together andperform exercise 2: Feeling Energy, and exercise 3: Ball

of Energy. Let your soft focus fall berween your hands. You may see wisps

of smokelike energy trails. Others describe ir as comon candy. The black

background makes it easier to see the energy, and the more practiced you
get, the less you will need the cloth.

Finally, have your partner stand up against the neutral background. Start by

looking at the crown and allowing the soft halo to come into focus. As if
the crown is the candle flame, bring that halo down along the head and

shoulders, and around the entire body. Again, it will probably appear as a

haze an inch or so away from the physical outline. Allow that experience to
happen, even if only for a moment. Get comfortable with it.

As you continue your aura gaztng, you may start to notice more than just

the first layer of the aura, what is called the etheric body. You may see a

whole egg or sphere shape around the person. Ar first it will probably be

the edge of it, but you may see an overlay of color, from very faint to very

5.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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vibrant. Think about the colors of light and what thev mean lo vou as you

gaze. You may be drawn to a particular location in the boCr- and notice

some imbalance there. Ask your partner if there r ras an tn_i:r or upset in

that body part. The injury does not have to be recent. \bu rri :e su:r'nsed

at how many "hits" you get, letting your intuition and gaze :la.*:h--' lalie

you to the part of the body needing attention.

9. Ask your partner to think of very specific things while r-ou i*:. --'-''..
order to notice the differences. Try thinking about "home' i:s: T:= -''''-::

home is charged with many emotional meanings. and coul; l. a :::-;j1: -:
home or the current living space. Take note, and then ask ..'il-: :.:::.: h:-'r-

he or she feels about home, and match \-our obse:r-a:lo:-i ri'l::: :::-r or he:

thoughts. Try again with thoughts of "mother.' 'i):he :. -o3. and "some-

one with whom you have strong feeLings." and see s-har reactions You get.

Happy and unhappy associations ma\- cause different color shifts in the aura.

10. Switch roles and guide your partner through this exercise.

When you start gazing at the entire aura, the colors you perceive give you certain

clues as to the person s energetic condition. Remember your own personal color asso-

ciations. In general, the warmer colors indicate energy levels. The green range is often

abour emotional well-being. The blues and purples are about the mind and spiritualiry.

Dominant colors give an indication as to personaliry awareness, and current issues the

individual is dealing with. Some colors remain stationary, while others change over

time. Students usually see my aura as a mix of green and purple, which also happen to

be two of my favorite colors; no wonder I am attracted to them. Yellow, go1d, and blue

have occasionally drifted through my aura as certain issues surfaced.

Different shades or intensities give us different indications. A bright yellow may

mean a srong mind and will. A pale, sickly yellow may mean low metabolism and en-

ergy. Emerald green may indicate good physical health and vitality, while olive green

may not. It all depends on your associations with colors. Unlike aura photography, nr o

gazerc may see different colors and come up with the same conclusion. They are se e-

ing spiritual light and energy, not physical light, so it is open to interpretation. bu: ::
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general, most will see similar colors. I may see blue and feel the person is very mental.

To another, yellow and orange might be the colors of the mind, and he or she would
see those brighter colors, but come to the same conclusion.

As you continue with aura gazrng, the information you get willbe more detailed.

Some people see little homemade "movies," what we will later discuss as thought-
forms, playing in the aura, usually around the head level. In these movies, the gazer

sees or hears events in the past that still influence the person in the present. Some prac-

titioners can see the images of current loved ones and family members in the aura.

Others can see images from past lives in the aura. Healers focus on seeing the ener-

getic state of the aura-if it is healthy and whole, or damaged. Your psychic mind will
speak to you in the language of symbols rhat is mosr comfortable to you.

Arrnrc GrseNSrNG
Care and maintenance are essential if we want anything to work properly, including
the aura. As you can see, the aura contains a lot of important information for us, and

aids in our magick. Knowing how to control and heal it is a very important step in selF

empowerment. You have already begun exercising control over your energy body. The

affirmations help program your energy field to manifest your intentions. When you
created a protection shield, you were programming your aura with the intention of
protection. When you work with color and light, you are infusing these new vibrations

into your aura. Try repeating the aura-gazing experience just described after your part-

ner fills his or her aura with a different color of light. Also try it after exercise 5: Earth
walking. By changing your energy, you'll change rhe way others perceive your energy

We do not learn how to keep our aura healthy in our traditional education. In fact,

our sociely does not even promote energetic health. The edge of our aura is like a

sphere or egg. The energy of thoughts, intentions, words, and arguments, our own

and those directed at us, can damage this edge, allowing in unwanted vibration (figure

20A). With colorful phrases, we often refer to our relationships in terms of war: "She

cut me to the quick." "His words are abrasive." "They stabbed me in the back." All of
these images are truer than you know. We trp and tear our auric field, and through the

cracks come unwanted vibrations. If you are easily overwhelmed by the energy of
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"- ,rot good enough,,, ..I am- : :app)a" "I am not pretry" and "I am not smart.,, These statements create thought_' :::s in your aura. They replay these harmful tapes, like a broken record, subcon_
:: - :slv speaking these messages, even when the situation does not wafrant them. The

-; - rf affirmations creates herpfur thoughtforms and programs. Neutralizing keeps us: 
- r creating new unwanted programs, but it does nol remove the unwanted pro_

-:-::-rs from years of living. some even feel that our programs stay with us between life-
' ::--s rf so, imagine how many old issues you are dearirrg with from these programs.

lfarmful thoughtforms often appear as gray or brack masses, rittre blobs floating in:r auric field. If you are feeling rhe aura, they are usuany experienced as packets of:::rsiry' If the aura is a globe of water, the unwanted thoughtforms would be the:'*rky sludge. Seif-created thoughtforms rie on the inside of the fierd. ones we accepr: '' others might cling to the outside, unress they enter through the holes in the aura.
The last main issue of auric imbarance is unheaithy energy cords. a cord is an ener_:':ic connection, a circuit, that connects you to something erse in an inappropriate way

- ink of the cord as a straw, and you are either letting something or someone drain
- ur energy' sucking it through the straw, or you are sucking energy from something

' 'se The cord can act rike a chain, preventing you from retting go and moving on.
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Figare 208: Healtlry Aura
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Most cords tie us to someone in our lives with whom we have unresolved issues,

and often an inappropriate relationship. By inappropriate, I mean no moral judgment,

but a relationship that was not based in your own heartfelt joy. These people can be

friends, family members, coworkers, or past lovers. You may even have some cords to

current friends and lovers with v"hom things are great. But in the past, there was prob-

ably an issue that created the cord. They naturally dissolve, much like how scar tissue

eventually goes away, but vou can speed up the process yourself, with no scarring!

Cords can also be formed to places in your life, or moments in the past where you

released a lot of energ\-. If vou du'ell on a certain location or time, you lose energy to

it, because you are not using that energy for your present time. Memories and nostal-

gia are fine, but not if they prevent you from creating new memories. Some cords are

connected to places of past abuse or violence.

In any case, rhe gentle dissolution of the cords and healing any damage they have

created is paramount in living a responsible magickal life. When you heal them, you

may know what the cord is connecting you to, or you may not. Usually knowledge

brings awareness, but sometimes we don t know. The cord still heals. For particularly

old or srrong cords, the process may be repeated several times. You will only be guided

to clear the cords you need to work on now. Just because you can't see them doesn't

mean that rhere aren't more there. The first time I did this meditation, I had three

cords, and I thought to myself, "Hey, that's not bad at a11." I did not do this exercise as

regularly as I should have, and when I did it again over a year later, I had eighteen

cords. They were there before. I didn't create all eighteen in a year's time, but each one

represented a different issue I was ready to handle at that moment. I wasn't readl-

when I first did the exercise

Exsnctsp 24

Aura Clearing

This meditation may bring up some difficult feelings for you to process and clear as

you continue on your magickal path. You may have an emotional release. It is not un-

common to find people crying tears of pain or joy, making noises and tones, giggling"
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or feeling light headed. During the meditation, you may feel lile tming or making
some t)4)e of noise as a form of release. Please do so. Follow your inruition. Some

blank out the experience entirely and wonder if they fell asleep. I ruly Tcl g4 a5 qj
have guardian spirits, we have healing spirits as well, coming to help us in rhr= 5;s"-
tions, through events that are difficult to bear at this time. Sleep indicares 6a fu ae
working with us on a deep level. Spirit guides will be explored in deail in chryrs u
and t+.

If this experience is difficult for you, please seek healing facilitation from a $Eti6ed
practitioner. Your journal work and daily meditations can be very therapeuric, brr
sometimes we need outside assistance.

1. Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your
magickal mindset.

2. Be aware of your own aura, an egg or sphere shape around your body.

Everyone perceives it differently. You can feel the energy of the aura mov-

ing around you, particularly in terms of temperanrre or magnetic resis-

tance. You may psychically see it around you even with your eyes closed.

What color is it, and what does that color mean to you? Do you notice any

unusual patterns of color, or places that seem out of balance? Allow the in-

formation to come. Be aware of the energy around you.

3. Ground yourself by visualizing a beam of light, any color that feels right to
you, descending down from your spine and into the center of the Earth.
Your aura will looklike a balloon being tied down, prevenringit from gomg
far. This sense of grounding is very important before doing the rest of this
meditation.

4. Put out the intention that you wish to "completely cleanse the aura of anv

harm," and ask that this cleansing come with "ease, grace, and gentreness-
Ask your healing guides to aid you. Ask for the love and guidance of tbe
Goddess and God.
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5. Look ciosely at the aura' Scan it from top to bottom' sensing any rips or

tears.Lookforleaksintheaufawhereyouarereleasingvitallifeforceor
allowing other energies to come in to infect you' They may feel like cold or

"windy" ,potr. The e""nt that created this hole might pop into your mind'

allowingyoutodealwiththefeelingsassociatedwithit.Whenyoufind
thisarea,imagineitfillingwithaballofwhitelight.Thewhitelightfills
thespacelikeplasterovefaholeinthewall.Allowthewhitelightto
changetowhatevercolorisappropriateforthatsectionofyouraura.Con.

dnue this process until you have sealed a1l the holes in the aura'

5. Again scan the aura from top to boftom' this time searching for any un-

wanted thoughtforms' They will appear as areas of densiry' dark un-

healthy.lookingmassesfloatingintheauricfield'likegarbagefloatingin

water. When you find one' psychically reach out and "grab" it' When you

do, the program, or thought creating it' becomes apparent' allowing you to

mentallyandemotionallyreleaseit.Fillthethoughtformwithwhitelight,

push it out of the aura, and dissolve it in a burst of energy' Intend and

order the thoughtforms outside of your aura as they dissolve' Continue

this process until you have cleared all the harmful thoughtforms in the

aura.

T.Forthelaststepoftheauriccleansing,scantheauraandbodyforany
cords, beams of energy connecting you to someone or someplace else'

Psychically reach out and "grab" the cord' and the connection is often re-

vealedtoyou.Noticewherethecordisintheaura.Thelocationwillbea
clue to the rype of harm it is doing to you' Cords in the heart indicate emo-

tions.Cordsinthebellyareoftenfearorsexualiry.Cordsinthethroatare
communicadonissues.Cordsinthebackmeantrustissues'Whentheyare

ontherightside,itindicatesmasculineissues,andtheleft,feminineissues.

When you find a cord' pull it out gently' The cord may be lodged in your

body or in the aura, in the space around your body' Bless and release what-

everisattachedtothecord.Dothisinloveandhealing,notangerormal-
ice. Resentment is a common feeling, particularly when disconnecting
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trom an abusive relationship, but you are coming rtici '!-: *. L-n-e I now. Let
it go as much as you can. Pull the cord out, and sen; \\-::::- '.::: ;os-n the

rube, dissoiving it safely, causing no harm to you or a:l-l:r. :: :jr. orher

end. Release them by saytng, "Blessed be." Fill in anv holes .-::=:t* r: '. _rur

body or aura with white light, allowing it to change to rhe a:t:,::r::i
color. Continue this process until you have cleared all cords. The ci:j*. :.-
vealed to you now are the issues you are prepared to clear. Check o: ':'
sides, above and below you.

S. Change your aura's color through intention, choosing a color with quali-

ties you desire. Do whatever feels good to you. You can even arrange colors

in layers. Many people put a violet layer on the outside, for additional pro-

tection. If your aura is tight around your body and contracted, expand it to
a comfortable size. If your aura is large and diffuse, bring your boundaries

into a comfortable space, roughly a bit wider rhan arm's length.

9. Reaffirm your protection shield: "I charge my protecion shield to protecr

me from all harm on any level, and reflect love back on the source of the
harm." Repeat this three times and end with "So more it be."

10. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself
clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

The days after the meditation may be difficult. As we flush out these emotions and en-

;rgetic toxins, their physical correspondences release from our body as well. Just as fasts

:nd cleansing diets can bring up emotional issues, this meditation is the same process,

:rarting with the subtle body rather than the physical. Drink plenry of pure warer ro
tlush the toxins out of your system and try to rake ir easy until you feel better.

Gslrnes
Chakra is Sanskrit for "spinning wheel," referring to the sprnmng s-heels of lighi rrithjn
the energy body. As your physical body has physical orgaru. vour spiri:ua, bodies har-e

spiritual, or energetic, organs, points of light, that process energl- in much the same
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Figure 21: The Seyen Chakras

way physical organs process food, water, and oxygen. Each works on a different level

of realiry. The word chakra is used universally in the New Age movement, although ir
is believed that many ancient cultures in addition to the Hindu knew of these energy

centers. Unfortunately, their names for these energy centers were lost. Hopi dolls have

been found with markings where each of the seven chakras exists. Myths of halos,
"fire in the head," "wheels within wheels," and "tongues of flame" descending on the

brow are possibly references to chakras.

Although there are many adaptations to the chakra system, the most commonlv

accepted model contains seven points running along the axis of the spine (figure 21).

Each chakra contains one of the main colors of the spectrum, starting at the bottom

of the spine and ascending. They are connected through a "central core channel," like

a tube, through which energy flows, as well as spiraling kundalini channels. Each
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:;-r:: is associated with a different function of consciousrr-i-i as *-eil as particular
:i ,;- --,-stems, glands, subtle bodies, and gemstones. Consecratirg a:_:: iarn,ing the as_

' :-:=j gemstones, or laying them on the chakra, will help aller-ia:e a:i r:nbalances
- -<i-es vou have with each.

{,;nl f
'*'--- :lot chakra is found at the base of the spine, often visualized as a ball oi red iigh:
' 
- -:-: perineum point, between the sexual organs and the anus. In Hindu tradjrions.

r'-: ::rt is called Muladhara. The root is considered the first chakra because ir deals
rv".:- lur most basic functions and earthly needs, "rooting,, us in the physical world.
- * :hr-sical bodies relate to the root, because irs function is to keep us alive. Our sur-
"' '" :nstirct, our sense of grounding or being "in the body,,, and the desire ro procre_

':' =d carry on our genetic identity are related to this chakra. Because of this genetic
::-:r\ the root also relates to our immediate family or tribe, the people from which

;r' : - iginate. The glands associated with the root are the sexual glands, the gonads in* -: and the ovaries in women. It is also related to the excretory system, purging phys-
::- :oxins out of the body to allow us to live. Dysfunctions of the root chakra can
-.:::iest as illness in those sysrems, sexual dysfunction, lack of pleasure and enjoy_*.r: in 1ife, particularly from any physical sensations, ungrounded feelings, depres_

1' or suicidal impulses. Betrayals from immediate family/rribe members, especially
':i:al abuse, create dysfunction in the root. Red stones, such as rubies and garnets,
..: associated with the root.

The root srores the energy of kundalini, which means "coiled serpenr.,, Kundalini
' :art of our personal energy, our life force that lies dormant at the root chakra. It spi

' -': uP the body through the kundalini channels, the ida and pingala, as a double hellx,
:-:lugh the seven chakras. The helix looks like the symbol of the modern medical as-

--iations: the caduceus, or staff with rwo coiled serpents. It also looks like our DN-\
,'tre 22).

In many Western magickal traditions, the root chakra is not at the base of ihe
:::e, as in the Sanskrit literature, but berween the feet. This variation comes fron :::t

:_:-erent executions of Eastern and western magick. In Eastern mysticism. me i::.:: _::
:::r the chakras is usually done sitting down with the base of the spine toucr:-: ::;
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Figare 22: KundaliniRising, Caduceus, DNA
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ground. In Western magickal traditions, particularly in ceremonial magld! the practi-

tioner is usually standing. To me, both examples further testify to the fact that energy

will take form in any way we intend and perceive it to.

Belly

The belly chakra is also called the sacral chakra, relating it to the loyrer sacrd spine. ab-

dominal chakra, ot Svadisthand in the Eastern texts. As there are rnarr_r n2rnes. the lo-

cation tends to vary according to the tradition and teacher. Possibilities indu& slighrlv

below above, or at the naval'point. Personally I think it is because p€ode harc ditrerent

body types. Certain individuals have longer arms, bigger heads, or smalkr feec Some

have a lower or higher naval point, and these differences reflect fu range of possbili-

ties. When you activate the chakras in the next exercise, vou will be aHe to fcel urhere

this point is for you, and visualize it as a ball of orange llght in 6e benv area- Carnelian

is the stone associated with the belly chakra.

As the second chakra, it moves beyond the physical needs of &e root and into the

realm of primal instincts and emotions. This energy relates to our basic need to reach

out and commune with another being. While the root is our relationship to seli the

belly is the relationship to others, symbolizing our recognition rhat there is more than

just "me." Sexual and social relationships and one-on-one relationships are related to

the belly. When you follow your instincts about a certain person, to trust or not to

trust, many say you "follow your gut." That is whv there is almost a physical sensation

to our instincts. We are, in realicy, following our own body's wisdom. Also, our ability

to trust ourselves and relax relates to the belly. rnhihitions and freedom, tension and re-

Iaxation, are the tides of the orange chakn-

Physically, the belly chakra relates to the kidneys, intestines, lower digestive sys-

tem, spleen, and pancreas. I have heard it referred to as the spleen chakra. The skeletal

system could be connected, too. The etheric body, the energetic template to the phys-

ical body, relates to the belly. This level of the energy body holds our shape. The ma-

terial of the physical body is regenerated every seven years, but illness and scars can

last longer because the physical matter is filling in the associated damaged sections of
the etheric body.
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Disorders of the second chakra include digestive disorders, particularly ulcers, hy-

perrension, mood swings, an inabiliry to ffust one's instincts, and difficulties commu-

nicating and relating to others as individuals.

SolarPlexus

The solar plexus is located right below the diaphragm muscle, beneath the rib cage.

This yellow chakra is called Mantpura and relates to a basic human desire to exercise

control over the things that are beyond us. With the belly, we reach out to others, and

now we seek to exercise our will on the outside world. Our sense of power, on all lev-

els, from physical power, health, metabolism, and energy to our strength of will, men-

tal control, and even spirirual enefgy, is tied to the solar plexus. The lesson of this

chakra is to learn about our power and our fear.

Our self-image is related to the solar plexus. How do you view yourself? Through

the lens of fear, or through self-control and trust? A healthy self-image relates to your

sense of security in the world. The asral body, the next of the subtle energy bodies, is

linked with the solar plexus, as are the powers of astral travel and psychokinesis, the

ability ro move matter with your mind, the ultimate act of willpower and control.

The musculature system, the power to move, is the main body system associated

with the solar plexus, but it also relates to the stomach, liver, gall bladder, and adrenal

glands. When you feel fear, rhese glands activate to give you a boost of adrenaline. We

also say 'butterflies in rhe stomach" when feeting fearful. The liver cleanses and stores

toxins from the body, and harmful feelings are the biggest toxins we have. In Chinese

medicine, the liver is called the "throne of anger" because our anger is stored there-

Cleansing the liver releases old angers and pains. Imbalances in any of these organs, in-

cluding hyperactivity or chronic fatigue, indicators of energy level, are signs of solar-

plexus issues. Issues with power, control, and addiction are in the realm of the third

chakra. Citrine is the healing stone of the solar plexus.

Heart
The heart, called Anahata, is located at the stefnum and is usually viewed as green'

sometimes with a pink center. The heart is the middle chakra and, as such, the btidg"

berween our lower and higher selves. Associated with emotion, the heart chakra's true

purpose is to bring us ro a state of unconditional love, or perfect divine love. The pur-

pose of our emotions is to bring us spiritual awareness through the connections we
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Figare 23: Layers of the Aura

teel to our family, fi:iends, community, and eventually the entire human ffib€ anddld
naftlre. Our sense of balance berween our needs and desires and our feelings 6[ orrn-
rassion are associated with the heart. Any green or pink stones are associamd rih
realing and opening the heart chakra, induding emerald and rose quaru

Energeticaliy, the emotional body is linked to us through the heart qre- Pttd-
:ally, this chakra is naturally associated with the heart musde and circtrlmmysysm-
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The skin, immune system, and thymus gland, often called the high heart, are also re'

lated to the heart chakra. When you suffer from heart and circulatory disorders, tbe

heart chakra is in need of healing. An inabiliry to form loving relationships, to cruff

others, to express your emotions freely, and feelings of guilt and shame are other sigE

of dysfunction. Love must start with the self before it can move out to others- -t&

though anyone can suffer from a heart attack for a variety of reasons, the

world tends to associate heart attacks with older men in a sociery that generallv

not encourage them to be emotionally open, available, and affectionate, because in

one time clashed with society's expectations of men. Hopefully, as we change otr

pectations, heart disease, both physical and emotional, wi1ldecline.

Throat

The blue sphere at the base of the neck is the throat chakra and relates to the

express ourselves and communicate. Through the heart we have learned trusn

compassion, to relate to others without a need for control. The throat chakra

ages us to express these higher thoughts and feelings to others. Strangely

thfoat chakra represents not only expression, but also its opposite, listening'

be able to take in and understand the expressions of another as well as send

The throat chakra is like a message-relaying system, taking in and sending ou

on all levels, for the throat chakra also relates to our spiritual and psychic

tening to the inner voice, nature' the song of the universe' and our spirit

chic hearing is called clairaudience, and many people receive information thb

this psychic level, the throat chakra rules our higher willpower. As the

our need to control what is already there, our throat helps us manifest our

are often spoken. The ability to speak up and state what you desire to

your magickal abilities. Magick words have a long tradition because ther n

wi11, and we use the energy of the throat chakra to send them off into dc

return to us what we desire. Because of its relationship to our though6.

dons, and communications, the throat chakra relates to the mental bodlt"

The mind is not located solely in your brain, but throughout your entire

ergy field.

Physically, the respiratory system' including the

thvroid, is related to the throat chakra' Our ability

vocal chords, larron

to take in breath h
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nected to our mind. Panic attacks and hyperventilation are triggered br thoughts that
manifest as rhese immediate problems. Think of the people you knomsho harc a thv-
roid condition-hyper being overactive, and hypo being underactiw- ll has been mv
experience that they have had some form of communication problem" usralfv speating
out too much and not listening, or not speaking up enough. Communicatim issres are
all imbalances of the rhroar, including sarcasm, gossip, and a fear of qpeakingq

The throat chakra is called Vishuddi, and its stones are rurquoise, sapphire, and lapb
lazuh.

Brow

This chakra is located berween and slightly above the eyes. The Hindu texrs call it Anja,
although most refer to it as the third eye. The gland of this chakra is the pineal gland"
found in the brain, and some evidence suggests that the structure of this gland is much
like an eye that never fully developed. Although located within the brain, the pineal
gland can sense light, which influences its abiliry to produce hormones. Metaphysi
cians feel that this eye is "looking" at the invisible spirirual light connecting us all.

The brow chakra relates to the function of seeing: physical seeing, seeing siruadons
dearly, and seeing things psychically our sixth sense. Through this chakra we learn ro
see things as they really are, to learn the spiritual reality that interacts with our physi
cal reality. when we use our "mind's eye" to visualize something, we are using our
brow chakra. Our powers of inruition, clairvoyance (psychic seeing), and most visually
rclated tasks come from the third eye, relating to rhe psychic body. The psychic body
rrings us information and knowledge. In European traditions of witchcraft, particu-
-arly celtic, this is called "the sight," and many people are narurally gifted with ir
-Jrough anyone can learn to use it.

Besides the pineal gland, the brow chakra is associated with the lower brain and
:lervous system, how information is relayed to the entire body. Migraine headaches
:.rd nervous disorders are signs of imbalance, along with a "lack of vision" for yourselt,
:: surrounding yourself with illusions and falsehoods about your life situations. \{anv
:ietaphysical srudents suffer from what is now known as the 'thfud eye headacbe*
;*ten opening to new abilities and energies. Classes with a lot of energies, sud irs crrs.
:'' workshops or psychic development, tend to bring them on. They are tempfrqr
r:ound yourself and the troublesome energies and headache should dissrpate- Indlgo
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is the color of Anja, and indigo and purple stones like amethyst are used to help open

rhis chakra.

Crown

The crown chakra sits not in the body, but at the top of the head, at the crown. Known

as Sahasrara, it is visualized as violet, lavender, or dazzlingwhite. It is the culmination

of the chakra system, expressing our innate connection to the divine and all life. The

crown chakra is the source of inspiration and divine wisdom. It opens the gates to spir-

irual epiphanies and insights, giving us greater spirirual understanding. This divine per-

spective, this spiritual sense of knowing, can be called the seventh sense, moving us be-

yond the simple inruitive and psychic flashes of the sixth sense. This chakra is our

connection to the Great Mother Goddess and Father God, the Great Spirit and source

of all that is. Our sense of divine love and a higher power springs from the well of the

crown chakra and flows through to the energy centers below.

The crown relares to the pituitary gland. This is the master gland of the endocrine

sysrem, controlling hormonal levels throughout the body, though some traditions as-

sociare the pineal gland with the crown. The higher brain is also linked to the crown,

our higher realms of consciousness. As the heart and love are connected to the im-

mune system, so is the crown. In fact, body-wide disorders or illnesses are often re-

lated to the upper chakras.

The opal, diamond, and clear/white quartz are the stones of the crown.

Notice how the chakras, from one to seven, demonstrate a developmental cycle of

consciousness, from simple physical needs to the spirirual.

Now that you have an overview of the chakra system, remember where your cords

were in the aura-clearing meditation. Does knowledge of the chakras help refine the

lesson learned when removing each cord? Illness in a certain area of the body indicates

a problem with the associated chakra. Be open to the message. The colors of the

chakras may also play apart in your light magick.

If you have been keeping up with the exercises and homework, you have already

been working with the chakras without even knowing it. Just as you can breathe, dF

gest, and metabolize without understanding anatomy, you use your chakras with r
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without knowledge of them. Although we are focusing on the seven major chakras,

rhere are also points of energy in the hands, feet, and major nerve dusters in the body.

-rrll the energy exercises have involved some form of chakra work- Connecting to the

Earth and sky ran energy through your central channel. You may have intuitivelv felt

the chakras activating and aLigning. Now you have the conscious information-

Exsncrse 25

Chakra Opening and Balancing

The following meditation opens and clears all seven chakras and can be used prior to

any deep magickal work. Ideally the whole exercise should be done regularly. You can

break the meditation into rwo parts. The first part works with opening and cleansing

the chakras. The second part is the Earth and Sky meditation, as in exercise 16, but in-

stead of letting the energy flow up and down, we will focus attention on each chakra

point for a moment. I try to do the second half of this meditation every day to keep

myself open, connected, and clear.

Prior to exercise 25,you must choose a symbol to represent balance. You will be vi-

zualizing this symbol over the chakras. Some possible symbols are shown in figure 24.

1. Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your

magickal mindset.

Be aware of the energy around you, your aura, and the flow of energy up

and down the spine.

Focus your attention on the base of the spine, the root chakra. Be aware of
this bright red disc. Feel the chakra start to spin open and activate as you in-

hale. Feel it spin open, cleansing any blocks you have to the physical world

and to your sense of community. Release any anger you have for anyone or

anything in the world. The chakra spins open like a red water lily or lotus

flower revealing a fiery ruby within it, clear and energized.

With the next inhale, focus your attention on your naval area, at the belh

or sacral chakra. Be aware of this glowing orange wheel of light. f'eel6e

2.
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Figure 24: Symbok of Balance

chakra start to spin open and activate. Feel it spin open and cleanse any

blocks you have to your instincts and your relationships. Release any sense

of betrayal. The chakra spins open like an orange lotus flower revealing an

orange carnelian stone within it, clear and energized.

5. With the next inhale, focus your amention below rhe diaphragm muscle, at

the solar-plexus chakra. Be aware of this shining yellow disc. Feel the
chakra start to spin open and activate. Feel it spin open and cleanse any

blocks you have to your personal power and will. Release any fear you

have. The chakra spins open like a yellow lotus flower revealing a yellow
citrine stone within it, clear and energized.

5. With the next inhale, focus your attention on the sternum bone, at the
heart chakra. Be aware of this pulsing green wheel. Feel the chakra start to
spin open and activate. Feei it spin open and cleanse any blocks you have to
unconditional love, perfect love, and perfect trust. Release any grudges and

forgive. The chakra spins open like a green lotus flower revealing an emer-

ald within it, clear and energized.

Z. With the next inhale, focus your attention on the thorax, at the throat
chakra. Be aware of this spinning blue light. Feel the chakra starr ro spin

open and activate. Feel it spin open and cleanse any blocks you have to

communication, including psychic communication. Release any judgments

you hold. The chakra spins open like a blue lotus flower revealing a blue

sapphire within it, clear and energized.

8. With the next inhale, focus your attention on the brow, at the third-eye

chakra. Be aware of this deep-indigo point of light. Feel the chakra srart ro
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spin open and activate. Feel it spin open and cleanse arry Hocks -vou bare to
your psychic and magickal gifts. Release any blinders you hare m 6e rudr
The chakra spins open like a purple lotus flower revealing m oethrsr
within it, clear and energized.

9. with the nexr inhale, focus your attention on the top of rhe hea4 a rhe
crown chakra. Be aware of this dazzhnglight, violet or whire in cohr kel
the chakra start to spin open and activate. Feel it open and cleanse anv
blocks you have to your connection to the divine, the Goddess and God-
come into your joy The chakra spins open like a white lorus flower reveal-
inga dazzlins diamond within ir, clear and energized.

10. with all seven chakras open and cleared, visualize your symbol of balance
above the crown. Intend that it balance the energies of the crown chakra.
Hold it there. Let it descend to the third eye with the same intenrion. Bring
it down to the throar. Then bring it to the heart, solar plexus, belly and
root. when you are done balancing all the chakras, let the symbol descend
from the base of your spine, down into the Earth, creating your grounding
cord, a beam of light grounding you to the cenrer of the planet.

11. Ask Mother Earth to send you this energy, and feel it ascend through this
grounding "straw" or taproot to the root chakra as you inhale. Feel it ener-
gize the root, and with each breath, feel it move up through the belly, solar
plexus, heart, throat, third eye, and crown, rising out of the crown and con-
necting you to the sky.

12. Ask the sky Father ro send his energy down, and feel it descend down
through the crown like water, flowing down through the seven chakras and
into the earth. Pause a moment at each of these points to feel the energv
flow through. Feel the balance in each chakra and in your entire body.

13. when done, slow down the energy flow with your intenr, and then scqp iL
allowing the remaining earth energy to flow upward and out, and the re-
maining sky energy to flow down and out into the Earth, helprng grormd
you.
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- 
j Rerurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourseif

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

-i-an rour aura and chakras often. As your awareness of the energy anatomy gro\\-s-
r-ou will perceive the location and reason for imbalances. Such information will help
vou pinpoint problem areas in your life that need to be addressed.

Nsw AssrcNN,rsNts

. Exercises z: through 25-complete and record your experiences in your Book of
Shadows. Notice changes in yourself after the aura-clearing exercise and repeat as

needed.

. Try aura gazing in your daily life, looking ar rhe energy of people, plants, objects_

and areas.

C ONTINuING ASSIGNMENTS

. Dailyjournal-Write three pages a day.

. Focus on a regular meditation practice, at least three times a week if not daily

. Honor and recogni ze your inruition. Continue to ask it questions.

. Use instant magick in your daily life.

. Neutralize unwanted thoughts and intentions.

. Continue using light in your life and meditations.

Trps

. If you have difficulty perceiving the aura, pick a point six to rwelve inches above the

crown of your partner. Look at your partner only through your peripheral vision.

. If you want a physical exercise to improve your visualization, stare at your third e1e

or brow Look up at the brow, between the eyes, and count to rwelve. Release and

relax for a minute and then repeat. Practice it in moderation. This eye exercise irn-
proves your visualization skills.
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- Darpmher rhat not everybody gers their information visuafty- I tded this experiment

nilh two other magickal friends of mine. I taught them about seetng the aura, but

mrirher really saw it. One "heard" the color in his head when he looked----no visual

ffived. The other *knew' the color, but did not 'hear" or "see" ir She just knew'

!,5 of the time we had rhe same color, and every time we had the same general in-

Erpretation. You could experience tastes, sensations, or smells when eryloring the

u'a and chakras, each with specific associations. Find your own way.

- Bc gentle with yourself, particularly when it comes to aura and chakra dearing-

Dm't push yourself too far too fast. Magickal training is much like physical training'

15u musr build your strengrh slowly, even if you have natural talent. Honor your

tr-n limits and do not compare your experiences to others. Your experience is per-

ftct for you.

Rrcor,rMsNDED RseorNc

nfrdel^s of Lifeby AnodeaJudith (Llewellyn Publications).

Wtottty of the Spiitby Caroline Myss (Three Rivers Press)'
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Il-rtches take many journeys, traveling far and wide, but not always in the physical

malms. Witches take journeys of spirit, learning to walk befween the material world
md the spiritual planes. One of the best definitions of a witch is "a walker berween

tre worlds." Our modern culture still clings to the archerype of the old witch woman
flring on her broom in the night sky. Traditional formulas of "flying' potions and oint-

ments are found in modern witchcraft books. To the casual observer, one would think
rfiat these refer to physical events, not internal, spiritual travels. The flying broom is a

misinterpretation of ancient fertility rites. The women would dance in a circle, broom

between the thighs, jumping and hopping up in an act of sympathetic magick. They

iumped up with these phallic fertiliry symbols, mimicking the upward growth of new

plant life, doing magick to ensure a fertile crop. Flying potions were concoctions of
herbs that would help induce visions and allow one to journey in the spiritual realms.

Many perceive this experience as flying. Stories of these rituals and herbal formulas

were exaggerated to the image of the witch flying around on a broomstick.

?21
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-::::::-lg an altered state and focusing your perception on a nonphysical realin is

--:- :- of journeying. Your perception and awareness shift from one channel to an-

-- 
--:e:. like a television. You are traveling without your physical body, but you're u-ith

-,':,ur subtle bodies. Because of this, you are not limited to the distances your body car:

rrar.el. You are only limited by your own mind and will. Your physical body does no:

disappear, but remains quiet and focused. Most people are simultaneously aware c:

thejourney and the physical body.

Believe ir or not, you have probably done some form of spiritual travel before. l:

you dream, you journey, and everyone dreams even if they don't remember it. Jou:-

neying is as natural to us as breathing, though we have placed so much importance o-

the physical realm that we neglect other levels of awareness.

Many qpes of journeying exist, the only differences being technique, perceprio-

and belief system. Spiritual travel can be easily divided into rwo main categories, tho-..

that focus on physical locations, and those that do not.

Asrn..* truvsr
For journeys of the physical realm, you are focusing on a physical location that yo-
body does not currently occupy. If you believe the Hermetic principles, this is not a-<

ffazy as it would seem. If all things are part of the divine mind, then "barriers" of dis-

tance, or even time, are only perceptions of other thoughts in the divine mind. Ther-

are not real since we are all essentially the same being, the divine mind. Most people

call this experience astral projection, but remote viewing, psychic travel, soul trar-ei"

outer journeying, and mental projection are other terms applied. The goal is to psr -

chically retrieve information about the location. The proof is to actually visit the loca-

tion ro verify this information. With practice, one can get quite specific and detailed- l:

you have difficulty believing that such abilities exist, I highly suggest the book Psr';rl;

Wariorby David A. Moorehouse. It is a personal account of someone who was pan :t
a U.S. government remote-viewing unit and the intense training involved. I beLieve rL 

',:

the governments of the world take the entire psychic phenomenon much more s€:]"

ously that most people believe.
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GutPsD \zlrmterrox
The second rype of journey is not as goal oriented, at least in rcgand to pbrysical r-erifi-

cation. This journey focuses on your own personal experiences. If rou hanc erer sat

back, relaxed, and imagined yourself at your favorite place, perhapc a mormrain-

beach, or forest, then you have had such a journey. Imagination it 6. h.T m 6cst

realms, as well as allowing the experience to happen. You may feel that yotr ilE rnnk-

ing it up, and in a sense, you are, but that does not make the journey au"v less rcel

When we stop focusing on an actual physical location, we enter a realmbeyondfrrm-

a realm of energy and vibration. Since the human mind has difficulry processingprre

energy, we drape symbols, such as fantastic locations, on it to make the experience eas'

ier to understand. The symbols come from our conscious and subconscious minds- If
you feel you're making the experience up with your imagination, you may be choos-

ing the symbols on some level, but the energy and experience are very real.

Ary rype of guided meditation, whether guided by yourself or someone else, is a

form of journey With a teacher, one is creating a group experience, suggesting colilnon

symbols and building a common journey, although each participant will perceive it indi-

vidually Although most journeys are led in terms of visuals, all the psychic senses are en-

gaged. People will often smell, hear, taste, feel, and know information in the journey

When I lead such a journey, many participants comment afterward that they were

"ahead of me," doing things slightly before I said them. Perhaps they were anticipating

me, of reading my mind. Or better yet, perhaps they were going along with a very red

group journey. Others will go off and do their own journey, not following my words-

and that is co'rrect for them. The best thing is to go with your first perception.

Guided imagery is sometimes called pathworking, based on the Kabalah. The K.a

balah, spelled many different ways, or the Tree of Life, is a map of realiry, a maP of tbe

spiritual planes in this system (figure 25). Each sphere represents a dimension, or ltsd

of consciousness. The lines connecting them are paths. Paths and spheres are assmi

ated with colots, sounds, angels, planets, tarot cards, and ritual tools. Manv p€mmd

meditations are based on these images, moving from one sphere to the next ria a pd-
hence rhe name pathworking. Now the term is applied to many rypes of medimin-

since Western magickal traditions, including modern Wicca, have borrorned ele'rr*-ts

from the Kabalah.
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Figu.re 25: Kabalah
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DnrmnNc
Dreams are another way of interfacing with a nonphysical reality. So many people be-

Lieve that dreams occur solely inside one's head, but as we are learning 6e mind is not

limited ro the brain, so why should dreams be? Magickal cultures believe that dreams

are an opportunity for your spiritual body to travel to the spiritual reakns for learning

and rejuvenation. Everyone needs sleep and everyone dreams, even if they don't re-

member it. That is why sleep deprivation is so dangerous. You are not giving a part of

you the necessary freedom to explore and heal.

With dreams, we obviously let our subconscious translate the messages we receive,

using symbols. These symbols are sometimes obvious because they are also a part of

our conscious mind, and at other times they are veiled, needing to be decoded and un-

derstood by the conscious self. If you survey the general populace, the majority of

people would say that they cannot control their dreams' Dreams simply happen. Al-

though that is true, there exists a small minoriry, particulady those practicing forms of

meditation and mysticism, who can control their dreams and use this time in very un-

usual ways. They experience journeys to physical and nonphysical locations, speaking

with spirits, learning new information, solving problems, and actually controlling the

dream itself, like an exrremely vivid guided meditation. That is why I encourage you

to keep a dream journal. You never know what will come out as you train and explore

these untapped abilities.

Controlling a dream is called lucid dreaming. As the dreamer, you are clearly aware

that you are in a dream. Realizing it is a dream, and not "real" or physical, gives you a

certain amount of control in the journey, as in a meditation. Unlike meditations,

where you can be easily distracted if you do not allow yourself to go deeply into an al-

rered state, with lucid dreaming, you are already in a deep altered state and cannot be

easily distracted. The key to lucid dreaming is to progfam yourself to be aware that

you are having a dream. This is particularly useful if you suffer from nightrnares- It

gives you a measure of control and tools for dealing with the feelings manifesting as

nightmares.

Try these dreaming exercises on your own and experiment to find what worts fu
rou. Since you are working with the subconscious, don t be discouraged with 6e ini-

dal results-keep trying. Think of dream work as a wonderful tool to use if you bare

it. but don't let any difficulties hold you back from continuing your snrdies.
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1;,l:en taced with a problem or perplexing situation, write out your desire to easilr

s",--'-e rhis problem. write something like "I, (state your name), ask in the name of the
Goddess and God, ro solve (name your problem)." Fold it up and put ir under your pil-
los'. Let it go. Do not try to figure it out again before you fall asleep, simply let it go.
knowing that it will be taken care of. Keep your dream journal by your bed. when you
wake up, you will have your answer in your dreams, though you may need to think
about the symbolism in your dream, or share it with a close friend, to understand it.

A second dream exercise involves meditating for a few moments before bed. Count
yourself down to your magickal mindset, or do your trigger, and program yourseld like
an affirmation, so that you will see a certain object in your dream, such as a particular
tlpe of tree. When you see that tree, you will realtze it is a dream and be in conscious
control, a lucid dreaming state. Remember to keep your dream journal by your bed.

furlalNrc &ounNs).
The last form of journeying is the shamanic journey. Shamanic trance is an altere,j
state of consciousness entered through a variefy of means, but most often involving
drumming or music. This is an exhibitory form of altered consciousness to induce
trance and open the veil befween worlds. Some traditions involve the use of variou_.

plants, sometimes of a psychoropic nature, to facilitate the process. The old witch's
flying potions are part of a long tradition of European shamanism.

In the practice of core shamanism, otherworldly journeyers had a basic map of re-

aliry. Like the Kabalah, the shaman's worldview was also often associared with a tree.
The World Tree is seen as a giant spire, a universal axis or axis mundi, a ladder of sorc-
connecting all the levels of realiry (figure 26). Atthe base of the tree and its trunk, one
finds the Middle World. The Middle World is our commonly accepted physical realirr"
the realm of time, space, and matter. Everyone lives in the Middle World whjle n
body. Middle World travel is to move in time or space, like remote viewing or asfta-

travel. In the roots of the tree, below the Earth, lies the Underworld. The Underwor.:
is not a place of torment, punishment, or retribution, but a place of healing, po\\-e:
and the ancestors. The Underworld is associated with our subconscious, unconsciou:
and psychic mind. The experiences can be dreamlike. In the branches of the Wbi:
Tree is the Upper World. The Upper World is a heavenly realm, where informarion:s
more for spirirual growth and given directly, unlike the veiled Underworld symboLl.=
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l--:ri of the conscious mind, or middle self, as the Middle World. The Underworld is
:.:resenred by the psychic mind, and the Upper world is the divine mind, or super

consciousness.

In shamanic journeys, the practitioner uses the tree and these three areas as a guide

for further adventures, influenced by the mythology of one's particular cukure or per-

sonal experiences. Although most use the World Tree image, some traditions use a

world mountain, rising in the sky and rooted firmly in the earrh. Any image can be

used to represent the cosmic axis, like a ladder, beanstalk, or skyscraper.

Lnvnrs oF'R.geurv
Mystics act as psychonauts, explorers of the vast, unknown spiritual realms. Each ex-

plorer's experience is unique and personal. There are many common, archerypal expe-

riences found all over the world, and these are encoded in the myths and raditions or

mysticism, and as a result there are many ways to view the various levels of realin:

The Kabalistic Tree of Life and the shamanic World Tree are but two. It is importan:
when you study these models that you understand they are just that, models. They are

not absolutes. They are human interpretations and symbols of energies that are va-s:

and unknowable in three-dimensional terms. Each model is as valuable as the under-

standing or experience it gives you. Each is a map to guide you rhrough journey expe-

riences, but many different kinds of maps exist, from srreers ro topography, dependia-

on what you need for yourjourney.

One model I have found to be very helpful is the concept of seven levels of reahr-;

based on the chakras (figure 27). Each chakra is associated with a subtle body, as c-.-

cussed in chapter 11. Each subtle body, each layer of the aura, is also associated v'itL :
level of existence, of consciousness. It is important to remember with this model that n,r

are "multidimensional," capable of existing in many realms simultaneously, not just o:;
We focus on a small area at a time, but are always part of the great vastness of all ler.-s

in the divine mind. Think of these levels as the subtle bodies of the Goddess and Go;-

The first layer, associated with the root chakra, is rhe physical realm (figure :-
The physical realm is analogous with the earth element and the shamanic lv{ic;"r*

World. This is the level of realiry with which most people are familiar. Anything th:: r.

physical exists in this layer.
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--= =:ieric realm is the one most closely associated with the physical. Anything

' :::- . :irr-sical body has an etheric template, a duplicate. The first edge of the aura.
:- - se st to the human body, is the etheric body, providing the energetic and structura,
:'ueprint for matter. The etheric is also associated with the belly chakra, the elemenr
of earth, and the Middle World. Think of it as the energy background ro rhe physical
world. Since it is so closely associated with the physical, practitioners do not perceir-e

themseives as journeying in the etheric.

The astral plane is the level that people are usually very interested in. The astra,
plane is a plane of shape and form, but not matter. It is said that everything physica,
has an astral counterpart, but not everything astral has a physical counterpart. The as-

tral echoes the physical plane, but is not bound by the same sense of space in the phr s

ical, so one can use it as a medium to connect to physical locations, as in remote vies--
ing. Here is the lower astral p1ane. The higher astral plane is less dependent on th-
physical and is much like a collective shared space for realiry. Some speculate that ou:
dreams occur on the astral because it is very reactive to our thoughts and emotiors
Because of this reactive nature, it is linked with the element of water and th-
shamanic Underworld. Guided meditations in the astrai take on the characterislc.
suggested by the journey's guide, whether a teacher, a rape, or yourself. Intima:=
groups of people, such as covens, will create a group space through a shared thougi-:-
form, creating an astral temple.

Some texts openly discourage astral ffavel because some practitioners have be --
frightened. The astral plane manifests your thoughts into forms, and these practiti:..
ers manifested their subconscious fears and anger into a vision of a frightening c:,.
ture while on the astral plane. Clearing and healing your consciousness of unhea:...

Patterns is paramount to a magickal practitioner. Once you realize that you hal-e ;;.
ated something, you can banish it. Even if you come across something that is nc: ,:
your own making, if you are centered in your power, such astral entities will not be a: :
to harm you. Remember your protection magick. There is also a fear that if your as::r-

body is harmed or separated from your physical body, you will die. I call this rhe '-j,,:,
and soul fear" because it is based on rhe old notion that one part of you is physical. :--;
the other is spiritual, or your soul. There are no other layers of body. If the :_,:,
"loses" the soul, you are dead. when you realize that you have multiple spirirua_ : :,;
ies, you realize that astral travel is projecting a portion of your energy, 1lour ?\il?f-:.: : .
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..- .:u-r location. You are not separated, though it otte: :e t-s ::a: t'ar- and sudden

' -,'j ;an be very disconcerting. They may cause a heaiache c': ;:s.,::iort. but cer-

- rr , , :--'i death. Archaic texts warn you not to let anything seve: \,:'*. !' -" -: corl. ljnk-

" : - -.: soul to your body, through the solar-plexus area. I thinli :ha: :::1:g- .olnes

- -. ::re astral's association with the solar piexus. Though most perce :-'-e -::e :::s-1..'es

- : -..tlng up and out through the crown chakra, if there is a sensation o: :::e ;::.:t
, ,-, :: is perfectly acceptable to perceive it as projecting out of the solar plerus. ::e

- -':. associated with the astral body. Such a projection might be "seen" as a cor; o:

- ::.1-. Don't let such notions scare or control you.

-i:::ngly associated with the astral is the emotionai plane, the level of our emo-

l -.r- :ody. The heart chakra is associated with the emotional level, as well as the ele-

'* :: - ri water. Water is the element of emotion, mystery, and, most importantly, un-

.':::onal love. This is what other models call the "higher" astral plane, although I

: r rr ilS a separate level. The "lower" astral plane is associated with the lower solar-

: : ::s chal<ra.

, :.e mental place is the next layer. I do not mean to imply that the mind is above

- : .:-]otions, but that the mind is in some ways less dense in vibration than the emo-

r -:, body. We feel emotions more strongly in the dense physical body than we feel

- , :ihts. The mind greatly influences the emotions and vice versa. The mental plane

--- place of thought and creation. When we think about what we want to manifest,

: J:eate the thought before we bring it into form. The mental plane is strongly tied

.:e element of air and the throat chakra, where we speak our thoughts.

-hked to rhe third eye is the psychic piane , where we receive and send out knowl-

: :i: and information. Think of this psychic plane as a vastly connected relay station,

.-.iing not only all people, but also all things, animate and inanimale. Here we send

: our desires, our intentions, to manifest into form. This plane, sometimes called

- nigher mental plane, is associated with the element of fire, our willpower, desire,

. -: passion.

Lastly, the crown chakra is associated with the divine plane. Our divine selves reo-

-::ent the highest level of consciousness, our complete knowing and understanding o:

, - The crown is associated with the fifth element, that of spirit or akasha. Toge ::c:.
-.: mental, psychic, and divine planes ale part of the shamanic Upper \\brl;. -,-' a-:.
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rn:ighrs and information are better understood and less symbolic. In this model, how-

e\-er, the layers go from the most spiritual and the least dense to the most dense in

terms of vibrational energy.

Think of the different levels not as floors in a building, but as layers of water in the

ocean. Each layer has a different pressure, temperature, clariry and marine life, but it is

difficult to distinguish where one layer ends and another begins. They blend into each

other. Think of these levels of energy in the same way.

These names and attributes have helped me greatly, but other systems exist. Some

people divide them into four, based on the four elements. Others use names such as

upper and lower astral planes and upper and lower mental planes. I've heard the higher

spiritual planes referred to as Buddhic planes. Such names may serve a Buddhist welL

but less so for those of us not on a Buddhist path. Understanding more than one per-

spective gives you added insight into many systems and keeps you from being too at-

tached to "your way" being the "right way" for everyone.

Exsncrss 26

Psychic Travel

The following meditation is an experience in psychic travel. First pick a place you harr

never gone to, but are capable of going to soon. I like using a store that I have nercr

visited. Don't pick a distant place that you plan to travel to later in life. You want im-

mediate access. For the moment, indoor locations, usually in public, are better for th'iq

exercise than outdoor locations. Have some paper and a pen nearby before counting

down.

The best advice I can give for psychic travel is not to focus on your expectations

Do not expect the experience to be what you imagine an out-of-body or near-death el-

perience would be like. Our expectations are often more vivid than realiry. Don't irc

alarmed if you can still feel your body, or if you can't feel your body. Think of it less m

leaving your body and more as sending out a part of your awareness and senses n
mental projection. Focus less on the physical sensations and more on the impressicmi,

For many, ir is much like the mind projection in exercise 13 than what they imagix I
full out-of-body experience would be like.
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1. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag_

ickal mindset.

2' Feel the energy of your body, and feel your perceprions and awareness in
your body. Form the intencion that you would like to psychically project
your consciousness beyond your body. you may feel a slight sensarion ar
your crown or solar plexus, or feel your awareness expanding ourward in
one direcrion. you can even imagine yourself standing outside of your body
and your awareness 'jumping in" to this duplicate image.

3- with your physical eyes closed, psycfucalry take note of the room around
you. Do not try to remember it, but allow the information to come to you.
The information could be visual, or a psychic knowing of what is in the
room. Take note of all the details, including the grain of wood on the door
frame, the texture of the floor, your meditafion altar, and anyrhing else that
catches your attention.

4. Now think of a location you do know weil, such as your workplace or a
friend's house. Intend to go there now. Imagine your presence leaving your
meditation room, either through the conventional door, or floating out
tfuough the ceiling and roof. Let yourself travel to this location. If you are
nor sure of the acfual direction, in relationship to your physical location,
don't worry visualize a doorway of right, a portal, that win connec you to
your intended location. open this portal with an invoking pentagram. Go
through it, count from five to one, and at one, the tunnel ends and you are
at youf destination. Such astral gateways can connect any fwo points, physi
cal or nonphysical.

!- Look around this location, and let the detaiis come to you. Most you will be
familiar with it, but be aware of anything out of the ordinary Make note of
it. Rerurn through the runnel of light, counting five to one, and refurn your
awareness ro your body. close the gareway with a banishing penragrzrn- If
vou wish to continue, do not count back up.
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6. Repeat steps 2 through 5, but intend to go to your new location, the one

where you have nor yer physically been. Again, look around this location
and let the details come to you, including colors, sounds, sights, and general
layout. Even thoughr you may be doing this at night, the locarion could ap-

pear to you in daylight, meaning you have shifted in time. Don't worry
about this. Gather as much information as you can, and intend to remember
it all. If the location is dark, ask to see it in the light.

7. Rerurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself
clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding. you may need more
grounding than usual, so go slowly and make sure your awareness is fully
back.

8. Write down ali the information you remember about this location. Sketch a

little diagram. Get as much detail down on paper as you can, but do not try
to fili in the gaps. If you don't know whar was in the corner, don't try to
force it with your conscious mind. often things that do not make logical
sense rurn out to be right.

When you have a chance, check out the location and see how well you did. Remember.

things can change by the time you get to the location. If you "saw" in the meditation a

blue blur distinctively to the right, and go to the store and see blue shirts on the left, ask

someone who works there. You may find that the shirts were on the right on the das

you "traveled," and were moved. Go with your first inruition, your gut instinct. Re-

member that you do not have ro be 100 percent right to make significant "hits."

I first did this psychic projection on a well-known bookstore rhar opened a branch
in my area. All these stores are laid out similarly. When I projected out, my first im-
pressions did not make any sense. The registers were in a funny place. The magazines

were not in the right place. There was no little cafE that I could see. When I checked i:
out, things were fairly accurate and it was not set up like any other store I had visited-

If I had tried to make it fit my conscious information, I would have been wrong.
Sometimes psychic travel in the physical occurs in the dream state. My student am;

fi:iend Robin planned to visit her daughter in Italy. Before she went, she woke up vte.
a vivid dream of Italy, a particular building, the layout and landscape, including a ri.re
running near it. She later got online to find the website of her hotel and saw the pic-
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ture of her dream building. When she visited it, things marched up very wel1. She has
a knack for this particular kind of work, and often checks in psychically with her sister.

-rdthough that is perfectly acceptable, you must use your own discretion with these
abfities to avoid violating anyone's sense of boundaries or privary.

My covenmate Ginella and her husband Scott had both studied with me, but at dif-
rtrent times, and each had an interesting experience with psychic travel. In Ginella's vi-
sion, she saw many brass bars or rails in the restaurant she chose to visit. When she
risited the restaurant, she was upset that there was only one brass rail when she had
seen so many. She didn't realize that the restaurant had been damaged by fire, and her
description fit the older decor much better. I only knew this because I had eaten there
Eears ago. Sometimes we shift in time as well as space, since these realms connecting
us are beyond such concepts. In these cases, intention is very important. Intend to stay
in this time.

Scott was initially discouraged at his experience of psychic ravel. His vision had
nany images, but his things did not match up with fus physical visit. Then he turned
around and looked at the area from a certain perspecrive and rhings fell into place.
\l'hile not perfect, his new perspective gave him a significant amount of accurate
"hits." Like any skill, it takes practice. You must determine if this is a skill you wish to
:evelop further. Sometimes one small success helps build the grander picture of our
:ragickal abilities, and we choose to focus on those abilities that we are drawn to use
3 our daily life. Everyone does not have to be perfect ar everything.

\ew AssrcNMENTs

' Exercise 26-complete and record your experiences in your Book of Shadows.

- start a dream journal. Affirm that you will remember your dreams when you wake
up. And keep an open notebook and pen on the nightstand. you can even use a tape
recorder if you like. When you wake up, write down or record the first thing vou re-
nember. The first few times might be blank, but you will be training yourself to
-,r_rite down your dreams. A fragmented sentence can make the whole thing come
rack to you. Dreams are important to unlocking the inner world. Dream reconding
:elps you remember meditations more vividly
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C ir rrrrrNc AsSTcNMENTS

. Jailr journal-Write three pages a day.

. Focus on a regular meditation practice, at least three times a week if not daily.

. Honor and recognize your intuition. Continue to ask it questions.

. use instant magick, neutralization, light, and aura reading in your daily life.

Trps

. Sometimes insomnia is a gentle sign to do introspective work. Though we must ba.-

ance our daily health and sleep needs, if you find yourself in a period of insomnia- r
may be time to do a little introspective work, journaling, or meditating. Once you re-

ceive your message, your body will settle down and sleep. Listen to your body an:
find a balance that suits your life and health. Extended periods of insomnia are ur-
healthy for the body and psyche.

. If you suffer from difficult dreams and nightmares, and suspect an exrernal psychic

attack, surround yourself and your bed with a protection shield, as done in chapter
9. Using the color blue is very powerful for this. If you continue to have nightmaree
really pay attention to the images. Your higher self may be giving you a message or
pointing out a fear you need to overcome.

. If you have trouble with the psychic projection exercise, srart out by visualizing a

bright cloud of smoke or vapor being released from your body, usually via one of rhe

chakras. The cloud floats before you and takes shape, forming a perfect, idealized du-

plicate of you. Project your senses, mind, and sense of self-awareness into the dupli-
cate. Imagine ' jumping' out of the body and into the duplicate. Then conrinue on-

ward in this astral double.
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As walkers berween the worlds, witches make allies in the spiritual realms. Whenever
vou visit a new land, physical or otherwise, it is wise to make contacts in this land.,

someone trusted to give information and lead the adventure on safe paths. In essence,

vou need a guide. As a spiritual traveler, you need a spirit guide.

Spirits and guides are not exclusive to witchcraft. References to invisible allies are
found in culrures all over the world, although mythologies and belief systems differ as

to exactly who and what spirits and spirit guides are.

In general, a spirit refers to a nonphysical being existing beyond normal space and
rime. This entiry could have been physical at one point, living in a body, and after
death transcending the physical plane but still keeping in contac with it. Srories of
ghosts and hauntings refer to spirits not only in contact with the physical, but some-
how bound to it. The general theory is that these spirits did not have a peacefirl deam,
left some business unfinished, or had an unhealthy attachment to someone or sorle-
thing that remained in the physical world. Other spirits were never physicl, but atwacs
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erir on other planes of realiry the beings of folklore and legends. Many spiritual sys-

tems assign spirits and their areas of influence to hierarchies. Certain beings, often

called goddesses, gods, elementals, faeries, angels, ot demons, have the abiliry to aid

humanity under certain conditions. However, most have no interaction with humanicy

because they are at a different vibrational level and a different plane of existence.

Spirit guides are nonphysical beings. They aid humanity by offering personal ad-

vice, mystical knowledge, and magickal partnerships. Although assumed to be very al-

truistic, most traditions also assume that spirit guides are learning something from the

process, or need this link to humanity for their own spiritual growth. Some feel that

guides serve out of love for humaniry. They give us information and insights that we

do not consciously possess. Like a good friend and counselor wrapped into one, theY

tell us the things we need to hear, in a way we can understand. In some spiritual hier-

archies, guides are believed to come from the same "soul group" or "soul family" as

their human contacts, meaning a group of souls who remain together to learn and

grow in a very familial manner. At some point, souls incarnate, or take physical form

through birth, and some of their soul grcup remains in the spiritual realms to guide-

consciously for those on the mystics path, and subconsciously for most others. Ever-v-

one has some sort of guide beyond the veil, but most people are unaware of this. ln frb
paradigm, it is just as likely that at some point you were the guide and your currtil
guide was in a body. You may both have been incarnated at the same time, sharing Pht-*

ical existence together as other members of the group were your guides. This systemd'

exchange gives the relationship a wider perspective. Just because your guide is a

does not mean it does not understand basic human needs, emotions, and thoughc.

Other spiritual systems feel that spirits become guides once they have mastered

human level of existence and move on to the next plane. Still others feel that

guides are powerful spiritual beings who never wefe human and who exist beyond

understanding. As with any of my teachings, I do not tell you that this is the wav

universe always operates and everyone else is wrong. My beliefs and viewpoins

changed over time, and have encompassed all the material here, so I present

possible viewpoints. Use what works for you. It is important to remember, in

nonphysical existence, that we have difficulty understanding it because it is
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fficrc we are existing at the moment, so we create symbols. systerns, and viewpoints
m mderstand it better, but they are just that: symbols, not absolute truth.

Regardless of origin, spirit guides serve as intermediaries between vour conscious

rffiand the higher sell and ultimately the divine mind. The divine mind cen s€em vasr

drmknowable, thus the need for an intermediary. In witchcraft, we perceive the di-
qnire force, the Great Spirit, as I call it, as embodied by the Goddess and God rhrough
fu Principles of Polarity and Gender, helping us make a personal connection- Some-
ririirilirps our guides are the goddesses, gods, and heroes of a specific mythology.

Other times they are ancestors, those who have passed before us in our genetic or

rydriruai lineage. Although you may not be lrish, your guide could manifest as an old
frmfuh wise woman because you have adopted a Celtic path. This woman is in your spir-

mel family, if not in your bloodline. She could be part of your soul group, utilizing her
qfiHrance from a previous incarnation.

Animal spirits can also act as guides, and are most familiar to those following a
4srnanic or tribal path. Since our connection to the natural world is pivotal in the
prrtice of the craft, animal teachers, or even plant spirits, are obvious manifestations

fu our guides.

Some students view guides as the familiar winged angels. Angels are viewed as safe

nrT'.{ se16[61table for those fearful of spirits. Some traditions of Wicca work closely

wifr the archangels. Conversely, a segment of people drawn to witchcraft often shy

mav from angels, feeling that they hark from Christian beliefs, but in trurh the
mnhology of angels goes far beyond Christianiqr The bulk of the information comes

i.omJudaism, but roots can be found in Egypt, Sumer, and Tibet. older sources of an-

rcis paint a portrait that is not exclusively that of winged cherubs. Some are wheels of
i:e or fearsome beings with many eyes.

I have found that spirit guides typically manifest in ways the person is comfortable
nex'ing. If they are spirit, they are greatly beyond shape and form, at leasr in the man-

:er in which we are used to shape and form, and accordingly have a measure of con-

:ol over their form. They may be based in the spiritual realms of the astral planes or
;bove. With direct contact, our awareness of new realities opens up. Spirit guides seek

:: facilitate that process by choosing shapes that we are comfortable viewing at firsr.
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,].-ier guides manifest in forms that we have difficulties with, not to scare us, but to
::ri'ont us with our fears and prejudices. I have a student who always works with fe-

=ale guides and goddess energies. w'henever a masculine presence appeared, she

ri-ould turn it away or use the protection magick exercises to banish it. Soon all the
guides coming to her were mostly masculine and she did not accepr them until a female

guide explained to her that they were not bad, but that she needed to face her fear of
men and male energy. such advice opened a whole new world of wisdom for her.

WHn 0ln oN lprRrT Gunss?
Why should I call on my spirit guides? What exactly do they do? "serving as inrerme-
diaries with our divine selves" might seem like a nebulous answer. Practically, they
have a great purpose: they serve as mentors. They can be called on to answer ques-

tions, help solve problems, point out our behavior patterns, give greater insight, pro-
vide confirmation to intuitive flashes, and ultimately to give us spiritual support.
Guides are available to aid us in the physical and spiritual worlds. We can call on their
wisdom for our personal problems and family issues. They act in many ways as a spir-
itual counselor would. Although spirit guides are not a subsdrute for any professional

care you may need, I must say I've had my own personal breakthroughs and insights
while meditating with my spirit guides. They can point out information and patterns
we commit that are unhealthy, and we are more likely to accept this from a spirit
rather than a physical person because our ego is more defensive with a physical per-
son. During such inner spiritual conversations, you may feel like you are talking to
yourself, but they allow you ro cur through many of the games you may play with oth-
ers. These personal breakthroughs lead to a greater awareness of self and ultimatelr
help you along your spirirual path. Aithough we tend ro divide our personal lives from
our magickal selves, they are really intertwined.

Our guides are ever ready to lend support in our specific magickal works, be ir
daily meditation or spell crafting. They are great advisors as ro when to do magicL
and when not to do it. They often give tips on ritual and spell work, possibly drawing
from past incarnations. They can give advice about the magickal properties of planr.
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rxl crystals and be present with messages when you are doirrg any psychic work, in_
rlrvling healing and things like tarot readings. Some psychics, as mediums or channels,
bnsically ler their own guides or their clients' guides speak rhrough them via various
rehniques, such as trance work or automatic writing. Spirits can literally guide you on
rcur psychic-projection travels and guide you on meditative journeys.

Many practitioners of spirit work believe that you have not one guide, but several
ggtd"s' working in one or more teams. Different guides assume different roles in your
ryiritual development and welfare, and often new guides have to be requested or in-
rcked into your iife to start an active relationship wirh them.

Sparit guide-Spirit guides are those who are there to help and direct you, like a good
friend or counselor, to be there to speak when you need them and to be there to lis-
ten when you need to talk. They act like spiritual therapists and good friends. They
may cross over with any of the other following roles, and are the most common to
interact with during a shamanic journey or meditation.

Mrctor-Protector spirits are concerned primarily with your physical welfare, but
also with your spiritual protection. Different spirits may be in charge of different as-

pects of protection for you. Angel and animal spirits are often viewed as protectors.

Cttekeepers-Gatekeepers are not physical protectors, but protectors of your con-
sciousness, guardians of your mind and spirit. They may simultaneously assume the
mle of protector as well.

Ecaler-Healers are spirits who are available for your healing on all levels and to aid
others in healing. When you desire self-healing, call on your healers and ask for in-
slructions' Once you have called on them, lie down and they will align your physical
and subtle bodies, just like when you visit a witch or any other kind of hands-on
healer. Your guides will put their spiritual hands on you and create balance. Ask
them for any special instructions. Intuitively, you may feel like you have to change
vour position to facilitate their work. They will also let you know when the session
is complete. When it is over, thank and release your healing guides. They can act as

internal alchemists, healing body chemistry. If you do any other healing worf call

lF
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:r:- 1-otr healers before you begin, to guide you. Call on your client's healers, and

:,,,ir of your higher selves. I've been blessed with several healing guides, including
one that looked like an ancient practitioner of Chinese medicine. He gave me infor-
mation on several pressure points in my body to stimulate healing after an injury. I
later found out that they were used in acupressure.

Joy guide-Ajoy guide is said to help you remain in conract with fun, laughter, and

your inner child. Also known as a laughter guide, tricksters, faeries, and other mis-
chievous spirits take on rhis role, sometimes hiding things from you. A joy guide is

at times related to the gatekeeper function, guarding your consciousness from en-

ergies that would harm the inner child.

Runner-Runner spirits are those who help you manifest and find things in the physi
cal world. Elementals and nature spirits are usually the embodiment of runners.

Moster teacher-A master teacher is concerned about your spirirual development and

the course of your study. A master teacher will provoke you not only to learn, but
also to practice and develop your skills. Think of this spirit as a menror, who will
often be connected in some way to your chosen life profession.

Patron-A patron usually refers to a patron deiry, a goddess or god whom you sen€
and for whom you act as an agent in this world. Your learning and development is
directly tied to the patron whom you choose, or who chooses you, and can some-

times change with time as your path changes. A patron may also act as your master
teacher.

My first experience with guides was in a meditation led by a teacher of mine. I was in-
troduced to two guides, a female who was a cross between an elf and an Arabian
princess, named Asha, and a tall, pale, lanky man, also reminiscent of an elf, named

Llan. They were not what I expected at all. Asha aided more in the feminine, intuirire.
and healing realms, while Llan seemed a little colder and mental, giving me more facts

and figures. As I reconciled my own inner masculine and feminine, he warmed up and

started teaching through story, something I soon adopted in my own teaching. Later I
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had a visitation in my meditation with the goddess Macha, an Irish goddess associated
with crows and horses' she became my patron in the craft. years later I had an experi-
ence with the Welsh god Gwydion. These four have been with me ever since, along
with the crow and Spider animal spirits. Many other spidrs, angels, and deities have
wandered in and our of my practice. They come and go from my life as needed. Thev
present the information or experience they hold and then continue onward- As I,r-e
studied different paths and belief systems to expand my knowledge and experience as
a teacher, these new guides have conformed to the new paradigms I,ve adopted, fur_
ther demonstrating ro me that spirit is ever changing and mutable to the form you
need at the time.

It has been my experience through teaching this material to many different people
from different backgrounds and beliefs that everyone has at least one guide at all times.
Sometimes contact is not immediate, but guidance is available, and often comes through
incuition and flashes of messages rather than direct conversation or visuals. Witches,
shamans, and other mystics seem to have more guides than the average person because
they spend more rime than most people contacting the spirit realms. The more you
travel, the more you make contacts, fi:iends, and guides in foreign locales. These contacts
will come in very handy as you develop your skills as a walker befween worlds.

Anr trlsv Rg'tr2
one of the most frequently asked questions I get in regard to spirit work, and witch-
saft in general, is "Is this real?" people will pull me aside after alecrure and ask, ..Now

really, was that real? Are spirits and guides really there, or did I make rhe experience
up?" And that is the 64-million-dollar question. Are spirits real? Do they exist indepen-
Jendy of the people who perceive them? The obvious answer picked by most people is
ro' They are figments of your imagination. At worst, they represent a psychological
::nbalance in which you are talking to peopre you think are real, who are not physicalh
frere' At best, they are a device used by your consciousness to have 
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'lgue. Your belief in a spirit facilitates the process of the inner conversadon v.tere in-
,:ght and knowledge you already possess can be woven into a more complete picmr-
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In chapter 5, we discussed the three minds used in magick, the conscious mind, the

pq-chic mind, and the divine mind, corresponding to the middle/ego seli the lower/

psychic self, and the higher self, respectively. Many proponents of the internal dialogue

will say that the spirit guide is a manifestation of the lower, psychic abilities to make an

easier contact with the higher, divine self. In essence, you are talking to yourself, but a

higher, wiser part of you.

In psychological terms, these intermediary personas are known as the anima and

animus, the inner female and male aspects of each individual. At the first stage of this

work in modern psychology, every man contained an inner feminine called the anima

and every woman contained an inner masculine aspect called the animus. Today, prac-

tirioners feel that everyone contains both aspects, regardless of physical gender. The

anima/animus helps us contact the higher mind and gives us a balanced perspective of

the masculine, logical point of view and the feminine, intuitive point of view. When in

contacr with both, we make balanced, well-informed decisions. It's like using both

sides of your brain to determine the next course of action, instead of letting one dom-

inate. Ancient alchemists writing about the hermaphrodite, a composite of male and

female, were writing about this spiritual truth, and not necessarily the physical.

I can't disagree with this viewpoint, as it was my own for quite a while' Aithouglr I

believed in the power of the mind, psychic abilities, and, through those abilities, mag'

ick, I was not ready to believe in the existence of spirit guides. When I met Asha and

Llan, I thought they were my anima and animus given a colorful voice. Llan especiallr

looked like someone I knew in college. I felt that I gave his image to my animus be

cause this person was the only male witch I knew, even though we were never inre
duced. After studying rhe work of CarlJung, the idea of talking to a wiser part of mp

self was not as intimidating as speaking to spirits, so I went with it.

Later I had experiences with my guides that made me doubt this theory and marh

me look at the possibiliry that I was interacting with separate, distinct entities.

personalities seemed to be complete and beyond simple aspects of myself. At a

when I was doubting myself and the craft, feeling overwhelmed by peer and

pressure, I asked my guides to give me proof, some sign that this was all real and

were real: "If I am not talking to another part of myself, tell me something I dont

ready know." Asha told me, "Steve's mother is blind." I had just met my life
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!:er-e, a few months earlier and had not yet mer his mother. when I did, she wasn,rjL:ld; she saw better than I did. All -y hopes were dashed and I felr r-en disconnected.
" :lnrinued with basic meditations and energv n-ork I couid feel rhe energv exercises,
r: I rhought energy was real, but I thoughr spirit guides $ ere ml- imaginarion, and I
r'' not journey or speak with my guides unrii a fen- s-eeks later. I met up *ith an old
::--:rd. also named steve, and he told me abour his mother. she had recentlv been de-

=:ed legally blind. I immediately meditated .,lirh my spirit guides to apologize. Asha
u-r iaughed, and I thought it appropriare rhar they had helped me ..see,, 

by using rhe
r::bol of eyesight, a recurring issue in my life.

Surce then I've had many different experiences that reaffirmed my belief that spirits
Ejies are real. In class, I've felt the presence of particular spirits or deities and have had
:':rr people in the class describe them. During one rirual I felt the energy of Woran, or
--:r. rhe Norse father god. I pafticularry fert him in the south. A woman standing in
::'- south, who was not a pagan but someone open to exploring new practices, said she
i:-: a viking standing behind her and proceeded to describe the one_eyed wotan. I,ve
iL': had students describe my spirit guides before I've discussed them in class.

-t good friend of mine, one of the people who first gor me involved in witchcraft,
r::: an obscure celtic goddess, dressed in full celtic garb. she gave her name, which
r:--' iend had a hard time pronouncing. She had never sfudied the Celts before this
:'::r: in time and would never have subconsciously chosen such a deity because she
:;' no prior knowledge of myth. She later discovered rhat same goddess in a book.
* people reporr being met by different gods and goddesses they never knew ex_

: -:;' but later found in a book. Even if they did not believe in individual spirits, at the

'-*-- 
least each of these people tapped into a collective consciousness containing these

:-:::es, the archetypal beings, and not their own personal subconscious.
-r one meditation, the same guide presented itself to two different people. As *-e

' ::-: around the room, one person described a guide, and when he spoke to it. rhe
:--:; said, "I'm not here for you. I'm here for someone else.,, I then noticed the look' 

'-ock when the next student rcalizedthat it was the guide he saw I've seen rp\- sru-
- ' ' --'' guides at times. One experience in particular that stands out in mv min,J tr-a_s

" - -:rg the same meditation. I saw a Roman centurion standing behin,c mv ffend
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Scort. He, too, saw this figure, and described the bristle helmet but did not use the
.word centuion. We saw the same being, and that experience convinced him that spfuits

are "real."

With these experiences in mind, it is easy to believe that spirit guides are seParate

and distinct individual entities, but I fear that is not the whole truth either. I struggled

with the concept for a long time, wanting to separate fact from fiction. What was reaD

Were they separate, or a paft of me? The more I struggled and needed proof, the lcss

productive ir was. When I let go of needing to prove anything, I had more worthrntih

experiences. We can look at spirits from the psychological perspective, or the more fiir-

ditional entify perspective, but when you keep the Hermetic principles in mind, mm

importantly the Law of Mentalism, we are all connected and part of the same orE

spirit. We are all waves in the ocean. Is a separate entily in reality any different from m1r

higher self? Not really. Am I any different from anyone of anything else, physical c
nonphysical? No, not really. The only difference is perspective. Currently, I have thepcr

spective of being a separate person, and that is the experience I need right now. \f,/hcrr^

that need changes, my experience changes. By understanding that mysticism in part

based on a personal viewpoint, we create a better foundation for our own spiri

work. We also become more tolerant of other people's beliefs, rcalizingthat it is

point of view.

f'rLn AND DrscrnNMENT
One of the most interesting aspects of teaching spirit work is observing the

levels of enthusiasm or fear related to the experience. On one hand, you have

very interested in meeting their spirit guides and actively working with them.

people who do not particularly want to become witches take my witchcraft

learn to work with spirit guides and journey. They are excited at the prospect of

ing up to a brand new world. On the other hand, a small number of students

fear of working with spirits. They fear what spirits they will conjure up and the

bility that the spirit will be evil. Our popular culture, from foik tales to Holh

thrillers, depicts the spirit world as a hostile place, filled with demons out to
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The word demon most likely comes from the Greek work daimon, meaning an inter-
mediary spirit, one who connects humankind to the gods. That sounds like a spirit
guide or angel, doesn't it? Historically, the gods of an exisring religion become the
demons of the conquering religion. That doesn'r make one evil and the orher good, it
just means that one tribe is better at waging war than fhe other.

If you research demonology, you will notice the similarities of the demols' names
m old pagan gods. Though some would argue from a fundamentalist Cbrisrian point of
vbw that the pagan gods were demons, they are only qpiritual entities who are rhe vic-
r;ms of bad press and a smear campaign. The only demons you should worry about are
trose of your own making, the personal addictions and unhealthy attirudes you bring
imo life.

Although one should exercise caution when doing any spiritual work, it is no more
dangerous than physical travel and interacting with real people. Most spirits mean no
herm' some desire to help, and others may not have your best interests at heart. With
e litde pracrice, you can avoid harmful spirits enrirely.

Some people fear that once they start talking to spirits, the spirit will never stop
mlking and will drive them crazy. My good friend and former covenmare Christina,
sho has always had a hard time with the concept of spirits, asked, "What's the differ-
ence between spirit guides and schizophrenia?" we came to the conclusion that
n-itches and shamans speaking to spirits can "turn off" the experience and focus on the
material world whenever they want. Think of it as a radio with an off switch, or at
kast a button to change the station. Those with various types of illness can't rurn it off.
They may be talking to spirits, or they may be talking to rhemselves, bur often due ro a
ahysiological problem, they cannot rurn ir off. Do not worry about .going cazy." with
a basic foundation in meditation and metaphysics as presented in this book, you will al-
ways be able to turn off your radio. You may have certain initiation experiences that are
lifrcult at the time. Many shamans go through the "wild man" or ..wild 

woman,, initia_
jon, where they seemingly go ffazy and live alone in the woods ro learn from the qpir-
:s' but modern witches do not lose their faculties or create a physiological iilness. I rhink
Sat some people subconsciously don't want to talk to their spirit guides. They fear whar
:he guides will say. Many people are unhappy with life, but are more frightened to
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change than to keep suffering, and a spirit guide will urge you to change if you are nc'.

living in a balanced manner. Change can be a frightening prospect.

When working with a new spirit or guide, use your discernment. Does this feel riglr
inruitively, in your heart, mind, and body? If something is making you uncomfortab,e.

what is it? Is it your own feelings reflected at you, or is it the entity? Various traditio,n*

feel that if a spirit can tell you its name three times in a row, then it is not lying to r-c-:

but sometimes a name does not prove anything. Others ask a spirit to send them i*
feeling of unconditional love along with the name. A spirit that means harm can:l:n

exist in the vibration of love. You can use the banishing pentagram and ask all sp:::m

who are not in "perfect love and perfect trust" to be banished now. If that spiri: s-
mains, they you can work with it. The protection techniques in chapter 9 are g--snr

preparation before working with any spirit.

\ullrwc coNTAcT
This section is a series of exercises designed to facilitate the process of connecting

your spirit guides. To some, these are used as systems of divination, but rn'e ''rlll

using them like an oracle. An oracle goes in a different direction from divination cd

past, present, and future. It uses divination as a medium to connect with variou-c

guides. We shall use these exercises to receive answers from our guides, otrc
yes/no format, and then move on to more detailed messages.

Spiritualists from many traditions talk about spirits and guides existing at a.-

vibration. We know through the Principle of Vibration that all things vibrate. a..

are energy, even the nonphysical. When we describe spirits as existing on other:{
like the astral, emotional, or mental planes, they are in a different vibration i
physical. These vibrations overlap, since we, as physical beings, have astral,

and mental components. The event of contact is a process of both beings c
their vibration enough to "fune in" to the right frequency Some use ritual, me,.i

or lifesryle practices to achieve and maintain such vibrations. We know we ca:

our vibration through intent. Through intent, we can "tune in" to our gurfts.

when we are not seeking direct guidance, but only their presence to subdr I
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When I have a healing client or a tarot session, I fune in through my intentions and ask
o be guided to say and do the correct thing. Sometimes I receive a direct message, and
odrer times, it is just a flash of intuition, but I know my gurdes are present. I think that
many teachers and healers do this, some consciously and others unconsciously

Before doing any of the next exercises, sit quiedy and say this or similar words:

'I ask my highest andbest guidance to be present. I ask to vibrate in harmony with the

highest andbest guidance and undersund all mrssages giyen to me."

$omefimes a slight tingle or shift in energ"y will follow, but if you don't notice any-

' ' g don't worry They are present. Now you are ready to begin. when done, always
drrnk and release your highest and best guidance. You can do so by sayrng, "Hail and

fuewell," by which you honor and release.

Exrncrss 27

ktrilulum
illht pendulum is a time-honored device used to divine yes or no questions. In this ap-

diication, we are going to ask our guides to give us yes or no responses to questions

Unffed The item itself is a string with some sort of weight on the end. It can be as fancy

ur es simple as you like (figure 28). Silver and gold chains with crystals or metal beads

mrc at'ailable. You can create a homemade pendulum using a piece of string and a metal

ffiflSer or nuc. Marilyn, a friend and fellow flower-essence consultant, uses a piece of
urerl and a sewing needle. More intellecfually focused practitioners srress the necessity

sr :a.{ing a properly weighted, professionally made pendulum, but I prefer the hm
m.ruie ones. I avoid plastic because I feel that tools made of plastic give deceptive ild b-
:i ix-:r[[ an-swers. Plastic is a substance influenced by the planet Neptune, and ehlrrtfr
trEne has many wonderful spirirual attributes, it is also the planet of ilhrslm.

3-r {:ngling the weight, you receive an answer indicated by the motim dfupc
*.!l :r-- Traditionally, clockwise motions mean yes and countercloctwic mi-
* ,:.i;r: :to. but you should check in with your guides to find your oyn FartrG
': lsc For instance, I know of cases where a circular motion meamJEsdeln

: " a- :neans no.
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Figare 28: Pendulums

The original theory behind the pendulum is that your guides are influencing

motion of the pendulum psychokinetically, giving you their answer. When you

the pendulum and bring it to a still point, you know that you are not deliberately

ing it, although to others it may appear that you are. Something else appears

moving the weight. Many people speculate that you are subconsciously moviry

pendulum with very subtle movements from your hand muscles, or that you are

using your own natural, latent psychokinetic abilities to move it. If that is true,I
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rhar perhaps your guides are tapping into your subconscious or your own abilities togirc their answer' when the mind is as centered and clear as possible, I,ve found thependulum to be a very effective method of communication. I'm still ,*,. cerain of rhemenhenis-, but as long as it helps, I am happy to use it. I often use exerrises 27 a,od,zgrhm choosing flower-essence remedies for my clients, asking their own gulles rvhat isbest for them' and allowing those guides to answer through these divination tddques-

r' Get our your pendurum and prepare a list of yes/no questions. The firsr
questions should be "what is a yes response?,, and ..what 

is a no responsef
Once you know that, you can ask any other question.

2' Activate your trigger (as programmed in exercise l2). once you feel sufti_
ciently open' you can release the trigger, but still maintain a Iight meditative
state.

3' Hold our the pendulum with the werght dangling. Keep your hand steady.
Stop the weight from moving and let go. Tune in to your guides.

4. Ask your quesfion and close your eyes.

5' Visualize a happy, peaceful place to clear your mind. Do nor worry about
getting an answer. Relax for a few moments.

6' open your eyes and take note of the motion of the pendulum for your
answer.

7' Thank and rerease your guides when done, saying, "Hail and farewet.,,

Don't be discouraged if this doesn't work at first. contact is not always instantaneous.
It can also take awhire to figure out what is yes and what is no. Keep practicing. Starrwtth questions to which you know the answer, rike your name, address, and age.when comfortable with the responses, start asking questions with unknown ansc/ers.lbu can ask for advice on anything, from the cypes of foods you should eat for opti_
mum health to the veracity of someone,s story
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)Iuscle Testing

Muscle testing, also called applied kinesiology, is becoming more and more popular in

holistic medical professions. Although not initially used to contact spirit guides, the un-

derlying principle is to connect with the body's own intelligence and wisdom regard-

ing health decisions. Various points in the body are strength tested with certain sub-

stances to see if they strengthen the body system or weaken it.

My first experience with muscle testing was to determine which metals were best

for our overall health and vibration. Although we used gold and silver, you can use

anything, such as herbs, flower essences, food, or crystals. I've even done it with a bot-

tle of vitamin C and a bottle of rat poison, just to really test it.

If you have a parrner for this preliminary muscle test, gather a small amount o:

gold jewelry and silver jewelry. The next exercise for muscle testing and spirit guide-.

does not require a partner. Have your partner stand up and place his or her dominan:

arm out at a ninery-degree angle straight out from the body. Ask your partner to hol;

the arm locked in that position. Have your partner close his or her eyes while you tes,:

the level of strength by trying to push his or her arm down on the count of three. The

goal is not to actually push the arm down, but to measure how much normal re-*L'-

tance it has. Then, with eyes still closed, place one metal in your partner's dominat

hand. Counr to rhree again and apply the same pressure. The arm will either st-;r'

equally strong, get stronger, or get noticeably weaker. Don't let your partnel look:r

the metal, and try it again with the other metal. Switch it around several times. L s;-

ally, one metal will strengthen and another will weaken.

If that's not the case, try this exercise with different metals, such as copper :n"C.

iron, or use an entirely different family of substances: crystals, herbs, or vitamins. -{s n

lasr resort, try the bottle of vitamins and the bottle of poison. The only exception I rE

found to this exercise is when one person is radically stronger than the other. rrp

srereof)?ical ninery-eight-pound weakling versus the bodybuilder. But for rwo peorfre

of normal strength, it almost always works. Switch roles and try it yourself. If you mr

alone, you can hold the substance with both hands at the heart level, standing sffa:Slm
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Figure 29: Muscle Testing Hand positions
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-.: ::::1r close together. If you feel yourself sway forward slightly, it is an affirmatir-e

:=:.-j.on. If you sway back, you are seeking to get away from the substance, a no re-

slcnse. It's a great trick to know when buying herbs or vitamins.

Muscle testing when communing with spirit guides does not necessarily require a

parrner, but it does require the use of both hands. Take your nondominant hand (the

left hand if you are right-handed, and vice versa) and make a loop with your thumb

and pinky. Take your dominant hand and make a pincer shape with your thumb anc

first finger. Place the pincer fingers into the loop (figure 29). Ask your question. U'-ith

all your strength, you will try to keep the loop closed tight while simultaneously using

all your strength to open your pincer fingers. If the loop of your thumb and pinkr

breaks, the answer is no. If the loop holds, the answer is yes.

The idea behind this rJpe of muscle testing is that your body is an electromagnedc

system. Your guides place a small charge into your system that will either weaken it or

strengthen it. The test allows you to determine their response, although I've notice;

rhar extended use of this technique during a single period eventually tires out the

hands and gives less accurate results because the muscles involved are fatigued.

1. Prepare a list of yes/no questions. Again, start with simple questions to

which you know the answers, and then move on to questions with unknorm

answers.

2. Activate your trigger (as programmed in exercise 12). Once you feel suffi-

ciently open, you can release the trigger, but still maintain a light meditatir-e

state.

3. Get your hands into position, placing the dominant hand's pincer (thumb

and first finger) into the nondominant hand's loop (thumb and pinky).

4. Ask your question, and then simultaneously try to open the pincers and hold

the loop. It will almost immediately break or hold. Do not struggle with it-

Note your answer. Repeat the process with all your questions.

5. Thank and release your guides when done, saying, "Hail and farewell."
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ExsRcrss 29

Automatic Writing

Automatic writing is a process of letting go of your conscious mind and allowing your

deeper, psychic mind to conrol your hand, intuitively guiding the writing. The idea is

to a1low the guides to seed their answers into your psychic mind, communicating

trrough the writing process. Unlike muscle testing or the pendulum, automatic writ-
ing allows a greater scope of information to come through. You can ask for specific in-

formation, such as names, dates, and detailed answers.

With automatic writing, the personality and character of the guide come through

much more. Though some feel the presence of their guides during musde testing, writ-
ing lets the words and phrases give you an idea about the being who is guiding you.

To prepare for automatic writing, get out a stack of loose paper. I prefer paper with
no lines because I don t pay attention to them anyway while in this state. You should

uumber the pages beforehand, because you could find yourself flinging away each

Seet as you are done with it. Numbers make the reordering process much easier.

Have a supply of pens or pencils on hand. I prefer ballpoint pens because they do not

drag as much as other writing implements. Prepare a list of questions to use. Ques-

tbns can include, "Who are you?" "What are you?" "What is your name?" 'Are you

rnale, female, or neither?" "Have we known each other in a past life?" "What is your

pu4rose?" "What is your message for me now?" Keep the first session fairly simple. If
vou have a partner, have the questions read as you go along, so you do not have to dis-

rract yourself with reading whjle in a meditative state.

1. Start exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset. Have your partner guide you through this process. You can

gently open your eyes at this point if they were closed.

2. Tune in to the vibration of your highest and best guidance, as noted previ-

ously. Wait a few minutes and allow the linkto be established.

3. Hold the pen and put paper in front of you. You do not necessarily bare to
look at the paper. In fact, it may be easier if you don t. Start asking quesim
and allow the hand to move. In some cases, it is completely automatic adfu
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-;'rirer has no idea of what is being written until it is read back later. For mosr.
-Jre words pop into your head as you write them, or just before they are writ-
ten. Go with whatever experience feels right, but don't try to control it.

Read the answers when you are done. They may provoke other question-s

from you or your partner.

Refurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, giving yourself clear-

ance and balance, and perform any grounding that may be needed. Thank

and release your guides when done, saying, "Hail and farewell."

ExsRcrss 30

Clair audi ence-C on s ci ou s Ch annelin g

Clairaudience is the act of psychically receiving information in terms of audio impt*
sion. One hears things instead of seeing them. Up until now, most of this training Lar

been geared toward clairvoyance because we exist in a very visual sociery. Ultimare:c

we want to engage any of the senses when needed and open to clairsentience, or ps'r-

chic knowing, where the corresponding physical sensory impression is not necessa--'r

or as important. There is little practical difference befween clairvoyance, clairaudien,-r,

and clairsentience beyond what the practitioner feels most comfortable with. Ea;:n

technique can yield the same information.

In this exercise, we are tuning in to our highest and best guidance and asking ro --
ceive information in an auditory way, hearing a message. You will not necessarilv hem

it with your physical ears, but instead with your inner "psychic ears," just as you r:s;-
alize with your inner psychic eye. For some, the message may feel like it is physica ff
you heard your message as you did during the automatic-writing exercise, then ::s
will be no different, except that you will not be writing as you go. It willbe more l:r+ a

conversation in your mind, but one of the speakers will be your spirit guide.

When such conversations are spoken aloud, repeating back the message given :r a

guide, it is often called conscious channeling. Channeling is allowing yourself to br a
vehicle for a message, either for yourself or for others. Although many variations ern

4.
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the rwo main rypes are conscious channeling and futl body or trance, channeling.

Trance channeling is when you let a spirit take over physical conrrol of the body and

directly give its message. We are not attempting that here. Both rypes of channeling

have advantages and drawbacks perceived by their various champions and opponents,

but for now we are focusing on your inner, personal conversation with your guide.

1. Stafi exercise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag-

ickal mindset.

2. Tune in to the vibration of your highest and best guidance, as noted previ-

ously. Wait a few moments and allow the link to be established. Ask to speak

to your spirit guide.

3. Stafi speaking with your spirit guide, internally or out loud. You can start by

explaining a situation for which you need advice, emotions you are having

dfficulry handling, oryou can jump right into direct questions. When stuck,

the best question is "What do I need to know now for my highest good?" or
"What message do you have for me now?"

4. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding. Thank and release your

guides when done, saying, "Hail and farewell."

With practice, you will be able to receive these messages in lighter states of medita-

rion, even by using your trigger. If you are less auditory inclined, this exercise may be

accompanied by visions and images of your guide. Your message could be dreamlike

and symbolic. Whatever happens, it is the experience you need at that time.

Nsw AssIcNtvtsNts

. Exercises 27 throu.gh 30-Complete and record your experiences in your Book of
Shadows.
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. Build a relationship with your guides. Before you meditate, invite them into the space

ro guide and protect you. When you ale done, thank and release them' If you have

questions in your life, seek out answers from your guides and highest knowing' If you

find yourself in difficult siruarions, call on your guides for help.

CONIINUTNG ASSIGNMENTS

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day'

. Continue with a dream journal.

. Focus on a regular meditation practice, at least three times a week if not daily'

. Honor and recognizeyo\f intuition. continue to askit questions.

. use instant magick, neutralization, light, and aura reading in your daily life.

Trps

. If the usual method of muscle testing does not work for you, thefe is an alternative

merhod. Take your first finger and thumb on each hand and create a ring, but link

the rings of each hand together like links of a chain. Ask your question and try to

pull the links apart. If a link breaks, your answer is no. If they stay together' the an-

,*", i, yes. This particular technique is difficult if you afe prone to sweaty hands'
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e each have a sacred place within us that is the heart of our personal power because

r: :-i centered and grounded in our truth, our own authentic self. Here we feel com-
:--able being ourselves, no matter what. Here we recognize our true selves, since our
::-*e selves can get lost in the shuffle of other people,s and our own expectations. Here-iere are no expectations other than to claim our personal power for the highest good.

The place I speak of is metaphorical for most peopre, a symbor of their innare di_-'-triry A few have layered a real-world image over this sacred space, a memory fiom a
-::ne of joy of empowerment. This happy place can be a memory of a beach, forest,
::ee house, or cottage that exists in the physical world. often the image comes from
:nildhood, the last time and place where the individual felt truly empowered to be his
- r her authentic self. Stress-management programs tell us to imagine that we are ..in

- ur happy place" to attain a measure of comfort that is lacking in the current phvsical
;-orld.

t
I
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i:: nrtches, this place is not just symbolic, but a real place to renew their sense of
.-: ard personal power. This place is the inner temple, a personal oasis located in the
s:nruai realms. This sacred temple confers a sense of centering, safery and tranquiliry,
rrcen reflecting ongoing changes within the individual. The inner remple is a home
base of sorts, a magickal launch pad from which to spring into other journeys and

meditations.

As we subjectively perceive the subtle planes like the astral and emotional to be

physically outside us, we perceive the inner temple to be within us. Truly rhere is no

physical location to these realms. They lie in a direction rhat cannot be pointed to.

Think of the inner temple as your personal interface between your inner realiry and

the outer planes. Here all journeys begin, and here all journeys end.

Although the inner temple is not the last topic I teach in my level-one witchcraft
course, in many ways it is the culmination. Connecting to this inner power and ac-

tively using it for your own betterment is the crux of the class and, in my opinion, the
practice of witchcraft. Although there are many traditions, paths, and techniques, find-
ing and affirming your own personal power and sense of the sacred is the cornerstone
of all mysticism. This temple can lead in many directions, but through irs crearion, or
rather its rediscovery-for it already exists within you-you create a solid center upon
which to grow.

All of the exercises, journal writing, and meditations prior to this were designed to
aid your access to the inner temple. I've seen many talented people exploring different
areas of the metaphysical world lose themselves to zealousness, depression, or disbe-

lief because they lacked a basic understanding of the ideas and experiences. They did
not start out with practices grounded in introspection, so they did not build a proper
foundation. They did not recognize that all experiences spring from their own sacred

space.

BunprNG YouR PLAcE oF Powrn
The inner temple can appear in any conceivable shape or size. Remember that our
physical descriptions of it merely symbolize the nonphysical experiences we have. Br
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r:sing symbols and visualization, our conscious mind can interact more effectively with

our psychic and divine minds. Everyone's inner temple will reflect tb.eir experiences

and personal tastes, not only from this life, but possibly from past incarnations. The

description can be very lifelike, or completely surreal. Do not tr5r to rnake things con-

form to your magickal expectations, for the best messages come with ourpersonal in-

terpretations. If you have an extensive background in mythology, the images could

conform to classical mythology. If not, you could find yourself drawing on modern

pop-culture symbols. They express the same things, but in different ways. If you are

expecting somerhing out of the Celtic Mabinogion and get Star Trek instead, disap-

pointment and disbelief often result, but such science fiction is a new expression of the

old myths.

More traditional temple settings include physical temples and monuments. Stone

monumenrs like Karnak and Stonehenge, the sacred circles built by ancient people,

hold an air of mystery for us. The womblike cave of the Goddess, descending into the

Earth with many different chambers, is a wonderful archefype, particularly for those

focusing on the Goddess aspects of the craft. The pyramids of Egypt, which often look

shining and new or even metallic, are popular, as are the Mayan step pyramids and

temples. European castles, old towers, Native American pueblos, faery mounds, and

caverns hollowed out beneath great trees are other vivid images ripe with possibilities.

More natural settings, without humanmade structures, may be better suited for the

outdoor person, including mountaintops, waterfalls, deep forests, and secluded islands.

Some of the most intriguing images shared it *y classes include a pyramid made

out of plants, completely organic and containing no stone. This student is an environ-

mental activist and works as part of an organic cortmune. A writer envisioned his

place of power as an endless library. Another saw a teepee with a Native American

spirit guide/shaman waiting for her.

Someone who was entirely upset with her temple saw a basic four-walled ro<rrn,

with only a folding card table in the center of it. The place was not fancy, nor rorrrtn-

cic, but sparse. Although she wasn t h"ppy with the image, it reflected some of &e

rhings going on in her life. More modern and pop-culture images flashed in her mind

Curing meditacions, upsetting her terribly, but containing valuable messages. At one
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:,-::::- -iiie saw herself sitting at the table with a television watching a rerun of the

;:-:;r- ,{"'me hnprovement She said she didn't even like the show and couldn't remember

:::e plot. A11 she could remember was Home Imytroyement. I asked her if those words

:rad any meaning to her and her current living situation, and I saw a light bulb go off
or.er her head. She was definitely getting a message in the only way her guides and

mind could tell her-through television shows. pay attention to what your symbols

are, even if they do not fit what you envisioned to be part of the witch's world. Al-

though this particular woman struggled with much of the basic material in witchcraft,

she continued her studies and had some major breakthroughs that led to wonderful

changes in her life.

Another interesting case was the vision of a tract home. This particular person was

studying real estate and considering a career move, but she did not want a tract home

to be her inner temple. Through sheer will, she made it conform to a hobbit home

frorn Lord of the Rings, a book she enjoyed. There she met a spirit guide much like

Gandalf the Wizard, a character from the story. I myself was very interested in who

would have been in the tract home. Perhaps they had a message regarding the career

shift.

Although yov can exert control over your inner temple-it is your own sacred

space, after all-I find it more productive to take a look at the images we are first given

and understand them before changing them. The inner temple not only reflects our

current personaliry and our state of mind, but what we are becoming. When we find

things based on stories, myths, or pop-culrure icons, they are no less real, but a system

of symbols in which we communicate. As we learn more symbols, our symbolic "vo-

cabulary" widens. That is one of the reasons you are encouraged to study mytholog.r.

The temple space I can describe to you best is my own, and it has changed manr

times over the years. Understanding that its very nature is fluid helps us go with the

flow of change in our physical life. My inner temple is a volcanic island with a volcano

in the center of it, though it took me years to recognize that it was a volcano. Your

temple space can help you discover things for your entire life, not just during one med-

itation. I visualize myself coming up out of a tunnel and onto the island, near the base

of the mountain. I used to think that the mountain had no top so that I could see the
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Moon when inside it. Later, a heaiing guide gave me a code word to invoke healing en-

ergies when I was working with anger issues, and the code word was "volcano." At the

time of my first visit, I had no idea that I would be working on anger issues later in

life. At the base of the volcano is a wishing well and a giant boulder rhat rolls away to

reveal a staircase. At the end of the staircase, at the bottom of the volcano, is a circular

room. Around the room are several doorways.

Originally this room was a laboratory of sorts, with books, bottles, herbs, musical

instruments, furniture, and surreal crystals growing out of the floor and walls. Any-

thing I could possibly need could be found here or easily created. At one end of the

room was a large red curtain, as in an old theater. This curtain covered my gateway of

guidance, which we will discuss in detail later in the chapter. Opening the curtain was

like looking out into the cosmos. Most of the doors were gateways to various levels of
consciousness. Some of the doors led to other places on the island, including a garden

and forest.

After the first major transformation, the items of the laboratory dissolved into a

pool of silver liquid sitting at the bottom. This pool led to the ocean around the island,

acring as a gateway to many different experiences. Any item I needed could be pulled

out of the silver and shaped with my will. Later, all the doors around the room had an

oil painting above them, but the face was obscured until I entered the room. Each

doorway led to a different past life when I was focused on past-life healing.

You will notice that the inner temple reflects fundamental parts of your personal-

ity and experience. The character of the temple will change and develop as you go

through your own personal transformations. Go with your first impression and don't

get too attached to any one idea of your sacred space.

Even though all temples are individual and distinct, there seem to be some com-

monalities. The following arb tools and locations that are useful for your own personal

development, giving access to new energies, guidance, and meditation paths.

Center

The center refers to the center of the

self and easily leads to all areas of the

and contain only the center, like one

temple, a place that represents the center of the

temple. Your inner tempie could be rcrv simple

room of an ancient temple or a dearing in fre
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-il-.,'cs- Knowing the center is important for temples that seem vast and wandering.

::-- go to the center to commune with your balanced, centered self, at the heart of
-i,,..}ur pers onal power.

Reflective Surface

A reflective surface is used to look at your spiritual self, to take stock of the changes

going on within you. It could be a magick mirror or a still pool of water or something

else entirely, like my own pool of liquid silver. Such a surface is also used for scrying,

looking into the past, present, and future, like looking into a crystal ball.

Place of Water

Some source of water is found in the temple, like a wishing well, pool, stream, water-

fall, river, lake, or seacoast. This is a place in which to commune with our deep uncon-

scious and the things we seek to hide by casting them out to the sea and burying them

deep. Such water could also be your reflective surface. Quite often one area will have

more than one function.

Place of Earth
This is a place of grounding, to help you find your way when feeling lost or ungrounded-

It is also a place of manifesting. It could be a forest or jungle you travel through to find

your own path, to find the trail that will lead you to your power. At other times, it is a

beautiful garden, wild or cultivated, where you plant seeds for your dreams and desires.

As the plants grow in your garden, you manifest the goals in your life.

The other rwo elements, fire and air, could also be represented as areas in your
inner temple. Although I've worked deeply with all four elements, these rwo do not
seem to be a part of my inner temple. Candles, torches, and the Sun represent fire in
the temple room, and air is present through looking up and seeing the sky. If you find

larger areas of fire and air for your own temple, explore them thoroughly. They prob-

ably have strong messages for you.
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Rooms of PIay
These space are less defined, but represent areas of interest for you, both magickally
and mundane. objects from your hobbies and imporanr mementos of your life expe_
riences could be found here. These are places in which to enteftain yourself as you ex-
plore the inner life.

Gates of Consciousness

The gates of consciousness represent differenr energies and levels of awareness that
we experience. There are many different interpretations of the gates. The following
system uses rwelve gates. By opening these gates, you either invite these energies into
vour temple' or you have the opportunity to enter and explore the realms beyond the
gate.

The gateways themselves can manifest as doors, curtains, holes, and caves, or as
science-fiction-like star portals, like in the movie sargate.If you are outside, the gate-
way could be between rwo large rocks or fwo trees, or between fwo carved columns,
fike the columns of Stonehenge.

Guidance--spened to invite your spirit guides and spiritual helpers ro your temple.

creativity-Lends help in expressing your artistic and creative sides.

Itarning-$pens the gateway to understanding teachings, both mysrical and mundane.

lrenortes-Reveals past experiences, of this life and previous incarnations.

Purpose-Illuminates your true purpose at this time.

Healing-Leads to a chamber of healing, where your healing guides can work on you
deeply in safery and comfort. Used for healing on all levels.

Peace-Brings tranquiliry and comfort when feeling stress or unease.

Tronsformation-Reveals parts of us that we have hidden, such as the shadow self, and
urges us to transform ourselves, to take the next step in our evolution. Use with
caution.
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Jowney-Leads to different lands and dimensions throughout time and space. Used for

exploring and quests for knowledge of a personal and spiritual nature.

Ancestors-lJsed to connect to those who have come before us, to those from whom

we descend, genetically and spiritually.

Harmony-Manifests an experience of unity and oneness with everyone. Helps creaE

group consciousness.

Dreams-Opens to the realm of our personal and collective unconscious, the spirituC

lands we visit when we sleep. Best to be used before going to sleep, to solve pr,ob

lems and have lucid experiences. Open the gate as you fall asleep and close it in fu
morning.

Exsncrsr 31

Visiting the Inner Temple

In this meditation, you will be visiting the inner temple. The previous descriptions

prepare you for many possibilities while visiting the inner temple, but don t
everything described to be present in your first visit. Release your expectations, end

with your first impression.

The vehicle to help us reach the cosmic axis is the World Tree, discussed in

12. The tree is the cosmic axis, within the center of the universe and within the

of ourselves. Shamanic travelers would find burrows, holes, and runnels in the

or climb the branches to traverse the spiritual worlds. The roots reach deep inm

Underworld space and the branches touch the heavenly Upper World, home of t}r'

gods. The trunk is firmly rooted in the Middle World, the world of humanitp

physical dimension. Somewhere on the borders of this Middle World exiss thr

tfance to your inner temple. As part of the journey, you will search for the paft

ing to your inner temple, your own personal space in the World Tree. You can

tinue to use the World Tree to reach your inner temple, and I highly suggest fh{
do. Familiarity with the World Tree will help in subsequent adventures, but know
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any time you close your eyes and desire to be in your inner temple, you can be there
instandy

We ask to meet our guides in our own inner temple, because here we are centered
in our power' Only those spirits for our highest good can enrer. 'We will not allow any
harmful or unwanted spirits in this place.

1. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative state to get into your
magickal mindset.

2. In your mind's eye, visualize the great world Tree, a gigantic tree reaching
up to the heavens and deep below the earth, larger than any tree you have

ever seen. It is a sacred tree and you may recognize it as oa\ ash, pine, wil-
low, or any other tree that has meaning for you.

3. Imagine that the screen of your mind's eye is like a window or doorway, a
portal through which you can easily pass. Step through rhe screen and
stand before the world Tree. Look up and feel its power. Touch the rree
and place in it the intention of visiting your inner temple.

4. Look around the base of the giant tree, in the roots, and search for a pas-

sageway. It may be a hole or funnel, or even a pool of water that gives you
entry into the tree. As you enter, you find yourself in a tunnel, winding and
spiraling to your inner temple.

5. At the end of rhe runnel you see a light, and you move toward that light
and step out inro your inner temple. Look around. Take stock of all you
see. Notice all the fine details of your sacred space. Let the images come to
you.

First look for a reflective surface, a mirror or pool of some kind. Gaze into
the mirror and see yourself your spiritual self as you truly are. Look at
your self-image. Do you like it? Do you like yourself? More imporantlv, do
you love yourself? Love is the foundation of mue magick. Look yourseJf in
the eyes and tell yourself that you are loved.

6.
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-. Leave the mirror and continue exploring, looking for your place of water.

Here you bathe in the water of your own power. Think of all your worries,

hopes, fears, dreams, and insecurities. Think of all the things that bring you

unrest. Feel them rise out of your body and sit on the surface of your skin,

and then wash them away. Wash away all that does not serve your highest

good and release it, to be dissolved in the waters.

8. When you are done with water, look around your temple again. Look for

your place of earth, perhaps a small garden. It may have grown wild or be

fallow at this point. Do not worfy. Feel yourself in the garden, grounded

and centered, yet still present. This is your place of stillness. Think about

the things you wish to manifest and materialize in the world. Think of

your plans and dreams, your projects. Think of manifesting youl creativify.

Take those thoughts and feel them take form as seeds in your pockets.

Take the seeds out and plant them with love. Water the garden and allow

the seeds to grow. As your dreams manifest, this garden will flourish.

9. If you norice any of the other elements calling to you-fire, aiE the Sun, or

the Moon-visit with them and experience these energies for yourself.

10. Journey to the center of your temple, if you are not there already. Some-

where in the center, you will find the gateway of healing. Go to the gate-

way. open the door and feel a chamber filled with healing light. The light

could be any color you need. Enter the room and feel the light fill you up,

healing you on all levels. Your healing spirits may join you there, but you

will not necessarily see them or hear them. Such guides may lay you down

as they do their w.ork, releasing illness, filling you with light or power ob-

jects such as crystal and plant spirits. You could be wrapped in healing ban-

dages, like a mummy, or placed in a healing chamber, like a sarcophagus.

11. When you feel the process is complete, thank your healing guides and exit

the gateway of healing, rctLlrning to the centef of the inner temple. Nov-

you will search for your gateway of guidance. It could be the same door-

way, leading to a different location, or another doorway altogether. Ask to

see the gateway of guidance and you will be led to it.
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12. open the gateway of guidance, and rook our inro the vast sea of stars. Say,
"ln the name of the Goddess and. God, I call on tw highest and,best ryiit guid.es,
those correct and for my highut good, to comc through and meet with me now.,,
You see a shape or rwo come out of the gateway, and with each moment.
the figure comes into clearer focus. You see your guide or guides standing
before you.

13. Speak with your guides. Ask each guide its name. who are they and where
are they from? Ask each guide's purpose and if they have any messages for
you. If ready, ask your guides what your purpose is right now. If you have
any other personal quesrions, take this time to speak with your guides and
gain their wisdom and advice.

14. Thank the guides when done and see them back out through the gateway
of guidance. Now that you have made contact, you can speak with them at
any time, and all the exercises from the previous chapter will become eas-
ier and clearer.

15. Invite the Goddess and God, the forces of creation, into your inner temple.
You may see rhe Goddess and God manifest in your remple, filLing it with
their perfect love for you and all life. Feel them bless and protect this sacred
space. At this rime, you may speak with them or be with them.

15. when done, thank the Goddess and God. If there is anything abour your
temple that you do not like, you can change ir now by doing some inner
spiritual decorating.

12. once done, return through the world Tree tunnel that brought you to this
place and stand before the wbrld Tree. Step back rhrough rhe screen of
your mind's eye and let the World Tree gently fade from view.

18. Rerurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and gMngyourself
clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.

\bur visit ro rhe inner temple can be very intense and vivid, or just some vague im-
:ressions. The more you visit this place of power, the more your sense of true self will
Jiow. I highly recommend you visit it often as paft of your regular meditarions. Use it
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:i a srarring point, visiting your temple and saying your affirmations in the temple. Do

r-our basic energy work and chakra exercises while you visualize yourself in the tem-

ple, and any other meditations can be started with the World Tree or one of the many

gateways in the temple.

When speaking with your guides, you may have difficulty seeing or hearing them.

Do not worry. Such issues are fairly common and clear up with time. The age-old re-

sponse is "You are not ready to hear or see them yet," which frustrates people to no

end. I don't know if that is necessarily true, or if there is no reason to meet with them

yet, but I do know that with intention and practice of meditation, your relationship

with your guides will blossom.

When I first met my guides, I saw them in great detail, but I could not hear what

they were saying. I saw their lips move, but heard no sound. I got very upset and put

the whole idea of spirit guides on the back burner for a while, thinking, If rhey can't

talk to me, then what good dre they? Someone suggested months later that I ask them to

speak up, and tell them that I can't understand. I did, and it was like someone suddenh

turned up the volume of my television. I could hear every word perfectly. Through

that experience, I learned that intention is very important. You get what you ask for.

and if you don't ask, you might not get it.

Go to your guides when needed, or check in regularly with the question "\I'lea:

message to you have for me now?" They may lead you on individual journeys, or teac.

you meditations, rituals, and healing techniques. Guides are a wealth of wisdom an:

magick. Do not let such a resourceful relationship go to waste. And don't be surprlscl

if the guides have favors or missions to 
"ri 

of you, such as doing healing work or pc-

forming rituals at certain times. As always, follow your highest intuition in such ca-se*"

and do what feels correct to you.

Nsw AssrcNNlsNts

. Exercise 3l-Complete and record your experiences in your Book of Shadox's.

C oNtrNurNG AssIGNMENTS

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day.

. Continue with a dream journal.
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' Focus on a regurar meditation practice, at least three times a week if not dairy.
' Use inruition, instant magick' neutralization, light, and aura reading in your daily life.

Tips

' '\{ake rhe inner tempre and conta*ing your spirit guides a regular part of your prac_
:ice. use it as a raunch pad to discover yourserf and your personal power. use it to
heal and renew yourself. conrinue to buird a rerationship with your guides, calling
on them as needed during meditation, magick, and in day-to-day situations.

' \bu can visit your inner temple any.time. crose your eyes, take five quick centering and
relaxing breaths, and imagine you are there. Go there to relax and refresh yourself

' Enjoy the experience. Learn to love the journey, and do not necessarily focus on the
goals' You have everyrhing you need with you an the time. As your perceptions
deepen, your experiences will come with more clariry.

' -{s difficult as it may be to hear' sometimes we are not ready to have the experiences
\\'e want. our ego may want what the body and spirit are not feady to experience.
such experiences often depend on our emodonal, menrar, and physicar health, and
our energy level, discipline, and willingness to release our attachment and truly lis-
ren' Practice quieting the mind, relaxing yet remaining focused, and find balance and
health in your life in all areas. The previous meditations and energy exercises prepare
vou for deeper experiences. There's an old spirirual saying stating that the fruit rvill
tall from the tree when it's ready, not before. It needs time to ripen.

' if you practice meditation in a group, you might find that it is much easier ro do
rhings in a group rather than on your own. when in a group of like-min,le,i peor,e.
rarticularly with a teacher or leader, you create a gioup consciousness ,&a: he,ls
lropel everyone into deeper states of awareness. This is *-hr- manr- peo:le ga-ie : :c*
gether in groups to practice magick. converseirl some people rhir-e onlr- *-he:r -ie-;
are alone. They have more meaningful experiences in prir-are. Er en-one is ;::ere:::"
Do what is right for you.
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western medicine focuses on the physical anatomy, the internal organs, bones, and
blood vessels. A11 of our "traditional" cures are based completely in the physical, usu-
ally viewing the symptoms, the areas of discomfort, as the main problem. Witches, on
the other hand, have an entirely different focus.

One of the greatest definitions of witchcraft is "healing," for those who practice
the craft are truly practicing the healing arrs, for the individual, for the tribe, and for
the world. Ancient witches were the medicine people of their communiries, fully ad-
dressing health through a wide range of techniques. Such witches were physical heal-
ers, using herbcraft, the plant's spirit medicine, to heal on all levels, but we understanl
herbalism today as an "alternative" way to rrear physical illnesses. The witch's mag-
ickal potions, cauldron, and chalice were the vessels through which these heali::g
remedies flowed. These healers did not focus exclusively on the physical ilhess a:::
symptoms, but used these pains to trace the illness back to the source. \\lrcl:e s -;-.::
counselors, psychological and spiritual. As religious leaders, rhey 1ed each rr::-n-:;_:'
:o a grealer understanding of spirit, addressing issues and experiences rha: r:a;c --:.::
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panenc feel separated from spirit. They were energy healers, intuitively knowing the

energy anatomy and addressing the imbalances within the mind, emotions, and spirit

that manifested disease. Witches wore many hats in the days of old, and are doing so

again. If most people knew that witchcrafi is synonymous with healing, the word would

have no stigma attached to it.

Because witches look at the world as a holistic system, we view healing holistically.

Although taking care of painful symptoms is helpful, one must look for the reason be-

hind the symptom. Illness can be thought of as a form of magick we practice on our-

selves. Magick is manifestation, and we unconsciously manifest a disease to under-

stand the message our body is telling us. We can use those same tools, intent and will,
to restore a healthy balance. To do so, we look at the root of the imbalance, not the

ourward result. Like a weed, once the root is removed, the weed will not grow back.

The word disease is one of the most important clues to our magickal healing.

Words and names hold power in magick. Everyone is familiar with the magician's

magickal words that make things happen. The entomology of a word traces back to

its true meaning and power. When you break disease down into basic components, you

have "dis" and "ease." Dis- is a prefix that denotes a negative, opposite, or absence of,

as in the word disrespect. Ease is exactly what it means: ease, comfort, relaxation. Dis-

ease is the lack of comfort. This is not our traditional definition of disease. Most

people use the word to mean something impairing health. By looking at the root of
the word, we discover its secret: impairing health is a lack of ease. Medicine generally

accepts that tension and stress affect health and suggests that patients relax, exercise,

and enjoy themselves. Modern medical communities are exploring the link berween

the mind and body, exploring how your thoughts and attitudes contribute to your

overall health. Witches know that the connection not only includes the mind and

body, but also the emotions and spirit.

The solution to combating physical illness is awareness and balance of the inner self.

If you can resolve inner tensions and conflicts before they manifest physically, you spare

yourself much physical discomfort. Your body does not want to be diseased. The natural

state is health, but manifesting illness in the body is your inner self's last-ditch effort for

you to consciously rccogntze you have a problem, an imbalance, and to take care of it.

We are all capable of denying our emotions and thoughts. In this sociery it is quire

common to do what is expected of us rather than what we intuitively feel called to do.

(_
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but it is much harder to ignore a physical reaction. Often minor illnesses are messages
from your body to take it easy and rest. You will not rest, so it forces vou ro rest. Every
illness has a message for us, because each is based on an imbalance. Some are simple.

Other messages are much more complex and personal. Although each person's disease

delivers an individual message, certain types of illnesses manifest for basic rcasons,

having common points of imbalance.

Understanding the chakras is key to understanding the imbalance of the energr-

body. Many psychological functions are inherently tied to physical anatomy (figure

30). An imbalance in one often leads to an imbalance in the other. Energy anatomy

can be as important as physical anatomy. When seeking to discover the message of an

illness when doing healing work, first look at where the illness is or, at the very least,

where the symptoms are manifesting. Ask yourself, "Is this body part associated with
any chakra?" and "What chakra is closest ro rhis body part?" Then think about the
chakra, its meaning and lessons. Does the ill person have issues in these areas? If so, try
to identify them. You started looking on rhe physical level, but now expand to the
emotions and mind. Are certain feelings and thoughts influencing the energy of that
chakra, causing the root of the disease? Discuss thoroughly and extend your look into
the spiritual issues of that chakra and the person's own connection with divinity.

This is a difficult experience for those not used to introspective work. Ultimately
this viewpoint is empowering because it means yoa created an imbalance, and now you

can create health, but some may think such a holistic view is putting the blame on
them, implying they created the illness. To the person experiencing the illness, it seems

that the body is in a state of revolt and that he or she has no physical conrrol over it.
Any such conversation, with yourself or others, should be tempered with uncondi-
tional love and understanding. Remember that you cannot heal anyone else, you can

only help them heal themselves.

As each chakra expresses imbalance through a range of physical and spiritual issues, so,

too, do the sides of the body give clues. Illness on the left side often deals with the arena

of home, family, and emotional life. The left is considered more receptive, feminine,

and inruitive. IiLress or injury on the right side usually falls under the domain of worh
activify, and public life. The right is considered more active and masculine. For more in-

formation on the roots of iflness, I suggest reading Louise L. Hay's HealYour Bodv.
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Function:

Body:

Glands:

Body Systems:

Organs:

Illnesses:

Imbalances:

Learning:

Hsar,rNG

Root
survival

physical

ovaries, gonads

reproductive,
excfetory

sex organs, colon,
anus, legs, feet,

skin, DNA

sexual dysfunction,
infertfiry,
genetic illness,

colon cancer,

venereal disease

ungrounded,
depression,
lack of pleasure,

suicidal impulses,

betrayal, sexual or
gender shame

learn to be in the
physical world,
pleasure,

grounding

Belly
instinct

etheric

pancreas

lower digestive,
skeletal

intestines, spleen,

kidneys

stress, inability to
trust, difficulry
relating to others,
sense of not fitting
in, nervousness

learn to trust self
and others, make
societal and sexual
relationships

Solar Plexus
power

asffal

adrenal

upper digestive,
musculafure

liveE stomach,

gall bladder

abuses of power,
fear, poor self-image
control issues,

ego issues,

giving away power,
anger, addictions

find personal
power, learn to
control self; not
others, learn to
express anger in a
healt\ manner

ulcers, kidney hyperactivity,
infection/stones, chronicfatigue,

Pancreaticillness, stomachdisease,
hypertension liver disease

Figare 30: Chakra Chart



Heart
love

emotional

thymus

circulatory,
immune

heart, blood, veins,

arteries, skin,
lymph nodes, arms,

hands

heart disease,

blood pressure

imbalance, chronic
illness, colds, flu,
viral/bacterial
infections,
diabetes

shame, guilt, fear,

inability to form
relationships,
selfishness,

dislike physical
contact

learn to love,

empathy,

compasion,
self-love

Throat
expression

mental

thyroid

respiratory

tbroat, mouth,
teeth, larynx, vocal

cords, trachea,

tonsils, lungs, ears

high/low
metabolism,
hormone imbalance,
throat, mouth,
tooth and lung
disease, asthma,

laryngitis, loss of
breath, bronchitis

fear of speaking up,

gossip, silence,

inability to listen

learn to speak and

listen, creative

expression, listeh

to guidance,

act on higher will

lower brain, eyes,

nerve tissue

LsssoN rr: HseLrNG L 2-n

Crown
spirituality

divine

pituitary

nervous,
endocrine

upper brain,
glands, skin,
spinal cord

Brow
vision

psychic

pineal

nervous

visual impairment,
headaches,

nervous disorders

inability to see the
world clearly, lack
of vision, inability to
reakze potential,
illusions,
dellusions

learn to access

visionary and

psychic abfities,
intuition

hormone imbalance,
auto-immune and

environmental
illnesses, all body-
wide illnesses

feeling of
separadon, lack of
spiritual experience,

no belief in divinity,
domination of the
physical over all

learn to connect to
the divine,
inspiration, bliss,

wholeness,

spiritual insight
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Psncsrc DracNosrs
Diagnosis is an important first step in the healing process. You must understand the

forces at.play before you attempt to restore balance. taditional medical doctors base

their diagnosis on symptoms, medical tests, and extensive knowledge gathered in med-

ical school that is continually updated in the medical journals. Nontraditional medics

often diagnose using techniques such as pulses, tongue color, or the variations of the

eye. Metaphysical healers use their inruitive and psychic abilities, what witches call

magickal talents.

To find the true root of healing, we again trace the roots of the words used in heal-

rng. Diagnosis contains the word gnosis. Gnosis is knowledge, and in an ancient Greek

context, such knowledge was usually of a spirirual, metaphysical nature. Gnosis is spir-

itual truth, and also refers to the meditative state when all becomes clear and illumi
nated. By entering a meditative state, you awaken to the true nature of the universe, a

spiritual nature. Dia- means "through" or "across," suggesting that diagnosis originally

meant to move through or across to reach the truth. A diagnosis is an analysis of the

problem, and from the roots of the word, we know that diagnosis of illness was at one

time as much a spiritual art as it was a scientific one.

It is important to remember that all forms of diagnosis that help us get to the rruth

are worthwhile. Medical and metaphysical diagnoses can be complementary, if an indi
vidual is open to both. Medical diagnosis can be more precise as to the exact nature of
the malady, including chemical and cellular information, but intuitive skills are quite ac-

curate when practiced and more importantly often point the way to the root of the

problem. To confirm the physical accuracy of such psychic abilities, one exercise in this

chapter will work with a doctor's diagnosis, but you will not have that prior knowledge.

Although I suggest that you take thorough stock of your own health on the physi

cal, emotional, mental, and spirirual levels and work on your own healing first, if you

choose to explore healing with others, it is important to know that you Are notLegalh'

authorizedto make amedical"diagnosis without appropriate medical training and licenses"

It helps to work with someone who has a medical diagnosis, but if not, make sure ro

phrase all your information in the form of suggestions, and qualify it with statemenr

such as, "I feel the problem is . . . ," even if you are certain of the psychic diagnosis ir:

your heart and mind. Always recommend that a client confirm such intuitions rnith a

medical professional, and never recommend changes in medical treatments and rou-
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tines prescribed by a doctor. You can suggest alternative practitioners and therapies, but

rcalize thar there is a distinction between a metaphysician and a medical physician. As

psychic healers, witches must be sure to represent themselves as reputably as possible.

There are rwo distinct styles of psychic diagnosis, and, in fact, all heaiing could be

broken into these fwo categories. One is hands-on, or more accurately, in person, since

touch is not necessary. The other is distant. As we know that all beings are thoughts in

the divine mind, from the Principle of Mentalism, there is truly no distance between

us. A11 is one. Therefore, it doesn't matter how close or far away someone is to affect

them magickally.

Exsnclss 32

Psychic Scanning

For the in-person diagnosis, you wi1l be using the skills you learned in earlier chapters

relating to feeling and perceiving energy. In chapter 5, exercise 4: Feeling the Aura, you

learned to feel the aura of your partner, as a sensation of temperature or magnetism.

Now the experience deepens with your knowledge of energy anatomy.

1. Start with your paftner either standing before you, or lying down, preferably

on a raised surface such as a massage table. Take a few breaths to tune in to

yourself, reaffirm your protection shield, and ask your healing guides to be

present. You do not have to count down into a deep meditative state.

2. Hold your hands out, palms facing your paftner, and move closer, attempt-

ing to feel the aura. I like to staft in the crown area. Once you feel the first

layer of the energy body, slowly bring your hands down over the chakra line,

from the crown, down the face, throat, and chest, and down the torso and

legs. As you move, notice any inconsistencies. The information can be re-

ceived differently each time, so you are specifically looking for areas of dis-

similarity. If most of the body is warm, you could find pockets of cold.

Other areas could be extremely wafm. Certain spots might have a bumpr.

rough, or abrasive feeling energetically. The layer of energy can sink at cer-

tain points, feeling weaker or like a hole.
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i. \otice your intuitive feelings at each spot. w.as the temperature or texture

intrinsically healthy, or did it feel uncomfortable and unbalanced?

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, at various distances from the body, exploring the dif-

ferent layers of the aura. If your partner is standing, you can walk to both

sides and behind to feel the aura. Be thorough, but do not focus on minutia.

One or rwo initial scans will give you all the information you need.

5. Now use your knowledge of the aura and energy anatomy to apply some of

this intuitive information. Which body areas and chakras were affected?

Then discuss with your partner the chakras and areas of concern. If you

didn't feel anything, don't worry. If your partner is relatively healthy, both

physically and energetically, you won't find many differences. This is a good

exercise to do often, so you can notice the changes.

Once you feel comfortable scanning through your hands and sensation,

add the following steps to the exercise, based on your experience with exer-

cise 23: Aura Gazing. South American shamans state that the body can be

seen through, like glass, to know where the disease is located. As you grow

more proficient, one of these techniques may be more helpful than the

other.

6. Gaze at your partner in a soft focus, starting at the crown. Again, allow the

first layer of the aura, the etheric body, to come into view. Trace the outline

of the etheric body, that thin layer of white, all around the body. Notice

where it breaks or seems weaker. If the energy level is low in a certain area,

it could indicate an imbalance or injury.

7. Allow yout gaze to expand to the full aura, and scan the aura from head to

toe, left and right sides. First notice the color impressions. Does any area

seem different or discolored? Are the colors complementary, or do thev

clash? What parts of the body look like lhey are clashing?

8. Scan the surface of the aura for any rips or tears in the egglike sphere. Thev

may coincide with any cold spots you felt. Scan inside the field for darker.

thick spots, such as unhealthy thoughtforms. Look for any cords of energl.

Scan the chakras for imbalances of size, shape, or color.
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9. As in step 5, use your knowledge and intuition to gain more information
about the narure of the imbalances and then discuss them with you.r paftner.

Distance diagnosis works much rhe same way as the hands-on approach. I originally
learned many of these techniques from Laurie cabot, in her witchnofi as o sci.ence one
class, and thought psychic healing was exclusive ro more traditional witchcraft. I later
found similar techniques from Jos6 silva and his The silva Meiltod of Mind. control
course, from author Caroline Myss, and from the healing arts of reiki, pranic healing,
and shamanism. Professional practitioners in more mainstream settings call them-
selves medical inruitives.

The basic technique of distance diagnosis is to enter a meditative srate and make a
psychic connection to your target. usually the name, age, and place of residence is
enough' Most practitioners then call forth a psychic image of the person, in miniafure,
in the mind's eye, like a doll. This image contains all the information of the original,
like a hologram. you may feel like you can reach out and grab it, like in the orange
meditation. By scanning the body, as in the previous exercise, and even psychicalry
scanning deeper on the physical level, a diagnosis is made. The scanning process can be
sensory, physically running your hand over the image to feel the variations; visual, like
viewing the aura; or clairsentient, knowing, where the answer pops into your head.

Another technique is journeying out ro the target. Instead of bringing the image of
your rarger to the screen of your mind in miniarure, you psychically go to the rarget
and perform the scan. I prefer the first method myself.

scanning, in person or distantly, can offer the practitioner some common symbols
for disease. It is important to remember that such symbols can be individual and
unique, speaking solely to your creative mind, but some common symbols for illnesses
have been reported. scan over this short identification list and read through the nexr
section on healing techniques before performing the distant-healing exercise at the end
of this chapter.

Illness

Arthritis

Bacteria

Cancer

Symbol

Redness or heat around the joint

Green or yellow masses of energy

Black, brown, or gray lumps of energy
chakra imbalance chakra coror is darker, dense, or unhealthv looking
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Chronic fatigue

Diabetes

Heart disease

HIV

Hyperactivity

Hypertension

Intestinal disease

Kidney infection

Liver disease

Missing organs

Nervous disorders

Virus

General sense of fatigue or energy loss, energy is "spraying"

out of the aura like a leaky balloon

White flecks in the blood and body

Redness, heat, or pressure in the heart area

Black spiked objects in the blood and body

Energy isbuzzingaround the aura like insects

Throbbing sensation in the blood vessels

Inflammation or darkness surrounding the lower digestive

system

Green, red, or yellow color in the kidney area, stonelike

formations for kidney stones

Black, red, or yellow in the liver, feelings of fire or anger

A hole or void in the body, although in some cases you ma\-

still sense the energetic presence of the organ, and not feel a

void

Strong "electric" feeling or image in the nervous system

Spiked or sharp "objects" in the blood and body

These symbols will hopefully spark your creative imagination and show you how psr-

chic diagnosis can work. Some symbols are obvious. A broken bone will often appea:

like a broken bone. Disease usually appears as discoloration or inflammation. Remern-

ber to relate the colors and locations of imbalance to the chakras. If you plan to do ,Ce-

tailed medical work as a healer, I highly suggest studying anatomy and investing in rhe

reference book Gray's Anatomy. As you develop, you might psychically "see" orgar$

and sections unknown to you.

HsluNc tscgNreuEs(
The following are healing techniques using previous experiences from this book Cr-
tain ones are more appropriate in person, and others are more helpful for disrarr-

healings. Always use the technique that calls to you.
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Before attempting any healing, you must ask permission. Ask the person directly
for permission first. If you receive a yes, ask his or her higher self. Quiet your mind for

a moment. Be open. Affirm your protection shield and call on your guides and higher

self and the guides and higher self of the person you are working on healing. Then ask

permission and wait for an answer. If you do not hear or feel it, you can use muscle

testing (exercise 28) or the pendulum (exercise 27) for a direct answer. If you cannor

get direct permission first, in the case of distance healing or if someone is unconscious

and unable to answer, meditate and ask the higher self for permission, as you would
before sending light.

Use the scanning techniques and ask the higher self of your client for any additional

information or techniques that should be used. The message could be something un-

usual, such as to have him or her face north or hold a certain crystal. Even if it does not

make sense to you, the message has a deeper meaning for the person involved.

Remember that you are not doing the heaiing, but facilitating the healing. The in-

dividual and the higher powers-guides, gods and goddesses, the Great Spirit-are re-

ally doing the healing work. Always ask that the work be for the "highest good of all

involved." If someone is receiving something from the experience of illness, you

should not stop it unless it is for the highest good.

Light
Visualize the healing recipient bathed in colored lights. Green is usually for general

health and minor healing and red-orange is for critical healing. You can use anv color

for healing and soothing the mind and emotions, perhaps the most dominant and

healthy color you scanned in the aura. Use your intuition and ask for gu.iden5s ffien
choosing (figure 31).

Visualization

Visualize the healing occurring. Visualize broken bones tilittrtg back ro,gq$€r. rrnegirre

bacteria and viruses deteriorating. Cells become healthy. Erounds seal lrrngs and sinuses

clear. Arteries clear. Healing water flushes out toxins. The immune srstern derours can-

cer. The images can be real and scientific, or mystical and otherworldty. The vtite blood

cells devouring the cancer cells could be visualized as the wild dogs of &e goddess Diana

devouring the illness. Microscopic healers/doctors can go around maintaining your bodv

systems, dearing dogs and infection, and sewing up wounds. Be creative.
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fl.€-J AIDS/HIV anemia, low blood pressure, low energy, parasites, sexual dysfunc-
tion, venereal disease, viral infections

R.ed-orange AIDS/HIV hay fever, infections, internal bleeding, loss of blood, low blood
pressure, pneumonia

Orange Bladder infections, bowel syndromes, broken bones

Gold AIDS/HIV backproblems, low metabolism, nerves, sore muscles, total health

Yellow Adrenal problems, bladder infections, indigestion, liver disease, low metabo-
lism, sore muscles, stomach cramps

Cleansing, nausea, Ph balance, purging, stomachaches, toxicity

Blood loss, colds, eczema, eye infections, flu, heart conditions, infections, insect
bites, rashes, ulcers

Turquoise A11 purpose, epilepsy, fevers, menstrual problems, pain, nausea, rashes, swelling

Blue Anxiery asthma, ear infections, fevers, high blood pressure, high metabolism,
liver, stress, TMJ syndrome

Lime

Green

Indigo

Purple

Black

Brown

Rust

Pink

Silver

White

Alcoholism/addiction, eye infections, headaches, hemorrhoids, high blood pres
sure, infl ammation, Parkinson's, pnemonia, thyroid conditions

Brain swelling, eye problems, liver disease, nervous disorders, nervous
tension

Violet Abcesses, arthritis, bacteria, cancer, cleansing, cysts, infection, unwanted
growths, viral infections, warts

Eye conditions, relaxation, stress, ungroundedness

Animal healing, bleeding, open wounds, ungroundedness

Cleansing, grounding, removing unwanted material

AIDS/HIV blemishes, breast cancer, menstrual problems

Emotional problems, fertiliry problems, maternal issues, menstration issues,

psychic blocks

A1l purpose, cleansing, healing, soothing

F igure 3 1 : Healing Light
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Visualization is particularly good for physical illness. We have all heard the phrase
"mind over matter," but we do not often witness people mor-ing ob-iects across a room
through the powers of psychokinesis. Mystics believe we have grearer conrrol on a mi-
croscopic level, creating the term cellulnr psychokinesk, or CPK for shorr. Lsaac Bonettrs,
in his book R eal Magic, discusses this at greater length.

Hanils-OnHealing

Mystical traditions throughout the world, from witches to early Chrisrians, r:sed the

laying on of hands to transfer healing energ'y from the practitioner to rhe recipient. The
recipient's own body and energy systems use this power to effect the healing, stimulat-
ing the immune system and clearing out energy blocks and harmful thoughrforms.

Although there are many difrbrent systems of hands-on healing, the mosr impor-
tant thing to remember is not to use your own personal energy to effect the healing. It
will only leave you feeling drained and possibly feeling the symptoms of your client. you

can draw energy from the energy around you, Earth and sky energies, and the divine.

Do the chakra meditation, running energy up from the earth and down from the sky,

and then move the energy through your arms and release it through your hands. Do not
force it into your client, just allow it to flow: When the flow stops moving, srop this form
of healing. You do not want to overload anyone. You could also project this energy out
through your chakras, pafficularly the solar ple,-<us, heart, or third eye, as colored light.
After the first few times practicing this healing, stop and check in with yourself. Are you
feeling tired, sick, or otherwise drained? Make sure that you are not using your own en-

ergy, but only the energy of the Earth and sky. Askyour guides for help, or disconrinue if
you are having problems. Ir mlght not be the healing technique for you.

Aura and Chakra Cleansing

Either by guiding your client through the meditations, or visualizing the effects your-
self, use the aura-cleansing and chakra-balancing techniques you learned. Use white
Light to seal holes and tears in the aura. Smooth them out. Remove unwanted thought-
forms bv reaching out to them and pulling rhem out, dissolving them in light. If you
find ones that are sruck, imagine turning them upside down in your hands, reversing

the polarin of the energy It will then easily release and transmute. Remove and dis-

'oive all cords. This s-ork is akin to psychic/shamanic surgery, where harmful energa'

irms are released to effect healing.
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HealingGililes
Call on your own healing guides, and the guides of the recipient. You can guide the
client through a meditation to connect to his or her own healing guides and gateway
of healing. Use your own gateway of healing and guides when sick yourself. Some
people feel the presence of their guides as additional "hands" with hands-on healing,
or see them delivering energy to rhe recipient with distance healing.

Before bed, invoke your healing guides by quieting your mind, asking them to be
present and giving them permission ro heal you while you sleep. In rhe morning,
thank and release them.

ExsRcrss 33

Healing Cose

For this exercise, it is paramount to have a partner. Your partner must gather together
information on three or more people who have been diagnosed with a physical illness
or injury, not including mental illnesses caused by chemical imbalances. your paftner
will need the name, age, and ciry of residence of each person, along with a general de-
scription of height, weight, hair and eye color, general build, and a list of their physical
ailments and locations in the body. It is also extremely helpful if your partner knows
these people well, including their general personalities and mental/emotional srates.

You must not know any of these people.

Your partner will only be giving you the name, age, and location of your case.

guiding you through the steps of this exercise, confirming your intuition. If you make
a "mistake" with the diagnosis of the case, your parrner should avoid saying "No,, or
"You're wrong." Nothing shoots holes in your confidence more than to hear such
statements, and they may not even be correct. Often we receive information that is ab-

solutely correct, but our partner has no knowledge of it. If you feel that strongly abour
it, let your partner double-check later with the person. I've demonstrated this man;
times, and although I've sometimes missed major aspects, I've zoned in on the most re-

cent illness or injury, which is probably in the forefront of the recipient's conscious-
ness. Guidance from your partner should be phrased as, "I don't have that informa-
tion," "Look closer," or "Look in another place."
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Until you gain some confidence with this abiliry, your parrner will be pivotal in
your success' Make sure that your partner is familiar with the exercise, reading it over
fully and understanding it before attempting it. Your partner does nor necessarily have
to be practicing witchcraft with you, bur being open to rhis work is important. Don,t
pick someone who will scofl disbelieve, or orherwise hinder you. pick someone with
an open mind and encouraging personaliry.

If you get stuck on a case, don't get frustrated, simply move on to the next case. some
people are difficult to make a connecdon with. Your energies don't mix. Others don,t
want ro be healed. If you are nor indined to the medical, you may find your information
more involved with the emotional and mental health of the recipient. we are focusing on
the medical at this point to give our psychic abilities some real-world veri{ication.

1. start exercise 9: counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your mag_
ickal mindset. your partner can guide you down. Affirm your protection
shield and invoke your healing guides to be with you. Follow your guides,
inruitive prompting.

2. Your partner will give you the name, age, and location of the first case.
Make the connection by repeating the name, age, and location of the target
at least three times, more if necessary Draw an invoking pentagram on the
screen of your mind to open the link.

3. call on your targer's higher self and guides to be with you, and ask for their
permission. If you don't have permission, intend to end this connection and
move on to the next case.

4. once you have permission, allow the link to occur and an image to form in
your mind's eye. Let the first bits of information come ro you, usuaily as a
'knowing' in your mind. or you may receive the information visually Get a
basic description of the person, including hair and eye color and general
build. If you have no height reference, imagine someone whose height you
know standing next to the person. Are they taller or shorter? Sometimes
numbers pop into your head. If you have difficulry with the description, skip
ahead to the next step.
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5. Use the techniques of exercis e 32 to scan the body. Physically pass your hand

over the image. Notice any differences. Scan the energy field and the chakras.

Get any intuitive flashes you can. Ask to see major health issues, and different

body parts will attract your attention, often revealing the illness through the

symbols previously discussed. If necessary pick one and project yourself into

the area for a closer look. Images and symbols, colors and sensation could

occur. Diagnose the area to the best of your knowledge and intuition. If you

do not know the name of the condition, a general description will sufiice. Re-

peat this with all areas of interest.

If your partner knows the recipient of this exercise, you can continue

your scan of the energy field, seven chakras, and subtle bodies to give an en-

ergetic health reading, giving your intuitive impressions of this person's

mental, emotional, and spirirual state.

6. Ask to send healing to the recipient, for the highest good. Use one of the

healing techniques described in this lesson. Sending light, visualization heal-

ing, or asking the guides for help are the most effective techniques for dis-

tance healing. Send a blessing with the words "Blessed be." When done,

thank and release all guides and your higher selves. Release the connection by

drawing a banishing pentagram and imagining yourself wiping the image off

the screen of your mind.

7. Refurn yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourself

clearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding. You may need more

grounding than usual, so go slowly and make sure your awareness is fully back.

PoISNTIAL DrrrrcuLTIES
Some practitioners intuitively gain information through feeling physical sensations, in-

stead of receiving visual or auditory information. These witches are more physical and

sensory with their psychic abilities. Such sensory techniques often lead to a harmfiil

connection to the healing recipient, where the practitioner feels the pain and illness in
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his or her own body. Understandably, this is not often a pleasant experience for rhe

practitioner. It can turn potential healers away from the path. Since these practitioners

didn't intend to feel the pain, and the experience seems to happen automarically, rhe.l-

don't know how to stop it. Acknowledge the information you receive, and ask your
guides to give you the information without further pain. This acknowledgment and

request is usually sufficient to end painful experiences. You don't have to experience

the pain of the target to diagnose and send healing.

Others get information that is too detailed, and their background does nor allow
them to understand complex scientific and anatomical images. Even worse, such im-
ages can be potentially graphic and overwhelming. If you experience this, ask your
guides to give you the information in an easier manner.

Whenever you are uncomfortable and cannot banish a feeling, end the experience,

count up, and take a break.

If you get stuck, or no areas attract your attention, begin a more methodical

search. Although not a good technique for those with vivid imaginations and weak

stomachs, ask to view each body system one by one and ask, "Is the problem here?" I
start with the skeletal system, and move through the circulatory, musculature, respira-

tory, digestive, excretory, reproductive, and immune systems. You can use muscle test-

ing or a pendulum to get a yes/no response. If no information presents itself focus on

the chakra system again and the layers of the aura.

For those less medically inclined, the information might be more like a shamanic jour-
ney, traveling through the body. Illness will be represented as monsters and creatures

of myth. Healing is effected by defeating the creatures, who then reveal their true na-

rure as an illness or injury

The last step, which could also be the first, is to ask to commune with the recipi,

ent's higher self, getting not only the medical information directly, but the reasons b'e-

hind it. This is always an important step for long-term healing work, to understan,i rle
cause and nature of the imbalance. You may receive direct messages from hj-* oi:e:
higher self or guides. Follow any direction given here by the higher self to effec re
greatest healing. It may give you specific insffuctions, visualization, or techrniques.
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Nuw AssrcNlrsNts
. Exercises 32-33-Complete and record your experiences in your Book of Shadows.

. Regularly scan your body, aura, and chakras for imbalances and perform any healing

needed. Find illness before it manifests physically. Get into an active relationship with
your health.

C oNtrNurNG AssrcNMENTs

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day.

. Continue with a dream journal.

. Focus on a regular meditation practice, at least three times a week if not daily.

. Use inruition, instant magick, neutralization, light, and aura reading in your daily life.

Trps
. Notice your own thoughts, feelings, and impressions when doing healing. They

might be giving you psychic information.

. If you have difficulty with a diagnosis, see if you can borrow and hold an object of
personal significance to the recipient of the healing, such as a ring, watch, or key.

You will make a solid link to the recipient through the vibrations of the object. This

technique is often called psychometry, and works through the Law of Contagion, as

mentioned in chapter 8.

. If you don't have a partner for exercise 33:Healing Case, you can do it alone and

then later try to get verification of your impressions from the recipient.

. You can also use these techniques to-heal and communicate with animals and plants.

Rec o rvrrvrsND ED RseorN c

HealYourBody by Louise L. Hay (Hay House).
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BonN f,cerN

when I was a young boy, I remember watching television with my mother. we were
watching a documenrary on the Old West, specifically the Native Americans' Trail of
Tears. We looked at each other with a spooky fascination. We are normally very close,

but this was different. We watched each part with utter devotion, as if the secrets of
life were being revealed in this program. I then furned ro my morher and said, "Do

you remember when we were there?"

That afternoon was my first introduction to pastJife memories, but I didn't know
it at the time. I was raised in a Catholic family, with no previous belief or discussion of
past lives. The topic was just starting to surface in mainstream American culture, but
the idea was not nearly as widespread as it is today. Strangely enough, I later learned

that early Gnostic Christians believed in reincarnation. The patriarchal church, when
codifying the Bible, struck out those books and passages containing such information-
though some survived, including the following quorarion:

D1
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"Because it was towardJohn that all the prophesies of the prophet and of the Law
were leading, and be, if you will believe me, is Elijah who was to return. If anyone has
ears to hear, let him listen."

-Matthew 
11:14*15

Modern scholars speculate that this passage of the New Testamenr is one of the few
obscure references left in the Bible regarding reincarnation, implyingJohn was Elijah
in a past life.

Since my Trail of Tears experience, I've heard similar stories. While a friend was
passing through the area with her family, we visited America's Stonehenge, a sacred

site near my home in New Hampshire. She brought her two children, both wonder-
fully magickal beings. Her son and I had a remarkable connection, and as we walked
through the woods and a snake passed our trail, he said, "Do you remember when we
were all here together, a long time ago?" we talked about how we just met that day
and then he got indignant and said, "Not now! Long, long time ago!" His mother and
I looked at each other in amazement. Another great student and friend of mine named

carin mentioned to me that her daughter said at a very young age, "you're a much
better mommy to me than I was to you, and I'm so sorry."

Each time I discuss past lives, I hear another story, even the simple sensations of re-

membrance, what the French language calls "d6ji vu," a feeling rhat one has been here
or done this before. If places do not kindle our feelings, sometimes we meet someone

so connected to us, emotionally, intuitively, even spiritually, that it seems we have

known each other forever even though we have just mer. It is the feeling of familiarity
when there is no connection in this life that points us to another piece of the cosmic
puzzle. Religions the world over have beliefs in the human soul, a distinct essence thar
continues on after death. Theologies and mythologies give us a guide to what happens

to souls prior to birth and after life. Although atheists would argue that such fables are

created to give us comfort or to control, the various faiths do seem to have simiiar
threads woven into very different tapestries.

The myth of much modern Christianiry is that "good" souls go to eternal reward
in Heaven while "bad" souls go to Hell, a place of fire and torment, to be punished for
their sins. Pagan religions are filled with similar upper worlds and underworlds, though
without the moral context of Christianity. In the Celtic cosmology, there were nor so
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many differences befween the two worlds. The Underworld was a place of the ances-
tors, family spirits, guides, and guardians. Souls wenr to feed the World Tree, the great
oak, and their power would emerge again in their tribe. Julius Caesar, the author of
some of the few ancient texts we have on the Celts and their secretive priesthood, the
Druids, asserted that Celts were so fearless in battle because they believed that if they
died they would be born again. Unforrunately the Celts probably didn't subscribe to
our modern, global ideas of reincarnation. The idea of a Celtic warrior or Druid. rein-
carnafing as a Roman soldier would not settle well with these people. The Celts most
likely saw spirit passing through tribal or even blood lines, and rhere is currenrly great
exploration of the idea of genetic memory passing from one generation to the next.
Perhaps the ancient Celts were right after all.

Modern concepts of reincarnation stem from the Eastern traditions, pafficularly
from India, but many of the fundamental Hindu concepts, such as casre systems, have
been toned down' considering that the Hindus and celts possibly share a common an-
cestry, it's not surprising that both had strong tenets regarding past lives.

The basic concept is that the human soul is immortal. Aspects of our conscious-
ness, our subtle bodies, continue on after the physical body perishes. This soul can
then be reborn into another life, possibly a different culrure, ro continue spiritual de-
velopment through new experiences. Most feel that this structure is an education sys-
tem, making life a "school" for us to learn our lessons. To me, that smacks of too
strong a moralistic tone. Personally, I feel that if we are all thoughts in the Divine
Mind, like a hologram, then we each contain the information of everything. Each of
our lives is a different experience to help us creatively remember ourselves.

To those who follow the cycles of the seasons, it seems only narural that we do not
cease to exist, but instead enter a new cycle. The universe does not waste energy. All
things are recycled in time. Even so, this opens up a whore range of unanswered ques_
tions and other possibilities embraced by sects of the spiritual movements. opinions
differ as to where souls come from, what happens when all the ..lessons,, 

are learned,
and the nature of animal, insect, plant, and even mineral spirits. How does all of life
figure into this system? As we touch on various views, please keep in mind that once a
spirit passes the veil to the next world, concepts of three-dimensional time and space
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lose the importance we place on them. All of these systems are points of view, and

none truly represent the entire picture. Life after death is something we only truly un-

derstand after we pass.

Although there is no "official" Wiccan view, most witches believe in the concept of
pasr lives. The Wiccan belief in reincarnation most likely stems from the Celtic world-

view influencing the modern craft, so many witches believe that the soul returns to

the Underworld after death, to act as a guide or guard for family and friends. The Un-

derworld is not a place of torment, but a zone of rest and regeneration. At the proper

point in time, a soul will return to the waking world, reborn as a new child. Such rein-

carnations are not necessarily through family bloodlines, but groups of spirits will
often incarnate together, knowing each other through many lives as family, lovers, and

friends. Those who continue through the cycles and complete whatever goal is before

them can remain in this cycle to aid others or continue onward to the upper worlds,

the realm of gods, paradise, and the land of milk and honey. Here they are fully united

with their divine, higher self and continue with new experiences. Some witches do not

distinguish between the Upper World and the Underworld, viewing it all as the Other-

world, beyond the veil.

Although most reincarnation theories assert that everyone reincarnates, many

witches feel that only those invoived with the craft at some point in their lives undergo

the process of rebirth. Those who are drawn to the magickal arts now practiced them

in a past incarnation. Others are called "once borns" because they lack the multilife

perspective. In my own work with past-life healing, I've encountered many people

with no interest in magick who have successfully undergone a past-life regression, so I

do not subscribe to the "once born" theory. Most likely this is a corruption of the

Hindu concept of a twice born, which refers to "people who have taken a second

birth, as it were, in spiritual wisdom."' A person focused on the spiritual is more likely

to explore past lives. The priests and teachers of India, the Brahman, are called fwice

born. They fulfill much the same role as the witch.

Most occultists do not feel that you are limited to a particular number of incarna-

rions. W W Westcott, one of the founders of the Golden Dawn, states one theory that

:: :; :mi Satchidananda, The Living Gita (Yogavilie, VA: Integral Yogi Publications, 1988) 254
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souls are limited to three incarnations. Students of the Golden Dax-n have copied this
information, though in other sources Westcott speaks about other theones of reincar-
nation. The three incarnations may come from a Bible passage regard.:-rg purrishment
for three generations.

Many "New Age" theories are ven- sirnilar to the rr-i:ch's '.-iru'. n::nus :he rrr-tho-
logical references. Souls are seen as belonging ro a sori E:oLl. a -arg.; c:"cclion of
spirits with similar goals and vibrations. Some -soul< in r:e g::ou: ::ca::ir:. T.,-:::,- r_nose

remaining act as spirit guides, keeprng them on course. In racl. sane -:c.,t-.-tr -L:a: :11e

soul group shares memories, so your past-life memories mav afiuallr re ,r: ::,ir.a:re
else in your group.

You can look at reincarnation as a system of spiritual evolution. A soul condnues :o
incarnate in a "lower" life force until it does a service for a "higher" life form. such as

the lower life form being food for the higher. Only then does the soul conrinue on to
the next level. In this paradigm, an ant might reincarnate eventually as a dog and then
a human. Devolution in morals, consciousness, or spirit may result in taking a step
"backward." such beliefs engender a sense of compassion for all life, since you don't
know what you were, or what you'Il come back as next time. Other systems have no
moral basis to incarnating as an animal, plant, or mineral. You learn a qualiry that your
soul needs in that incarnation. You could learn about change and "shedding your skin"
in the life of a snake, and bring that knowledge back to your next human incarnation.
The power and significance of animals is important, because they remind us of the ex-

periences, or "animal medicine," we learned when in that form. According to the Luri-
anic system, named for a famous Kabalist named Luria, one remains in a "lower" life
form until being of service to a "higher" life form, even as food for that life form. Var-
ious believers incorporate other forms of life, including plants, microscopic organisms,
minerals, and elementali nature spirits, into the ladder of consciousness.

Another intriguing theory is that individual souls are nor as separate and distinct as

most people like to believe. Our ego's point of view gives us that perceprion, but ulri
mately \ /e are all connected. The energy of the soul is like a lake. when we take a

body, it is Like pouring some of that water into a glass, and for rhe moment it is separate

and distinct. At death it is poured back into the lake, back into uniry and is no longer
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-\eparate. This system accounts for the reports that several individuals were famous fig-
ures in history. Although the experience is greatly exaggerated, people joke thar every-

one thinks they were Cleopatra. If souls are separate, one is right and the rest are

wrong. If souls are like a lake, a little bit of cleopatra's energy could end up in many
different people, connecting each to the life experiences of Cleopatra. As cycles repeat

in nafure, basic elements break down to be reborn in new forms. Why would souls not
do the same thing? Although this is a highly plausible viewpoint, it frightens many
people because it threatens their sense of individuality. The principle of mentalism
tells us that we all contain everything, so such a group existence is not any more
threatening than the hologram theory. we are all waves in the divine ocean.

Akin to the water theory is the belief in a collective information bank to which we
all have access. In fact, we, and all existence, are collectively the information bank. This
sounds much like the hologram, doesn't it?Jung called it the Collective Consciousness.

Before him, mystics called it the Akashic Records. Isaac Bonewits calls it the Switch-
board. AIl are slighdy different ways of describing the same thing. If we are all one, we
each have access to every past life in existence. If such a life has meaning for our cur-
rent situation, we can access that information. Rarely a regression will not reveal just a

past live, but a future life or even a parallel life occurring at the same rime. The
Akashic Records account for this, because all information, past, present, and all possi-

ble futures, are contained within it.
Those who believe in psychic abilities but do not feel that past lives are credible call

the regression experience an exercise in transtemporal telepathy One uses psychic pow-
ers to reach beyond space and time, and as one reads the minds of those in the past. The
participant so highly identifies with their plights that he or she feels that this is a past

identity.

The view of the skeptical psycLiatrist is that all this information is confabulation,
but it somehow connects the deeper areas of the mind with the conscious to resolve

and heal. Quite a few doctors practice regression therapy, but personally do not believe

in it, at least not at first. Such regressions are another tool to aid the patient and if it
works, they use it. For some, past lives are simple fantasy and nothing more.

For the longest time, I had great difficulty deciding exactly what I believed in re-

gard to reincarnation. I had some enlightening experiences with it, but I questioned
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myself. Did I make it up? No, I had enough experiences that I fid not think I could
subconsciously devise them all' I knew too many people who had retrier-ed some facts,
dates, locations, and historical information that they had not come acrclss previously I
was convinced that there was something to the phenomenon, even if it n-as not com_
pletely verifiable. I was stuck between thinking of my individuality as a soul and my
collective connection to all life. I struggled between theories and never found one com-
pletely satisfactory Then I asked a spirit guide.

The guide gave me an example of plants, such as a blade of grass. The blade groerr
mafures, and dies at the end of the season, only to be reborn again in spnng. The
blade is like the body' The root is like the soul. Each blade of grass has an individual
root, as each body has an individual soul. Sometimes the grass remains in the Under-
world for a time, rhen reaches up into the daylight of the world, only to rerurn again-
when the root completes many cycles, sometimes it withers away and breaks down
into basic minerals, which are absorbed by the other individ.ual roots. Through this
beautiful example, my guides told me rhar we are both individual and united.

I(4nul
The concept of karma is one aspect of the Easrern philosophy of reincarnation thar
has become popular in the western world. Though mainly a concepr in Hinduism and
Buddhism, karma has made its way into the world of the witch.

Karma is the Sanskrir term for the energy generated by our actions, particularly in
relationship to future incarnations. Witches see it as an extension of the Law of Three:
what you do will come back to you threefold. Seen from an ethical viewpoint, karma
could mean that one who does "good" acrs gets rewarded with good and one who per_
forms 'bad" actions gets punished with bad events. Similar vibrations attracr each
other, as in the Principle of vibration. Sometimes karma is described in terms of
money and accounts' one creates a karmic debit or credit, seeking to balance the cos-
mic books to achieve release from the cycle of death and rebirth. one who is free from
karma reaches a level of spiritual mastery The Hebrew tradition calls it tee-koon,
meaning "correct." This most likely refers to a notion similar to karma, "correcting,
mistakes of past behaviors.
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Karma can be seen without moral subtext, as a divine experience exchanger. There

'. no judgrnent in the witch's world, but instead cause and effect. Energy will return to

its source. If you act in a way that causes suffering, you receive an experience to un-

derstand the same type of suffering you caused. If you act in a giving manner, you ex-

perience what it means to receive. Some experiences are exchanged during a single life,

and others manifest in future lives. Such experiences, or "lessons," help us truly re-

member our divine natures and higher selves. Karma helps us wake up to the spiritual

truths of the existence and fulfiil our part of the pattern. Karmic astrologers believe

that your birth chart gives clues to pastlife experiences and your soul's plan for this life

based on those experiences.

Relationships are linked together through karma. People with strong past histories

often have to resolve karmic energies berween them and therefore continue to incar-

nate together. Powerful emotions and experiences are focused on, such as the bonds of
family, the bonds of love, and the bonds of fear and violence. They are all links of
karmic energy. Role reversal is common, where parent becomes child or killer be-

comes killed. Al1 are part of the experience of karma. On a soul level, and not our ego,

we seek to explore all the aspects of human existence to remember our true nature.

Eastern religions seek nonattachment, to release those bonds of karma and receive

freedom from the wheel of rebirth.

Past-life relationships are the most difficult. We often have vague familiariry with
people in our lives when we first meet them, falling into patterns that we do not un-

derstand. Situations berween lives change, and obligations from past lives are no

longer appropriate in this life. In this life, your brother could be the soul who was your

mother in a past life. If you feel intuitively that your brother in this life should care for,

nurture, and protect you like a mother, this expectation is not appropriate. That rela-

tionship is over. This person is no longer your mother, but your brother, and you must

work though your current roles. People have these unconscious feelings and expecta-

tions all the time, and get upset when others don't live up to past-life roles. You are

forging new relationships and new ways of relating to each other. This is particularly

difficult in romantic relationships, where we feel we have found our "soul mate." Be-

cause we feel a past-life connection, we automatically assume that everything will go
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flawlessly. We have found someone to complete us. This is not the case at all. Focus on

yo:u;r Life mate, who you are meant to partner with in this lifetime. When we use the

term soulmute, it brings unrealistic expectations to a romantic relationship. On a spiri-

tual level, your soul mate is not necessarily someone with whom you will have a ro-

mantic relationship, and may in fact be part of your soul group on the other side of
the veil.

The point of reincarnation is to wipe the slate clean, at least the conscious slate,

giving you a fresh start. Karma does affect us, but we are never fated into events be-

yond our control. Magick has taught me that we are all capable of choosing and man-

ifesting our own fate. We all have free will, though our soul and karma may be leading

us in a certain direction to help us find balance and remembrance.

€xpr,on.a.tIoN
Why would you want to explore your past lives? The answer is &fficult, but there are

many benefits. People can suffer from emotional blocks and traumas that have no con-

nection to this life. Traditional therapies do not help. Often fears from past deaths,

such as heights, watef, enclosed spaces, or weapons, rranslate into irrational fears in

this life. Once the root is understoo{ the fear abates. On the extreme end of the spec-

trum, such energetic blocks in the aura can cause physical illness. One of the most sig-

nificant experiences I've ever had was watching the transformation of a woman

named Sue. Prior to the class, she was plagued with back pain and overwhelmed with

her sense of responsibilicy to take care of her family. During the class regression she

discovered a past life as a male farmer, where she lived on a withering farm, responsi-

ble for the needs of the famrly. When the animals died, she pulled the farming equip-

ment herself. This past lifetime ended in both physical and emotional pain. While she

was in the regression, unknown to her, I saw her shoulders and spine straighten and

take a natural, healthy posture. Her memory of the past incarnation healed her cur-

rent pain and gave her a greater awareness of her issues. 'We've kept in contact, and as

far as I know, she has never had back pain like that since. When she starts to relapse,

she realizes it is a pattern of past guilt and releases it.
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\fost past-life issues help you explore your own actions, motivations, and reoccur-

:hg patterns of unhealthy behavior. With this awareness, the cycles can be broken.
Take responsibiliry for what is affecting you here and now.

Talents, knowledge, and skills from a past life can be retrieved with a regression.

Esoteric, artistic, or technical information can be brought through, though it is not
often accessible in the conscious self.

The main reason that reincarnation is included in witchcraft training is as an initia-
tion experience. Those with knowledge of life after death are better prepared to walk
berween the worlds, truly knowing that life continues on after physical death. Such an

experience opens you to the true magickal reality.

Expncrss 34

Past-Life Exploration

Though most people are eager to start exploring previous incarnations, fear of the un-
known can rear its head prior to this exercise. If you experience extreme fear before
the regression, think carefully about whether you are ready to do this exercise. One

woman in particular had a problem with anything tight around her neck, including
jewelry and certain clothing. She truly felt it was related to a past-life experience and

wanted to resolve it, but when the time came, she became very afraid and refused to
do a regression. It was not her time for it. Honor your own boundaries.

Pastlife exploration is another experience facilitated by a partner. Though it can be

done individually, with the help of guides, I certainly don't recommend such solo ad-

ventures when beginning. A partner guides you through the process, moving you
along when you are stuck, asking questions that you are not aware enough to ask

while in your magickal state, and helping you process difficult siruarions.

Usually as you start the process, you will feel as if you are reliving the life, in the

body of your previous incarnation. Some people identify so strongly with ir that they
hear the thoughts and feel the sensations that occurred in the past. When facing

trauma, the experience is difticult. A great technique is to have your partner guide you

out of the body and view the entire event as a movie, in your mind's eye. You are
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watching it, knowing it is you, but not necessarily actively parriciparing in it. Although
this gives you some distance ro observe, the effects are still quite powerful.

Much of the information will be inruitive flashes and simple experiences of know-
ing. You may hear foreign languages, but understand them or hear them translated
into your native tongue. You may hear your thoughts and know your feelings, and
often pick up on the feelings of those around you. When looking into rhe eyes of
someone in the past, you may recognize their individual spark as someone you know
in this life. Remember the expression "The eyes are the windows to the soul." you may
also move forward or backward in time, to the next important event.

The very best advice I can give you in this experience is ro go into it with no pre-
conceived notions and follow your first impression. You can feel a conscious call ro a
certain place or time, and since you do remember it, your regression may not need to
go there at this time. I could have named ten different places and times that I felt a con-
nection to when I first experienced this, and I was open to any one of them. I was
drawn to England, E$pt, India, and South America, to name a few. But my first expe-
rience was in France. I felt absolutely no connection to France and the time period I
was in. I studied French in college and absolutely hated it, and perhaps this was why I
thought I had no connection to France and the language, but I discovered a very un-
h"ppy, difficult life in France. I explored my lives in England and Egypt much later.
Don't woffy if you experience something boring and mundane. The majority of lives
on Earth have been rather normal. Look to the personal relationships for your impor-
tant experience.

As for the guiding parrner, take things slowly. The deeper rhe trance srare, rhe
slower the spoken answers will come, and you will have to gently nudge the regressed
person to interact with you verbally. Always ask the person how he or she is feeling. If
something is causing great stress, give the option of stepping out of the body or even
leaving this life and returning to the present time. Gently guide, and be reassuring and
encouraging. Take notes and ask questions. A theme will often presenr itself. If the ex-

perience is not progressing, you can guide the person forward or backward in time. ro
the next significant event. Say, "I'm going to count from five to one, and when I reac.ir

one, you will perceive the next significant event in this life." When you reach one. :.',
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\ortr partner to take a look around. Try moving in time at sevelal points, whenever

rou feel stuck at the current moment. You can return at any time by rising up out of

this life, up through the sky and finding the stairs of your inner temple leading back'

Or you can continue to the death experience'

1. Start exefcise 9: Counting Down to a Meditative State to get into your

magickal mindset.

2. In your mind's eye, visualize the great World Tree'

3. Imagine that the screen of your mind's eye is like a window or doorway, a

portal through which you can easily pass. step through the screen and

stand before the World Tree. Look up and feel its power. Touch the tfee

and place in it the inrenrion of visiting your inner temple to do past-life ex-

ploration.

4. Look around the base of the giant tfee, in the roots, and search for a pas-

sageway to your inner temple. Enter it. At the end of the tunnel you see a

light, and you move roward that light and step out into your inner temple'

5. Affirm your protection shield and invoke your guides to be with you. Re-

member that they are present to answer any questions and send you in the

right direction. When in doubt, ask them to help'

d. Ask to find the Gateway of Memories. Ask for the past-life experience cor-

rect and good for you. Once you stand before the doorway open it up. It

leads you through alongtunnel with many doors'

7. Onedoor in particular will stand out to you, perhaps by its color or a sym-

bol. This door leads to the past life corfect for you. Go to that door and

open it up. see the staircase descending and walk down it, counting each of

the twenfy-rwo steps backward, from twenty-two to one'

8. Jump off the last step and feel yourself jumping into your past life. Imme-

diately look down ar your feet. what afe your impressions? what do you
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see? Are you wearing shoes? Scan the body upward and describe what you

are wearing. Are you a man or woman?

9. Look up and around at your environment. What do you see? If there is a

reflective surface around, look into it and describe yourself. Do you recog-

nize the time period or locafion? Access the m'emories of this person. Who

are you? Where are you? What is the season? What is the year?

10. How do you feel in this life, physically and emotionally? Are you healthy?

Are you happy? If you are uncomfortable or in any pain, you can step out

of your body and observe the events like a movie.

11. Is there anyone around you? What are the relationships berween these

people and you? Do you recognize them as people in your current life?

What are they doing?

12. If you feel prepared to experience your last moments, move forward in
time to your passing, as you count down from five to one. Look around

and describe what you see. Where are you? How are you dying? Is there

anyone with you? How do you feel about your life?

13. Watch your spirit leave your body and travel oufward. Follow this passing

spirit beyond the veil, where other spirits will greet it. You could hear their

messages, and take this time to speak with your own guides to understand

the significance this life is having on your current incarnation.

14. Before you are the stairs leading back to the inner temple. Count them up,

from one to fwenty-fwo. Walk down the hallway back to rhe cenrer of your

temple and close the Gate of Memories. Listen for any messages your

guides have and ask any further questions.

15. When you are done, return through the World Tree tunnel and stand be-

fore the World Tree. Step back through the screen of your mind's eye and

let the World Tree gently fade from view.

16. Return yourself to normal consciousness, counting up, and giving yourseH

dearance and balance. Do any necessary grounding.
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-,". -:::t j.one, discuss the experience with your partner, because you may not remem-

l:: :he details that clearly. Notice how pastJife experiences, patterns, and lessons are

afe cting your current life.

Nsw AssrcNIvtsNts

. Exercise 34-Complete and record your experiences in your Book of Shadows.

C oNtrNurNG AssTcNMENTS

. Daily journal-Write three pages a day.

. Continue with a dream journal.

. Focus on a regular meditation practice, at least three times a week if not daily.

. Use intuition, instant magick, neutralization, light, aura reading, and healing scans in

your daily life.

Trps

. If you have difficulty accessing past-life memories from the Gateway of Memories,

try these alternate images and techniques: (1) Visualize yourself descending into a

tunnel, like the birth canal, leading to your past life; (2) Instead of using stairs, some

people identify with elevators, where each floor is another past life. Press the button

of the past life and step out of the door; (3) Imagine rising out of your physical body

like astral projection. Make a symbol, such as a pentagram. on the roof in white light

as your "homing signal," and ascend up into space, into the space-time. Then de-

scend down into the past life, counting from twenty-two to one. When done, reverse

the process and look for your homing symbol, returning you to your present physi

cal body.

. Very rarely a person encounters an existence that he or she cannot understand, such

as the time between lifetimes. The lack of physicality can be upsetting. Some report

lives in other planes of existence and on other planets. Starting with the intention of

a physical existence on Earth can help weed out such experiences, unless, of course.

you are comfortable exploring them.
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The oniy task left to complete is initiation. Such a task is no small feat. Initiarion is the
culmination of your work and should never be entered into lightly. Before you do
enter into it, understand what initiation mea.ns.

The word initiotionhas many meanings, depending on the contexr. Usually it is an
induction into a special group or society. The induction process consists of some form
of ceremony or ritual. The ritual may contain a task presented as a challenge to each
potential member. Such tests must be passed. They can be as simple as giving the ap_

propriate word, handshake, or symbol, as learned in preparation for the ritual, or a test
of courage, wits, intelligence, or Golhardiness. Though they may seem to have noth-
ing mysterious in origin, the infamous hazing initiation rituals of college fraternities
serve the same purpose as occult initiations. Each member, through the history of the
grouP, comes from a similar background and goes through an ordeal, facing the same
rituals and consequences. Success from passing the trials creates a common bond, re-
gardless of whether you joined last year or twenry years ago. The events themselves
may change, but the general feeling is conveyed, a sense of camaraderie. This is why

305
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srch relationships last well past college and members of a fraterniry in the business

n-orld will help their younger "brothers." For those of us who don't belong to a fe-

sricred group such as a fraterniry or sororify, the rites of passage in life, recognized in

both civil sociery and mainstream religious groups' are initiations. Marriage, child-

birth, reti.rement, divorce, puberty, menstfuation, coming out, and religious rites of

baptism, communion, and confession are initiations'

The rituals and sacraments of all religions are initiations, leading you into a new

peef group comprised of those who have also experienced the same event' Marriage

can bring you inro a new gfoup of peers. Having a child can do the same thing, giving

you a new world to explore. Ultimately, initiations bring you into a new world, be it so-

cial, political, religious, or mystical.

For the spiritually inclined, the new world may simply be a new worldview' The rit-

ual, trials, and tests might not come from a humanmade agency' but from life itself,

from nature or the peopie we attract into our world. Sacred stories are filled with initi

ations, particularly the wild woman/man who goes ctazy, running off into the forest.

In realiry the wild one is opening to magickal abiliry speaking with spirits' Living in

the wilderness, so close to nature, is an initiation. This future shaman must get these

abilities under control, learn from the spirits, and come back having mastered his or

her magickal abilities. Magickal traditions from all over the world are marked by a

cloistering of the initiate in isolation, and often include fasting to induce a spiritual

awakening. Some go to monastelies. Others travel to the top of a mountain, go deep

in the jungle, or rake a pilgrimage into the desert. Initiations force one to look at the

world through a different lens, seeing a magickal world beyond the mundane' Initia-

tions are shifts in consciousness, bringing a new worldview'

Testing experiences need not be so prolonged or dramatic. Anything that confronts

you with an unclaimed part of yourself is considered an initiation of sorts. St. John of

the cross used the words "dark night of the soul" to explain the feelings of darkness.

depression, and loneliness that mystics feel prior to great spiritual revelation. From thj*s

we garnered the saying "It's always darkest before the dawn." one does not have to b€

considered a mystic to have had this experience. We have all had an experience of

darkness. We allfeel alone at times. We all question our self' our friends, family' and

view on divinity. That is part of the human condition because it leads us to gleater

gLimpses of awareness. The initiation process may be jumpstarted by illness, tragedr-
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betrayal, or the sudden realization that you are different. The rvav one handles the ex-
perience is the true test, and the true initiation. By understanding and erperiencing
this isolation, you can then feei the connection between all things. Suddenlv things be-
fore you seem clear because you worked through your darkness. A neri- parh L< dlumi-
nated and things fall into place more easily than before, if you acr on it. Br using rlus
as a growth experience, and making the changes necessary to transform your life. sou
have passed the initiation and joined the group of people who have seen beyond the
dark night. In your own way, you have had your personal, spiritual epiphany. To take a

lesson from the philosopher Nierzsche, "If it doesn't kill you, it will make you
stronger." As the birthing process can sometimes be difficult, but ultimately brings the
greatest gift of new life to the world, initiations are spiritual rebirths, granting you a
new life. To initiate means to begin. With every culmination and end.ing, there is a
new beginning. With every death there is a rebirth.

The initiations of witchcraft encompass these conceprs and more. They are induc-
tions into a special group and a new worldvieu'. Your new feilowship is the ranks of
the dedicated witches of the world. Known by manv names and traditions, you are
joining their ancient lineage. It does not matter if you are in a formal coven or are an
eclectic solitary; in your spirit, you are joining all those before you in the craft of the
witch, and honoring all those who come after you. You are passing the rhreshold, like
Alice through the looking glass, and entering a new life filled with hidden knowledge
and personal revelation. The word initiate can refer to one who holds secret knowl-
edge, whether through personal experience or formal training. Until rather recently,
the witchcraft "sociery" was secretive and closed off from the world.

As a walker berween the wodds, you are firmly planting one foot in each world,
the physical and the immaterial. The initiation breaks down a self-perceived barrier to
allow free passage across to the mystical realms. Grant Morrison, a Chaos magician
and author of the avant-garde comic The lwisibles, a story and spell about magick, rev-
olution, and the coming age, states in that work, '7\11 times are the same time. The ini
tiation of a sorcerer reveals this. That is why they say a true initiation never ends."'
Magick and initiation take place outside of time, and rhe initiation itself lers us per-
ceive the rn'or1d bevond time and space, where all things are one.

1 . Grant Morrison, The lmi:ibLes: ,\pocalipstick (New york vertigo / DC comics, zoot) r33.
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{-ltimately, you are on the path of priesthood or priestesshood. Each witch, after a

period of training, is considered his or her own intermediary to the Goddess and God;

in effect, a priest or priestess. Those claiming the roles of High Priestess or High Priest

and Crone or Elder are respected members of the communiry but each initiate has full

authority and encouragement to perform all the rituals and rites whenever she or he

desires.

The witch hunters of old spread perverse information about the practices of
witches and their initiations. Contracts in blood, kissing the Devi1, and performing the

Catholic mass backward are only some of the more mentionable rumors. These have

absolutely nothing to do with a modern witch's initiation, if they ever had anything to

do with initiations in the first place. No one is asked to renounce Christianiry or any

faith. No one in Wicca recognizes a devil or Satan, let alone pays homage to him, and

no person or animal is harmed. Although modern rituals can be intense and dramatic,

they are not the stuff of Hollywood movies.

The induction into witchcraft can contain rwo aspects. Some experience one and

not the other, depending on the background, but I like to focus on both. The first is

the objective initiation. This is the standard function of the ritual. When you train

with a formal tradition for a length of time and service, completing tasks and learning,

you are granted an initiation ceremony Here, the teacher or group declares you a

witch, or at least a witch of that particular tradition. Everyone present agrees on what

physically happens and bears witness to the proclamation. Even if you are alone, there

is a set of events performed that could be documented. In the objective experience,

you are letting the authority of another, or the authority you see in the rirual itseH, de-

fine you as a witch.

The subjective experience is the second part of the initiation, an intensely personal,

life-altering experience. For many, ih"t o..rrrr in the ritual itself, through thoughts,

emotions, visions, and voices. Some of the rituals will stimulate such a subjective ex-

perience, though none can force it if the applicant is not ready. Some report difficulties

with psychic work prior to the initiation ritual, and then a blossoming of abilities and

a cleansing of the chakras after the event. Dreams often bring such transformative er-

periences and are taken as initiations. The personal subjective initiation could happen

at any point during the training, or during life.
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My own mind and narrow expectations of abilities were blown away after doing
my first healing. The information I received staggered the skeptic in me, and since it
was a personal experience, I could not doubt it as being fabricated. My whole world
changed dramatically as I walked out of that class believing that I could do absolutely
anything, as long as it harms none. I still caffy that belief with me to rhis day. In effect,
I was changed forever. I was truly initiated at that moment. Not everyone in the class
had the same subjective experience, though our objective experience was very similar.
That awakening was simply what I needed to change my life for rhe bemer.

All the exercises and rituals of this book are initiations of sorts. Certain ones will
have meaning for you. The recognition of energy, psychic abiliry astral travel, healing,
spirit contact, and past-life regressions are all forms of initiation, breaking you away
from the old life and thrusting you into rhe new.

Some long-standing witches may never have the subjective initiation. For those
witches who do have a subjective initiation, the process is driven by their own inner di-
viniry and guidance. The initiation comes with a feeling of belonging or ..coming

home." You feel a divine presence or blessing urging you on the path. Sometimes the
subjective experience is not granted though ritual or training, but through sponta_
neous visions and experiences, akin to the previously mentioned wild man shamanic
initiation. In fact, the subjective initiation is very shamanic in nature, since it occurs in-
ternally, allowing one ro interface with the spiritual realm and higher powers.

Wt+lt l\ultr<m e Wrtcs2
Two schools of thought exist for proclaiming yourself a witch. For the solitary or
eclectic, your own personal desire, self-initiation ritual, and subjective experiences
make you a witch' In more formal traditions, formal initiation makes you a witch.
Some take that to mean that it "takes a witch to make a witch." Both views believe that
the divine po\\'ers, the Goddess and God, are guiding the potential student to the path
and ultimatelv to be an initiate, but the first school believes in self-determination and
proclamadon. u-hile the second believes in formal requirements by a practicing group
and ceremonr- to facilitate the process. Both are absolutely correct and yet completelv
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;r:,3:1g. ln the end, only the Goddess and God can truly initiate. Rituals, journeys, and

:he like are only vehicles for the wishes of the Goddess and God.

Just as you may have more than one "dark night of the soul" experience in your

life, you may have more than one initiation into the craft. Witches actually encourage

this, because each initiation marks the end of a time of training, study, and expansion

of your abilities. To finalize this training, one claims the personal power and subse-

quent new "vision of the world" through an initiation ritual.

DEcnr,ES oF WrtcgcRaFT
In the more classic traditions of Wicca, such as Gardnerian, the levels of initiation are

divided into three (figure 32). One starts as an initiate, with no formal rank or title. A

basic understanding of the history, ethics, mythology, theology, and holidays is required.

Some teachers demand that prospective students take a survey of world religions before

any further training, to make an educated decision that witchcraft is the path they truly

feel called to walk. Once initiates are accepted, training begins for the first degree. Each

degree of training usually lasts a minimum of a year and a day, if not longer.

The talents of a first-degree witch include basic meditation, psychic and energy-

work skills, starting a magickal journal, pafticipating in ritual, training in a healing art,

building a home altar, and learning to cleanse, bless, and protect the home. Most im-

portantly is striving to live the Wiccan Rede as a day-to-day reality.

The first-degree initiation ritual has somewhat of ahazing feel to it. At various

poinrs, the initiate is blindfolded, spun around, startled by a bell, and bound loosely

with three cords, of blue, red, and white, at the wrists, neck, knees, and ankles, which

later may serve as a belt for ritual robes while at the first-degree level. In strict Gard-

nerian traditions, the initiator keeps the cords.

Challenge is an aspect of these riruals. The initiate asks for admittance into the cir-

cle, and promises at sword or knifepoint to only enter the circle in perfect love and per-

fect trust, and never with ill will. Loye and trust are the passwords to enter the circle.

Once spoken, the initiate jumps over a broom and/or blade, to cross the threshold, the

doorway, and enter sacred space.
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Coven members will then introduce themselves and girc qpirirual blessings as gifts.
The initiate asks the Goddess and God to be a witch. Then, in reqporlse ro the quesrion
"What are you?" the initiate declares in a mirror held by the High priest or pnesress.
"I am a witch!" Usually a male applicant is initiated by a High priestess ari a tema_le bv
a High Priest. All three initiation riruals are often done skyclad, meaning nalied. n,ear-
ing only the sky. In family traditions, ic is common for mother to initiate daughrer an.1
father to initiate son. The new witch is presented to the four quarrers before rhe nlua-
is ended and the circle released. In the most traditional covens, scourging (light nn'a.
whipping) and a vow to keep the traditions of the craft secrer are used. This rnidadon
is said to be "of the personaliry" for one is transformed afterward.

The second-degree witch is considered a priest or priesress, with the abiliry to lead
rituals, cast a magick circle, and do spells.

The last degree of traditional witchcraft is the third, marking a High priesress or
Priest.

Other systems of magickal initiation use different symbols for initiation. Various
ceremonial magick groups use ten initiations, based on the ten spheres of the Hebrew
Tiee of Life' Alex Sanders, a rirual magician as well as a wirch, reportedly believed thar
the first three initiations of witchcraft were the same as rhe firsr three initiations of rit-
ual magick. Some traditions base their degrees on the seven chakras or the seven mag-
ickal planets, using the qualities of each to determine the course of srudy. orhers use
the twelve astrological signs. Many modern Wiccan traditions use an elemental system.

As a teacher, I use a structure based on the five elements-fire, earth, water, air,
and spirit-and, as I see ir, the five branches of witchcraft and magick (figure 33). The
initial chapters of this book include a basic understanding of witchcraft, similar ro rhe
unnumbered initiate level of the traditional three-tier system. The lesson workis the first
degree, based on the element of fire, of energy, will, guidance, protection, illumination,
wisdom, and personal power. I feel that an aspiring witch must claim personal power
and experience a profound connection to all things as a foundation for deeper magickal
work. True' anvone can do a spell if they follow a recipe book, but I emphasize an un-
derstanding of how and why witchcraft works. The lessons of this book are based on
my level-one classes. This is the first spark of magick.



First Degree

Second Degree

Third Degree

Figure 3 2: Traditional Degree Synbols



Third Degree-Water
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Fourth Degree-Air

Figare j j: My PersonalDegree Symbols

Fifth Degree-spirit

Second Degree-Earth First Degree-Fire
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Level rwo relates to the element of earth, creating sacred space and manifesting

vour desires onto the physical plane through spell work. Students of the second level

are claiming the title of priestess or priest. Water and shamanic witchcraft is the focus

of level three, with introspection and shadow work as the guiding force. At the fourth
level we study aspects of ceremonial magick, deepen our relationship with the ele-

ments, breath work, and magickal symbols, and create individual "realiry maps" to
connect to the higher self, based on our own experiences and ideas. Air is the element

of the fourth degree. The fifth degree and element, spirit, is the realm of the High
Priestess and High Priest, learning to use all these skills to live a magickal life. The

chakras and zodiac signs are studied in-depth as temples of initiation and areas of life
to master as a servant of the universe.

Witches and magicians are not the only ones to use initiation systems. Initiations

can be found in Eastern religions, including Buddhism andJohre. Martial artisrs pass

tests in skill and knowledge to move to the next degree. In the practice of reiki, a heal-

ing system brought to the world fromJapan, initiations, called attunements, are given

for each level of training. The reiki master, or teacher, must be initiated to that level to
be able to hold and pass the energy, like the old "It rakes a witch to make a witch" be-

lief. The Freemasons have long used initiation systems, having thirty-three degrees.

Their riruals probably influenced Gerald Gardner in his development of initiations.

Look for the initiations in your life. Remember how each affected you and how the

change manifested in your outlook and daily life. Reflect on all the tests and trials that
have made your stronger and more aware. Now you will see unusual or difficult situa-

tions in your life as opportunities for spiritual advancement rather than hardship.

\fu.crcKAl.. I{eMss
If initiation is a symbolic rebirth, it can be marked with a new name, symbolic of this

new life. This is considered your craft name, what some feel is your true name. You

might take a new name once, and use it only privately, either telling no one at all, or

only other members of the craft. You can also take a new craft name at every initia-

tion, adding to or discarding old identities.
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Many practitioners have public craft names and private, personal craft names used
only in intimate settings. Secret names were used not onlv for initiaton- purposes, but
for practical reasons. Originally, in magick, knosing the true narns sf, someone sup-
posedly gave you power and control over that person- By rrsing magickel lrmes. no
one would know your "true" narne. depenrling on *-hat rou considered rour rrue
name. Later, during the persecutiorx. qitches nto did confess mar hare girrcn out
craft names, but not legal names, so hoping to spare rheir sigers ani bmders of rhe
faith from a similar fate. Even norn'. sitch narnes rn be used to p'ro{ect rhe p,rivac-r ot
others when speaking without the luxurv of an intimate setring. eough u.srrallv it rs

polite to ask someone what they would like to be called \trttches nurr use 6g;a crafr
names all the time, and some even legally change theirbirthnarne to fieirsaftnerne-
when in doubt, asking is berter than assuming, as long as you ask with respecl

The act of taking a new name is magickal in itself. At times, it is a returning to a
core identiry, shedding the skin placed over the individual's rrue self by sociery. More
often, it is a claiming of new atmibutes, skills, and lessons one seeks to learn ar *ris
level of training.

Witch names can come from the mythic world, taking identities in honor of differ-
ent deities, heroes, and creatures. Some are based in the plant and animal kingdoms.
Foreign languages play a part, making the name seem more mystical by association.

Latin was widely used in the prime days of the Golden Dawn ritual magicians. Ran-
dom syllables that sound pleasing to the ear are just as suitable. Many names are a

combination of several sources.

When researching a name, particularly one from a deiry or hero in established
mythology, take into consideration all the meanings and stories related to the name.
A1l mythologies have been rewritten, and all have lighter and darker aspecrs, but be

aware of what archetype you are invoking.

How do you get a witch name? There are several ways. you can simply decide on
one, think about it, and once your decision is final, proclaim yourself with this name.

Usually names feel right immediately or not at all. The proclamation can be a part of
your self-initiation, or done at another time. Many choose a craft name before ever

coming dose to an initiation experience, and that's fine. Choosing the name was in a

sense the first initiation.
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A teacher, peer, or friend could suggest a name to you. Sometimes we are too close

to see what really suits us and it takes someone else to point it out. Their choice can be

based on inruition, or through systems such as numerology.

The last method, and my personal favorite, is through meditative experience, ask-

ing the Goddess and God to give you the name correct for you. Prior to your initia-
tion, some teachers suggest an all-night vigil spent fasting, meditating, and contem-
plating your new name. If you would like to do a vigil, by all means, go ahead. you

could wait for the shamanic experience I will detail in the self-initiation rirual. Quite a
few of my own students have gotten their names during the journey prior to the ritual.

Though traditions vary, I feel that you do not have to take a witch name at the first
initiation, or ever! Though I have a personal, private name that I do not share with
anyone, for the longest time I was simply content with Christopher, and felt that was
my true identiry. Though my witch name adds to ir, I did not shed my pasr name. Do
what is right for you and your own eclectic tradition. I recommen d The Complete Book

of MagickalNames by Phoenix McFarland for more ideas.

YgepA-ND-a-Day PREpARaTToN
If you have followed the course outlined in this book, you have done much of your
training to prepare you for your first initiation. You have the talents and experiences of
a first-degree witch. Look back into your magickal journal, to your first entry describ-

ing exercise 1, your intention ritual. Read and review it. Have you accomplished what
you set out to do? Have your goals broadened?

If you have followed your own schedule, determine how many weeks you have left
in your year and a day, as determined by your intention ritual. If you have passed the
year mark for this work, you may want to use two years and rwo days to give yourself
ample time to reflect, instead of rushing into anything immediately. You will know
when the time is right for you.

Continue your studies, looking to other views on the craft. A true witch must be

educated on the craft. If this is the first book you have read on the craft, peruse many

others to get an overall view of this science, art, and spiritualiry I recommend the fol-
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lowing books because they each present a different view of the craft, but please go to
the books that speak to you.

Power of the Witch by Laurie Cabor (Delta Press).

Wicca: A Guidefor the Solitary Practitionerby Scott Cunningham (Llewellyn

Publications).

The Spiral Dance: A Rebirth of the Ancient Religion of the Great Goddess by Starhawk

(Harper San Francisco).

Wicca: The Old Religion in the New Age by Vivianne Crowley (Aquarian Press).

To Ride a Silver Broomstick by Silver RavenWolf (Llewellyn Publications).

There is a self-test in the appendix of this manual, for those who want to test their
grasp of the material.

fnr-tNrTraTroN
I definitely believe that only the Goddess and God can make one a witch, though
many others may help along the way. Initiation is a process of selFdiscovery. Because

of this belief, your self-initiation is divided into two parts. The first is the shamanic
journey, a more subjective, internal initiation. The second is a rifual, an announcement

of your intent and acceptance of this new role.

Even if you do not choose to call yourself a witch, or if you already consider your-
self a witch, you can complete these studies with this journey and ritual, modified in
whatever way will make you comfortable. Riruals are a part of closure, marking the
end of a time of study and the-start of a new phase of life, even if that phase takes you
to a di8,terent path altogether. Each stone is a new part of your personal foundation.

On the last day of your year-and-a-day period, try to be as reflecrive and meditatirc
as possible. If you can take the day off and spend some time in solirude, so much rhe

better. You may prefer to do this initiation in the morning, at sunrise, or in tbe

evening. I like my ricuals in the evening, as close to midnight, rhe witching hour- as

possible.
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To prepare, you will need a few materials on hand. First, get out your intention slip

from the first exercise. You will also need a flameproof container in which to burn it. I

use a cauldron, and you can get them at New Age shops around the country, or you

can use a metal bowl or a regular heat-resistant bowl with some sand in it to absorb

the heat. Sfurdy metal pots will also work. If you have to resort to an ashtray, use one

that is boughr specifically for this reason and no other. A candle is necessary to light

the flame, and you can use the one on your meditation altar.

Obtain an oil for anointing yourself. You can mix together essential oils (I suggest

ten drops of frankincense, ten drops of myrrh, and rwenfy drops of a base oil, such as

apricot kernel or grape seed), buy a blessing or protection oil, or simply use kitchen

olive oil. Also, get a small amount of sea salt.

Traditionally, witches do initiation rituals either skyclad or in black robes. Some

witches buy robes, while others make them at home. They symbolize a separation

from the mundane world and a journey into the magickal world, priming the con-

sciousness ro enter a meditative state simply by donning them. If you do choose to use

a robe, you may want to keep with the older traditions and get three cords, of blue,

red, and white, that are long enough to make into a belt or sash for your robe.

If you plan on wearing a pentacle, or do so already, have this piece of jewelry ready.

Most importantly, have your witch name prepared before this day, if you choose to

rake one. In fact, the evening before your last day can be used for an all-night vigil to

claim a new name.

To start your self-initiation, light the candle on your altar. Protect the space and in-

vite your divine protectors to be with you, as you usually do. Get all your materials out

and onto your altar, including the items on this checklist:

Incense (optional)

Intention slip

Flameproof vessel

Anointing oil

Sea salt

Robes and cords (oPtional)

Pentacle jewelry (oPtional)
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tHE sounNnn
Announce your desire of initiation into the realm of witchcraft with these or similar
words:

"I ask the Goddess and God that I may enter your service and the sacred. traditions of the
crafi, to become a witch in fact and name.,,

You can play some music ro accompany your journey, if you'd like, and then prepare
for deep meditation and journeywork. The consranr rhythm of the shamanic drum-
ming as performed on Michael Harner's Shamanic Journey Solo and, Double Drumming
(Foundations for Shamanic Studies) is ideal, or you can use more dreamlike, relaxing
New Age music. Perform the relaxation and counrdown of exercise 9 and lead yourself
into a meditative state. You have learned about the World Tree, the cosmic axis con-
necting the upper worlds to the lower worlds, the places of initiation, healing, and
knowledge. In this meditation, guide yourself ro your inner temple, your sacred heart
of the world Tree, and call on your guides. cail on the Goddess and God, and allow
yourself to journey, led by your guides and deities.

In this meditation, you will receive your initiation and complete your own individ-
ual and unique training. The experience could quite literally be anything, and will
often surprise you. This is the lesson that no one can teach you except for the Goddess
and God.

When the experience is complete, use the World Tree and your inner temple to re-
turn to the middle, conscious world. Count yourself up. When you return from this
journey, take a few moments to reflect on it. you may want to write it down now, or
save this for later and proceed immediately to the ritual.

Relurn to the altar and candle flame. Thank the Goddess and God for your spirirual
initiation. If you would like, light some incense to set rhe rone of the ceremony. you
can have the following ritual written out and before you, with your personal touches
and instructioru. It need not be memorized.

If you choose to wear a ritual robe, and do not have it on yet, wear it now, without
the corded belt. signifying that the spiritual initiation into the craft has srarred, bur is
not complere.
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This aspect of the ritual signifies that you truly choose, in full knowledge, to walk this

path and accept all the responsibilities that it entails. From your training, you under-

stand that the acts of witchcraft are real. You are awakening to the world that lies be-

yond what others call the "real" or physical world. You acknowledge that rhere are

paths other than the ones traditionally shown in sociery Say:

"I choose to walk my ownpathbetween the worlds, in the sytace beyond space, and the time

beyond time. I choose my own patlL into the Labynnth of the mysteries. I choose to lite a life

of perfect love and perfect trust. I cltoose the life of a witch for this lifetime, here and now. So

mote itbe."

GrenarNc YouR PowER
Read your intention slip aloud, and reflect on your original intent. Have you accom-

plished it? Has it changed? Restate your intent, with any modifications or an entirely new
intention. Burn the paper and feel the power of your intention permeate the space.

Mix a pinch of the salt with your anointing oi1, drawing a banishing pentagram over

the mixture, and feel it fillwith light. Anoint yourself while speaking these blessings:

Anoint the third eye. "I anoint my third eye, so I may see truly in this world and all others."

Anoint the throat. "I anoint my throat, to speak nuly and receiye the truth."

Anoint the hands. "I dnoint rny hands, to heal- myself, my people, and the Earth, to be a

guardian and caretak er "

Don the cord belt around yo.., ,ob". You can braid the three strands together at this
point, or knot them in three places. With each knot, a blessing, intention, or vow can

be made as a form of knot magick. Tiaditional covens would take your measurements,

meaning height, width, and the circumference of the head, and then keep the cords to
prevent betrayal. If the new witch did betray the coven, the cords were used as a link
to the betrayer for curse of retribution.
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P TSSNTATIoN To THE GoppgSS AND Gop
The presentation formalizes your relationship with the Goddess and God, and marks

you as an initiate into the life of a witch.

"From this day forth, I shall be known to the Goddess and God as (witch name or birth

name) . I ask to walk hand in hnnd, in the lwe of the Godd.ess and God. I am a witch. I am

a witch. I am a witch. So mote itbe."

If you plan on wearing a pentacle, take it out now. Anoint it with the oil. Raise it up to

the Goddess and God. Feel it burn with powerful energ"y

"I ask the Goddess and God to bless this penufu with their lwe. It is a sign of protection,

of b alanc e, and of magick. I monifest aA three in my life now. S o mote it b e. "

tnexrs
Create a circle of thanks, thanking first and foremost the Goddess and God, and then

all beings who have aided you on your journey, induding qpirit guides and people who
have been supportive or helpfirl in any way Giving thanks to the universe helps create

more blessings in the fufure and energetically thanks those who have given their time

and energy.

"I thank the Goddess and. God for aII gftt, and I thank all those who have helped me in my

quest, including(name them).1sendyou allmy gratitude,love, andlight. Blessed.be."

The ritual of self-initiation is complete! Congratulations and welcome to a new phase

of your life. I wish yon -*y Llessings.

This ritual can be adapted to those working with partners, in groups, or with men-

tors. Statements can be rewritten as questions, asking the initiate to answer affirma-

tively. The anointing and blessings can be done by another, as a conduit for the deities'

blessing. If you know how to cast a magick circle, the entire ritual can done within the

circle, but such work is the training and initiation of the second level of witchcraft,
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trat of the priestess or priest. Now that you have laid the foundation of your inner
spiritual life, you are more able to bring the sacred out inro the world, to build the
outer Temple of witchcraft, to do spell work, celebrate the rituals of the year, and
daim your role as priestess or priest of the Goddess and God.

Blessed be!
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Appendix: Self-Test

Answer these questions to demonstrate your mastery of this material. Use a separate
piece of paper if you need more toom.

1. Briefly define the following words:

Magick:

Witchcraft:

Personal energy:

Aura:

Book of Shadows:

Centering:

323
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Degrees of witchcraft:

Grounding:

Healing:

Initiate/Initiation:

Law of Three:

Pagan:

Pentagram:

Pentacle:

Reincarnation:

Subtle bodies:

Wiccan Rede:



2. What are the differences berween witchcraft
between pagan and neopagan?

".;:$
AppsrYorx: SslF-tof,tf r

and Wicca? What are rhe differences

3. What are the commonly accepted translations of the wordWicca?

4. Who is commonly credited with the modern revival of witchcraft?

5. Briefly describe the history of witchcraft, from Paleolithic rimes ro rhe present.

6. What are some of the different traditions of witchcraft currently being practiced?

7. In your own words, how does magick work?

8. Inyour own words, what is a hologram and why is it important to understand?

9. What is the witch's pyramid?
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10. Matching:

_Law of Mentalism

Law of Correspondence

-Law 

of Vibration

-Law 

of Polariry

Law of Rhvthm

-Law 

of Gender

-Law 

of Cause and Effect

Everything is dual; everything has poles;

everything has its opposite.

Everything flows; everything has its tides.

C) Everything is a crearion of the A1l, the

divine mind.

D) Everything has its masculine and feminine

principles.

E) Every cause has its effect, and every effect has

its cause.

F) As above, so below; as below, so above.

G) Nothing rests; everything moves.

A)

B)

Briefly explain each of the Hermetic principles.

11. Colors: Fill in your personal correspondences to each color.

Pink:

Red:

Silver:

Orange:

Brown:

Blue:

\\hite:

tsiack
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Gold:

Red-orange:

Green:

Purple:

Violet:

Yellow:

Turquoise:

Indigo:

12. Chakras: Fill in the blanks of this chart. Be able to describe the progression of the
chakras, from bottom to top.

Brow

Blue

Chakra

Crown

Color Location Information

Divinity,
higher self

Love, emotion,

healing
di

$

tli

fr

ft

$

*

lii.

Solar plexus

Sacral Belly

Red

13. In your own words, metaphysically, what is disease?

Yellow
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fa- frescribe the World Tree, its function, and its use.

15. In your own experience, what are spirit guides?

16. According to your own beliefs, what is karma?

17. What does it mean to be a witch?
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Maximize Your Medit atio n

A calm mind and strong visualization ski11s are vital to magickal success. De-

signed to complement the course materiai presented in The Inner Temple of
witchcraft, this four cD set fearures exercises and meditations from the book
set to relaxing background music,

Each companion CD a11ows you to experience the lessons on a deep and

personal level, with an experienced teacher guiding the way. The reinforce-

ment of the techniques found in the book together with soothing music and

personal guidance form the building blocks needed ro creare and maintain a

spiritual, inner practice of witchcraft.

Look for The Inner Temple of Witchcrafi Meditation Co'rnpanion CD at your fa-

vorite bookstore. You can also order directly by calling 1-S00-THE-MOON, or
visit us online at www.llewellyn.com.

The Inner Temple of Witchcraft Meditation CD Companion

4 CD set . $24.95

ISBN 0-7387-0387-7



frplore your Inner Temple vour personal sacred space where rhere are no
boundaries and a1l things are possible. With study dedication, and practice, rhe
lessons and exercises rn this book till empower )ou to transl'orm rhe repeti-
tive rigors of the daiiy grind into a witch's web of magickal experiences.

The Inner Temple of Wttchcraf is a thorough course of education, introspec:
tion. meditation. and the development of the magickal and psychic abilities ihat
are the birthright ol the witch. Four introductory chapters present rhe hisrory.., .j . :l:lrir.::lar:iliiriri:;: a - - J -----r ---- r'----^^- - --' ^^'"'-^J,

traditions. and principles of r,ritchcrali. follolred bv thirteen lessons thai srarrtraditions. and principles of r,ritchcrali. follolred bv thirteen lessons thai srarr
j.:'''.., ,'''l'::rrlllith basic meditation techniques and cuLninate in a self-iniriation ceremony

..;.,fi:',,,:eQu*aient to the first-degree leve1 of traditional coven-based witchcraft.

Al.I9u progress through this year-and-a-day course of study, you will
' ..:;,,,1.'''tt, ,...',.exp r,9. ide range of topics that support and inform the dedicated witch:

":it .'':ffi[i:*fr?,1',T";i3J::iJ""* *""- clerinition or reaiiry
.lr,- ..!$*]]: .:.=:il*.:r' . "Instant'' magick techniques for proiection, healing, and serenity
::*a-.,#!:i.. .1,,.:.'rr '' iEnergy work and anatomy, including chakras and auras.*

:ffi tL: i!;r'+' 
ff 

'1ru 
x t*?]il'::l1"i o, o,,n

,:r ,.r ::..:'.,:i.,,,:: ::r,i1":! ,, Ihis book:s non-dogmatic presentation encourages an eciectic, personal

,,.' ;;,;.:;; ,,,t:,,, 
':!i.' ' roach while providing a sffong foundation for the practice of wirchcraft

' , "':i!iii.t,iii ,',@ maglck. Develop your psvchic abiliries and practice porenr magickal rech-
niques as you explore the source of everr wirch's power -rhe temple wirhin., ll:, : i:.'::.:::., :',"':l :' :;*: : t',tL

.r,,.:,::' :.1.i::i...:t::1]1ti.: ,,: .,. lW
Christopher Penczak (Nerv Hampshire) reaches ciasses rhroughout New
England on witchcraft. mediration. reiki. crvsrals. an<1 shanrarric journcy.
He is the author oi Citl \lagicfu and 52i'ir .\//ics arrd r,r rites lor scvt,ral local
and rrational metaphlsical nragazincs.

Strengthen your magickal skills and reinforce the lessons presented,,{!
in, this book with The lnner Temytle of Witchcraft Meditation CD!r,,;::r,,.

Companion, a firur-disc set featuring guided meditations and exercises
set to soothing music. Sold separatel,v.

rsEN n-?:g?-[il?b-5 $17.95 US
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